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CHAPIER 1

INTRODUCTION

A. OVERVIEW

The purpose of this modeling handbook is to provide an organized

approach to the application of radiation effect inclusive semiconductor

models to problems requiring computer aided circuit analysis and design.

Over the past 10 to 15 years, several investigators have made significant

progress in developing computer oriented models for the different semi4

conductor technologies. These models incorporate improved representa-

tions of both electrical effects and radiation effects. T'ley are

documented in several excellent technical reports which give detailed

discussion of der'ivation and application procedures. Unfortunately, many

of Lhese reports are not readily available to analysts who wish to apply

the models to a specific problem. Even if the analyst has-access to the

reports, he is often confronted with the rather formidable task of wading

througi: the derivation in order tb sift out the application information

for the model. This is especially distressing to the-inexperienced

analyst who may waste valuable time struggling with material which is not

germane to his problem.

The intent of this handbook is to alleviate the two problems identi-

fied above.' First, it presents the results of several model development

programs in a single volume. Hopefully, this will be effective indispers-

ing the results of these programs to a much broader community of users

than has previously been possible. No new or original material is

presented in this document. Therefore, tVe aralyst who feels that addi-

tional information is required can check the references imicated throughout

the handbook. In general, thea'ithors of these references have expended

consi~d.,able effort in giving the details of the model develupment. The

omiss.16n'of these derivations from this handbook simply reflects the

limitations 'inherent in such:a document, and does not imply that they are

not important. Investigators wishing to extend the capabilities of any'.
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model are encouraged to consult the original documentation rather than

relying or tne abbreviated material presented in the handbook.

The second intent of this modeling handbook is to Drovide an organ-

ized structure for the appl-ication of the various models. This structure

is the only original contribution of the handbook's authors. The reader

t sh)ul'd note that this document is not'designed to be read sequentially.

Only chapter 1, the introduction, will be of general interest to all

readers. The re mainder of tne chapters 3re meant to be stand-alone

r sections which are oriented toward specific technologies and their models.

A brief examination of the table of contents will demonstrate the basic

structure of the handbook organization. Note that the first few chapters

are organized by technology. These include chapters on bipolar diode

models, bipolar transistor models, MOS models, and miscellaneous device

technolcoies (SCR, transformer, UJT, JFET). They are followed by a

chapter on simplified modeling of analoq and digital integrated circuits.

The simplified IC mocli:ng techniques are applicable to either bipol3r or
MOS technologies. The final chapter presents specific example problems

and the modeling tbchniqc.s used in their solution. The general trend of

F the teodeli!- handbook is from specific device models toward more general

A'C and subsystem models.

Within each ir-i,.duai chapter the organization proceeds from the

L.-sic, first order electrical mndel toward the more extensive models

inczorporating radiation _ffects and second order electrical effects.

Oivision within tie chapters is rade..according to physical phenomena

whenever po;sible. The d-alyst who requires only a gross electrical

representation of a particular device to solve a problem need only con-

'sult the first sectione ft-he-appropriate chapter*. If gruater sophlsti-

cation in the model is reqtsred, subseqdent sections must be consulted.

An attempt has bcer. made to apply a parallel structure in each
chapter section. This is-accomplished by developing eight major sub-

section headings. These include:

(1) Description

(2) Advantages
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(3) Cautions

(4) Characteristics

(5) Defining'Equatlons

(6) Parameter List

(7) Parameterization

(a) Definition

(b) Typical Value

(c) Measuremeit

(d) Example (measurement & specification sheet)

(8) Computer Exampie

The description subsection provides a qualitative discussion of the

electrical or radiation effect to be discussed. The modeling handbook is

not meant to be a treatise on semiconductor physics. However, the varia-

tions in model characterist'ics must be understood in terms of the physical

properties they are attempting to represent. The descripticn subsection

is intended to rrovide the physical context of the model without a detailed

derivation. Appropriate references are given to technical publications

dealing with the underlying physical phenomena.

The advantages subsection presents the primary rea-aos for applica-

tion of the model to be discussed. For some physical phenomena such as

reverse breakdown, there are multiple modeling techniques which may be

implemented. In such cases, the merits of the differert approaches are

discussed' in terms of their effect on desired results. There should

always be some reason for the analyst's choice of a specific modeling

approach. Hopefully, a clear statement of advantages will help to direct

that choice.

Every model has a definite range o,f applicaaility which the analyst

must be careful not to exceed. Knowledge of model-limitations is espe-

cially important in computer a;ded design.. In general, the computer can

be relied on toperform calculations accurately; however, the analyst has

total responsibility for thinking. The Cautions subsection has been

included to remind the analyst of.the limitations of each model and to

encourage him to think about how these limitations may affect the results.
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The characteristics subsection incluaes a scnemat-ic of the model

topology and a qualitative representation of the electrical response of

the model. The topology includes elements and polarities required for

proper implementation of the model. The electrical representation may

take the form of an I/V plot, a voltage versus time plot, or a current

versus time plot. The unique qualities of the model response are high-

lighted for emphasis. These diagrams are useful in orienting the analyst

to the mathematical description of the model elements in the following

subsection.

The defining equations subsection presents the mathematical descrip-

tion uf the effect being modeled. The equations are presented without

proof or derivation. Their purpose is to demonstrate the relaLionship of

the various model parameters in a format which 'is familiar to engineers..

Implementation of the equations in a computer code often obscures the

parameteric relationship due to the necessity for eliminating singular-

ities and other numerical difficulties.

The parameter list immediately follows the defining equations. It

provides a definition for ail key parameters and gives the nomnenclature

to be used in subsequent references. Care has been taken to insure that

a clear, cohsistent nomenclature has been used throuq;,out the handbook.

Whenever possible, th~s nomerclature is consistent with the nomenclature

in the technical literature.

The parameterization subsection presents techniques for assigning

numerical values to each parameter used in the model. The predictions or

simulations based on a model will never be more accurate than the data

used to parameterize the model. Thus, there is no.reason to select an

elegant model if there is insufficient data available for 'the selection

of parameter values. Edch parameter included in the parameterization

list is precisely defined and a typical value is given. The typical

value serves the purpose of allowing the analyst to get a model running

on the comuter'with parameters that bear some relationship to rea!ity,

It also gives him a frame of reference for judging the numerical values

which he derives from measured or specification sheet data. Specific

1-4
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r
measurement schemes and data reduction procedures are recommended for

each parameter and schematic diagrams are given for equipment arrange-

ment. Numerical examples are provided for determining the parameter

value from measurements and from specification sheet data. Actual photo-

graphs of device response or tabularized data from the measurement scheme

are provided and reduced to the final parameter quantity. Specification

sheets are included and appropriate entries are selected for parameter

estimates. A comparison of the numerical values derived from measurement

and from the specificatioh sheet gives the analyst an indicationof the

relative accuracy of the different parameterization sources.

A code implementation subsection is included in each chapter to

provide the analyst with information on how the basic mathematical formula-

tion of the model must be modified for incorporation in a computer aided

circuit analysis and design (CAD) code. Five different CAD codes have

been considered in this subseýctiqn, including SCEPTRE, NET-Z, SPICE2,

TRAC, and CIRCUS. The last four of these codes have "built-in" models

whhih may be parameterized in various ways to yield different levels of

model complexity. Unfortunately, the same nomenclature ha5 not been used

in each of the codes. This tends to obscure the basic similar~ties in'

the model capabilities. To key the'different code models to the nomen-

clature and model. levels addressed in the handbook, a table *is provided

which gives the entire parameter list for each model frowl the ffvecodes

and which indicates 'those parameters to be parameterized ard those to be

defaulted. Thus, if the analyst wishes to use the first order MOS elec-

,trical model described in this handbook with the NET-2 code, table IV-2

will demonstrate how he should encode the NETr2 parameter list..

Tne code implementation subsection also provides notes on the effect

of code implementation on the model characteristics. The necessity for

avoiding singularities and other numerical problems has been noted earlier.

Eliminating these problems is often done by altering their functional

forms. These altered functions may give results which are slightly

___. . ... .., .,'



different from those expected by the analyst in certain operating regions.

These modifications and their implications are called out as notes in

this subsection.

The computer example is the final subsection in each of the modeling

sections. Its purpose is to demonstrate the model characteristics devel-

oped in the preceding material. Emphasis is placed on using very simple

circuits which exercise an individual component model. Often "curve

tracer" programs are used to demonstrate that the modeled performance is

indeed similar to that desired and anticipated from the parameterization
procedure. This feedback from the computer to the analyst is an essen-

tial verification of model operation which should always be required

before incorporating the mudel in a more complex.circuit.

The organization of the modeling sections discussed above is quite

modular. ..Hopefully, this approach will facilitate the use of the handbook

by both the novice and the expert. The novice should be able to identify

the type of effect he wisnes to represent and follow an orderly procedure

for selecting, parameterizing, and implementing an appropriate model.on

the code available to him. The expert should be able to use the handbook

as a quick reference to refresh his memory on limitdtions of various
models or to rev;ew model conversion procedures from one code to another.

The intent of the handbook authors was to accurately reproduce the devel-

opments made by several investigators in the field of semiconductor

modeling in an organizational format which will facilitate the applica-

tion of their results.

B. APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Modern computer aided circuit analysis and design codes and the

mIdels which have been developed for use with them cdn be extremely

powerful and versatile toots for the investigation.of radiation effects

on devices, circuits, and subsystems. However, their proper application
requires attention to some general guidelines if their results are to be

valid and economically justifiable. A list of such guidelines undoubtedly

1-6
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would vary considerably if compiled by different authors,,but hopefully

the list of statements and discussion offered below incorporates the most

important aspects of computer model usage.

(1) Determine why you are making a computer aided circuit analysis.

(2) Select an appropriate model.

(3) Know the difference between simulation and prediction.

(4) Know the limitations of parameterization data.

(5) Verify the models.

(6) Understand the results.

Computer aided circuit analysis is expensive in terms of model

parameterizatien measurements, analyst's time, and computer rental. It

should be viewed as one of several alternative tools available for exami-

nation of radiation effects on devices, circuits, or subsystems. Often,

sound engineering analysis procedures can be applied with justifiable,

simplifying assumptions to 9ield results which are as valid as any computer

generated solution. A healthy initial response to any analysis require-

ment is to examine ways to avoid computer aided analysis. However, there

is a significant class of problems whiGh defy reasonable manual analysis

techniques. In these problems, the variables of elements may be closely

coupled such that several respealses must be considered simultaneously.

In'such cases, the expanded recordkeeping ability of the computer is

essential to the analysis. 'Also included in the class of problem

requiring CAD tools are those which containhighly nonlinear elem nts o'r

elements which' are driven into nonlinear modes by radiation expos re.

Certainly, an exhaustive list of prbblems requiring CAD and model ng

tools would consume more space than is available here. The point to be

made is' that, although such a list is extensive, it is a definite subset

of all radiation effect problems. An anatlysis should never be pe formed
"just to see how the c 4rcuit works." The results of such an. anal sis are

almost-certain to be misleading and will undoubtedly~be expensive.

Closely associated with the determination of the rationale for

computer aided analysis is the requirement for selecting an approp iate

model. Never select a sophisticated model when a simple, model wil

1-7
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suffice. To assist in selecting an appropriate model, the analyst should

force himself to make quantitative answers to questions such as:

(1) What is the range of operating characteristics which the model

must represent?

(2) What accuracy is acceptable?

(3) Are the time constants of the model comparable to those of the

circuit?

(4) Is the device a switch or an amplifier in this application?

Numerous other questions might be added to the list, but the point

is that the analyst must make a definite series of decisions in selecting

ai model. Good scientific procedure suggests that these decisions be as

quantitative as possible and that they be docimented. Selecting a model

which covers several decades of current charazteristics, when only a

single point on the operating characteristic is required, is wasteful of

paramterization time, analysis effort, and computer time. Furthermore,

it is likely to introduce errors which could have been avoided with a

less sophisticated model. The analyst is cautioned to consider that the

model may be driven over a wider range of operating characteristics in a

radiation simulation than that experienced under normal operating con-

ditions.

Once the decision has been reachcd that a computer aided analysii is

required and a model has been selected, the analyst should-know whether

he is making a simulation or a predict-ion. The distinction between the

two is vital for the interpretation of the results. All models represent

simulations at some level of response. For example, if a transistor

model is parameterized from curve tracer measurements, then it can only

be expected to simulate those measurements when exercised by the computer

analysis code. This-model can never be correctly said to "predict"

transistor performance. A number of simulation type transistor models

can be combined to predict a circuit response. However, that prediction

will only be valid so long as the simulations of the transistors are

appropriate for their operating conditions. One of the most frequent and

potentially disasterous mistakes made in computer aided circuit analysis
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is the inadvertent extrapolation of mnodels beyond their'range of simula-

tion validity. Thesp mistakes are insidious because the computer code

will continue to generate results despite their lack of validity; only

the continued attention of the analyst can prevent-this error.

As noted earlier, models can only be as accurate as the ,data which

go into their parameterization. However, the analyst is advised to

consider the validity of the data with respect to the goals of his anal-

ysis. Specification sheet data represent the minimum guaranteed electri-

cal specifications which the manufacturir will attribute to a given

product line; A few manufacturers assign those data values based on 30

points of measured parameter distributions. Unfortunately, most do not

have a quantifiable procedure for setting specifications. In either

event, the values may not be consistent when applied to any given device.

The specification sheet data are important from the standpoint of represent-

ing the data which the design engineer utilized in designing the circuit.

On the other hand, measured data reflect the actual characteristics of a

device and all the data are consistent. However, they represent only a

single device/characteristics set in a distribution of devices.of that

type. Depending on where that device lies in the distribution, analysis

results based on its model -arameters may be conservative or nonconserva-

tive. For analyses which are supposed to reflect the perfprmance of a

statistically significant set of circuits, the analyst should make some

effort to establish the sensitivity of the results to variations in key

model parameters. This should be done prior tothe interpretation of the

results.

,Probably more time is wasted in-attempting to debug models in the

analysis circuit than in any other aspect of computer aided analysis. No

model should ever be included in the circuit, to be analyzed before its

operation has been verified. In this handbook, several examples are

given'for curve tracer and simple pulse circuits which can be used to

verify the anticipated operation of individual models. These simple'

p
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programs provide inexpensive vehicles for identifying model problems

outside of the circuit to be analyzed. Time or expense spent in model

verification is never wasted.

The final check on the results of all computer aided analysis should

be, "Does the result make sense?" There is no foreseeable substitute for

human understanding in the application of CAD-results. The. analyst's

final responsibility is to exercise his own reasoniog ability. Computer

codes can produce errors as a result of numerical difficulties or they

can simply "step over" an important part of the response (e.g., a photo-

current pulse) through an inappropriate selection of a time step. The

analyst who understands the circuit -is the last line of defense against

such errors.
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CHAPTER II

DIODES

A. INTRODUCTION

An understanding of diode modeling is fundamental to the task of

modeling any semiconductor device. This is particularly true in the

context of the modeling handbook since techniques for modeling radiation

effects and other phenomenon are described in the greatest detail in

chapter II.

An "expandable model' format is applied in this chapter. This

format supports a basic rule in modeling which is, "use the simplest

model possible." The expandable model format allows a range of com-

plexit\ from the diode equation produced from a data sheet to diode

models which simulate I-V behavior over many decades of current.

Techniques for obtaining model parameters from both terminal mea-

surements and specification sheets are included. Terminal measurements
will produce accurate parameter values for specific devices but indicate

nothing about the distribution of device parameters unless numerous

devices are tested. The manufacturer's specification sheets yield param-

eter values which are 'often very inaccurate, yet they place bounds on

parameter variations which may be used for best or worst case analysis.

Some terminal measurements suggested by the modeling handbook must

be regarded as useful only' in the absence of better information. One

example of this is the terminal estimation technique used to obtain

background doping. The assumptions made were a planar, one-sided, abrupt

junction. Because no junction is truly planar, the electric field at the

curved portions of the junction will cause the junction to avalanche at a
lower voltage than predicted. No'diffused junction is truly abrupt,

which implies that the term "background doping" loses some or all of its

meaning in many devices. The point to be made is that the analyst should

try to be aware of how the model attempts to simulate the physical pro-

cesses of the device, the simplifications and assumptions made, and the
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accuracy and limitations of the model chosen. It is for this reason that

discussions of the physical processes are often included., An understanding

of device physics is desirable but certainly not required for the modeling

process.

When working with differhnt computer codes, one often finds different

sets of units being applied by the code. For example, resistance may

normally be specified in ohms for one code and kilohms for another code.

As a general rule, any self-consistent set of units may be used. A

problem occurs with the default values and built-in models of circuit

analysis codes. Therefore, it is safer to work in the units specified by

each computer code.

Because cf the overwhelming scope of semiconductor device modeling,

many concepts, approaches, and models could not be addressed. It is for

this reasor that a'bibliography is included at the end of this handbook.

References' which proved iseful in the development of chapters are included

at the end of each chapter.

B. DIODE MODELING

1. Diode Equation

a. Description

The foundation of all diode models is the diode equation

which relates the diode current to diode vo'tage and may be Written in

its simplest form as:

I D = )-3

b. Advantages

The diode equation is implemented in almost all network

simulation codes and is the simplest method for implementing a diode

characteristic with a minimum number of elements. Specification sheet

data may be used to parameterize the diode equation. The diode equation

11-2
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requires o:•Iy one measured parameter and an assumed 'rature to define

the parameters.

c. Cautions

The basic diode equation gives the gross, first order I/V

characteristic. In circuits where the details of the diode response are

important to proper operation, additional model el,:n -- ts must be included

to simulate second order and radiation effects. The nature of.these

additional elements is discussed in the following sections.

d. Chrarcte:istics

The symbolic representation of the diode equation is shown

in figure I-1.

The diode equation will produce the electrical character-

istic shown in figure 11-2.

e. Defining Equaticn

The diode equation is implemented as d voltage control'ed

current source defined by:

I IS [exp(~- jVD K-T}-

f. ParameLer List

I D the diode current

1 5 *the diode saturation current

q : the magnitude of electronic charge

(1.6 R 10-19 coulomb)

VD= the voltage acrzs element I D
K = Boltzmann~s constant (8.62,x 10-5 eV/ 0 K)

T = the junction temperature in °K

g. Parameterization.

1) IS

a) Definition

I is the reverse saturation current of the

diode. 7n an ideal diode, the reverse current of a diode under several
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(a) Model Representation

(b) Component Representation

Fojure PI-I. Symbolic Representation of the Diode Equation

I i 1.1-4
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volts reverse bias would approach IS. For real diodes, however, leakage

and charge generation effects dominate the reverse current so IS mIy not

be obtained from reverse current mcasurements.. IS is obtained from the

behavior of the diodp in the forward operating re gion.

b) Typical Values

Avalue of 10 12 .aperes is typical. IS i

directly proportional to the active junction area and may vary signiri-

cantly between device types. *A range of 10-5 to 1 0's i, common.

c) Measurement

I scan be computed from ',e value of V, 1 J

at a forward biased operating point. It shout(! be noted that tn '

I-V point will be accurately simulated, therefr.re, the I-V poin:,

should be made near the operating point of the diode in the circuit. .1

can then be found from the relationship:

I I D
IS - x VD 1

d) Example - IN914

1 From Measurement

The point chosen in forward bias to be

modeled was 5 mA. From the photoqraphs shown in figure 11-3, the diode

voltaqe at 5 mA can be seen to be 690 mV. IS was then computed at 300'K

to be:

5 .mA 1.35 x 10"14 amperes
exp

2 From Data Sheets

An estimate of Is can be made from specifica-

tion sheet data. The specification sheet shown in figure 11-4 lists a

diode voltage of' 0.12 V at a forward current of 5 mA.
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(a) 114914 Forward Characteristics

(b) 1N914 Reverse Characteristics

ri(Jjure 11-3. flJ914 Forward ar'ý Reverrse Chardct'eris tics
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is 5 mA 4.23 x 10- 1 amperesIS= (~0.72 V )-

exp 0-.0259 V

2) T

a). Definition

T is the temperature. of the junction in degrees
Kplvin. Model paremeters should be obtained at the model simulation

temperature.'

D) Typical Value

T is often assumed to be room temperature, which

is about 3000 K. This assumption is valid for devices operated under low

power conditions. If power conditions within the device make this assumption

'invalid, knowledge of 'the junction temperature or a higher order model

may be desired to yield-better results.,

c) Measurement
When making low power measurements in climate-

controlled areas, assume T to be 300*K.

h. Implemeýntation Notes

Some difficulty may be encountered in the direct implemen-

tation of the diode equation in some circuit analysis codes. This prob-

lem is usually related to the topology requirements of the individual

code. For SCEPTRE, a capacitor placed across the diode will eliminate

topology problems The capacitor must be chosen small enough so as not
to interfere with the diode action;'1 picofarad has been found to be

adequate.

i. Computer Example
The diode equation was exercised by use of the'network

analysis code SCEPTRE. The forward characteristic was obtained by use of

the simulation circuit of figure 1I-5.
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Figure 11-5. Diode Test Circuit

The computer input listing for this run is given in figure

11-6 and the simulated characteristic is shown in figure 11-7.

As expected, the 5 mA, 690 mV point used to develop the

model lies on the curve produced by the simulation.

2. Reverse Bias Effects

a. Description

The diode equation does not inherently containprovisions

for reverse breakdown. However, the reverse breakdown effect may be

important to the analyst who is modeling reference diodes or analyzing

any circuit where transients due to radiation effects or other sources

may drive the circeit into an operational mode outside the original

des~ign boundaries.

Electrical overstress produces device breakdown and pos-

sible catastroph~ic failure. Reverse breakdown may take place by two

mechanisms, avalanche and tunneling. P-N Junctions which break down at 8

volts or higher are considered to do so by ava.lanching mechanisms. Since

the upper limit .for tunneling is about 5 volts, both phenomena are con-

sidered to occur in devices with breakdown between'5 V and 8 V. There

are three appr6aches to modeling reverse bias effects.

i. J
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b. Multiplication Factor

I). Advantages

The advantage of the multiplication factor approach

is that it relates better to the physical processes occurring in Lhe

diode.

2) Cautions

The multiplication factor'is scr-ewhat difficult to

,parameterize; therefore, care must be taken to in~ure the is

well behaved.

3) Characteristics
The topology required for the model is showi iý

figure 11-8. The expected I-V characteristics are shown in figuie ý1-9.

C

Figure 11-8.- Topology for Multiplication-Factor Model

+11D

, , ' +VD

FigureII-9. I-V Characteristics of Multiplication Factor Model
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4) Defining Equation

M(V)

"5) Parameter List

VBD = the breakdown voltage of the diode

"M(V) = the avalanche multiplication factor

,, n = empirical constant
* 6) Parameterization

Sa) VBD

'I Definition

VBD is defined as that voltage at which the
reverse current increases at an almost i'nfinite rate when voltage is

increased.

2 Typical Value
VBD ranges from about 5 volts for a refer-

ence diode to over 1000 volts for a high voltage rectifier.

3 Measurement

V.D can be obtained from a photograph or

plot of the reverse I-V characteristic. 'The value of VBD can be deter-
mined by extrapolating the straight line portion of the breakdown curve

to.the voltage axis as illustrated inifigure 11-10.
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Figure 11-10. Determining Breakdown Voltage

4 Example - IN914

a From Measurements

VBD may be determined from the photograph

shown in figure 11-3. By extrapolating along the straight line portion
of the breakdown region to the voltage axis, VBD was found to be 150

volts.
b From Data Sheets

The manufacturer specification sheets

shown in figure II-4-l1sts--a-minimum breakdown voltage at 100 pA for tho
MN91P. The breakdown voltage listed is, 100 volts.

b.) Rc

I Definition

Rc models the'leakage current observed when

a diode is reverse biased. RC is actually voltage dependent, but assuming

a constant value is a reasonable approximation.

2 Typical Value
Values of RC vary from several kilohms to

several hundred megohms.

* I *I*11-16



3 Measurement

RC may be determined by obtaining several

I-V points on the diode's reverse biased characteristic. The points
should be measured at least several volts away from reverse breakdown.

RC is calculated as:

R AV
C AT

4 Example - 1N914
a From Measurement

Reverse leakage current was measured
by a sensitive cur-ent meter in series with the diode and then reverse

biasing the diode with a power supply. Data obtained were:

VD ID

-10 V -5.4 nA

-50 V -19.0 nA

R -10 V - (-50 V)RC -5.4 nA - (-19 nA)

RC = 2.94 x 10, ohms

b From Data Sheets

The manufacturer specification sheet

,shown in figure 11-4 lists maximum reverse current for the 1N914 at a

reverse vol'tage of 20 volts. Since leakage current is usually much

greater than saturation current, the following approximation will be

applied:

11-17



r

VD
RC T---

RC -0.02 A

R. 8.0 x 108 ohms

C) 11

1 Definitibn

n is an' experimental constant which models
the multiplication region of the reverse diode characteristic.

_2 T�Dica1 Value

The value of n is typically between 2 and 4

for silicon diodes.

3 Measur'ment

n can be determined from a point on the
reverse characteristic in the multiplication rqgion. n can be computed

as:

l IS Cr r ( /Dlog 1 - I -

4 Fxample- IN914

A point taken at the knee of the breakdown

characteristic (figure II-3)' yields:

0I =-0.5 IJA

V0 : -140 V

L k ,*3,% a' z..4 , .,.



IS e3 d R C are 1.35 x 10 -4 amperes ind 2.94 x 109 Ohms, respectively. n

may now be computed as:

'log (1.35 x 10~ A--,40/2.94 x 1n 0.5 pA

log (140 V/i50 V)_

n=1.45

C. Direct Simulation Approach

1) Advantages,

The advantages of the direct simulation approach are

that parameterization is straightforward and better simulation uf resis-

tance in breakdown is permitted.

2) Cautions

Photocurrent and leakage current will not- undergr
multiplication.

3) Characteristics

The topoloqy required for the model is shown in

figure JI-ll.'

Fi

.• Figure 11-il.' Topology for Direct Simulation Model

i.
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The expected I-V characteristics are shown ir, figure

11-12.

" IS.

Figure 11-12. I-V Characteristics for Direct Simulation Model

4) Defining Equations

1 0 S [eAP (-~ -1] f (V )

f(VD) = piecewise linear table or:

A(VD0VBD)
I e

5) Parameter List

VBD = the Dreakdown voltage of the diode

A = empirical constant

= diode leakage current
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6) Parameterization

a) Bre:idown Table

The breakdown table was obtained from selected

points on the reverse character--tic. The points choser are shown i#,

table 1i-1.

TABLE 11-1. DIODE BREAKDOWN

81D 1I

-152 V -60 mA
-151 -30

-'48 -200 pA
-147 -1O0

-144 -50

-140 -25

-120 -10

-100 -5

b) Electrical Analog Apprajch
I Advantages

The advantage of the ele trical analog

approach is that no analytical functions or tables are required.

2 Cautions

The multiplication regio of the character-

kitic is not accurately modeled. There is no correspo dence to physical

behavior.

3 'Characteristics

The topology required for the model is

shown in fi'gure 11-13.
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Figure 11-13. Topology for Electrical Analog Mode,!

The shunt diode is clamped "otf" by the

voltage source. When a reverse voltage is applied to the model which

exceeds the voltage source, the shunt diode will conduct, simulating the

breakdown characteristic. The multiplication region of the character-

istic is simulated by the forward I-V behavior of the shunt dicde. The

characteristic produced will be similar, as shown in figure 11-14.

d. Computer Exajples

Two computer simulations of reverse breakdown.

were made, one by direct simulation and one by use of the multiplication

factor. -The test circuit applied for these simulations is shown in

figure 11-15.

The computer listing for the direct simulation te.t using

a piecewise linear table is gi'ven in figure 11-16. The breakdown charixc-

teristic produced is shown in,. figure II-17.

The input listing for the multiplication factor simulation

is given in figure 1I-18. The output for this run is given in figure

I Ii9.

Three features of figure 11-19 are noteworthy. First, the

curvature of the avalanche region is much more abrupt than indicated by

the actual data. Second, the feature included in the multiplication

11-22
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+1

VBD /

I S1 I IS2 +V

Figure 11-14. i-,V Characteristic of Electrical Analog Model

I 00ý,,
2

0 -0.5mA

0

Figure 11-15. Breakdown Test Circuit
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Figure 1,1-16! Listing for Breakdown Test Circuit
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formula to prevent a singularity when VBDO VD has also limited breakdown

current to less than 0.5 mA. Such limiting can occur if the'proper

:election of-limiting constants is not made. Finally, the slope of the

breakdown characteristic is negative. This result may arise if a bulk

resistance term is not iincluded.

3. Nonideal Diode Equation

a. Description
The analyst who wishes to correctly simulate diode perfor-

mance over several decades of current quickly notes that thl ideal diode

equation is not sufficient because most diodes do not have an ideal

characteristic. The reason for this deviation from the ideal is a reflec-

tion of the efficiency of the diode as an emitter of minority carriers.

A semilog plot of V over"a wide range of 1D will identify.

the region of nonideal behavior. Such a plot is demonstrated in figure

11-20.

The nonideal region can be modeled as an emission constant

in the diode equation.

b. Advantages

The inclusion of an emission constant permits accurate

simulation of diode I-V characteristics over several decades of current.

c. Cautions
The inclusion of an 'emission constant generally requires

some source of experimental data to determine the value of the emission
constant. Distinctions must be'made between variations in M and the
change in I-V characteristics due to low and high injection effects.

d. Characteristics

The'inclusion of an emission.constant will produce an I-V

characteristic which deviates from the ideal as illustrated in figure
11-21.

e. Defining Equation

S.[ ( v0) i1
t ID = S [exp M-K'"

-MKT 281]
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OHMIC REGION

"-qV D 2KT HIGH INJECTION REGION
" -_ 2T - - NONIDEAL REGION

-q q0 /KTL
0Icte

qV /2KT
lue D LOW INJECTION

SVD

Figure 11-20. Nonideal Diode Behavior

IDEAL CHARACTERISTIC

./NONIDEAL DIODE

SLOPE q/MKT

V0

Figure 11-21. I-V Characteristics Using an Emission Constant
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f. Parameterization (M)

1) Definition

Th.e constant M is the factor by which the junction

voltage and dynamic resistance are larger than the ideal values given.

using qVD/KT.

2) Typical Vaiue

M equals 1 for the ideal case, but typicIlly li'es

between 1 and 2.

3) Measurement

M can be found by identifying the nonideal line

segment from a plot of kn(ID) as a function of VD. A best fit to several

points will yield the most acceptable value of M. Two points on the

nonideal line segment will identify M as:

T q(V2 - Vl)
M KT n(1 2 /1l)

A new corresponding value for I must now be computed from one point on

the line as:

ID
S exp -l

4) Example - IN914

'The I-V data assembled for determination of the dc

parameters are listed in table 11-2.

A plot of thecc data on a semilog plot produces

figure 11-22. Region 1 appears to be the nonideal region, region 2 is

the-high injection'region, and region 3 is the ohmic region.

11-30, J -- .,
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I'ABLE 11-2. MIEASURED I-V CHARACTERISTICS OF 1N91e

.D VD

1 •A 0.304 volts

4 0.373
10 0.416
40 0.481

I0o 0.521
400 0.585

1 mA 0.628
4 0.694

10 0.742
40 0.843

80 0.902
100 0.929
200 0.999
300 1.13
400 1.16
500 1.27
600 1.33
700 1.36

11-31
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I I0 A

0 riA

1" A 0

1 0.9

U. I ) ,. 3 0.¶ ' 0.1 0.9.. 1.1 I.

VD0 voltI

Fiquro 11-22. IN91I I-V Pdta
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Choosing 10 pA and I mA as representative of the

nonideal line segment yields:

M (0.628 V - 0.416 V) 178
0.0259 V 5• n( MTOV•-1.

Anew value of IS must now be computed as:

IS _10 p•A - 12 x 1 -9
1.21 x amperes

exp 0 1, ) -

4. Hio& Injection Effects

a. Description

As the current through a diode increases,*the injected

carriers become approximately equal to the carrier concentration of the

lightly doped side of the junction. This leads to the buildup of a

retarding potential and is manifested as a change in the T-V charac-

teristic. High injection may be modeled as a modification Iio the diode

equation.

b. Advantagjes

Modeling of diode characteristics is permitted over an

even larger number of current decades than is possible with 0h4 nonideal

diode model,.

C. Cautions

Additional reliance on experimental data is required.

Additional parameterization effort is also needed.

d. Characteristics

"" Addition of the highinject-ion modifications to the diode

will produce the characteristic shown in figure 11-23.
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HIGI INJECTION RE[GIOU

C NONIDEAL RIEGIOff

V D

Figure 11-23. Inclusion of High Injection

e. Defining Equation

iS[exp (qVD/MKT) I J
I = 0 exp(qVo/DMKT)

f. Parametprization

1) Definition

The. parametero models the deviation from the ideal

diode I-V characteristic due to high injection. High injection effects

are semetimes difficult to observe and may be obscured by the effects of

ohmic resist3nce.
2) Typical Value

A typical value of 0 is 10.

3) Measurement

Log(I').ver;us V0 is plotted over a wide range of*

diode current values. High injection occurs at the point where ID changes

from being proportional .o exp (qVD/MKT) to approximately proportional to

cxp (qVD/2MKT). The parameter 0 describes the high current asymptote of

the loq(ID) versus V, graph as:

f 11-34.
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I ~ ~ ~~ IV (ng -ee

I (high - ', L . .x. ]

D e~l 2 MKT

Choosing an operating point in high injection will y;eld an ID(high

levei) and a Vo(hiqh level).

4) Lxam!ple - IN914

To determine if high injection or bulk resistance

effect. account for the slope of line 2, the two constants will 'be deter-

mined. If slope f (filure I1-22) is approximately uV0/2MKT, then high

injtction effects probably account for line 2. Choosing two points from

each line,

slope 1 -n 1 mA - qn I jlA= 21.3o 0.628 V - 0.304 V

l'n 80 mA - en 4n mA 1.7slope 2 8Tjj V -2 .8-42 V-

slope 2

which is close enough to 2 to justtify the assumption that above 0. 78 V.

hiqh injection effects occur. 0 can now be calculated.

80 mA 1.21 x I0- A exp.280 mAex (l. 78)('0.259 V)

-4
S-:2.68 x 10

5. Ohmic Effects'

a. Desj'iption

At the highest injection levels. the ohmic properties of

the semiconductor material may contribute signif'icantly to the I1V char-

acteristics of the diode. This, resistive term could theoretically be

1

11 I-35 ,
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calculated from knowledge of the material resistivity, the device area,

and the width of the semiconductor material between the junction and the

ohmic contact as:

A

However, the resistive term may be more easily and -Pliablv calculated

from the I-V characteristic if appropriate care is taken in kistinqtiJh-

ing ohmic and high injection effects.

b. Advantages

The addition of bulk resistance yields the most complete

and accurate, model over all regions of forward biased diode opr'ati,:,,.

c. Cautions

Requires an additional electrical element and access to

experimental data to determine value.

d. Characteristics

Bulk resistance is modeled by inclusion of a dscrete

series resistor-as shown by figure 11-24.

+ B

VD
D

Figure 11-24. Modeling Bulk Resistance,

Inclusion of bulk resistance to the complete nonideal

diode model will yield the characteristic of figure 11-25.
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OHMIC REGIONI

f ICif I NtJ E C T I O N , R E G [lo 1

- ~NONIDEAL REGIONi

VP

Figure 11-25. Inclusion of Bulk Resistance

e. Parameterization (R,)

, Definition

RB is the series ohmic resistance of the diode.

A typical value for Ra is 1 ohm.
3) Measureet

R Mcay be determined from two po-i.nts in .the ohmicregion of the diode as:

RB V2 -V V .(XMKT/q)

R B -, q 9(I 21

where-

i 1, f the diode is not in high injection
X 2, if the diode is in high injection
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f. Examples - IN914

The two points in the ohmic region chosen for analysis

are:

VD ID

1.13 V 300 mA

1.27 500

RB =[(1.27 V - 1.13 V) - (2)(1.78)(0.0Z59) in (-i''OrMA(500 mA - 300 :!A)

RB = 0.464 ohms

g. Computer Example

The simulated I-V characteristic of the IN914 diode model

was produced to allow comparison with experimental data. The simulated

t~st circuit applied is ili'strated i.n figure 11-26. Nonideal, high

injection, and ohmic effects were included in the model.

A

4'0-1 Amp

C

Figure 11-26. Wide Current Range Model Test Circuit

The input listing for this run is shown in Ifig~ureII-27.

The results of this'run were plotted in figure 11-28. Satisfactory
simulation results were obtained over 5 decades of current.

11-38
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Figure 11-27. Diode Forward Characteristid Test Circuit
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-,Figure 11-28'. Forwa'rd Characteristics
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6. Depletion Region Capacitance

a. Description

The existence of a depletion region in the vicinity of the

metalurgical junction of the diode gives rise to an effective parallel

plate capacitance. This capacitance is usually referred to as the junc-

tion capacitance. Increasing the reverse bias across the junction has

the effect of providing a greater separation between-the "plates" of the

capacitor and lowering the capacitance. This phenomena is modeled as a

voltage variable capacitance in parallel with the diode current generator.

b. Advantages

The addition of the depletion(or transition) capacitor
will'improve'the model accuracy in any analysis where the transient

characteristics are important. As no.ed-earlier, many codes require a

capacitive element in parali l with the d-cde current generator in order.

to make the voltage across the diode a state variable. A small constant

capacitance will satisfy this requirement, but a voltage variable capaci-

tance requires no additional elements and very little additional mathe-

matical complexity.

c. Cautions

Time-consuming capacitance measurements must be made with

a capacitance bridge to develop the capacitance models.
4. d. Characteristics

The diode topology required for the addition of depletion

capacitance is given in figure 1I-29.

R0-• ----B

CT

Figure 11-29. Diode Topology for Inclusion
of Depletion Capacitance
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A typical plot of depletion capacitance as a function of diode

bias is shown in figure 11-39.

C,

REVERSE BIAS FORWARD BIAfS

VD +D

Figure 11-30. Capacitance Versus Bias

e. Defining Equation

CTO
CT VD m_____

f. Parameter List-

CT, = value of-depletion capacitance

-C- --ITO = the value of the diode junction capacitance

at VD= 0
s =the juncti-n barrier potential

A = the junction capacitance gradient factor
g. Parameterization (CTo, ,, O m)

S1) Definition

CTO, 0, and m are the thr parameters that describe

this junction capacitancedue to the fixed charge in the junction'depletion

region. CTO is the value of CT atVU = 0, * is the bui'lt-in barrier
potential, and m is the capacitance gradient -factor..
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2) Typical Value

C TO is typically on the order of 0.3 pF/mil2 o0

junction area. The barrier potential 0 is usually about 0.6 V. The

constant m will usually be between 0.333 (graded junction) and 0.5 (step-

junction) but may be much less for gold doped junctions.

3) Measurement

The junction capacitance can be obtained as a func-

tion of voltage by means of a bridge such as the Boonton model 75 or the

Hewlett-Packard 4271.

A method of reducing the data by graphical techniques

is to make an initial guess for 0 and then plot the resultant value of CT

as a function of (0'- VD) on log-log graph paper. If a straight line
results, the chosen values are assumed to be correct. If the line is not

straight, a new guess is made for q and a new plot is made. If the curve

is concave in a downward direction, decrease i.

Another technique is to plot (CT)-/m as a function

of VD. Plotting I/C3 and I/C 2 are good starting points since a straight
line result will establish the junction as linearly graded or abruptly

discontiouous, respectively. When a straight line is obtained, i is

determined by extrapoiating the line to the VD axis.'

4) Example - 1N914
C-V data obtained in the reverse biased region are

shown in table 11-3.

TABLE II-3. JUNCTION CAPACITANCE VERSUS REVERSE BIAS

CT VD

1..365 pF 0 volts

1.350 -0.5

1.354 -0.8

1.342 -1.0

1.336 -1.5

1.325 -2.5
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3Plotting V!C2 and 1/C as a function of V. yields the

plots shown in figures 11-31 and II-32, respectively. The similar curvcs

indicate that the junction grading coefficient does not lie between 0.5

dnd 0.333 as predicted by simple theory. However, this result is not

surprising since the IN914 is gold doped. To find the grading coeffi-

cient, a different graph'cal technique will be applied for exampie pur-

poses.

The first guess for the plot is , 0.6 V. The resulting

values for the plot are shown in table I-4. The resultant plot is

illustrated in figure II-33. Since this plot forms a'reasonably striaight

line, tp is assumed to be 0.6 V and no other values of 4 need be tried.

The value of -m is the inverse slope of th? llne plotted in figure Ti-31

and is:

* -i- log 1.365 vF log 1.325 p3 - 018,log 0.6 - lol, 3. = .V

TABLE II-4. ALTERNATE CAPACITANCE DETERMINA-ION

CT _'VD .

1.365 ,pF 0.6 volts

1.350 1.1

1.345 1.4

1. 342 1.6

1.336 2.1

1.325' 3.1

CTO can be calculated from the capacitance formula and a

single raw data point as:
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Figure !I-31. 1/C2 Versus VD
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C10 @ -1 V 1.342 pF 0 . . 1.37 pF

The experimental value of CTO (VD D 0 V) was 1.365 pF.

h. Implementation N,,tes

Direct implementation -f the depletion capacitance eq.ua-

tion will result in a singularity if VD = t. To avoid this singularity,

a typical capacitance equation will limit the term VD/q to some value

less than unity through application of the AMTNI function. Limiting the

capacitance by-this means will have little affect on simulation results

for the following reasons:

(1) Diffusi'on capacitance-in the forward region will dominate over

depletion capacitance.

(2) The depletion approximation used to develop the capacitance

equation looses its validity as V0 approaches qp.

7. Diffusion Capacitance Effects

a. Description

When the diode is forward biased, excess ninority charge

carriers are in 'transit throughout the semiconductor material. These

carriers can be thought of ar a charge storeJ in the volume of semicon-

ductor material and modeled as a charge stored in a capacitive element.

This capacitance is.'u'sually referred to as the' diffusion capacitance and

is pruporLional to the diode current.

b. Advantages

For transient analysis, the diffusion capacitance is

essential in modeling diode storage tii.e.

c. Cautions

Parameterization of the diffision capacitance generally

requires access to sophisticated pulsed measurement facilities or speci-

fication sheet data for storage~time.
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d. Chard(ateri st ics

]he topolo0qy required for the modelinq of charge storage

effects is given in figure 11-34.

Figure 11-34. Complete Charge Stor3qe Diode Model

e. Defining TEquatilo

tq t (ID S)
CD csMK

f. Parameterization (t CS)

1) Definition

Atcs, the charge storage fictor, is related to the

time req'uired tor all charges stored in the semiconductor volume to be

dissipated. This constant will be a function of minority carrier life-

time, diffusion velocity, and' other Parameters which describe charge

storage..

2) j1pical Valhe

A typical value of the char~e storage factor is 10

ns. Values from O.1 ns to I ps are common.

11-49
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3) Measurement

t can be found by application of the expression

c s~ ) CTR

where F is the intrinsic diode cutoff frequency. Knowing tie storage

time, t,,e frequency parameter F (required in the prevIous equotior) is

calculated from:

in (I + I F/I R)
• F -- - 2n L

S

where:

IF = the diode iorward current

iR = the diode reverse current

ts = the diode storage time

Specification sheets often contain the necessary

information to calcilate F. A test configuration similar to the one
shown in fiqure 11-35 can be used to obtain diode storage time exneri-

mentally. The power supply-is adjusted tu obtain the desired forward

test current. The pulse generator is then adjusted to obtain the desired

reverse recovery current. The storage time is the time from the begin-
ninq of the reverse current transition to the time when the reverse

current begins to decay toward its dc value. An example of a typical
measurement waveform is shown in figure 11-36.

4) Example- IN914
The reverse recovery time information given by Lt:ma-

tron (figure 11-4) is in a form that can be applied directly. Assuming

that the reverse recovery time is approximately equal. to storage time,
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Figure II-35. Diode Storage Time Test Circuit

STORAGL TIM.E

DIODE CURRENT I

ILL,

SIGNAL VOLTAGE I

Figure' 11-36. Oiode Storage Time Wlaveform
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F in 1 + 10 -A/ I _ 1.38 x 10' hertz

t Cs can now be tound as-

t 1.15 x 13-8 seconds
'(1.38 x 10 7Hz)

g. Computer Examples

To verify the charge storage features of the 'diode model,

a simulated sto'rige time circuit was encoded The diode frequency param-

eter may be comouted from the simulat.'d storage time. ,This frequency

parameter may be compared to the, frequency paramneter used to develop the

model.

The storage time test circuit was simulated by use of the

SPYCE computer code. The storage time test circuit is illustrated in

figure 11-37. The input listing for this run is given in fit;ure 11-38.

The test circuit output is listed in figure '11-39. The output parameter.

is the voltage at node 6 which is designated by asterisks. 'This voltage

is acro.-s 50 ohms; therefore, the d&ode current ii known.

RI 3

2•

5 4

R4 , N 1

7

L~V2

0

Figure,11-37. Diode Storage Time Test Circuit
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The diode forward current, IF' is about:

, 0.5 V 10 mA
F -- 0-5

The diode transient reverse cur:ent, IR , is about:

0.5 V 10 mA
R Q- - 0

The storage time ca, be'seen to be about 8 ns. The frequency parameter,

F, can now be calculated as:

en1 ( I mA/l0 mA

F 13.8 MHz

The experimental frequency parameter used to develop the diode model is

also 13.8 MHz.

8. ilhotocurrent Effects

a. Description

A P-N diode junction exposed to a pulse of ionizing radi-

ation QiI1 prodoce a photocurrent due to the interaction, between .he-

junction and'tne hole-el-ection pairs produced bytheradiation. The.

amplitude of the photocLrrent is proportional to the dose rate of the

radiation exoosure and to the volume of the semiconductor contributing

hole-electron pairs'to the conduction process.,

A convenient unit of ionizing radiation is tho rad. One

rad deposits 100 ergs of energ) in I gram of the irradiated material.' In
13 3

silicon, I rad produces 4 x 10 hDle-electron pairs/cm3. This constant

is the generation rate for silicon.

The diode photocurrent consists of two components. rhe

prompt component consists of electron-hole pairs generated within the+

depletion voL.ne at the metallurgical junction. Carriers produced in
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this volume are immediately swept ,cut by the high electric field which

-exists in this region. Nonequilibrium minority carriers produced in the

quasineutral region bordering the depletion region may be swept across

.he junction it the Lairiers can reach the depletion region edge before

recombining. The average distance minority carriers travel before reconi-

bination is called the diffusion length. The delayed photocurret compo-

nent will consist ot generated minority carriers produced withi'n one

diffuLion length 3f the depletion regqu.i edge.' A time delay occurs due

to the finite tine required for the mino,'ity carriers to reach the deple-

tion region.

A complication arises in that the behavior of minority

carrier electrons differs from mino-ity carrier holes. The photocurrent

expressions presented make the simplifying assumption thVat only one type

of minority carrier dominates the photoresponse.

The physical parameters required to predict photo-i-i'ent

are best determined from knowledge of the device material and geometr'y.

Since such information is not normally available, methods for estimating

physical parameteis from terminal-measurements are given. Such tech-

'niques must be regor'ded as only "bhst guesses" to be made in the absence

of other sources of information.

b. Advantages

Evaluation of the photocurrent expressions allows the

detailed prediction of photoresponse for complex electronic circuiLs.

Experimenti.l photocurrent inclusion allows a quick and simple' method of

transient response analysis.

C. Cai!tions

For dose rates greater than I x lO rad (Si)/;ec, photo-

cur.'ent amplitudes do not necessarily scale linearly with iocreasing dose

rage. Theretore, experimental data are usually ne~cessary to accurately

*-model photoresponse in this -region. Also, the diffusinn componenL of/

photIocurrent is hiyhly'dependent on minority carrier lifetime. Since

lifetime is difficult to determine, purely theoretical predictions of'

photocurrent amplitude and decay times are rot'reliable at any dose rate.



d. Cha aacteri tics

The placement of the photocurrent generator in tile diode

model is illustrated in figure 11-40.
V D

I-D

Il CT

,, I I CD

p p

Figure 1I-40. Photocurrent Inclusive Diode

e. De f i ring EuLa ti o ns

Four descriptions of the photocurrent gener'ator are con-

sidered:

(1) Piecewise linear table describing photocurrent from experi-

mental data. This method has the advantage of -accuracy and

ease of implementation. The main disadvantage is the lack of

flexibility.

(2) Wirth and Rogers (ref.' li-2) have performed an evaluation of

photocurrent for a rectangular pulse width with the following

result. rI 1
,f + (t/r)J' Ut

I Ip(t) jq gA + L erf U(

-L - [W L erf u(t tP)

"A'
S' . ' '1,57



(3) For nonrectanaular radiation pulses, the photocurrent can be

predicted more accurately if a convolution integral is used to

relate the time dependent rate of radiation exposure 'to the

photocurrent production.

I pp Cip W (t)) + L exp/2 y(tA)dIpp Cypp Wpi

(4) Examination of the plots of the Wirth and Rogers equation

reveals that the photocurrent waveshapes can often be estimated

as a double exponential. This expression is:

JP Ipp exp T [ -exp Z'R

I- A I D)O ~AMAMi [ct-t01xlo]
f. Parameter List

Ipp = the diode photocurrent

W = effective depletion region width

L = diffusion length

S= minority carrier lifetime

y(t) = time dependent radiation pulse

yp = peak value of radiation pulse

C = an'empirically determined scaling factor reflecting

material and geometric constants

g = generation rate in silicon'

tp = radiation pUlse width

U(t) = unit step

tD2 = radiation pulse termination time

TF = time constant for waveform falling edge.

tl = radiation pulse.initiation time

I R = time constant for waveform rising edge

A = dummy variable for integration

t = time

11-53
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g. Parameterization

1) W

a) DefinitiGn

W is the width of the depletion region at the

metallurgical junction. The value of W is voltage dependent, but a

constant approximation may be used.

b) Typical Value

"A typical value for W is 1 x lO 4 cm.

c) Measurement

W can be estimated from the values of the break-

down of the junction. By makinq the assumption that the junction is

abrupt and planar, W at the breakdown voltage may be estimated as:

W~ V BD

[q VBD
272 x 10

= The permittivity ofthe material (1.04 x 1012 s/cm

for silicon)

The depletion width at zero bias can now be calculated as:

W W VBD • .

(Vm

The depletion-width at any bias can now be estimated as:

W W-U

i ~11-59.



d) .Example - 1N9l4

The'breakdown voltage of the IN914 being modeled

is 150 volts. The width of the depletion region at this bias is:

W (1.04 x 10-14 Fcm) (150 V)
(I 6x 0-19 C)(150/2'.712 102) 32

WO =8.94 x 1 O4 cm a

W 8 .94 x 0.0 -4 c= 8.09 x ]0-4 cm.

2) T

a) Definition

T is the lifetime-of the predominant minority

carrier produced by ionizing radiation.

b) Typical Value..

A typical value of . is 10 nanoseconds. A range

of 0.1 ns to 1 ps is common.

c) Measurement
An approxinmation for Tris the charge storage

factor, tcs, discussed earlier.-

d) Example - IN914
The value of tcs obtained for the IN914 from,

data sheets was 1.15 x 10-8 seconds. Therefore,. the estimate of r is
1.15 x 10"8 seconds.

11-60
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3) L

a) Definition

L is the diffusion length of the predominant

minority carrier. It is the average distance a carrier will diffuse

before recombining.

b) Typical Valuse

A typical value for L is 10 pm. The maximum

value of L is of the order of I cm in undoped silicon. Minimum values

are less than I Pm.

c) Measurement

1L can be determined from the expression

L -D

where 0 is the carrier diffusion constart. At room temperatire, the

electron diffusion constant varies from approximately 36 cm2 /sec to 35
.2,cm /sec, depending on the doping level. The corresponding hole diffusion

constants are 12 and 11. Because the variations of Dn and Dp are small

in the range of interest, they may be chosen as constants. If it is not

known wh~ether elpctrons or holes are the predominant mitiority car-ier,

several facts may help:

(1) The substrate material into which the diffusion was made gen-

erally determines the produminant minority carrier. The domi-

nant carriers will be electrons if the substrate is P-type, or

holes if N-type.

(2) Planar process diodes are generally produced using N-type

substrates.

d) ExamRle - IN914
,Since no detaile'about the IN914 substrate dre

readily available, an N-type substrate will be assumed. A diffusion

coitstant of 12 cm2 /sec will be chosen. L can now be solvpd for as:
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1. " (12 cm2/sp(-)1( 15 1 0-8 ,..ec

L -- 3.7i . 19- c1

4) C

a) Definition

C is an emDirical 'y determirt-d con2.,tant which

scales the value of predicted photocurrent to correspond to act':al obsPr'ved

levels.

b) Typica1 Value
The theoretical value uf C is 6.46 x 10- 6.ires

the area (cm2) of the diode.

c) Measurement
If radiation data are not available,

C=Aqg 0

If radiation data are available,

I (steady state)
C = _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

(W + L) y (steady s-tate)

d) Example - IN914

Experimental photocurrent data from measurements

lor a IN914 are shown in table 11-5.
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TABLE I1-5 MEASbURD PHOIOCURRENIS FOR !N914'

V -- 60 V

i. 10 x l0" 100 mA

1.59 x 10" 100 mA

1.67 x 10" 80 mA

2.03 x 10" 120 mA

2.53 x 1" 100 mA

2.50 x 10" 100 mA

W at -60 V is:

W 8.09 x 10-411 - 0 V U0" 8.

W = 8.79 x 10-4 cm

Applying the approximation

C PP

y(W + L)

yields the results shown in table 11-6.

TABLE 11-6. DETERMINATION OF C

1.16 x 10" &. QO x 10"10
1.59 x 10!, 5 03 x 10O"1°

1.&7 x 10." 3.83 x l10O

2.03 x 10" 4.73 x 10"10

2.53 x 10" 3.16 x 10o-0

2.50 x 10" 3.20 x 10.10
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-I0
C=4.48 x0

The theoreticdl value for C is:

C = (1.6 x IO1 C)(4 x 1O13 /rad)(1.29 x 10 cm)

C 8.26 x 1010

5) t D2, TF, t l, T R

a) Defi-ition

tD1 and't R are, respectively, the radiation

pulse initiation time and the time constant for the rising eGge of the

photocurrent. Similarly. tD2 and TF are the pulse termination time and

the time constant for the ralling edge.

b) Measurement

t 02 , TF, tD, dand TR czn be found by examination

of the phetocurrent waveform as illustrated by figure 11-41.

App

0 V J', I

-4,
I I

01
I 4

DI

tD2? I

I 4

FI.qure 11-41. Photocurrent Waveform
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The rise- and falltime constants may be estimated
by recalling that an exponential reaches 98 percent of the steady state

value in four time constants.

h. Implementation Notes

The error function may be approximated by using the follow-
ing expansion of erf.

-(1 BX B2 X2 + B3X3  B 4 X4)" 4
erf X I I + B X + B2X2+ B3X3 BX1

where:

CI = 0.278394
B2 = 0.2SZ388

B3 = 0.000973

B4 = 0.078108

error < 2.5 x 10

A subroutine which implements the convolution integ:-al

photocurrent solution is very useful for photocurrent predictions.

Subroutine PPC (ref. 11-3), shown in figure 11-42, may be used to compute
a photocurrent' waveform for input into a circuit analysis code as a

table.

i. Computer Example
The PPC subroutine was applied to predict the photoresponse

of a diode exposed to a peak dose rate of 1.16 X 1010, rad ( 5 i)/sec

.(estimated by dosimetry). The test was made at zero volts )ias and the
ionizing waveform was estimated to be as in figure 11-43.
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4 x' 10 rau (Si )/sec

Figiire 11-43. Ionizing Waveform

The comnputer jlisting for th~t prediction is given in figure'

11 44. the results of this prograxn are plotted in figure 11-45.A

comparison with the actual test, figure 11-46, shows agreement within 50

percent. The predicted peaik photocurrent was about 8 mA- the ..xperi-

mental peak photocurrent (at a current probe response of 5 mV/m-,A)'was

14.4 mA.

9. Neutron Effects

a.. Descript-ion

Displacement damage produced by neutron irradiation di-st.roys

the crystalline st.'uctUre of the semiconductor altering the electrical

behavior of the material. Yhere is a tendency for, the cr~~wstruc-

*ture to reorder itself under the influence of ti~me, temperature,*and

bias. Hence*,, the fluence dependent electrical ýharacteristics tend to

recover (anneal), toward their preirradiation ~evel 'under the influence of

time and temperature. This process tends to occur more rapidly at short

times after exposure (ra~pid anreali~ng) if current densities are high.

The analyst should determine if short te-m, post exposure predictions or

longer te!.m problems are to be considered.

The neutron flux is the number of particles per second

passing through a sphere of unit cross-sectional area. For a normal

beam, the sphere would reduce to planar area of unity. Fluence is the
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Figure .11-45. Predicted Photocurrent
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time integral of flux and has units of neutrons/cm. 1he amount of

damag- produced by a neutrun exposure is also a function of the energy

spectrum of the neutrons. Tý.e moeling procedures discussed here assume

that the analyst has been provided with the equivalent neutron fluence in

terms of neutrons wth energies ot I MeV.

The three major effects of neutron damage on semiconductor

devices are.

(0) Increased density of recumbination centers resulting in a

decrease in nincrity carrier lifetime and increased generation

currents.

(2) A carrier removal eff6ct which effectively "counter-dopes" the

semiconductor, resulting in mere !ightly doped regions. This

in turn causes the equilibrium majority carrier concentration

to decrease and the equilibrium minority carrier concentration

to increase.

(3) Mobility decreases due to the increased damage.

The effect of this damage will be to increase the diode

leakage, emission constant., and bulk resistivity. For taose diodes

having extremely low breakdown voltages, where the breakdown iF the

result of band-to-band tunneling, the introduction of'auditional

generatian-recombination centers canlower the brgikc'wn voltage. Diodes

with higfh breakdown voltages may exhibit carrier removal effects which

result in resistivity increases. Minority carrier lifetime degradation

may result in a decrease in'the di'ffusion capacitance of diodes which

originally had long stcrage times. To.nodel these effects, variations

may b* required in values for Is$ RcS CD, and M.'

b. Advantages

Inclusicon' of neutron damage effects on model parameters

permits the analyst to predict circuit degradation as a resultof neutron

exposure

c. Cautions

Experimental data are the most reliable soutce of neutron

degradation information. However, neutron irradiation facilities, are not
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available to most analysts. The CRIC data base (ref. 11-4) provides post

exposure characteristics of -me device types. It should be used as the

second most desirable source of data. Neutron degradation theory is

generally quite sophisticated. However, some knowledge of preirradiation

minority carrier lifetime (T) is generally required in order to apply the

theory. Since T is difficult to determine, the results of theoretica'

predictions should only be considered approximations.

d. Characteristics

The topology required for the neutron susceptible diode is

illustrated in fiqure 11-47.

A typical pre- and postirradiation diode characteristic is

illustrated in figure 11-48.

e. Defining Equations

For recombination rate-per carrier:

R =R0  k

There are no exact values of k. However, typical values are 4 x 10-6 to

6 x'10-6 cm2/n-s for P-type silicon and 6 x 106 to 9 x 10-6 cm 2/n-s for

N-type silicon.

For impurity concentration:

.dN

N=N -o'

dN/d¢ is the carrier removal rate and usually lies between 1.5 and 3.0

carriers/n-cm for P-type silicon and 1.0 and 4 carriers/n-cm for N-type

silicon.

Otl.2r relevant expressions are:

1 +Sto
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which is obviously related to the iecombination rate, anI

= o- '•

Mobility changes are usually insignificant relative to other effects.

10. Burnout

a. Description

A nuclear event produces large amounts of electromagnetic

energy which may be coupled to an electronic circuit. The large tran-

sient voltages and currents produced by the EMP (electromagnetic pulse)

may produce catastrophic'failhre of semiconductor devices by destructive

heating of the above device. Junctions usually fail while being pulsed

in the reverse biased mode due to the higher power dissipations possible.

This implies that reverse breakdown must be included in the model if an

EMP assessment of the circuit is to. be made.

Electrical overstress may produce a failure of a forward

biased junctinn. Becaqse of the lower voltage drops associated with a

forwari biased junction, much higher current levels are required to fail

a forward biased junction as opposed to.a reverse biased junction.

Because of the.high current levels, voltage drops along the bulk regions

of the diode become important. Forward bias failures can be predicted in

a similar manner as reverse biased failures if the general form of the

Wunsch expression is applied. It has been observed that the Wunsch

constant for the forward region is roughly 10 times the Wunsch constant

for the reverse region.

Metallization failures may become important for MOS 'nte-

grated circuits and other circuits which utilize narrow metallization due

to low power requirements. The failure is due'to the destructive ohmic,

herting'of the metallization interconnects. Often, the failure will

occur at an oxide step on the circuit because of thin films which form at

the step. Metallization failure has been observed after device destruc-

tion when the junction shorts due to heating. If overstress test data

11-74
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are not available to indicate the nature of the failure mode of a devi'ce,

metallization failure should not be considered a likely occurrence unless

MOS or low power integrated circuits are being considered.

Two procedures are established for mcdeling junction

burnout. One is based on the average power delivered to a junction and

is suitable for rectangular overstress pulses. The other procedure is

based on a thermal analogy modei and is suitable for any waveshape.

The most straightforward procedure for modeling the failure

characteristics is to:

(1) Monitor the current and voltage for the device of interest.

(2) Compute an average power.

(3) Compare the calculated power to the calculated failure thresh-

old given by P = Kw t"I/2

where:

P = failure power

Kw = device damage constant (Wunsch constant)

t = overstress pulse width

The thermal analog circuit allows the prediction of burn-

out from codes which have no subroutine capability. The one dimensional

lumped element for heat flow is shown in figure 11-49. Since junction

power is the known thermal quantity, the electrical analogy of the hodt

source should be a current source. When the temperature (voltage) of the

analog circuit rises above some failure temperature, a'simulated device

failure occurs.

The literature suggests several possible failure temper-

ature-criteria, one of which, the intrinsic temperature, is that tempera-

ture at which the intrinsic carrier concentration becomes equal to the

semiconductor doping density.

b. Advantages

A power monitoring suoroutine or thermal analon allows the

analyst to examine the possibility of device failure.
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c. Cautions

Knowledge of the damage constant, K, is required for the

device to be analyzed. For the thermal analog circuit, knowledge of the

device failure temperature is needed. Inclusion of a power monitoring

subroutine or thermal analog will increase the complexity of an analysis.

d. Characteristics

A typical waveform of a device subjected to a destructive,

step voltage is illustrated in figure 11-50.

e. Defining Equations

PFAIL = Kw t

f. Parameterization (KW)

1) Definition

Kw is the coi.stant which relates the power requir-d

to fail a diode to the time the power is applied.

2) Typical Value

A typical value of K is 0.1 watt-secI/ 2 . The value

of Kw depends on device~ area and fabrication details.

3) Measurement

K cJn be determined by applying rectangular voltage

pulses to reve~rse biased diodes.' The pusse iotigth should be varied

between lOi ns and 100 ps. The pulse amplitude is gradually'increased

until the device does not meet its specifications. K ;s then calculated

as.

K IV

where:

I = the failure current level

V = the failure voltage level

t = the failure time
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At least six devices should be tested at 3 pulse widths to obtain an

average value of .

4) Example - IN914

The Wunsch constant for the 1N914 was obtained through

published experimnental results. The experimental values of K obtainedw
were:

7.2 x 10-2 watt-sec".

2.1 x 10-1 watt-sece

9.6 x lO02 watt-secý

Kw 0.126 watt-sec½

g. Implementation Notes

The average power model tor detecting semiconductor damage

is contdined in the FORTRAN subroutine FBUKN.. FBURN is included in the

computer example of the following section.

h: Compu.ter Example

As an Pxample of the, implementation of a power monitoring

subroutire, FBURN, the 1N914 diode model was subjected to 0.3 ampj rpverse

bias as shown in figure 11-51. Since the breakdown voltage was 150 volts

and the K tor this test was 0.126 watt-sec the/failure time should

be-

t = (0.3 A)(1.O V)/O.126 watt-sec½]'2 I
t = 7. 84 ps

. ', '. 11-79



100.

0. 3 amp

0
Figure 11-51. Burnout Simulation Circuit

The listing for this test, irncludiny FBURN, is given in

figure 11-52. The failure flag produced by FBURN. is shown.in figure

11-53. The failure time indicated by FBURN is 7 ps.

11. Total Dose Effects

The -- cumulated ionizing dose damages semiconductor surfaces.

The ionizirng radiation produces positive charge within the oxide at the

semiconductor surface. The number of surface energy states is increased.

The total dose, erfect on planar diodes is to produce a junction leakage

term which may 5e large relative to the initial leakage but usually le.ss

than 100 nA.

12. Code Implementation

Circuit analysis computer codes differ ir. nomenclature and

details of model formulatinn. The purpose of this section is 'to present

a table which will allow the analyst to convert the modeling handbook

narameters to a form acceptable to several network analys-is codes.

-The computer programs chosen are codes which have found much'

utility as tools to study the radiation response of electronic circuits

and systems. These cudes are CIRCUS 2, TRAC, SCEPTRE, NET-?, and SPICE.
Coliumn one of the conversion taole, table 11-7, contains the

symbols of model p.arameters as ofveloped by the mod&ling handbook and the

units used to form a consistent set. The following columns list the.

equivalent parameter for a computer code. The symoologyanj preferred

units of the code are given. The last column is a list of typiral,

conservative pa'rameter values which may be applied in the event of an
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incomplete data set. When utilizing a detiult ý3!ue, a 'units" conver-

sion may be required to mainain a consistent set of parameters within a -

given code.

13. Linvill Lumped Model of The Diode

a. Introdiction

The Linvill lumpei nmodel is presented in this section to

intrOduce the A,,alyst to an alLern3te aDiFoach to the modeling process.

The Linvill lumpe, model uses element- toat represent actual physical

processes to aescribe the diode. The previous diode models treat only

the terminal behavior of the device.
The Linvill moael allows Creater insight, into the physical i

processez occurrina in the diode. P disadvantage of the Li:.viil lumped

model i, Lhe inability to directlv obtain the values of Lhe Linvill

elements. For this reason, Lin•'ll model is a more appropriate tool for

analyses considering the.elfect cf material )r fabrication variations on

device and circuit ý?rforman:e'. The intetact>,,n between radiation effects

at the basic material level znd their manifestation in the electrical

behavior-of the diode is easily.simulated by the model. The fol'owlog

presentation contains both electrical effects and radiation effects in

the Linvill terminology.

The Linvill model provides great flexibility in i;,odelirg

material variations in the diode structure and oemonstratinq the result '1

of thiese variaticns on terminal performance. For example, diode• con-

structed with an epita.ial laser can have both the characterist'rs .f the

eD-itaxi.,l layer and the substrate included individually b!, the incorpora-

tion of appropriate ?1ements in the model.

Only th'? NEr-2 circuit analysis code has Linvill elements

which may be utilized dire.tl'y in the construction of a Linvill' lumped

model. The model cannot be used directly in any other crde addressed in

the hdndbook.

b. Basic Concepts

Consider the dicoe shown in 'the schematic of figure T[-54
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DEPLLT 'ON
•REGION X
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K//OPE I I I " , .... T

- ' I

ANODE .P !'AXIAL Thl•STPArE

LtfER

Figure 11-54. Diode Structure

A slice of material AX is shown in the suLstrate material.
fh~s slice forms a volume AX-A where A 's the area of the diod,'. A
fundamental equation of semiconduc.or physics, the conti6uity equation

describes the processes occurring within a semiconductor volume as:
(1) The flow of minority carriers into the volume.

(2) The flow of minority carriers out of the volume.
(3) The recombinatior, of carriers within the volume.

k4) The generation of carriers in the volume.

(5) The storage of minority carriers in the volume.

The usual procedure is to make the vclumes approach zero

and then contend with the resulting partial differential equaticns.

The Linvill model leaves the volumes f4nite. The volumes
are usually formed-by slicing the device parallel to the junction region

so that the problem is one dimensional. The accuracy versus simplicity
trade~off is made in determining the thickness and ,number of slices.

The Linvill elements are functions of the ;,Iinority carrier
concentrations in the region (holes if'N-type, eiectrons if P-type).

Each element represents a portion of the centinuit, equation. Diffusance
represents the movement of carriers when a carrier graJient is formed.

Storance represents charge flowing into a volume but not leaving the
volume. Combinance represents the loss of mi'nority carriers through

11-86
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recombination. Driftance repr*ýentý, carrier nction produced by an elec-

tric field. The deiining equat;ons (f the linvill elements are giwvn in

figure 11-55. The clement symbols are used without the p-rn subscripts

when the material type is undefined.

The "slices" of - semiconductor are represehted by Linvill

lumps. These lumps are valid only in quasineutral regions; that is,

where no depletion exists. The Linvill elerients represent the physical
processes occ'urr'ng in the lumps. A Linvill lump is shown in figure

11-5G. The current flow through the Linvill elements depends only o.i the

value o-t minority carrier concentratior at the minority carrier node as

defined in rigure H1-55.

The junction region nmodel is illustrated by figure 11-57.

The minority carrier concentrations at the depletion boundaries are

defined as. a function of the voltage across t;,e junction and the equil-

ibrium minority carrier conicentratiuns n P'and p no* The P-N junction

model defines th- boundary conditions for minority carrier concentrations

and all dioae ,.v .. it is a consEq-,ence of the charge at the junction.

c. 0 1 ode Mode I i ng

The choice of the numbet and placement of the lumps for a

diode is a matter of judgment. Only as few lumps as are required for

correct results to a problem should be used. Some general rules are

available.

Diodes in wnich one side is heavily doped compared to the

other side may be modeled by including lumps on only the lightly doped

side. This simplificati'on requires the assumption that minority carrier

inj'ection into the heavily dopeo side is insignificant. Tn the simplest

form only-one lump may. be used. This model will be adl'quate fo- only the

dc or slow behavior of the diode.' .Two lumps would p-od,,Le a better

simulation of the transient behavior. Often the "slices" of the two lump

model are given differ2nt widths. Typical values are L/2 and 31-/2 where

Lis the diffusion length. The tio, lump model will predict i mnre accurate

storage time but will yield significant errors in predilting the ratio of

reverse to forward current. For better results, more lumps are needed.
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1HdN

HldN H dn (P a (t) - P b(t))

where
HdN = the diffusance elemert

P = minority carrier hole concpntration

i = current

SN
SP ~ ~~(t ) 0 • , "

i tip
SN 'N

where

SN the storance element

HCN

iHrN HCN P(t)

where

HCN the combinance element

DN

iON .N (Pa(t) - Pb(t))

where

DN = the driftance element

Figure I1-55. Linvill Lumped Elements for N and P' Material
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Hd

NH3(t N *tNt) II bN jt

1H dP d Naft) Nb(t))

where HddP the diffusance elewrnt
N = minority cjrrier electron concentration

sP

SdN

isp S ON

where

Sp P the storance element

Hp.

HCP - p N(t)

where

HCp = the combinance Llement

Dp

N a(t)

iDP DP(Na(t) + Nb(t))

where D P the driftance element

Figure 11-55. Linvill Lumped Elements for N and P Material (Concluded)
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MIAJCRITY CARRIER NODES .Ij
\ + CHIARGE GENERATION

MINORITY. CARRIER NODE

Figure,11-56. Linvill Lump

v-

n =n exp qV.

P-TYPE MATERIAL N-TYPE MATERIAL

FP- Pno exp KV-

Fiqure 11-57. Representation of Junction Reqion
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For the case where neither side of the jurction is heavily doped, lumps

are required on each side of the junction.

d. Inclusion of Radiation Effects

The Linvill lumpý, will represent the physical changes

induced by radiation. Ionizing radiation will produce an additional term

for the charge generation current element which will be:

Ig = 0o Hc + y q g0 AX A

where:

mi= the equilibrium minprity carrier concentration

90 = the generation rate

AX = the width of the "slice"

A = the area of the "slice"

Hc = the value of the combinance element

A current generator across the Linvill junction is required to model the

prompt component. This current generator will have the value:

Ip= q g0 WA

where Wis the depletion region width.

Neutron damage will alter the val es of the L*,,vill ele-

ments. Carrier removal effects will alter the e uilibrium va;ues of

minority concentrations. The increased number o recombination sites

produced by radiation-induced displacement may d astically after the

value of the combinance element. And finally, m bility changis will

affect the values of the diffusance and driftanc elements. lhe radia-

tion sections of this chapter indicate some of t e quantative changes

which occur to the physical behavior Of semicond ctor material. The

Linvili alterations of the Linvill element value must reflect these

changeb.
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To illustrate the implementation of a Linvill diode by a

circuit analysis code, e Linvill model of the IN914 was developed by use

of estimation techniques. This example is illustrated in the next section.

e. Example Linvill Niode Model

1) Description

The Linvill lumped model ,,ses elements that rep'-sent

actual physical processes to describe the diode. Neutron, photocurrent,

and failure effects may be simulated.

2) Advantages
The Linvill model gives greater insiqht into the

nature of semiconductor devices.

3) Cautions

The one lump model presented does not model second

order effects., Transient behavior is not adequately modeled. The Lin-

vill elements cannot be determined directly from terminal m,..psurements.'

4) Characteristics

The radiation inclusive one lump model for the IN914

is illustrated in figure 11-58.

S gigx 0C . n Pn c + i gd

Figure 11-58. One Lump Model
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5) Defini~ng Equatior~s

Mn exp '.1-i0 Le \/

1gx 'yq g AW

Igd =yq g AL

6) Parameter List
m i the minority carrier concentration within

the lightly doped region at the boundary of
the' junction regio)

m0 = the equilibrium minority carrier concen-
tration within the lightly doped side of
the junction

q ,the'magnitude of the electronic chwrge
V the voltage applied to the junction region
k Boltzmann's constant
T = temperature in OK
S the storjnce element

HC = the combinance element

Sthe ju~nction capacitance
photocutrent produced by generated carriers
in depletion region

iqd photocurrent-produced by carriers generatedwithin one diffusion length of the depletion
region edge

g carrier generation rate
A junction area

W depletion width
L. diffusion length
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7) Parameterization

a) mo

m is the minority carrier concentration within 00 .

the lightly doped region'of a one-sided diode. If the N side is lightly

doped, io equals p If the P side of a diode is lightly doped, mo is

equal to np. m° can be determined as:
po 0

2n

i n - -

o 
nL

where.NL is the doping concentration an tie Ij 1(ht.Iy dopeu side. o'--

ponding equations are:

2
n.

Pno ND

n.
n

npo NA

*where ND and NA are the doping concentrations in the N and P reqions,

respectively, and n. is the intrinsic carrier concentration.

Ifthe doping'profiles are known, pno and niPO can be

estimated directly. If no dopiig information is available, then m, can0

be estimated from measurements and used to calculate Sand HC, but irfor-

mation about which minority carrier is.being dealt with will be unknown.

N L the doping on the light side of a diode, can be estimated as (one-sided

abrupt junction):

NL =( VBO 23/2

2.72 x 10 IT
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m is now cal:ulated for silicon at -'oom temperature to be:

M ,2.1 x 10 20

o NL

b) C.,_J

1 Definition

C.is a nonlinear, voltage-dependent capac-
itor which is associated with the depletion region of a diode.

2 Typical Value

C. varies with bias voltage and is tyrically
on the order of 0.3 pF/mil of junction area.

3 Measurement

C. can be determined and characterized by
th, methos, devwloped in-chapter I.B.6.

c) HC

1 Definitic

HC is the value of the combinance element

in the one-lump model'presented. The comoinance elemert represents the

recombination on nnnequillbrium miinority charge carriers.

2 Typical Value

Value. of HC vary widely. A typical value

of HC is I x 1016 cm3 A.

.,3 .Measurement

HC can be determined fromn the reverse
saturation current of the di.ode, IS. IS is firsL determined using the
measurement scheme developed in chapter II.B. 3. H can now be calculated

as:

H IsHC m
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I.

d) S

I 9efinition

S is the value of the storance element in

the ooe lump model presented. The stor3nce element represents minority

charge storage in the neutral, lightly doped siae of the diode.

STynical Value

Values of the stornce elempnt may varywid ely. A typi c al value for' S is I x 16-24 cm3-C.
3 Measurement

S can be calculated from t values. t

values can be determined by the method explained in chapter II.B.7. S

can then be calculated froi,,:

S=t cs C

8) EyamDle - IN9!4

a) %o

Since dopinq profiles of the 1N914 are not

readily available, m0 was estimated usir.g the measured breakdown voltage

and assuming the 1N914 :s a well-behaved, one-sided, junction. The reverse

breakdown voltage was the measured at a reverse current of 10 pA as 150

volts. m 0 then calcu ated as:

00
_ 2.1 x_ _0_4 3

S.-3/2 = 8.6 .x x 10 /cm3

15) V

2.72 x I

b) C

for the IN914 diode can now be determinedC

from a calculated value o IS and mi0. Fcr the value of IS used in the

11N914 model, hC is:

11-96
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1.21 x 10-9 A 1.41 x 0

8. 6 x 10 4/cm3

C) S

S is determined from H and tCs as:
C c

S = (1.15 x I0"8 sec) (1.41.x 10"4) 1.62 x 10" cmC

f. Example Computer Simulations
I) F__ward Ch3racteristic of Linvill [iode

The Linvi!l IN914 diode was exercised through its forward

characteristic to allow comparison with other thenretical and actual

data. The network used to test the Linvill diode is illustrated in

figure II-59. The NET-2 49put listing is given in figure 11-60. rhe

sinulated characteristic is plotted along with the actual characteristic

in fiyure II-61. Excellent agreement is obtained.

2) Transient Response of IN914 Mcdel g
The Linvill diode model was put'through the sane storage .

time test, as wis the standard diode rroiel. As expected, the waveform

produced was nearly identical. The NET-2 listing for this run is given
in figure 11-62. The output plot is given in figure 11-63. All storage

time parameters (fo rward current, reverse current, storage t~iie) compa-e

very closely tol those of tý., standard diode model (figure 11-39).
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( .) Forward Characteristic i
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(b) Expanded- View of Test Circuit I

Figure Ii-59. Linvill Diode Test Circuit
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CHAPTER III

BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS

A. INTRODUCTION K4

Bipolar junction transistor models are the best represented category

of models and also the most diverse. The three basic transistor modeling

approaches considered in this chapter are the Ebers-toll model, Gummel-Poon

model, and Linvill lumped model. I
An "expandable model" format is applied in this chapter to allow the

analyst to develop the simplest model required for the problem under

consideration.- The expansions occur in four steps:

(1) Basic Transistor Modeling

(2) The Addition of Ohmic and Charge Storage Llements

(3) Modeling of Beta Variations

(4) Modeling Higher Order Effects

The transistor models presented in this chapter represent a summary

of the essential features of Modeling The Bipolar Transistor by Ian Getreu

(reference 1). Users interested in more than a superficial treatment.of

transistor models are referred to this book.

The user should always be aware of the limitations of the model

being used. Transistor models are Usually based on describing equations

.ihich require numerous simplifications and assumptions for their develop-

ment. If pcssible', attempts should be made to aevelcp a basic understanding

of the physical processes which occur in a transistor. Such an-under-

standing will vastly simplify the modeling process. Discussions of physical

phenomenon in this handbook net4 not be understood to develop a model,

but are merely intended to clarify the reacons for moJel development.

A transistor model Will only be as accurate as the parameters which

describe it. Judgment must be exercised cncerning which source of

parameter information to use. Data sheet information is generally very

conservative yet it places bounds on the parameters of a device type.

Minimum beta information from data sheets will yield a worst case value

for neutron hardness assessments but will represent a 'lower bound for

.. III--I.-



secondary photocurrent production. Measurements will yield accurat-

values for the device being measured, but will not indicate the distri-

bution of parameters over the whole device type. The problem of choosing

parameter values now becomes statistical in nature and may be treated as

such if sufficient information can be obtained. Radiation effects simu-

lation often requires knowledge of material physical properties. This

chapter includes techniques for estimating these properties from terminal

measurements on transistors. These techniques are often based on far

reaching assumptions and should be applied only in the absence of better

data. Again, a physical understanding of the problem will give the

,analyst insight into the usefulness of a given estimation technique.

B. TRANSISTOR MODELING

1. Basic Transistor Model

a. Description

The most widely used basic transistor model was originally

proposed by Ebers and Moll. It is a nonlinear,.large signal dc model

which models the fundamental current gain properties of transistors.

b. Advantages

The basic transistor model may be quickly and easily

parameterized. Manufacturer specification sheets are often'all that is

required to develop useful models. It will perfo-m first order dc anal-

yses with minimum computer time.

c. Cautions

The basic transistcr mndel simulates, only first order dc

effects. Therefore, it cannot simulate frequency effects or any of' the

second order transistor characteristics covered by latter sections.

d. Characteristics

Two versions of the basic transistor model'are t.e trar.port

version and the injection version. The two are m-thematically identical,

differing only in the choice of reference currents. The injectimyn version

is shown, in figure III-1.
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VBC ", , + C

VSc

v BE t  
18 vBQ 1 R

VSE r I IR BE !

i. i

E 
E

NPN 
PNP

Figure III-1. Injection 7ersion

Tile transport version of the basic transistor model is shown in
figure 111-2.

C 
C(4

B'+~~~ C ..... Cv PC IEC E

'cc ECVBE FC B BE I cc ' EC

+ aF

JEE

NPh PNP

Figure 111-2. Trar-port Version
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Thi *ransport version is preferable for the following reasons:

(C) Both reference currents can be completely determined i' a

single quantity, IS, is known.

(2) In practice, transport reFerencro currenitsare linear over many

decades on a se-ilog plot.

(3) For more complex models, diffusion capacitance is more easily

specified.,

An example of the transport version will be given in this chapter. 8oOh

versions of the basic transistor medel produce an ideal characteristic

illustlated in figure 111-3. 4

I=4 i

3BI B. I=31

1 =21 .

6F I 1 IB=I

I(~ 1 F

-_E VCE

Figure 111-3. Model Characteristic

e. 'Defining Equations

For the injection version:

IFE [exp BET/ l

F ES V. 1

IR I CSexp W 71-l
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For the transport version:

I IS [exp (qVE) -1]cc\ KT

I IS [exp -IJ'EC KT'

f. Parameter List

I = reference collector source current

IC reference emitter source current

I= transistor saturation current
magnitude of electronic charge (1.60 x 10 coulombs)

K = Boltzmann's constant (8.62 x 10- eV/*K)

T = temperature of device in *K

VBE = base to e.--'tter voltage

VBC = LLse to collector voltage

aF = forward large current common base gain

aI = inverse large current common base gain

g. Parameters to oe Found

IS, aF, aI, T

h. Parameterization

1) aF

a) Definition

aF is the ratio of the dc collector current to

the dc emitter current when the transistor is in the normal active region

(collector-bdse reverse biased, base-emitter forward biased) and the base

is grounded. Although aF typically varies with collector current, for

most applications a cnnstant value may be assumed.

b') Typical Value

A typical val',e for'aF is 0499.

111-5
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c) Measurement

aF can be determined from the relationship:

= ~ F OF:

"+1 +F O

where.OF is the ratio of the dc collector current to the dc base current

-hea the transistor is in the normal active region and the emitter is

grounded. U

Th'- appropriate constant value of OF can be

determined by biasing the transistor t. a desired operating point and

then dividing the collector current by the base current. Current gain

information may also be obtained from manufacturer specification sheet

data.

d) Example - 2N2222A

1 From Measurement
a F was determined from the curve tracer

photograph shown in figure I'I-4. The point to be modeled was chosen as

VCE 10 V and I.c 5 mA. The trace most closely corresponding to the

chosen point is 18 = 4(5 pA) = 20 pA. At VCE 10 V, this base drive
produces a collector current of 5.6 mA.

F= 4.6 mA/20 pA 230

a = 230/(0 + 230)= 0.9q567

Other operating'points which could have been chosen are shown in table

lll-1.
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TABLE 111-1. ALTERNATE OPERATING POINTS

5 jA 240
10 240
15 240 1
no 240

240
30 240'
35 251
40 250
45 249
50 256

2 From Data Sheets

The manufacturer specification sheet p..

eters are listed in figure I11-5. From the "On.Characteristic;, secLici

dL current gain (•)for the 2N2222A is specifi3d as a :nirimurm of 50 at !

I mA and a minimum of 75 at IC = 10 ,iA The "Selection Guide" puts dc

current gain betwecn 100 and 300 at 1 150 mA. Thedata sheets therefore

provide useful information for worst case simulations, but fail te provide

an accurate esLimation of current pain for a given de:vice.
2) aI

a) Cefinition.

a the inverse (y, is the ratio of the dc emrtter

current to dc collector current when'the transistor is in the inverse
-eperat inq region (collectcr-base furward biased, base-emitter raveise

b'ased), and the base is grounded.

b) Typical Value

A tvoical value of is 0.5.

C) Measurement

UI can be measured with the same technique as

""F but' with the emitter and collector leads interchanged.
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2N2218S.AS, 2N2219SAS, 2N2221,A, 2N2222.A. 2N5581, 2N5582 (continued)
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Figure 111-5. 2N2?22A Mianufacturer Specification Sheets (Continued)
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2fY2218,WAS, 2N2219S,AS. 2N2221.A 2N2222~A 2N5581, 2N5582 (coiilinuvid)
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2N2218S.A.S, 2N2219S,AS. 2N2221.A. ZN2222.A 2N5581, 2N558;e (ccsitinuedl
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2N22 18SAS, 2N221 9S,AS, 2N2221 ,A, 2N2222,A, 2N558.1, 2N5582 (ccontintued)
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d) E'awple - ?N222?A

The curve tracer photoqriph presented in figure
111-6 shows the inverse characteristic of - 2N2222A transistor. The

point chosen Lo model wa5 1,- 4 mA and VEC 2 V. The neares' corre-
sponding point is:

VEC 2 V, 1E = 4.4 mA, I8 5(100 pA) = 500 pA

4.4 mA

q= 0.q98

3) Is

a) Defin'itioa

I is the transistor saturation current. • is
defined by ti.e reciprocity relation.

S= aF ES -I ICS !

b) fypica! Value
IS is proportional to the em)tter-base junction

ajea and may vary s;gnificantly between device types. A typical value is

amperes.

c) Measurement

IS can he found by measuring IC at Vac0-~ C CBE*
This cannot br d'rne by shorting the base to collector. One method is to
display collector current versus collector-emitter vo-It..geat a constant
value of base-emitter voltage. "A is then the measured va-lue of I
divided by the value 6f exp (qVE/KT). The information required to

-Mel"i
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'I

compute I (fC at VCE = VBE) may be available in the manufacturer specifi-

cation sheets.

d) Example - 2N2222A

1 From Measurement

IS was stained from the'photograph shown

in figure 111-7. .

VCE = VBE = 0.6 volt k

= 0.38 mA

.1 0.38 mA 3.30*x 10"14 amperes
exp 5

2 From Data Sheets

IS can be obtained from the manufacturer

s. cification sheets sho-,, in figure III-5, The "On" voltage plot yields

a point where BE = VCE = volt. At'this point,' "C = 4CO mA.

_ 430 mA 7.33 x 18 amperes

exp -. 0259 V

4) T

See discussion of T in chapter 1I.B.l.
2. Modeling Breakdowni

a. De:tripLion
An important characteristic of transistor models is their

behavior in dn elec'rical overstress environment. Even ýefore the onset

-of breakdown, the :,.llector multiplicdtion' effects seriously alter the

behavior of the transistol.
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b. Ad vaEj

Addition ot the breakdewn characteristic to the transistor -

model improves ,inulation accuracy ot the model. :nclusi"- of the break-

down characteristic will allow the prediction of tra'isistor failure by

overheat ig.

c. Cautions

Model complexity and simulation time will increase with

the inclusion of the' Lreakdwn characteristic.
d. Characteristics

Breakdown can, be simulated with the inclusion of the two

current generators shown in figurt III-8.

CC

R

Ie IBC.
e" C BO-{i

BBO

TBE IBE +'

NPN PNP

Figare 111-8. Inclusion of Breakdown

The characteristic produced when the breakdown generators are included is

shown in figure III-9.

_ C _

Li 
t

-iqurn Ii-9. Avalanche Breakdown
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e. Uefining Equations

IBC Ic (Mc I)

IBE = E (ME - )

S" B E •

M1

Sf Parameterizaition (BVCBO, BVEBC. NC. NE)

1) Definition
' B~V- 3 0 is thc collector-to-base breakdown voltage •

S BVEBO is the eiritter-to-base breakdown voltage. NC and N~E are the con-

Ci

'stanits .. ,i~ch model the nmultiplication ?egit.n of the collector-base and •• i
f Pse-emitter junctions, respecBiveOy.

2) ypical Values
BV-B0 and BVEBO nay vary from less than 5 volts to

over 2is00 votts. 't and NE are typically between 2 and 4 for stlicon

devices.

?) Measurement
BVcBO and NC may *be determined with the-aid of B"CEO.

M CEO is the maximum voltage in the common-emitter configuration width the
basL lead open. CVCB 0 is the maximum voitage in the common-base, onfigur-

tion with'the emitter lead open. N' may be determined through use of the

CC

expression:

NC_ log OF

B[IEV and NE may be determined in a simil, manner through use of BVEBO.

BVECO, and

IHi-22-



4) Example 2N2222*"

a) From MeasuremEnt,

BVcet. wac. de'ýr'mied from the photgraph shuwn

in rioure 111-10. The !'rakdown voltage can be seen to be 102 volts.

From tho I trace siown in fioure 111-4,
BVcEO wai found to be D9 volts. N. may now be calculated as

N, log 30o.ý
L, log i2 V -

Tno oho"oqraph shown in, figure 111-1l allows

determination of V ESO. This voltage can be se' r to be 8.4 volts.

FýgureIII-6 yielJ- a B6.EC0 .0 7. volts.

N I og . 17NE , 8..-T•'
~2

b) rrom Data Sh-ets

The man factu--er spt-ification sheets (figuie

III-5) list a maimin t) o, M00-300, a minimum BVcFo f 440 volts, and a

minimum of 6V of i5 volts. Choosing ti, 200,

N=.Io 200 8.43C log (--

g. Example Lomputev Run

To simultanPously obtain the characteristic of t;.e example

basic tr~iisistor model and the avalanche breikdown :haracteristi:, the

general purpose transistoi model was made to produce a "curve tracer"

charlcteristic. The model 'ids exercised by SCEPTRE. An :ncremental base

current was produred usinq the RERLIN f'eaiture. The test circuit ic demon-

strited in fi gure l1.1i-I?. The input listing for this run is given in

figure 111-13. The results f'-rm this run were plotted to 4ive figur'e 1I1-14.

These risilts may be compared to the photograph shown in figure Il'I-I.
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3. Addition of Charge StoragL Elements and Ohmic Resistance

a. Description

The addition of ohmic resistance, diffusion capacitance,

and depletion capacitance to the basic transistor model forms what may be

described as tLe general purpose transistor model. The general purpose

transistor model is the model ccmmonly included in moael libraries and in

the internal transistor models of circuiL analysis codes.

b. Advantages
The general purpose transistor model maj be applied to

transient analyses. The model represents a good compromise between

accuracy, ease of parameteriLation, speed, and useful results.

c. Cautions

Alarue amount of time is required to develop the extra

parameters required for the general purpose transistor model. Scphisti-

cated electronic measurement equipment is also -equired.

d. Characteristics

The placement of the parasitic capacitors and resistors is

'shown in figure 111-15.

C

c

C C
B + VB'EDC CjC BASIC

-TRANSISTUR

cVtC MODEL[

+ r
"e

E.

Figure 111-15. Inclusion of Parasitic Element (NPN)
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The effect of r' on the model characteristic is illustrated

in figure 1:1-16.

C WITHOUT '-'

C 

i

Figure 111-16. Effect of r I
The effect of r and re on the model characteristic is

illustrated in figure 111-17.
W.,-- IITHOUT 

r ý A M'D r ;

/ .--- WITH r' AND r'

/

VBE

Figure 111-17. Effect of r" and r"
b e
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The Jepletion capacitors model the stcred ch-rge associated

with the junction transition regions -see chapter II). The variations of

theie apacitors with voltage is 41luscraed in figure 111-18. The

diffusion capacitors model the stored charge in the collector, base, and

emitter regions which must be t-ioved during switching. Ine minority

charqe'distribution before and after switching is illustrated in figure

111-19. In the figure, all the charge represented by the difference in

the shaded areas between-the two biases must be removed during the charge

in bias. This mobile charge, ttarefore, is also storei charge.

e. Cefining Equations

C.

CU
M£,,

r: c. L

sc'

CDE = T'F (cc + IS)

CD. = TR (IEC + IS)

'f. Parameterization

1 ) r , V

a) Definition
' is 3 constant valued resistor which models,• e

the resistance between the emitter region and the emitter terminal.

b) Typical Vaipe
A typical value of r' is I ohm.

e
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+VRc -V 7F
°VBc 5V1c-V~ ÷,VF
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jL L

Figure 111-18. voltage Behavior of .L ,c',,u Ccpacitli .

1•

E B C

(a) In Normal Operatirr Mudea •
SI .___ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _

(b) In Inverse Operating kode,

rigure I,-19. i4i'nor! ty Charge Distribution in a.
Btiased Transistor
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c) Measurement

The vilue of r' can be determined by obtaining
tie base current as a function of collector-emitter voltage for a tran-
sistor with 3n open-circuited ccllector. This test Configurc.i-'31 is
illustrated in figure I11 20. The strdight line portion of thr curve is
I/r'e. The lDw current "flyback" effect i's caused by cie decrease of
irverse a at low currents. The slope should be determined as closely as

possible to the flyback region.

IBI
SLOPE J-

B *
_

Figure 111-20. Setup to Measure r'

d) Example 2N2222A
r' wa; obtained from the photograph showr, ine

figure TII-21. AV uf the straight line portion of this curve is about 20

mV, ind Al is ahout'c;O mA.

, = 2 0 m V •
r' su-- 0.25 Qem

'111-33
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Figure 111-21. Dcianr-inatior of r'
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2) r'
C

a) Definition

"m "odels the resistance betwep ;he collectorC

region and the collector terminal. r' is actually a current dependentC
resistor, but is usallv modeled as a constant valued resistor.

b) Typical Value

A typical value of rc' is 10 ohms.

c) Measurement

rý'may be obtained frrm a curve tracer photo-
graph at low values of VcE. The two limItina values o' r'c are rSAT' and
riNOMAL. These rpsistancE values are obtained from the transister
characteristic as illustrited -n figure 111-22. The rCNORMAL line is
drawn through the "knees" of the characteristic. The dh(ice of r' dependsc
or how the trarsistor is biased. Gererally, a single value of r' oetween.
rCSAT ,nd r3  is chosen.C,;ORMAL

1,

"- OPE - r-
r CNORPIAL#, CSAT/

IC

VCE

Figure Iii-22. Method of DPtrrmiring rc
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d) Examle- 2N2222A

I From leasuvement

r' was determined from the curve trz-zer
C

photograph shown in figure 111-23. rCSAT is approximately:

100 mV - 50 mV = 16.7 ohms
4 mA - I mA

r' the inverse, of the slope of the line passing thr'ough the knees,CNORMAL'

is about:

200 mV - 150 mV 12.5 ohms
4 5 mA - 0.5 mA

rc' was chosen to be the average of the twQresistance values, rounded to

15 ohms.

2 From DaLa Sieets

"n,ay be estimnated from the manufacturer

specification sheets by application of:

VCESAI, 0,2 vr' =II

where 0.2 V is a typicdl value of ideal satl-ration voltý,ge allowing the
ohmic ioltage drop to be estimated. IC should be the highest current

available on the data shee.s.

3) 'rb

a) Definition

r ' models the resistance between the base reqion

and the base terminal. r varies with the operating point of the tran-

sister but is gererally given a constant Value..

b) Typical Value

A typical value for rl is 100 ohms.
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c) Measurement

r' is a difficult parameter to rieasure~becauseb
it is modelcd a5 a lumped constant resistance although it is actually a

distributed variable resistance. The value obtained for r' depends

strongly on the measurement technique used as well as the transistor's

operatilng conditions. Some measurement techniques are discussed be'ow.

1 Pulse Measurement. Method

This was the met'hod-applied for the example

detarmination of rý. The test circuit required is ihoin i, .i,.re 111-24.

The current pulse applied to the base causes the device totuwn off. The

voltage across r1 drops to zero while the tase capacitance keeps the

junction potential, VBE, constant. rý can then be determined by:

AVBE

T-pulse generator

When the voltage drop no lenger appears, vertical on an oscilloscope

trace, the constant-resistance modl f. b is no longer valid. Adjust-

iný the time base of the osci1,. until this condition is reached

,gives some indication of the switching times at %hich the simole rý model

is noT.'adequate.

2 Noise Measuremn'_ lcnniqu"

This t.echrii s j iifficult for those who

do not ha~e experience with nu;.; me, 1..
'If >",cr ,4.se is assumed to be negli-

g'ible, r• can be estinated as:

r; ': " gF

where:

Af = the bandwidth of the measurement

gmF = calculation from the known collector current

V-1 the transistor's equivalent input mean square voltage
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Ihp magnitude (It Vi i2 determined tr'0M:

Vi2 Vo
G

where:

Vo2  the measured nutput Mean square noise voltage from the teit

system

G the voltage gain from the test device ir; ,

output

This measurement is pertormed with an ac Thort i betweenm tr
.2

sistor's base and emitter. Also, Vo must be r,-d .n, a true rm,; :I

meter.
3 :Ac Measurement Technique

A plot ot log (IB) versus VBE (VL [C

over a wide .ange of currenLs yields a straight line which begin• ti)
become nonlinear at the higher currents. The voltage deviation from the

straight line is:

AV rI + IE reL e

This effect is considered in greater detail in section B.4 of this chap-

ter. Knowing the more easily obtainabiq parameters r;. IB' and IC 'I

I C IB), r-. may be obtained.

4 Estimation From Data Shekth

rb may be estimated from the manufacturer

specification sheets cas:
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VBESAT 0. 6 V

where 0.6 V represents a diode voltaqedrop and I is the highest available

b,ase current on the data sheets.

d) Example - 2N,222A

1 Frci Measurement

r.' was dete','mined using the setup of figure0

111-24. A current prcbe of 50 mV/mA was used to obtain base current.

V was 'set to 10 V, RL was 100 Q, dnd a Schottky barrier diode.(1N6263)
acted as the clamping diode. The result obtained is shown ir the photo-
graph presented in figure 111-25. The top trace is from the current

probe and corresponds to 10 mV/div. The bottom trace is VBE and corre-

sponds to 20 mV/div. IB is a positive pulse from ground. Therefore:

IB= 10 mV 5 : 0.2 mA

AV is the rapid voltage decline at the end of the current oulse.

AV :20 mV

b -. V 1O0 ohms

2 Froi Data Sheets.

The data sheets shown in f'gure [11-5 list

a VBESAT of 2.0 V max at a base current of 50.mA.

2.0 V- 0.6 Vrb - O-5-0 - - 28 ohms
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4) C-. q, m

a) Definition

C to,, and m are the three parameters which

describe the transistion capacitance associated with the collector-base

junction or the base-emitter junction. The two capacitors are nonlinear

and voltage dependent.

b) Typical Value /

A typical value of Cj , and m are 10 p'F, 0.6

V. and 0.5, respectively. /

c) Measure.ient /

Cjeo 4E' and mi are determined by capacitance
measurements between the base terminal and the emitter terminal with the

collector terminal open. The voltage V6 ,E, is adjusted so the junction

is reverse biased.

Cjc,- 4'c' and mC are determined by capacitance

measurement between the base terminal and the collector terminal with the

emitter terminal open. Aqain, the junction should not be forward biased.

[he data obtained shouid be reduced using the

graphical techniques- discussed in chapter II.B.6.'

It may be necessary to subtract out a constant

capicitance from the measured value. This extra capacitance term is

usually around 0.5 pF and. is the stray capacitance associated with the

transistor package (Ck).

d) Example 2N2222A

I C E' mE' From Measurement

Base-emitter capacitance measurements with
a Boonton 700A capacitance bridge at different bias. values produced the

data shown in table 111-2.
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IABLE 111-2. fXPERIMCNTAL EMMER CAPACJIANCE VALUES

V BE 
C

0, volts 22.62 pF
-0.1

-0.21.55-0.3 
20.66

-0.3 
19.91

-0. 5
.7 18 . 6 8

-1,0 17.70

-2 .0 . 16 .5 3

-3.0 14.00-5.0 
12.48
10. 6

The ir~itial guess for q, is 0.6 volt,.and
the initial guess for CK is.0.5 pF, The data reduce to the values shownin table Ill-3.

TABLE 111-3. REOUCED EMITtER CAPACITANcE DATA

'----. 
(Cmeas - CC)

O.6 V 2 2 .12 pF
0.7 

21.05
0.8-.15

0.9 19.41
1.1 

18.18
.3 

17.20
1.6 

-603
2.6 

)3.50
36 

11.98
5.6 

10.06
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lhe results are plotted in figure 111-26.

The reslting linm is straight enough to be considered an adequate fit.

The value of -m is the inverse slope of the line and can be calculated

from two points as:-

- lo 22.12 F- loq 1!,98 pF-m- log 0.6. V ' oq 3.6 V,

m ,0.34?

indicating a nearly perfect linea.r doping gradient.

C. can be calculated from the capacitance
leo.

formula and a single raw data point as:

SVBE

C. C BEjen jL E

Choosing the 1.0 V point,

,C. 16.53 pF [ 1 - . .342

SCjeo= 23.12 pF

this. compares favorably to thp measured value of C.eo which is 22.62 pF.

2 From Data Sheets

The specification sheets for the 2N2?22A

(figure lll-5'.plot Cib and Cob as a function'of bias. C ib is the emitter

junction capacitance. CjeO. ,E, and mE can be found by taking data off

of~this curveand 'reducing the data as done previously. C data from

ii
* ~the plot are shown. below.

1 1 4
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V BE CJ

-0.1 V 25 pF

-0.5 20

-1.5 15

AssLming t 0.6 V and C 0,
K

(' -V) (C CK)

0.7 V 25 pF

1.l V 20 pF

2.1 V 15 pF

Again, a straight line results indicating a correct choice of tp (figure

111-27).

1,uu 25 pF - lo 15 pF -0.465
-m=13 0.7 V- log 2.1 V

which is the mi value for a junction with a nearly abrupt doping gradient.,

lhis value disagrees to the, measured value in terms of how the doping

profilk• will look.

Cjo= 25 pF[I (- 1 - ] 0.4 = 26.86 pF
* jeo

which is about 4 pF higher than the measured value.

3 C jco' CO mc From Measurement

Base-collector capacitance, measurements

with a Boonton 700A capacitance bridge at different bias values produced

the data shown in table 111-4.
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TABLE 111-4. EXPERIMENTAL BASE-COLLtCIOCR CAPACITANCE VALUES

VBC 'jC

0 V, 10.78 pF
-0.1 10.15
-0.2 9.65
-0.3 9.24
-0.5 8.61
-0.7 8.12
-1.0 7.57
-2.0 6.46
-3.0 5.82
-5.0 5.05
-7.0 4.59

-10.0 4.18
-210.0 4 17,
-30.0 3.-28

The initial guess for.4 is 0.6 volt

And the initial guess for CK is 0.5 pF. The data now reduce to the

values shown in table 111-5.

TABLE 111-5 REDUCED BASE-COLLECTOR CAPACITANCE VALUE

(p -V) (Cmeas," CK)

0.6 V 10.28 pF
0.7 9.65
0.8 9.15
0.9 8.74
1.1 8.11
1.3 7.62
1.3 7.07
2.6 96
3.6 .5.32

5.6 4.55
7.6 4.09

10.6 3.68
20.6 3.67
30.6 2.88
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The results are plotted in figure

111-23. The data seem to form a straight lineexcept for one point which

may be a bad data point.

-M log 9.;5 pF - _2.-8_pF -0.32

log 0.7 V - og.j.6 V

C 9.65 pF 
.1 (-0.7 V) 1 .32

C. =c 12.36 pF

The measured value of C. , wnich appeared to be a bad point, was 10.28
pF.

4 C. c ra... From Data Sheets

The specification sheets given in
figure 111-5 contain a plot of C which corresponds to CiC. Cjeo, ,•

and mc can be found by tiking data off of this curve and-reducing the

data as indicated previously. C data Irom the plot are shown below.

ob

vc C.

-0.1i0 V 17 pt

-0.25. 15

-0.50 13

-1.25 10

-8.00 6

-15.00 5

Assuminq to 0.6 V and CK 0,

* ~.1I~ 50
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(y-•)_ 
0meas - CK)

0. 70 V 17 pF

0.85 15

1. 10 13

1.85 10

8.60 6

15.60 5

The plot cf these data is shown in Oigu.re 111-29. A definite concave

curve is obtained indicating that a smaller value of t' c should be tried.

Assuminq V 0.2 V and CK = 0,

(Y -V) (Cmeds. CK)

0.30 V 17 pF

0.45 15

0.70 13

1.45 10

8.20 6

15.20 5

The resulting plot, which is a straight line, is shown in figure 111-30.

- OQ 17 PF - Jog'6 CF, .1•log 0.3 V - log 8.2V= -. 1

o.315
C .15 " 17. 04 pF

.'Th,. valuýs of y,, m, and C obtained from direct measurement are:

€-6
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uc 0.6V
m n.320

C. = 12.36 pFJco

5) F

a) Definition

TF is the total transic time. TF is used to

model the charge stoted in thp transistor when the base-emitter junction

is forward biased. The element used to model the stored charge is the

diffusion capacitor CDE.

b) Typical Value

A typical value of rF is 0.1 nanoseconds.

c) Measurement

T- may tp Jetermined from fT" the transistor's

un~ty-gain frequency. fl is the fiequency at which the corFrn emitter,

zero load, small siqnal current gain ext 4rpolate- to unity.

fT varies with collector current. In a region

where fT varies little with Ic, TF is given by:

TF 771~T Cjrc

When f varies strongly with! C, plot I/fT as a function of VIIC and
0'trapclate the str,]iqht line portion of the lihe to I/Ic 0., rhe

frequency value obtained is fA IF is n'ow found as:

TF :r -•AA Cjc (VB'c') re

T- iS aLUo equal to:
I.



tr

(OF +

where t is the collector current risetime.r

Some tec,,niques of determining fT are:

(1) An fT meter.

(2) Small 'signal measurement. The test setup for this method is

s0ovn, ir figire 111-31. the transistor is biased to the desired

operating point. The frequency is increased incrementally

until • decreases to Po/Z. The frequency at which this occurs

is f From the one pole rolloff transistor model, f will bc:

f f~: f~T 0 of

It is important that the iirpedance in the collector circuit be

as small as possible. V' the collector circuit resistance is

not zero, the fol,lowing correction must be applied:

, 18

Figure 111-31. Small Signal Measurement

1
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(3) S-parameter measurement. 0 as a function of frequency can be

determined from S-parameter measuremeats. The value of 0 at a

given frequency is:

1s21

;,gain, fT is given by:

fT= o f

13= low frequency

f f at 0 12

d) Example - 2N2222A

1 From Measurement
A ,T was measured using the small signal test

configuration illustrated in figure 111-32. Current probes were used to

monitor base current and cellector current. V and the variable resis-

tor were used to obtain the desired value of bias. The data ,obtained are

shown in tab!e 111-6. The r2sults are plotted in figure 111-33.

V o cc

CTI

C l

Figure 111 32. Determinat ion of TF
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TABLE 111-6. MEASURED FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Fb C ~ac

100.0 kHz 0.08 mA 13.00 mA 162.50

150.0 0.016.00 160.00

300.0 0.10' 15.20 152.00

600.0 0.10 14.00 140.00

1.0 MHz 0.10 10.40 104.00

1.5 0.10 8.00 80.00

3.0 0.10 .4.00 40.00

6.0 0.1t) 2.00 20.00
1000.1C 1.20 12.00

15.0, 0.08 0.54 6.75
30.0 0.09 0.18 20

60.0 0.12 0.14 1.17

rI100.0 0.12 0.14 1.17

The -3 dB Frequency occurs where:

D o ..163 =115.26

..*This occurs at about 950 kHz.

IfT =(163)(950 kHz) =155 MHz

C ic at (4 V -0.6 V) 5..8
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rCNORMAL 12.5 Q

TF = - (5.8 pF)(12.5 0)

TIF 9.54 x lO"' seconds

2 From Data Sheets

The manufacturer specification sheets

(figure 111-5) plot fT versus collector current. Froiithe fT curves at'

iC 10 mA:

rCNORMAL 12.5 2

CjC at 20 V 4.5 pF

f T (at VCB =.20 V, Ic = 10 mA) 230 MHz

1
TF 2n (230 Mz-- - (4.5 pF)(12.5 0)

TF = 6.36 x 10"10 seconus

6) tR

Z . a) 0Ofinition,
T is the total reverse transit time. TR is

'used-to model the stored charge when the'collector-base junction is

*Forward biased. The element which models this stored charge is the

diffusion capacitance C DC.

b) Typical Value

A typical value of TR is- 10 ns.

c) Measurement

lIf OR is much greater than unity, TRRmay be

obtained by the same method as TF' but with the collector and emitter

111-60
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termina!s interchanqed. If 1; k less than unity, iR may be calculated

from , the •atu!'3tio1) delay t ime constant, as:

IR ' SAT (RYR I

TSA I in turn is determined from tst the transistors saturation delay time

by

TSAT t ,c F 3 BR

where:

IBF = the forward base crrent

IBR the reverse base current

ICF the forward collectur current

A test circuit for obtaining the necessary values is given in figurp

I11-34.

V.F c

Ic

Irv 7R

ISRI

Figure ,II-34. Measuring Saturation Time

I I1-61 I
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d) Example - 2N2222A
1 From Measurement,

Since IR is significantly greater than

unity in the 2N2222A the sn,all signal setup used to measure TF was also

utilized to measure TR. The data obtained for this measurement are shown

in table 111-7. The results are plotted in figure 111-35.

TABLE 111-7. REVERSE FREQUENCY RESPONSE

= 1 mA dc

VEC = 4.5 V

f Ib E Pac

100.0 kHz 0.08 mA 0.51 mA 6.38

150.0 0.10 0.61 6.10

300.0 0.1I0 0.44 4.40

600.0 0.10 0.28 2 80

1.0'MHz 0.10 0.18 1.80

1.5 0.10, 0.13 1.30

3.0 0.10 0.07 0.70

The -3 dB point is:

6.4!i , ,•_ -4.53

This corresponds to about the 300 kHz point.

fT (6 4)(200 kHz) = 1.92 MHz

T= = 8.29 x.10,8 seconds

R 2" '('9 M i ii ]
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2 From Data Sheets

R can be found from storage ti-e infor-

mation. The manufacturer specification sheets (figure 111-5) give sturage

time data for the 2N2222A. From this data,

'SAT 5 ns) s n (150 mA.16)+ 15 m A

'SAT = 3.55 x 10.7 seconds'(16] [. 4 63'jT :6:3: x 13! T~~R (1,55 x 10-7 7•-T -V o• J '6xI'

: TR 5.69 x 10- seconds

g. Computer Example

To verify the validity of the chatge storage mcdelng

portions of the general purpose transi-stor model, the 2N2222A model was

placed in a transient. test circuit described hy the manufacturer speci-

fication sheets. The simulated circuit used to test the transient

response of the 2N2222A transistor model is illustr3te ii figire 111-36.

The'SCEPTRE listing whici simulated th.Ž transient test is

g~ven in figure,III-37., Three D.lo.s resultinq from this input are shown

in figure 111-38. These three plots represent the pulse generator voltaqe,

collector current-, and the collector vdltage, respectively.

the delay time ib the time required for collectorcurrent

to begin to respond to the bes• inout pulse. The pred.ict-d delay time

can be seen to be about 4 ns. *The specification sheets for the 2N2222I'

list a' maximum delay time of 10 n~s.

The simulated collector -isetime is about 20 ns. The

spec'ificat~ion sheets allr.w a risetim? of no more than 25 ns.
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(a) Puls,ý Generator Voltage
Figure 11I-38. 2iI.'222A Transient Response
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()Collector Voltage

figure 111-38. 2N2222A Transient Rtvsponse (Concluded)
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The test circuit shown in figure 111-36 is not the same

circuit applied by the data sheets for storage and filltime; however, a

comparison will be made. Storage time is the time required for the col-

lector current to begin to turn off in response to a cutoff in base

drive. The simulated sturage time is about 68 ns. The maximum allowable

storage time for the 2N2222A is 225 ns.

The simulated collector current falltime is about 125 ns.

The falltime required in the specifization sheets is less than 60 ns.

4. Modeling Variable Beta

a. Description

v o The most important setcond order effects in transistors are

variations .in B. The two variations considered in this section are 0 as

a function of collectoe current and p as a function of collector-base
voltage. These two variations may be treated together.

P variations produced by changes in collector current

k occur in three ranges. In region 1, low injection, p falls off with

decreasing base current due to the'dominance of charge recombination at

low currents. In region 2, the costant p region., c'irrent gain reaches

i.; maximum value. In region 3, tOe high injection region, the minority

carrier, concentration approaches the doping density, the net result being

an increase ,in the conductance of the base and a falloff in p.
pvariations produced by increases in the collector-base

voltage are caused by the modulation of the base width. In the normal

operating region, an increase in VB will increase the depletion width, at

this-junction. The increasing depletion width cuts into the base and

decreases the effective width of the base. More injected carriers suc-

t Leed in crossing the smaller base, and p increares.,

b. Advantages,

* Inclus'on of variable f effects will yield greater accuracy

in similation.

c. Cautions'
Addition of variable 0 effects are often unnecessary. The

model produced.is complex arnd difficult to parameterize.. Computation

Jr'e is increased.
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d. Characteristics

I) Empirical Descripticn

One method of modeling variable current gain is to

describe p as an analytical function which is '"fitred". to tne observed

gain variations. An alternate approach is to desctibe current gain as a

function of I€ or VBC through the use of piecewise linear tables.

2) Internal Model Description

Internal models of circuit analysis codes often are

fixed in how 9 variations may be described. For example, computer pro-
'grams such as SLIC and SINC use parameters called OFMAX' ICMAX' PFLOW'

ICLOW, BCEC, and VCE to describe variable p. The significance of these

Farameters is illustrated in figure 111-39.

The Gummcl-Pnor, transistor model parameters which

incorporate variabip 8 are described in figure III-40.

3) Modification of Ebers-Moll Model

The Ebers-Moll model may be modified to resemble the

Gummel-Poon model in its description to incorpokatevariable p. Two

extra elements' are required along with the modification of the defining

equations. The modified Ebers-Mill model is shown in figure II-41.

4)' Defining rquations

For the..modified Ebers-Moll model:

1EL 2 
1s(O)[xP IqVBC"-

ICL =C4 I1S (0) 'xp N-K

EL '2 1I-71 "
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•.CF)

V - CONSTANT

CE.
en ( Fa X)," "-

4 FMAX

zn (6FLOW)

[ $5 RAIGHT LillE-'-

~I

ASYMPTOTE HAS

SLOPE OF I
(I - BCEC) I

I I .xn( C

'or or n(ICM)

CIIAXC LL c

Figure 111-39. Definition of 6FMAX' C 8FLOW' ICLOW BCEC' AND

U II'L7A
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Figure 111-40. Guimel-Poon Model Description
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, Fiyur IiI-41. Inclusion of Variable • in th1e EbtrS-Moll Model
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For the Gummel-Poon model:

ICC (modified) = BST E -exp

Lýk2[L F (qV BE~ I + C 1 () [exp VB

'B OF xp~T J +2 2S L EB)

Ql 4( 4 Q12 + 4Q2)

Q, +VBC + VBE

sQ2 LB e IVP (+x p+ BC

where B is the base push-out factor (see reference 111-2). B may be

approximated by unity.

The empirical analytic exprassiont applied in NET-,?

to model variable current gain are:

= Bf (A,+ A2 VB + AV + AV

01  Bi (B1 + B2Vcr• + B3 V g + B4V 3

e. Paramnterization C2 'NEL, 0

1) Definition

' C2, NEL, and 0 define the variation of F with I--
They are defined in terms of plots of gn (IC IB) ,v'rsus 'dBE for VBICI
0- . This plot is illustrated in figure ili-42. C2 and NEL describe the

low injection component of IB which describes the falloff in OF for low

currents. The parameter 0 models the falloff in p due to high injection.
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Figure TIa-42.h Example Ddta Plot

2) T ypica~l Values
* Typical values for .C2 , NEL, and 0 are 1000, 2, and

; ~10-6, respectively.

S3) Measurement

• IC and IB must be measured o~ver a w~de range, of VBE
S~values. The data are then graphed on a semilog plot. This plot must now

be corrected for the voltage drops across re aAid rb. To accomplish this,
first identify the ideal 1.in9 segment forbase current. Extrapolate this

line out to the high c,'rrent and voltage region. Assume that any devi-

ation from the ideal base current line is due to (IBr +. Ere). Subtract E

this voltage from the.I line. 'This process is illustrated in figure

111-43.

I II 11 7- 1.. ..

4 I '1 I I d i i Ii I" -
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/
/

I,

i/gi

LOG (1) ,h + I V1

IC
'B'

VBE

Figuta iII-43. Voltage Corrections

If the corrected IC Hles to the left of the ideal IC

curve, back correct the corrected IC line by the amount AVr,. where AVm is

the maximum voltage deviation to the left of the ideal I line. This

"!over correction" may be caused by current crowding effects. Extrapola-

tion of the various asymptotes to the VBE = 0 V axis willyield C2 , NEL,

0, and IS as illustrated by figure 111-42.

4) Examples - 2N2222A'

a) From Measurement

C2 , INEL",and 0 were determined using tie test

configuration of-figure 111-44. In this figure, V represents a high

input impedance voltmeter and I represents a current meter. Da a

obtained ,tsing the configuratioii are shown in table 111-8.

Figure 111-44. r~st Conf.guration
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rPBLE 111-8. MEASURED p VARIATIONS

FORWARO ACTIVE REGION

VBE = VCE IB IC

0.562 V I .A 0.055 mA
0.582 2 0.135
0.594 3 0.222
0.615 6 0.519
0.629 10 0.942
0.649 20 2.000
0.661 36 3.200
0.681 60 7.200
0.683 100 12.000
0.706 200 24.200
0.718 300 39.500
0.734 600 85.000
0.744 1 mA 130.000
0.767 2 192.000
0.787 3 240.000
0.)20 6 370.000

NOTE: Due to the failure of the device which was used in earlier exa,,iples, a
new device was chosen yielding a composite model for the remaining sections.

The plotted data with the necessary correccions

are shown 4n figure I1-45. The following steps were devised to identify

the straight line segments.

Lines of slope q/KT were fit to the IC and iB

data. At the point where high 'current p falloff was observed, a line. of

slope o/2KT was constructed.

IS(O) can be seen tu be 3 x ]014 .amrperes.

e _6x10 8

O x 10714 5 x10-7

6 x 10-8

•- 111-77
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The low IR asympto t e is not clear1,, visible.

However, an asymptote was constructed for Il ustrative p:-:-, oses.

-15

C2 iS 2 x. 131

? x 10-15 -2
32 -x - =1.0 x
3x10lO X*.

S(n 3 A - on 2 .x 10Nlp KT •- (0.59,4 V - 0 V

=3&.57
1

Nt ( - 1.085

is (0) 6
- 3 x I0

3 ,-14
tFM - 100

,3x 10

b) From Data Sheets

kanufActurer device speciticatien sheets often

give fI versus IC data. These data may be used dirtrtly for models which,

describe p1 as a function -f IC, or itFM' C2, N W, and o may be extract-d
from tKis information The pIversUs IC data for the 2N2222,% transistor

are included in fioure.I1I-5.,

5) C4,_NCL' 0R

.l) Definition

Thiese three parameters oefine the var ation uO

i with IE, and are anaiog~us to 11,., C2 . N 111 and O. respPctively, with

VBE rvplaced by V8C, IC replaced by IE. V8C replaced by V and i
,rep~lacpd by ji R.

I
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b) Tpical Vilues
lypical values of C4 , NCL, and OR are 1, 2, and

1 x !0, respectively.

c) Measurement

The OR versus 1E parameters are obtained by the

same method used with tVe PF versus IC parameters, except the emitter and

collector terminals are interchangeJ.

d) Example - 2N2222A
C4 , NL, and 0R were. Jetermited with the same

test configuration as figure 111-44, but with tne collector and emitter

lead5 of the trarsistor interchanged. The data obtained are shown in

table III-9. The plotted data are shown iu figure III-46.

TABLE 111-9. MEASURED INVERSE a VARIATIONS

INVFRSE ACTIVC REGION

VBC =VEC E

0.555 V 0.01 iLA 0.050 mA
0.576 0.12 0.120
0.5E8 0.03 0.200
0.610 0.06 0.455
0.626 0.10 0.840
0.647 0 29 1.800
0.662 0.30 2.950
0.679 0.60 6.220
0.695 1.00 10.000
0.718 2.00 18.200

.0.726 3.00 26.200
0.747 6.00 50.000
0.7F2 10.JO 72.400
0.790 30.00 140.000

-14's (0)= 3 Y 10 amperes

is (0) x 8
01R

11i1-190
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AR = 1.5 x 10 6

c4 IS (0) = 2 x .10-13

C4 = 6.67

Slope q (2n 0.6 mA- fn 2 x 10- 11_ASlopeK (0. 679 V 7-'O V-7 -...

= 32.1

NNCL = 1 (0. 1.2

1s (0o,
=(0 x 10"1

?RM

'0RM= 30

6) VA, V8

a) Defiaition

VA and VB are the Early voltage and '%-he inverse

Early voltage, respectively. The definition of the Early voltage is

illustrated by figure 111-47.

1B4 OR VBE4

OR VBE3

I R

S•,, B2 OVBE2

i I. • Il OR VE1r

-VA VCE
Figure 111-47. Definition of Early Vol.tage 4
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b) Typical Values

A typical value of VA is 100 volts. A typical

value of VB is 10 volts.

c) Measurement

The slop, of IC as a function of VCE for a

constant VBE at VCE = VBE is defined as goA,. The definition of gOA is
illustrated in figure 111-48. The corresponding slope in the invers'

region is aefined as g0B us illustrated in figure 111-49.

gOA and gOB are given as:

IC (J)
90A V 1

O V (1 + VBE/7VB

IE (0)

108 V B + vBC'vAT

VA and VB can now be solved for as follow;:

I c (0) 'E (0) - gA 0 B VBE VBC'A- goA IC~o 90gA 908 vBE

IC (0) IE (0) - A g08 VBE VBCVB~ 0 - o E to) + 0A g0B VBC

If only VA is desired the approximation

" VA = OA

A0

may be used.

1'1
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SLO~~PE g

VCE VBE VCE

Fioyure 111-48. Definition of 0

TE.

E(O) .SLOPE goo

VEC V,3C VEC

Figure 111-49. Definition of g0 B
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d) Example - 2N2222A

g0A can bc obtained'from fiujure 111-50. The top

trace rep~resents a [BE of 535 m0. 1. (0) at VBE VCE is 37.5 pA.

40 pA - 17.5 S_ : 2.64 x 10-7 siemens
05A 10 V - 0e53e V

The first approximation to VA is:

VA_ 31.5 A 142 volts
2.64 x 10 siemens

The inverse parameter. can be determined from figure 111-51. At V

VEC = 0.6 V, 1E(0) 0.32 mA,

(3.4 x 10 A -3 x 10- A) -,x i05 siemens
g0 B i .0 T 'V T ... 2 •V ) 5 x 1 i m n

It should be noted that VB cannot be calculated by the same aporoximation

usad to calculate VA because the approximate method of determining VA

assumed a negligible effect from the-emitter-base space charge 2 ier.

This assL'mption i• not valid wh^n determining V8,

VA O (31.5 pA)(0.32 mA) - (2.64 x 10"7)(5 x 1'0- 5)(0.535 V)(0.6 V)V4 (2.64 x 10-1)(0.;2 mA) + (2.64 x 10- 7)(5 x 10" )(0.535 V)

, VA = 131,volts
AA

VB (37.5 pA)(0.32 mA) - (2.64 x IQ )(5 x 10")(0.535.V)(0.6 V).
B (5 x 10 5)(37.5 pA) 4 (2.64 x 10 7)(5 x '105 )(0.6 V)

VB = 6.38 volts
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f. Computer Example

To verify the mrdified Ebers-Moll model, it was attempted

to recover the IC, I, and V data from the transistor model. The.

cir:uit simulatioin of figure III-;2 was applied.

I C

VBE VBEJ

Fiqure 111-52. Test Simulation

One difficulty encountered was the problem of r', re' and

r'. These resistors were defined for an earlier transistor and now form

the ohmic impedance of a composite model. To avoid this difficulty, r I

r and r' were made very s.,,ali, and the data were compared to the corrected
e c

raw data.

The. transistor model implemented contained only the.dc
'porticn of the model aq shown by the listing in figure 111-53. The data'

produced by the model and the experimental'data are plotted together in

figure 111-54..

To demonstrate the Early voltage inclusion in a model, the

Gummel-Poon riodel was put througha curve tracer~simulation circuit. To

obtain the curve tracer, the circuit of figure III-55.was simulated uzing

the SPICE code.

Figure 111-56 is the SPICE listing for this simulation.

Figure .III-57 is the transistor characteristic of the composite 2N2222A

model.

5. Modeling Other Secoad Order Effects

a. Description'

Other second order effects which may'be importan. consid-

erations are:
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S C E P T R E 'JETW)RK SIMULA T ION PR03ql.M
fIR FORCF wEAPCINý, .A30RATZIRY.- KA1i NM

vE4SION CDC 4.5,2 5/ 7

WO A LISTING OF USE4; FLATURES UNIJUE To THIlS VL4SIO% OF~ SC~pIRE
.wPPPLY A CARD CCJTAI'4IN'7 THFf WORO *"DOCU4L4.%T Ai H I~
D)F THE INPuT TEXT

:oh4PUTER TIME ENTE4I'J& SETUP PHASE-
C-A .383 SEC.
PP 000O ýoEC.
10 0.300 SEC.

'IRCUIT DESCRIPT104d
ELEMENTS

JCC9i1-=X4L3.EC/O. kP3861VJ)-.77)P

JE,2-3=XS (JCC/0.4931)

4E9,3-0=0.01.

wB*0-4=TA5LE 21(TIMC)
-C'.00-5ZX9CE8V

DEFINED PAqAIIFTE4.i

F JNC T IONS
TABLE 2

* DUFPUT'i
EB #I RC I1RB
4U4 CONTROLS
STOP TIME=I

MP4AIMU4 PRINT PIT=0

SYSTEM'NOW E;ATERIN3 )iMUL.ATION

0-O4LT L R TIME AT TERi41NATION OF SETUP PHASE-
CPA .347 SEC.

p 0.000 SEC.
10 00~00 SEC.

~Figure 111-53. Listing for Variable o Test
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*''03/01/78 * *' SPICE ?0.? (26.iab) **#***0*

*GýJO-EL-'POD4 TRA'4SL',10 14 ýE L

114FUT L!STIý4C- TE'AlE4P AT U k

Jfcc 1 0 0
~1 12 0

v2 1 3 0
V3 1 4 0

V4 1 5 0

v6~ 7 0
v 7 1 P 0
v 1 1 9 0

S110 0

V I I:

I H 1 0 13 0
1'42 0 1' 5.E-6

d5, 0 11 2. (E -5
~6 0 1ij 2.5r-5

i18 0 1 4 3.OE-c,
1H4 j) 20 3.'-
1ia 0 21 4.CE-5
IR10 0 22 4.SE-5
I k1 0 ?3 S.0E-S
41 2 13 3 JO
22 3 14 0 Q0
43 4, 1S,0 JO*

~5 6 1? 0 300.z

167 18 0 J

3'9 10 21 0' U0
)10 11 2? 0 Q0I MUDLL Q0NNHr,ýýk) i104 "

*CJ:ýI?. 36E-12 PCrra.O c 5.3,e 'K,si. Ii
.UC 'CC 0 "'0 1 .
.P,0I Dc, I lV) I ivf 1(V) IVvsl I'', IV% li?1 4' .

Figure 111-56. SPICE Input
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I() Distributed Jurction Cauacitaoce

(2) Transit Time Variations with Collector Current

(3) Parameter Variations with Temperature

Techniques for nodeling these second order effects are discussed in this

section.

b. Advantaqes

Increased simulation accuracy may be obtained by inclusion

of second order effects.

C. Cautions

Inclcsion of second riJer effects increases complexity,

simulation time, and parameterization time. Second order effects should

only be modeled when the extra accuracy is absolutely necessary.

d. Char3cteristics

* tance, but is distributed across the high base sheet resistance. The

simplest lumped model for this distributed transition capacitance is

given by figure 111-58 RATIO is a parameter whirh defines how C jC

split,

V. C

C'ic2

Figure 111-58. Oistributed Base Capacitance

j 9



e. Defining Equations

C1 cI = (Cjc)(RAT'r))

Cjc2 G Cjc)(I = RATIO)

PARAMETER (T) = PARAMETER (Tnom)[ I + iCI (T - Tnom) + TC2 (T - Tno1)2 J
f. Parameterization

1) RATIO

a) Definition

RATIO defines the split of the collector-base

junction capacitor C. across the base resistor r,.

b) Typical Value

A typical value of RATIOIs 0.8. RATIO must lie

between 0 and 1.

c) Meastrement
RATIO is a difficult parimeter tu determine from

termi'al measurements. It can be determined easily ifthe topology of

the, device is known fron:

RATIO I

where AE is the arLj of the emitter'and AB is the area of the base including

the emitter area.

2) TF U

a) Definition
TF 'IC) models the variation nf totdl transit

time with collector current. It may be described by a piecewise linear

tahle, a fit to an empirical tu..iction, or by fittinq to:

V FLO 1 (12( "C ) ],
111-95
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where:

L E = the smallest emitter width

I = the base width

= the current at which i- starts to rise

This expression is applicable if the data form is as shown in figure

111-59. Two points on the curve could be taken and the two simultan~,,s

equati(ns solved for LE/W and I or a curve fitting routine could b,

used.

r F

TFLO

I,

Co

Figure 111-59. Dependence of TF on Collector Current

b) Example - ?N2222A

The manufacturer specification sheets shown 'in

figure 111-5 give a plot of fT versus coilector curtrent. T his plot may

be. reduced to a plot of. F versus collector current ipplying:

F

'F = 2n T Cjc .

111"-96
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where:
CjC 4.5 pF

r' 12.5 0
'C

which produces the total transit time data listed in table 111-10.

TA3LE III-I0. TF VARIATIONS

IC fT TFI

0.1 mA 12 MHz 1.32 x 108 seconds

0.2 23 6.86 x 10-9

0.5 54 2.89 x 10

1.0 90 I.TI x 10-9

2.0 140 1.08 x 10-9

3.0 170 8.80 x 10

5.0 200 7.4 x 10

10.0 240 6.07 x 10"I

20.0 280 5.12 x 10

130.0 300 4.74 x 10-10

Figure Iii-60 is a plot of T  C (Ic). It does not

appear that the parameters LE/W and ICo are app,icable to the 2N2222A.

3)' T Cl, TC2

V TC1 and TC. are'the fi'rst and second order temperature

coefficients of parameters which may vary with temperature. PARAM is the

temperature variable parameter. TC1 ' and TC2 describe a simple fit to

experimental data obtained from an environmetital chamber.

' 6. Photocurrent'Effects

*a. Description'

Photocurrents in the trans.istor are produced in a similar
manner as within the diode.- The geometry, however, is more complex.

111-97
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"Consider the schematic tirnsistor of figure III-61 which is in the normal

operating region. When'exposed to ionizing radiation, photocurrcnt is

produced at the base-collector junction and at the base-emitt-r junction.

The base-emitter photocurrent is often ignored since it is usually much

smaller than the base-collector photocurrent.. Photocurrent at thE base-

collector junction will consist of a prompt componentconsisting of pairs

generated within the depletion region, Wc, and a delayed component of

minority electron and holes one diffusion length away from the depletion

region edge (Lpc, Lec).

BASE EMITTER
CONTACT COI4TACT

. I
S : I I

_L ec- J''S. "
I .

Figure 11-6]1. Transistor Geometry (NPN)

If a detailed time dependent predicti-on is desired, the

Sphotocurrent generators should be treated in the manner discussed in

I chapter II.B.8. The physical parameter estimation techniques found by

S~terminal measurement, for the diode may. be applied to the base-collector

terminals of the transistor.

S'III1-99'
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One of the simplest yet effective ways to predict photo-
current magnitude is by the use of the equations developed byJ. K.
Notthoff (see r-f. III-3). Notthoff's equations are time independent and
predict the peak primary photocurrent. They allow calculat-ion of primary
photocurrent from manufacturer data sheets and require no measurements or

teets to be performed.

Primary photocurrent which is produced across the base-col-
lector juncti'on may flow across the base-emitter junction to be multi-
plied by the 0 of the transistor. The resultingcollector current is the
secondary phococurrent of the transistor. 'The magnitude of the secondary
photocurrent will be a strong function of r• and-external resistance in

the base lead.,

To obtain only the primary phcLLcurrent, ionizing radi-
ation tests often measure only the photocurrent flowing from the col-
lector to the base by leaving the emitter lead open. This measured
primary photocurrent can then define a base-collector current generator
through tables, double exponentials, etc. A drawback of this method is
that changes in bias a:id duse rate are not easily handled.,

b. Advantag#es

Inclusion of photocurrent generators will allow the predic-
tion of circuit response to ionizing radiation. Determination of the

value of the photocurrent generator from experimental data is the sim-

plest method. Prediction. from terminal measurements allows ti'me depen-
dent predictions, implementation of Notthoff's equations require only.
the data sheet information.

c. Cautions_ _

'Prediction from experimental dat3 allows no flexibility
for parameter changes. Prediction from terminal measurements requires

laboratory facilities-. Prediction from Notthoff's equation does not
allow time dependency.

Ad.' Chdracteristics

The placement of photocurrent generaLors (Ip) is illustratedr P P
Sin figure 111-62.
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C C

rc r
C

IppBc IppBC

B r•B b

T ppBE r'

re

E E

NPN PNP

Figurc' 111-62. Placement of Photocurrent Generators,

e. Defining Equations

Notthoff's equations are listed in table III-1l. The

accuracy of prediction by Notthoff's equations is .illustrated in

figure III-63.

f. Parameterization

The 2N2222A is listed as a switching and amplifier'tran-

sistor. Two of Notthoff's equations are applicable. The equation for

switching-transistors is the first applicableequation. From the data

sheets shown' in figure 111-5, the equation may be pa'rameterized as:
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Ipp = 1 (8 pF)(lO V)1 / 3 (225 ns) 1/2 (*.47 + VCB) 6 x 10-
pp ( f(0V B

The equation for all NPN amplifiers yields:

I = y (0:3 GHz)-?/5 (75 V) [(8 pF)(l0 V) 1/3 4 l.08.j

(21.6 + V 1/3 .324 x 10-13)

g. Example - 2N2222A

A simulation of a 2N2222A trarsient ionizing iadision

test was made by application of Notthoff's eqt,3tions. As an, apz,'oxi-

mnation, the photocurrent predicted by these equations-was given 1 wave-

shape identical to, the ionizing waveform discussed in the diode pruto-

current examole. From dosimetry, the peak ionizing dose rate was taken

to be 1:16 x 10l, rad (Si)/sec.

The test'circuit used for the actual test and the simulation

is shown in figure 111-64.

• +

2.) ~VC

20V RB
1 0020

'0

Figure 111-64. Photocurrent Test Circuit
f
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Notthoff'• equatiuns for these conditons (VcB 2  25 V,

= 1.16 x 10 ) yields the results.

I (SW) = 1,65.26 mAPP
Ipp (AMP) = 203.19 mA

The results from tho switching transistor equation were applied.,

The results of the actual test are illustrated in figure

111-65. The current probe used to monitor the test has a response of ,5

mv/mA. ThL peak photoresponse is about 920 mA. TL•e SPICE simu!ation

circuit is listed in figure 111-66. The simulation results are shown in

figure 111-67. The predicted peak photocurrent was 456 mA. The experi-

mental~waveform lasted roughly 300 ns. Th, predicted waveform lasted

about 180 ns.

7. Neutron Effects

The two major effects of ,ieutron damage, increased density of

rccombination centers and carrier removal, may produce serious degrada-

tion of the performance of the transistor.

The carrier removal effect will result in an effective courter-

doping of all regions of the semiconductor. One effect of lighter doping

is to increase junction breakdowh. Experiments., however,,indicate that

this effect i.s relatively small for transistors. The change in BVCEO

will be significant due to the gain dependency of this parameter (see

chapter IiI.B.2).

Anotner effect of counterdoping will be. to increase the resis-

tivity of th2 semiconductor. The increase in resistivity is especially

pronounced in the lightly doped regions. Since-the collector region is

usu2llv lightly doped in a planar process, an increase in the collector,

bulk resistance is expected.

The increased density of recombination centers will produce,

several effects, the most important being the degradation of transistor

gain. Mit~ority c,'rriers which are injected into the base from the emitter

must cross the base region to reach the collector as -oliector current.
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Carriers injected into tCie base are not at equilibrium and nay recombine

with the majority carrier.'s in the region producing ba-e current. Thc

addition of recumbination centers to the base will increase the recom-

bination process producinn more base curre,,t and less collector current.

The net result is a loss of gain.

Very narrow base widths mean less time fo. base transit and

therefore less chance for rccombination, higher gain, and higher fre-

quency performance. This is the basis for the Messenger-Spratt equation:

~ 0 T

whnere:

P0 - the preirrauiation t•
130 = Lhe postirradiation P

K an empirical constant approximately equal to 10 cm"/n-sec
20 = the neutron fluence in n/cm in I MEV equivalents

Other effects of the increased recombination center density are
increased junction lpakage, decreased diffusion capacitance, and increased

collector resistance.,

It ha's now been stated that both 'the carrier remnoval effect and
the i.nc'ease in recombination center density will affect the collector

bulk resistance. An increase in collector resistance coupled wtha

P, decrease in beta i..ay produce a serious change in the saturation charac-

teristics of a transistor. First, the decrease, in beta will require an
increase in bas current to bring ;, transistor into s'auiuration. The

ircreased colle tor resistance will produce a higher collector-emitter

saturation voltiqe. The change in saturaticn voltage is frequently the
most important radiatiun effo:t for switching transistors.

While the most impor'tant neutrer, radiation effect, gain degr.da-

tioo, may he es imated from terminal mreasurements or data sheet informa-

tion, test data are the most ieliable.

111-109.
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Test data may be obtained from such sources as the CRIC data

base if experimental facilities are not available (see reference Iil-4).

All changes to a transistor, includingthote represented by

cemplex interactions such as collector resistance, may be determined by

simply remodeling the transistor from tests described in this chapter.

8. Total Dose Effects

Ionizing ridiation alters the behavior of semiconductor sur-

faces. The major effects are the accumulation of pos'itive charge in the

passivating oxide and an increased density of surface states at the

silicon-oxide interface'. The net result will bt an enhancement or deple-

tion of the semiconductor surface.

The surface field may p~uduce a loss in gain of silicon passi-

vated transistors. Surface damage will produce an aifJitional leakage

component for the reverse biased collector base junctunn, and an additional

base current component for the forward biased, base emitter junction.

Transition capacitance may unoergo an increase.

Unfortunately., the effect of ionizing radiation on the surface

of transistors cannot be-predicted from the nhysical characteristics of

the transistor. The fact that damage appears to be bias dependent further

complicates the problem.

At the present time, the effects Of total ionizing dose are

best modeled from information obtained throubh experiment.

9. Burnout

Electrical o',erstress or even extreme bias conditions 'may

pro(uce overheating and failure of the transistor. *For EMP simulations,

birnout will usually involve the breakdown o, a transistor junction and-

the subsequent heatinq. The best technique currently available for

failure prediction is' to'treat the two junctions of the transistor as two

interrelated diodes each of which has associated failure constants, K.

These diodes may be analyzed by the techn'ques discussed in "hapter
II.P.10.
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10. Lirnvill Lumped Model of the Transistor

a. Introduction

In chapter II.B.12, the concept of modeling the physical

processes within a binolar semiconductor d.,vice using lumped, linear

network-like elempnts was discussed. These concepts may be applied

di.-ectly to transistor models which will be discussed briefly in this

section.

The Linvill "lump" represents an arbitrarily small slice

or volume of semiconductor material. Each slice is made up of the Linvill

elements which represent the physical behavidr of minority charge carriers

in the slice. The storance element represents charge storage, combinance

Srepresents charge recombination, diffusance represents charge diffusion,

and driftance represents charge behavior in an electric field. The

Linvill lumps are coupled with the Linvill P-N junction. The Linvill P-N

junction models the "law of the junction" which defines minority carrier

concentration at the junction edge as a function of the voltage across

the junction.

The Linvill transistor model can now be seen as two Linvill

P-N junctions separated Nv a-region of either P- or N-type semiconductors.

Obviously, the accuracy nf the model will be a function of the'number of

lumps and the size (for example,.1/2 base width) of the lumps As a

general rule, however, only the smallest number of lumps that permits a

sufficiently accurate model'should be used.

The base region of a transistor is designed to be narrow

compared to the minority carrier diffusion length. For this reason, a

single n representation of two lumps is usually sufficient trn model the

behavior )f the base region. Doping gradients, etc. may produce an

electric field across the base so carr , er movement in the base may be

represented by the driftance element as well as the diffusance element.

At thic point, 'the simplest transistor model, the two-lump model, is

defined. This model is show:n in figure 111-68. Relpvant expressions for

this model are:
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mo (HdB + Hci) 1ES

me HdB c I ICS = F IES

mo0 (HdB + HC2) I C'S

where mo is the base equilibrium minority carrier concentration.

S I

-FdB

S2
TH dB R

The emitter is usually heavily doped and has little effec.

on the radiation response of the transistor. Physically, the importance
of the emitter is in determining the current gain of the transistor

through emitter efficiency. Normally, no lumps or only one lump is used

to model the emitter region.

The.iightly doped collector region will significantly

affect the charge storage'behavior and the photoresponse of the transistor.

Because the length of the collector is generally long compared to the

'minority carrier diffusion length, a number of lumps modeling the collector

regionmay be necessary.

Other regions, such as the substrate buried layer and
isolation region and junction, may also be considered for modeling. If
even higher accuracy is required; two dimensional Lieivill structures may

be built to simulate later.l effects..

Radiation effects for Linvill models are discussed in

chapter II.B.12. For neutrons,, the change in the combinance elements of

the base will-model trans'istor gain degradation as. this element-will

reflect the increase in recombination centers produced by the impinging

neutrons. If photocurrent predictions are desired, the coll3ctor r(-giol,

must be modeled. The two lump model will not predict the shape of the

primary photocurrent waveform.
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The values of the lumped elements cannot be easily determined

by terminal measurements. As a'consequence, the Linrill transistor model

is better suited to research into device behavior than for practical

nuclear hardness assessments. However, to demonstrate the implementati'.,

of a transi'stor model by a network analysis code, rough approximatij';.

were used to produce a two'lump Linvill model of the 2N2222A.

b. Example of Two Lump Transistor Model

1) Description

The Linvill lumped model for the trdrsistor represents

the development of a symbolic model consisting of lumped, linpar, network-

like elements which represent physical events within the device. These

elements represent actual physical processes occurring in trar,sistors

such as charge diffusion, recombination, generation, storage, and drift.

2) Advantages

The Linvill lumpeu model of the transistor gives the

analyst greater insight into the physical processes occurring in the

transistor.

3) Cautions

The principal disadvantage of the lumped model is

thit the lumped elements are not directly measurable. The number of

co~es adaptable tothe Linvill formulation are also limited.,

4) Characteristics

"The concept of modeling using Lioivill lumped elements

is discussed in chapter II.B.12. One concept is that model accuracy

improves with increasing.number of lumps.. For practical use, the model

needs to be as simple as possible.

"The simplest-transistor model is a two lump subdivi-

sion of the base. The total excess charge stored in the base is then

divided into two independent lumped components'contained in these two
lumps.. Two lump models of transistors are illustrated in figure 111-68.
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5) Defining Equations

qABW
il =+ -2 go y (if PNP)

qA WB
' g2 = Pno HC2 + 9 go ' (if PNP)

A.g = noHCI + 4A B go (if NPN)

qA W
ig2 = nno HC2 + 2 go  y (if NPN)

Pe = Ppo  exp ) -

'PC = no exp •(T)- ]

n n o[exp - ]

"nc - npo e ( A )--1

.(assuming uniformly doped base)

Si

:'S2

Wd-B~ R

6) Parameter List

S = the values of the storance elements

Hc = the value of the combinance elements

,. 1117115



i the value of the charge generition current generator

I = the collector currentc
I = the base current

I = the emitter currente
n = the concentration of minority carrier electrons

p =the concentration of minority carrier holes
n = the equilibrium concentrations of minority carrier, po

electrons

nP thiý equilibrium concentration of minority carrieri no

holes

= the voltage potential across the emitter junction
0 •c the voltage potential across the collector junction

W bas2 width

A = base area

= ionizing dose rate
go0 = generation rate

7) Parameters to be Found

npo

Pno
S2

HC2
SI

H CI
Hc
HdB

8) Parameterization

a) -np.0, Pno

I Definition.

n and pn,. are the equilibrium minority

carrier ccncentrations in P- andN-type material, respectively. np is

required for the base material if dealing with an NPN transistor. Pno is

~III-no
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required for the base region if a PNP transistor is being considered. An

imp'ortanL assumption is that the transistor is abrupt and uniformly

doped.

2 Typical Value

Values for n and pno vary widely. A

typical, value is I x 10 carriers/cm3

3 Measurement

If the doping concentration of the base is

known, a minority concentration m (n or pno) can be calculated as:

2n.
So N

whe- e:

NB = the doping concentration in the base.

n. '= the intrinsic carrier concentration (1.45 x 1010 carriers/cm3

for silicon at room temperature)

If'the doping concentration is not known,

an estimate of NB can be obtained from BV EBo the bise-emitter breakdown

voltage as:

N 8 ~ -- _ 3/2
N v.72 x 1012

assuming that the emitter is muchmore heavily doped than the base and

that the emitter junction is planar.

b) HdB

I Definition

HdB represents the diffusion of minority

carriers through the base region.

2 Typical Value
-16 3A typical value for HdB is I x 10 cm *A.

111-117
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3 Measurement

HdB can be determined frcn mo (t, or pno)

and Iswhich is described in chapter III.B.1 along with techniques to

determine its value. HaB can then be calculated to be:

=Is

dB 0

.c) HCi, HC2

1 Definition

F'Cl and HC2 are the values of the elements
which represent the recombination of minority charge carriers in the base

region.

2 Typical Values

Typical values for Hcl and HC2 are 1 x

1018 and 1 x 10-16 cm3 .Al respectively.

HCI and HC2 can' be determined from m0 (npo

or pno), IS' HdB, VF$ andGR" I S and aR are parameters which are discussed

in chapter III.B.1. From these parameters, HCI andHC2 are found as:

Hc1  IS/ F moHdBSCl = mo0

Is/aR - m HdB
HC2 =

d) SI, S
I Definition

JI and S2 are the values of the two storance

elements in the base region. S1 and S2 represent charge storage within

the base.

7 li,
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2 Typical Values

Typical values for S1 and S2 are 1 x 10

cm -C and 1 x 10 cm *C, r'espectively.

3 Measurement

S and, S2 can be estimated from TF, TR, and

HdB. 'F and TR are parametcrs developed in chapter V. S1 and S2 are

estimated as*

$= 1 F HdB

$2= TR HdB

9) Examples - 2N2222A

a) m0

The doping concentration within the base is not

directly available; therefore, the breakdown estimate will be made.

Base-emitter breakdown voltage was measured at about 8 volts.

8 V )-3/2 -7 3
NB.7k1- lO1 =1.98 x 10. atoms/cm

This implies an equilibrioim electron concentration in the. base of:

i(1.45 x 10,0)233
n 1.4 1.06 x 103 electrons/cm31.98 x 10

b) HdB

Choosing IS from 'the basic transistor
model, HdB is:

H' -3.3 x, 10"14 A 32113 x 10"17cm3-A
1.06 x 10 electrons/cm

111-119
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c) H H,,

S' btaining basic trinsistor model p-.r3meters:

3 "1-17 3
(3.3 x A A(0.99567)-. .06 x 10 /cm 23. 113 ) 10 'cm3"i)

HI(I.0C x 10 /Cm

H =C 1.375 0 lO A-cm3

(3. 3, x 10' A 0"t 8 9 3 i- x CG M ] /m3)3. CmSC2l ,.,i , .9Li 'm ( cm -A)

'C? . (1.06 x 13./cm3 )

4 H 3C2 .3 x 108

d) SI. S2

r. Auplyino the transit times troc, the charge

storaqe, model

aI = (9.54 x i0"i0 seconds) (3.113.x '0O 17 cm3.A)

= 2.97 x lO026 cm3 "C

, S'. (8'.29 x lo- 3 's-conds)' (3.113 x 10" c1'-A)

x 10 cm.,C

10) ?omputer Simulation of the L;nvill Transistor Model

To demonstrate the implementation of the Linvill

transitor mode;, the Linvill model was put throuqh a simulated curve

trc.. [hP tonoloqy amplied is demonstratpd by fi(qure 111-69.. Tri NET-2

input 1.i.,tii'1 for this run i; slow in fiq.ire 1Il 70. The outi.At for

thi, run is shown in tioure II1-71

Some indicutir, n of the, success o' the Linii',I transistor

model. can be found by che-kinq the qain characteristic of the model.. The

111-120'
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"A" points of figure 111-69 represent the collectur current produced by a

base current of 50 microamperes. The collector current produced is about

11.2 mA. The model current gain is about 224. The-actual gain is.230.

The Linvill model used does produce the basic gain character 4 st.ics but

should nit be considered as representing physical reality because of the

rough approximations made.

11. Code Implementation

lable 111-12 is a set of conversion factors co allow the para-

meters obtained using this handbook to be applied by the more popular

circuit analysis codes. A set of typical parameter values are given as

default parameters inthe event of incomplete characterization.
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CHAPTER IV

MOS MODELING

A. INTRODUCTION'

The MOS (motal oxide semiconductor) transistnr is a semiconductor

device in which the current bet,'een two electrodes, t~e source and the

drain, is modulated by a relatively small voltage applied to the gate

,:lectrode. The modulation is acc-mplished by attracting or repellir.g
L

Scharg3 carriers to create a narrow, high corhductivity charnel near the

surface of the semiconductor material. Sitice the gate electrode is

separated from the semiconductor material by a high quality insulator,

very little current flows between the gate and either the source or the

drain. This produces an extremely high input impedance, which is the

chief advantage of the device.

The construction anc operation of the device ran best be understood
S~be referencing figure IV-1 (ref. IV-1'). This figure'represents an N-channel.

MOS tr-.nsistor. The device is constructed by diffusing parallel' N+

source and drain regions i~nte a lightly doped P-type substrate material.

A thin layer of oxide is then grown overthe region separating the source
and drain. By depositing a layer of met llization (gate metallization')

on top of the oxide ard making electrical contacts to gate, source,

drain, and. substrate, a four terminal MO! transuistor resultsar
For device operation, assume tnat tte substrate and sour~ce are tied

toground and the drain it connected to zpositive voltage. If a posi-
tive voltage is applied to the gate, electrons are attracted to the

Ssurface. At a sufficiently large gate v ltage, the surface of the sili-

con will become N-type Jue to the presen e of a large number of electrons.

With this thin channel formed at the sur ace, current can flow from the

drain to the source. Sinci the drain voltage is positive, a depletion

i, IV--I
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region is form.d around the N+ P diode comprising the drdin-to-substrate

diode. As the drain voltage becomes increasingly positive, the depletion

region expands until it eventually penetrates and pinches off the chal.nel.

Thus, once the channel is formed between s'ource and drairl, the current

increases with increasing drain voltage until the pinchoff condition is

reached apd the cu-rent no lon£oer increases with drain voltage.

Three regions of operation are of interest. The first region is
"cutoff" 4n which no channel is formed between source and drain and no

dran current flows. The second region of interest occurs unce suffi-

cient' voltage has been applied between the gate and Iource to form a

channel between drain and source. This is known as the triode region of

operation and is characterized by increasing drain current with increasing

drain voltage. The tV.ird region of interest is that of saturated operation

in which the drdin voltage has been increased until the channel is pinched

off and drain current no longer incredses with drain voltage.-

MOS transistors can be fabricated so that they operate in either the

enhancement mode or' the depletion mode. The enhancement mode d-.vice has

been generally described above. Without gate-to-source bias, a channel

is not present between source and'drain, and current will not flow. The

carrier density near the surface must be "enhanced" in 'jrder'for conduc-

tion to take place. For N-channel ditvices fabricated on P-type material,

the gate voltaqe must be positive to form the channel. For ý-channel

devices fabricated on N-type material, the gate voltage must-be negative

to form the channel. The depletion mode device has a channel formed

d between the source and drain even without gate-to-source bias. Thus, the
device 4s normally in an "on" condition. To turn the. device "off,'' a .

gate voltage must be applied to drive carriers away froin the surface and

. I "deplete" the. channel. For N-channel devices, the poiarity of the depleting

voltage will be negative. For P-cfar'l devices, depleting voltage will

be positive.

The ac performanice of the MOS transistor is governed by parasitic

capacitances which appear :ross:

L 'I!V-3



(1) Gate to Substrate

(2) Gate to Source

(3) Gate to-Drain

(4) Source to Substrate

(5) Drain to Substrate

The source-to-substrate and drain-to-substrate capacitances are depletioon

region capacitances normally associated with reverse biasPN juinctions.

Their values vary as a function of reverse biasing voltage as previously

discussed in the chapter on bipolar diodes. Th,• values of the gate

capacitances vary as a function of gate voltages. Expressions describing

the variatiun 4ill be discussed in this chapter.

Note that MOS devices rely on majority carriers to transport current

between the source and drain. As a result, variations in minority carrier

lifetime have little aftect on their perfurmance. Consequently, minority

carrier lifetime degradation induced by neutron irradiation is of little

7 consequence for MOS devices. Some carrier removai off-:ts associated
15 2

with neutron irradiation may occur at high fluences 1=01 n/cm2).

Neutron damage to MOS devices will not be treated in this handbook.

Ionizing radiatior. produces hole electron pairs in the insulator

(usually siliccon dioxidt, Si0 2 ) between the gate electrode and the chan-

nel as well as within the';emiconductor material. Unfortunately, elec-

trons have a higher mobility in SiO2 than do holes. Therefore, electrons

tend to be swept out uf the ixide leaving trapped,, positively charged

holes behind. This positive charge tends to attract or repell carriers

near the surface depending on whether the device is an N-chann3l or

P-channel transistor. Ionizing radiation causes P-channel transistors to

move toward enhancement mode operation, and N-channel trahsistors move

toward depletion mode operation. In addition to oxide charge trapping,

ionizing radiation increases Lhe interface state density. This is

reflected as a shift toward enhancement mnode operation for both N-channel

and P-channel devices. Thus, oxide charge trapping and interface state

L. <. ~IV-4 . 4



density increases tend to be offsetting phenomena in N-channe1 devices
and additive phenomrena in P-channel devices. Both phenomena are a f.ic-

tion of:

(1) Total Ionizing Dose Absorbed by the Device

(2) The Gate Voltage

(3) The Physical Properties of the Gate Insulator
T,ie functional dependencies are complex and not thoroughly def:,.ed at

tnis time.

Ionizing radiation also produces photocurrents in PN junctions
associated with the source/substrate and drain/substrate diffusions.

These photocurrents have the same functional dependencies as those dis-

cussed previously in the bipolar diode chapter. They are reviewed briefly
t in the models presented here. In CMOS (complementary symmetry MOS)

technology,,both N-channel and P-channel, transistor3 are fabricated on

Sthe same silicon chip. As a result, three and-four layer parasitic

structures can be formed. These can act like transistors and SCR's when
. triggered by a photocurrent pulse. If an SCR structure is triggered, it

cin remain in a conducting state after the termination of the radiation
pu:Ise. This is the condition known as "latch up." It may result in

catastrophic failure-of the device. These parasitic bipolar structures

must be included in any transient photoresponse anal'ybes of CMOS devices.

Electrical overstress pulses may damane MOS device-, either by burning

out PN diodes associated with source and drain diffusions or by rupturing

the gatedielectric.. The SiO2 gate dielectric is extremely thin
0 C 0

(700 A - "000 A) and is subject to breakdown at voltages in the range of
70 - 100 V. Thus, the gate voltage must'be moritored in an electrical

overstreý' analysis as well as the power dissipated in PN junctions.

This chapter include5 a discussion if the following areas:

(1) -First Order Drain Current Model

(2) Parasitic Elements

(3) Radiation Effects Model

(4) Second Order Effects Model

Si
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Section B. presents a first order model of the drain current generator

which simulates tUe three operating regions. The analyst who is inter-

ested in simple simulation of discrete MOS transistors will find this
model to be generally adequate. Section C expands the model topology to
include parasitic capacitances and gives their appropriate functional

form; it also provides information for modeling multilayer, parasitic

bipolar structures. Section D describes methods for modeling radiation
effects including total dose, photocurrent, and electrical overstress
environments. The final section includes model variations for simulating

.second uider effects including weak inversion, channel length modulation,
two-dimensional ,effects on threshold voltage, variable mobility, and
temperature. These effects can be extremely important for the analyst
modeling MOS devices found in high density MSI and LSI circuits.

B. FIRST ORDER DRAIN CURRENT MODEL

1. Description

The first order drain currpnt model is based on a simple simu-
lation of the drain-to-source current in the three regions of operation.
The boun'aries of the three operating regions are determined by the

following inequalities:

(1) Cutoff VGS < VT
(2) Triode VGS.> VT and VDS'<vp

(3) Saturation .VGS • VT and VDS > VP,

This model considers the MOS transistor to be~a bilateral device. There-

fore, provisions mus. 'e included for a-tering the direction of current
flow when the source and drain are interchanged. The key concepts to be
mastered in applying this model are threshold voltage, pinchoff voltage,.

and the functional relationships among VGS, VDS, VT, Vp,.and i
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2. Advantages

The first order MOS model is usually easy to implement in

computer analysis codes. Its parameters lend themselves to straight-

forward empirical measurement. It can be quite accurate for discrete MOS

transistors.

3.. Cautions

Logical FORTRAN statements have often been used to switch from

one functional dependence to another in modeling cutoff, triode, and

saturated operation.. These statements can create discontinuities in the

derivatives of the model equations. This can lead to numerical difficul-

ties in the codes.

Some inalytical switching functions whlch help to eliminate

this problem 3re presented in this chapter. They should be given careful

attention by analysts using SCEPTRE or similar codes.

The accuracy of the first order drain current model is usually

adequate for' discrete MOS transistors but is usually not adequate for MOS.

transistors found inWintegrated circuits.

4. Characteristics

a. Topology

The topologies shown in figure IV-2 are conventions for

N-channel' and P-channel devices. The gate-to-source, gate-to-drain,

'source-to-substrate, and drain-to-substrate capacitances have been shown

in the topology. In this section, these parasitic capacitances will be

considercd to have constant values. A more deta'led treatmeit nf their

functional form will be. presented in the next section. The vollages

across the capacitors are used to determine the operating condition of

the transistor. . '

b. 'Typical Electrical Response

The drain current characteristics of N-channel and P-channel

transistors as simulated by the first order model are shown as a function

of gate voltage in figures IV-3 and IV-4, vespectively. Figures IV-5 and

IV-6 show the drain current as a function of gate voltage for N-channel

and P-channel devices simulated by the first order model.

" . 'I,7,
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Figure IV-3. First Order Model Characteristics of Drain Current Versaus
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Channel Ehhancement Mode T'ransistor
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5. Detiniilq Equaitions

If the source and substrate are always tied to the same poten-

tial (i.e., V BS 0), the first order dc characteristice of the MOS

transistor can be described by the following equations for an N-channel

device.

VGS VT or VDS 0 O, 1DS 0

NORMAL VT' VGS arid 0 Vs DS VP; I~ DS={'(VGS - VT)V DS - D VSJ
OPERATION 2

VT S andG 0 VP VDS; IDS = () (VGs - V) 2

VGD, VT or V DS 0; 1 = 0

INVERTED V1  VGD and -VP < V O"S <-0, 1[ (VGD- VT)VDS - D SOPERATJONVGVD< 'DS TVS V
V VGD and VDS _ -Vp c 0; S -1) (VGD- VI)2

T~~ GD DS P G

For a ý,-chan6el device the equatibns become:

VGS V T or VDS 0=O; 1DS = 0

NORMAL V V," and 0 V V Vp, = _[(VGS V )Vos - V 2

COPERAIION T GS vDS " IDS J T DS S

VT,- VGS and VDS < Vp ; IDS = - (•)(VGs- VT)2'

VGD > VT or V DS O; 1 us 0

INVFRTE ' V and 0  V . -V; = -I (VGD V1) VDS I V 2
..OPERAT ION T VGo VDS IDS G SD

VI > VGO and VDSs -Vp; IDS --(I./ 2 )(VGD VT)

6. Parar:!ter List

VGS gate-to-source voltage 1
VDS = drain-to-source voltage Variabies

IDS= drain-to source current
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VT = threshold voltage

Vp = pinchoff voltage VGs-VT) Model Parameters

= transconductance factor

7. Parameterization

a. Threshold Voltage (VT)

1) Description

The threshold voltage is the gate-to-source voltage

required to form a channel and initiate cond,,.ction between drain and

source. It is considered a constant 'in the first order approximation.

Its value may be determired from measurements in either the triode or

saturated regions of operation. In the triode region, the drain voltage

is held at a low value (typically 10 - 50 mV) and the drain current is

measured as a function of gate voltage. Figure IV-7 illustrates the

experimental technique. Extrapolating the resu'ting plot to zero drain

cutrent yields the theeshold voltage from the equation:

VT = VGS 2 DS

For saturated region measurements, "he .gate and drain are tied together

as ..hown in ficure IV-8, and square root of the drain current is plotted

as a fuiction of gate voltage. At ;:ero drain current, the value of

applied gate, voltage is equal to the threshold voltag.. as indicated by

the equation:

V G- VI R

VGS VT
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Figure IV-7. Triode Region Measurement for VT

Figure IV-8. Saturated Region Measurement for VT

2) Typical Value

Manuficturers can vary threshold valtage over a

relatively wide range. This is espe7.ially true when both enhancement

mode and depletion mode devices are considered, Table" IV-1 gives reasonable

signed values of threshold'voltage for both N-channel and P-channel

trAnsistors. Voltages are referenced to the source.

TABLE IV-1. TYPICAL THRESHOLD VOLTAGES

ENHANCEMENT MODE DEPLETION MODE

N-channel +1.5 V -2.5 V'
P-,.hannel -1.2 V ' +2.5 V
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3) Measurement Example

Figures IV-9 and IV-l0 show the results of triode
region measurements of threshold voltaqe of N-channel and P-channel

transistors taken from an SSS 4007 integrated circuit. The N-channel
devices show a threshold voltage of 1.65 volts, and the P-channel devices

show a threshold voltage of 1.13 volts.

Figures IV-11 and IV-12 show the plot of the square

root- of the drain current of the same N- and P-channel transistor operat-

ing in the saturated region. The extrapolations to zero drain current

show an N-channel threshold of 1.65 V and a P-channl threshold of 1.12
V. Note that both methods yield extremely close results.

Ncite that in both the triode region and saturated
region measurements, the d.ita begin to deviate from the expected behavior

at higrer gate voltages. This is due to variable m,,obility effects which
are discussed in section E of this chapter.

b. Transconductance Factor (0)

1) Description .
The transconductance factor can be thought of as the

gaini of the MOS transistor. it is determined by the mobility of the
majority carriers in the channel, the oxide thickness, and the width to
length ratio of the channel. In the first order model it is considered

to be a constart. The data used to'determine the threshold 'voltage in
the previous subsection can alo be Lised to'determine the'transconductance.

For the triode region.measurements, VDS f is the slope of the plot of I

versus VGS.

2) Typlcal Value

The transconductance factor is a'function of the
gometrical construction Qf the MGS transistor (i.e., it is directly

proportional to the ratio of channel length to channel width). There-

fore, suggesting a typical value could prove confusing.
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4 50 247.0 pA
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Figure IV-9. Thre4hold Volta(eDeterminatioa fron Triode Region Data for an
N-Channel Enhancement Mode Transistor
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Figure IV-10. Threshold Voltaqe Determfrtation from Tr~iode Reqio6i Data for
P-Channel Er,.ancement Mode Transistor1
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Fif•ure IV-11. Threshold Voltage Determination 'from Saturated Region Data for
an N-Channel Enhancement Mode Transistor
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3) Measurement Example

From the. previous example of triode region data, the

value of • for the N-channel transistor is 2.08 mA/V 2 and the value of

for the P-channel transistor-is 1.61 mA/V 2.

c. Pinchoff Voltag2

The pinchoff voltage marks the boundary between the triode
and saturated region of ope:-ation. 'It may either be approximated by the

expression VP = VGS - VT or measured as the locus of pqints satis-

fying the conditicn lD = 0. The approximation is usually sufficient for

the first order model and no attem:t to directly parameterize Vp will be

made here.

8. Code,1lmplementation and Notes

Table IV-2 presents a listing of the parameters available for

specifying a first order MOS transistor model in SCEPTRE, CIRCUS2, TRAC,
NET-2, and SPICE2. Since SCEPTRE, CIRCUS2, and TRAC all require the MOS

model to be included as a'user-Gefined sibroutine, only a single column

has been assigned to them. A.FORTRAN subroutine suitable for implemen-

tation with minor modifications in any of those three codes is given in

figure IV-13. In figure IV-13, an analytical'switching fuhction of the

form

f(X) - 1 -X

1 + eS(-X)

has been used, where:

X independent variable

R= reference value at which switchi g is to take place
S= scale fact,,r to determine the ra e of transition (10

is a recommended value)

f(X) 'value of the switch

I 1for X > R

S 1/2 for X R

IV-19
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FUNCTI ON FMOS tVb#VD*VNS.8.VT*S)

FP(VGE'*Vt =V(;-VT
IF(Vv'b.LT.6)G0 o 5u
VLI)E :Vf
VGE. mV6
VHE=VHS
Lz) ýTO 10

5a vOz-Vo
VGE--VG-VD
VNE=VHS-VO

10 CONTINUE
VMAX f 3
IF 4dS (V;[ ) GT~VMAX) GO To 50)
1F(AS(VOEj.GTVmAAJI GO To 50
IF(ABS(03E) U~T*VMAX) GO TO 50
AU=FA IVDtVDEvV6L9H~v1)
VP=FP(VGt~oVT)
AOSS=FA C VE),VPs VGF 989,VT
F1tF SW lTCH IVGE#,VT*5
Fe=F~wITCH(VVEiVP#S
FFMOS=F Ir2*ADS5'F 1*(l.-F2) *AU
RETURN

50 FM~OS =0.
RE TURN
ENO

Figure IV-13. FORTRAN Subroutine Implementation of the
First O5rder D)rain Current Model for Incorporatiion
into SCEPTRE, CIRCUS2, and TRAC
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/ SIn using the switching function w~ith the MOý model, a value of 5 equal to

10 was found to represent a good compromise between switching speed and

computational efficiency.

To utilize the switching function with expressions for drain

current for P- ,wi !-channe, devices in an MOS model, the boundaries of

the regions of operation must be defined. Once the uoundaries are defined,

the appropriate switching functions can be derived to provide smooth

transitions (continuous first 'derivatives) between regions. The operat-

ing regions to be considered include cutoff, normal and inverted triode

operation, and normal and inverted saturation. Therefore, switches must.

be included for the. following transitioos:

(1) Transitions from cutoff to either normal or inverted triode

-operation.

(2) Transitions from normal triode'operation to normal saturated

operation.

(3) Transitions from inverted triode operation to inverted satu-

rated operation.

Table IV-3 preserts a set of. switching functions which are

aJequate to model the required trai;sitions. For the model, cutoff is

defined as the region where either the gate-to-drain or gate-to-source

voltage is too small to support conduction (VGS < V T, VDS = 0). Two

switches are required to bound'cutoff. One compares gate-to-source

voltage (VGs) with VT. The othe:r cbmpares gate-to-drain voltage (VGD)

with VT. Theswitches (fl' f 3 ) are defined such that f, is "true" for VG

greater than VT. The swit:h f 3 is "true" for VGD greater'than VT.

Saturated operation 'is defined as the region where drain-to-source

or source-to-drain voltage exceeds pinchoff (Vp). .wo switches were

defined to determine transiti&.;.; between triodt and saturated operation.

Switch f 2 is defined as "true" for the drain-to-source voltage (VDs)

greater than V Switch f 4 is defined as,"true" for source-to-drain

voltage (VsD),greater than Vp.

.. Since the signs of the quantities VGS, VDS, Vp, and VGD are

different for N- and P-channel devices, the inequality changes required
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to retain the correct sign conventions for enhancement mode devices are

given in table IV-3.

TABLE IV-3. ANALYTICAL SWITCH DEFINITIONS

SWITCH N-CHANNEL P-CHANNEL

f = TRUE = I V >T VGS < VT

f2 = TRUF = I VDS > VP VDS < VP

f 3 = TRUE = 1 VGDO VGS - VDS VT V GD= VGS - VDS < VT

f 4 = TRUE = 1 VSD > VI VSO < VP

ihe cutoff region is not specifically included above. However,

cutoff is automaticai'y defined by a "false" conditionon e3ch of the

switches f 1 ' f2' f3 1 and f 4 "

The switches. f 3 and f 4 actually perform the same function as f

and f2 9 respectively. Thus, they can be eliminated from thp model by the

appropriate redefinition of the source and drainterminals. In the

implementation of the model, that redefinition is made and only two

switch'ng functions are required as will be shown later. The use of the

analytical switching function will usually produce a more computationally

stable model than will the use of a logical switching function having

discontinous first derivatives.

The NFT-2 MOS model das been built into the code and may be

accessed through a model call and an'appropriate parameter list in the

device parameter library. The NET-2 model allows the user'a great deal

of flexibility in the selection of model equation coefficients. This is

especially useful when there are sufficient' experimental data available

to allow curve fitting of the equations to measured values of drain

current as a function of gate-to-source and drain-to-source voltage. The

relationship of the NET-.2 model parameters to the usu.,l MOS chAracteristic

equations is demonstrated below.
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Triode Region:

V~ ~ ~ V I vDS]V
O~S=[VDS vGS T DvS1 vS[_PVT + PVGS -2 VDSJ

NET-2 Model:

ID'S = VDS [A, + A4 VGS + A3 VDS + A2 1 DS+ A5 V'S]

Saturated Region:

'DS P [ (GS 1) P, P ~] (-PVT + fIVGS P)~

NET-2 Model:

I DS (VDS - VO)(KI + K2 VGS + K3 VGS)

Vp (A, + A4 VGS A3 Vp+ A2  + A5 V•

For the first order model,. parameters A1 , A4 , and A3 are required. The

remaining parameters are used to include second order effects which will

be discussed in subsequent sections.

The SPICE2 MOS model is an e':tremely flexible bilit-in model. It

was des'igned to beused in all phases of MOS integrated circuit deskq,.

Therefore, it can be parameterized from either measured electrical data

or device physics data determined from fabrication procedures. The

parameter values given in table 'V-2 are based on the assumption that

only measured electrical data will be used. If the first order SPICE2
model is desired, the analyst should be careful not to specify Values for

substrate doping concentration and should insure that all other values.

marked with, an asterisk (*) are set to precisely the values indicated in

table. IV-2. Failure to do so will result in inconsistencies within the

model ind inaccurate results.
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9. Comp~uter Example t
List i ns of SCUPIRE r,'roqr'ams used to produce "curve tracer"

chairacteristi•s ot an N-channe) and P-channel transistor are pretented in

figures IV-14 and IV-I5. Note that the zero valued current sources JIB

and JA aie used to detect the ciat, and s.ibsirate biaý with respect to the

sOuce. Ine reu Its of e~erci inq these p-roqrams for the mealsured Vnramete:'s

fro~i the S3 40N. are shown in, fi qut:es IV-16 and IV-S I Jh fiqturps

display the drain current as a tunction Or drain vo ta,.le fo," 1*-rftv of

gate voltages Ihe 'list;no, of ME1-2 protd"r7." (I ed to produce

characteristic u'uns ('I versus V. ) for N-chirmel an'd P-channl ie v,
D GS

are sho,.n in tKiures IV- l and IV- 19. 1he reu Its of the po;','741 , , 1 A, 0ion0.

for measured parameters from the S3 4061 are shown in ' i.,ures mV-i..') J
IV-21.

C. PARASITIC INC!USIVE MO-, MQODEL-,

I. Description

Parasitic elements associated with MOS transistars occur because
of interactions between the qate eiectrocie and the semiccnductor material

and because of PN junctio-n effects resulting from source and drain diffu-

sions into the semiIconductor. These parasit.ics have a signiticiant

effect on the operation of MOS circuits. Accurate prediction of ope'rat-

ing speed cannot be m.ade with-ut appending appropriate capacitive and

resistive elem( its o the mndel. Parasitic diodes and other bipolar

structures may be i portant for predi%.tinq power consumption and infor-

mation storage time properties for' MOS integrated circuits, and they are

essential to predic ions )f trah:iert radiomtion effects (see section 0).

2. Advantate

N7he operation of digital MOS integrated circuits can generallj

be understood in ter s of the charging anu dischar'qing of gate capacitors

by ncnlinear. voltag controlled, current sources. A reasonable estimate

of capacitance can b coupled with baic drain current medels to produce
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very acceptable predictions of propagation delay, risetime, and falltime.

The ahility to directly scale both capacitance and current capability of

MOS devices with transistor geometry often makes the analysis task much

simpler for MOS circuits than for bipolar circuits.

3. Cautions
An MOS model which contains full parasitics requires .a large

number of elements. For example, a complete model of a CMOS inverter

containing an N-chdnnel and P-channel transistor with full parasitics can
require 37 individual resistors, capacitors, and current sources. The,

analyst must use his judgment in determining which ofthese elements are

really necessary for an accurate solution. The parasitic elements described
in the following material can be appended to either the first order model

discussed in section B or the second order model discussed iii section D.

4. Characteristics

A CMOS integrated ,.!rcuit structure as shown in the cross

section of figure IV-22 will be used to illustrate the relationship of
the parasitic elements to the MOS drain current model. In figure IV-23,

the CMOS structure has been redr3wn schematically in terms of active and

passive circuit elements. Figure IV-24 shows the MOS model topolcgies

for the N-channel and P-channel transistors with the required parasitic

elements. The N-channel transistor is shown in the top half of figure

IV-24. Its drain current is modeled by the current sourceJC2. The

P-channel device is in the lower half uf the figure. Its drain current
is modeled by the JC9 current source. For each MOS transistor, three

capacitors are associated with the gate/semiconductor interactions. These
are CGNS, CGND, and CGNB for the N-channel and CGPS, CGPD, and CGPB for

the P-channel. Each of these capacitors has a fixed component and a
voltage variable component. Two capacitors for each transistor are'

associated with the source and drain diffusions. These are CNS and CNO
for the N-channel and CPS and CPD for the P-channel. These represent a

combination of the depletion region capacitance and di ffusion ýxoacitance
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terms developed for bip3lar diudes in chapter I1. During norm_•l oppration,

the source and drain junctions should remain reverse biised and only the

depletion capdcitance term should be reuuired. Source and drain r?:;is-

tances are included for beth the N- and P-channel'transistors as RNS,

RND, RPS, and RPD, respectively.

The remaining re.,istors, rapacitors, a:id current sources in

figure IV-24 are included to model the parasitic bipolar diodes and

transistors associated with the CMOS inverter. Each source and drain is

'represented by a diode equation c:urrent generator (JNS, JND, JPS, JPD).

Since these junctions are normally reverse biased, only the reverse

saturation current is ihmportant for most applications. The resistors

RNSB, RNOB, RPSB, and RPDB represent tha. portion of the leakage current

that is voltage dlpendent. The :esistors RBNS, RBND, RBPS, and RBP1,.

represent the bulk resistances due to the semiconductor material betweer:

the metallurgical junctions and tne ohmic contacts to the power supplits.

In bulk CMOS technologies, there is an additional PN junction

between the P-wt.ll aid the N-substrate. This junction is represented by

the diode curront generators JCS and JCD. Capacitors CPWS and CPWL

represent the depletion ,region and diftusion capacitance associated with

the jur.ction. Since the' three laver structure com~1posed ot the N-channel

source (or drain), the P-well, ancl che .- substrate is an NPN 5ipi)lar

transistor, the dependent current sources JANS, JAND, JAIS; and "',ID have.

been added to model the ,equired transistor action,. The dependencies are

as tollows:
"JANS= NI * JNS

JAND N2 *'JND

JAL 11 JCS

JAID =.I JCD

These are the same as discus.sed for th-, bipolar transistor models :n

chapter I11. Since all the' diode junctions are normally reverse biased,

the para.si~tic transistor is turned off for staniiard operating conditions.

However, it cai become extremely important in modeling ionizing radiation

etffects.

IV-4 -



5. Delining Equations

Only t0ie gate-to-semniconductir capacitances are descriDed by

equations which have not ýeen discussed previously.

For V V or V V
GS T GD COX

IV V [ V < V(VS VGT),

CGB':WL CoX - CGBO

CGS = CGSO

3c~ Ox i VT an Vr 'V

GsB Ti CGBO

C G WL CSox [(G T) V D I ](G V, rf,

R= CGDO

Note the ,following Cases of interest:

(1) AL nd VT or VGD =JV and VDS 0, the equat'ons above reduce

to

CGS : ½WL Cox * CGSO

CGDO WL O 'DO

" '~iV-42

Not thfllwn ease ofitee
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(.2) At saturation in normal mode, VGS VGD VGS " VT

CGS = WL Cox + CGSO

CGO = 0

The equations for parasitics associated witn the diffusions are given

below. They have been treated in chapters 11 and 111. Te reader is

referred to these chapters for more detailed discussions.

RS s •s _ s

sS S
RS - A ns•

RD AD • =-P W•

S OVSB

A• = S, '0 e -

C A

rs 0

0 A 0

RD -=--- pn '.

5O~B

JANS = a N I JNS

JAD = aN *JND

JAIS It JCS

JAID *JCD
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6. Parameter List

p = materia. resistivity

p_: = sheet resistivity (ohms per square)

= length

W = width

J = reverse saturation current density

A = ar-a

= cortact potential

= junction grada constant

IN = normal coimnon base current gain

CI = inverse common base current gain

CGS total gate-to-"ource capacitance i(V V

.CGSO 0a''-to-source capacitance due to gate overlap of the

source = a constant

CGD totat gate-to-drain capacitdr-ce = f(VGs' VGD)

CGDO gate-to-drain capacitance due to gate ovtIrldp of the

drain = a constant

C(B total gate-to-substrate capacitance = f( GO

CGBO .gate-to-substrate capacitance due to gite overlap of the

substate

RNS & RPS = source resistance

RNO & RVG = drain resistance

RNSB & RPSB = souice-to-substrate leakage resistance

RNDB & RPDB = drain-to-substrate leakage resistance

RBNS & RBND = P-well resistances

PBPS & RBPD - substrate resistances

JNS & JPS = source diode current generator

JND & JPD = drain diode current generator

jCS & JCD = P-well-to-st.'ostrate diode current generator

JANS & JANP = parasitic colle.tor unpendent current sources

JAIS & JAI = parasitifc tmitt-, dependent current iources

I'I-4I



7, Parameterization

Values for parasitic par3meters are typically difficult to

measure for several reasons. First, the capacitive terms are often

masked by the packaging caDacitance, and measured gate capacitance data

carnot.b2 easily separated into package capacitance, gate-to-sour.

gate-to-drain, and gate-to-s~bstrate depletion capacitances. Further-

more, the gate electrodes of aln-ost. all MO3 integrated circuits and mnany

discrete MOS transistors are protected by networks which protect the gate

fror electrical overstress trahsients. The capacitance of these protectior

networks usually completely masks the gate capacitance. They also clamp

the voltages which can be applied to the gate to levels below those

necessary to separate source and drain resistance effects frou,: variable

mobility effects.

Usually the best approach for estimating parasitics is to use

typical values for the'MOS process being analyzed and scale the values by

the 3ppropriate geometrical dimensions of the device The following

discussion provides a list of typical values and techniques to be u~sed

tor. estimating model paramefers from them. The typical values are most

applicable to CMOS/Metal gate technology with gate' oxide thicknesses of
o

approximately 700 A. Figure IV-?5 shows th, tojalogical layout of rows

of N-channel and P-channel device5 similar o those found in CMOS technology.

It will be used as the principal referente n the examples.

a. Gate Capacitances (Cox, CGSO ?GDO, CGBO)

The, key Darameter to'be dete nined in establishing the

values of gate capacitances is COX. This is the capacitance per unit

area of the gate-thin oxide semiconductor snructure. Its value can be

estiimated from the permittivity of thl gate insulator divided by the

insulator thickness.

Ox
C OX 

.x
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Typical ialue, for SiO2 technologies are:

FOX = 3.54 x 10 cm

O~x lO cmt Ox =8 x 10O-6 cm

CO 5.06 x- 10-8 F= --7
cm

This value can be used with the equations presented in section C.5 of

this chapter to predizt CGS, CGD, and CGB' as a function of voltage.

In addition to the voltage variable coiiponents of these

capacitances, there are fixed capacitance values noted.as CGSO, CGDO, and

CGBO. These are overlap 'capacitances which are due to the metal gate

extending over the source, drain, and substrate, r'es~ectively. The
values of these capacitances can be estimated as follows:

N-Channel P--Channel

CGSO = COX* L *WN ,C' L W• ox 0 * N x `-0 * Wp
CGDO = COX L W CXL W•x 0LN O 2Lo)

CGBO = CO IL+WOB 2L C (L + 2L) W

Typical Values

LN = L = 5. x l0 4 cm (channel length)N p -
L = 2Px 10 cm

W = 15 x 10 cm

Wp & W N proportional, to the current capability of the

MOS transistors (channel width)

b Diode Capacitances

The depletion and diffusion capacitances asscciated with

the source and drain dioues fullow 6he same functional relationships as

those discussed in chapter II. Since they are difficult to measure
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directly, tney can be estim,-ted from a capacitance per unit area and from

the forward dioae current.

'ýepletion Capacitance:

qL' N
C si B

A 2(t VA)

Typical Values NMOS PMOS

q (charge) 1.6 x 10 19 coul 1.6 x 10"19 coul

Esi (permittivity) 1.05 x 10 12 F/cm 1.05 x 10-12 F/cm

NB (substrate doping) 2 x 1016 cm- 3  2 x 1015 cm- 3

€ (contact potential) .9 V .9 V

C/A 4.30 x.10 8 F/cm2  1.37 x I0 8  Fl0cm2 '

C0  4.30 x 10-8 WN * LND 1.37 x 10-8 * Wp * LpD
CS.4.30 x I0-8 W N * LNS 1.37 x 10-8 * * LpS

Diffusion Capacitance:

- 'I0

Typical Values

T minority carrier lifetime I x 107 6 sec

C/ID 6.13 x W06-F
0 amp

C. Diode Current Parameters

The bipolar diodes associated with the source and'drain
may bc modeled with reasonahle accuracy by the first order diode equation.

IV-48
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ID= 10 (eOv -1)

to qni N-channel

1 qn 2 P-Channel

A qn N [ID L PAI

Typical Values U-Channel P-Channel

q (charge) 1.6 x 10-19 coul 1.6 x 10-19 coul

202 20 -6Ni (intrinsic 1.96 x I02 cm 6  1.96 x 10 cm
carrier concentration)

D (diffusion constant) 39 cm2/s. 15.6 cm2 /s

N (doping concentration) 2 x 10 cm 3  2 x 10 cm

15 -3
L (d~ffusion length) 6.25 x 10- cm 3.95 x 10- Lm

I0 9.'80 x 10i 12 A/cm2  6.20 x 10-11 A/cm2

0 38.5 38.5

IO0 9.80 x 101 2*W *LND 6.20 x 10-1 1 *W P*LPD

lOS 9.80 x 10"1 2 "WN *LNs 6.20 x 10"ll~wp *L

d Drain and Source Resistance

The drain and source resistances may be estimated from

valuss of sheet resistivity and the geometry of the source and drain

diffusion.
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,L
R = p,:1

Typical Val ues N-Channel -Channel

p1• (sheet resistivity) IL' ohm'square 40 ohm/square

R ~~~~10 LN IV P
S WN WP

RD 10 * ND 4(j

N W

e. P-Well Resistance

"The P-well resistance associated with the has, of th,-

parasitic trahsistors can be estimated from Kn)owledge of the P-welT tfiot

rf-sisti,,ity undcr the drain and source and the P-wWl' sheet resi'.Civ1tv

in the o.pen tuh. In the structure showh in figure IV-25, the P difftc Wio

around the P-well produces a 16w resistivity path tu VS3 on each side ot

the drain. This has the effect of paralleling two resistors and .oakinq

the effective resistance one-half of the value.

R 1 P, 0  WE+ I P(o0dEB
2 6 L r 2 LN

Typical ValuLS

Pt", (open P-well sheet resistixity) 100 Q per square

P (D (P-well sheet. resistivity under the drain),.12.000 Q per square

S100 WE +500 dEB

IV-50
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Note that RP, the P-well resistor associated with the source, has not

been parameteri;ed here. The source of the N-`Iannei which is also the

emitter of the parasitic NPt transistor is tied directly to VSS as is the

P-well. Thus, it is unlikely that thete wi.1l ever be a'sulficient voltage

drop across the base emitter to turn on the parasitic transistor.

f. Substrate Resistance

Substrate resistances are extremely'difficult to estimate

because of the distributed nature of the substrate and the uncertainty

associated with current flow patterns. If the analyst considers these

resistances tJ be important, he must usually select them bv a trial and

error procedure where results are compared with experimental data which

he believes to be influenced by substrate resistance. This is likely to

be an expensive procedure and will result only in a simulation of experi-

mental data.

8.. Code Implementation

Table. IV-4 provides vilues for parasitic elements as they would

be implemented in eich of UtLe three models. SCEPTRE, CIRCUS, and TRAC

models are lumped together since they'implement the MOS model through a

userdefineu subroutine. Similar parameters in each of the codes are

placed on the same horizontz] lif, es'since the parasitic parameters are

based on topological layout of the MOS transistor. The following dimen-

Jions have been used to determine the parameter values in the table. The

reader should reference figure IV-25 for an explanation o' the dimensions.

N-Channel " P-Channel

Channel length LN.= 5 x 10-4 cm (.197 mil') LP - 5 x 10-4 cm ( 1.97 mil)

Channel width W = 94 x 10-4 cm (3.7 mil) Wp = 145 x 10-4 cm (5.7 mil)

Gate overlap
of drain/source L 2 10 cm (7.8x0" mil) L0  2 x 10t (7.8xlO ,0mil)

Gate overlap 4". '
of substrate WOB= 15 x10 cm (.6 mil) W 15 x 10- (.6 mil)

IV A5
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N-Channel P-Channel

Drain length L NO 32.5 x 10-4 cm'(1.28 mil) L = 25.G x 10-4 cm (1.01 mil)

Source length LNS = 23.5 x 10-4 ( 93 mil) L P 25.6 x 10-4 (1.01 mil)

P-well length

separating N+ 4

and P+ dEB = 5 X 10 -m (1.77 mil) NA

VT : 1.65 VT =.-i.l0

= 7.67E-4 (KP = 4.07E-5) = 2'.44E-4(KP 8.46E-6I"

In SCEPTRE, CIRCUS, and TRAC, the parasitic elements are included

by attaching the appropriate-rpsistor, capacitor, and diode elements to

the nodes of the drain,.current source as s:iuwn in figure IV-24. This

technique will be familiar to the SCEPTRE user who is aware of the necessity

for construcLinq his own model. It ",.v be less familiar to the TRAC or

CIRCUS user who uses the "b,,ilt-iWn" bipolar device mudels. Table IV-.*

includ2s the values for the, elements to be attached to the dr-An current

generator in order to achieve a model topology for a CMOS inverter similar

to that of figure IV-24 with one exception. Tt~e depen.Jent current sources

required to model the paraoitic transistor associated with the N-channe1'

device have not baen included. Their incorporation is a straightforward

application of bipolar transistor modeling concepts discussed in chaFter

III Thus, only t0e source-substrate and drain-substr'ate diodes and the

P-well resistance values are given for N-channel parasitics in table

IV-4.

The reader should note that fixed value capacitances have been

used fcr CB0 ,. CGS,' and CGD in tho SCEPTRE, CIRCUS, TRAC models. The

tabulated valIes include the overlap capacitance and half of the channel

capacitance in the gate-source and gate-drain capacitors, and only the

overlap capacitance in the gate-substrate capacit,...-. If the anal1t

knows that the transistor is yoirj to be operated primarily in the satu-

rated, triode, or cutoff mode, he may wish to appor t ion the capacitance

values differently.,

IV-.56
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II
The NET-2 model i.,corporates some parasitic elements witnin th'

MOS model parameter list. Only those elements so included are listed in

table IV-4. Lertaini:. ither parasitics could be ir:luded as discrete
elements attached to the ap,, opriate nodp., Specifically, the gate-to-

substrate capacitance, source and .!-zin resistances', and the NPN para-

sitic bipolar transistor are not included. FtET-2 does include voltage

variable gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capacitances in the model.

hvWever, caution is required to use them properly. Their Gzfining equa-

tionF are presented below.

CGS CGS1 for IY!, < VG1  (cutoff region)

GSI for V- < V < V (saturation re-ion)
CGS GI GS G?

G1

FGS 2 CGS'l
CGS__s for V > V (triode region)FG = [ VG2  GS C2

(cutoff reg'ion'CGD = CGDl f~v VG o1  (cutoff

CGD - for V < V < V (iiiverted saturation region)
GO, I~u GO G02

GPI1

__2 for V < V (irverted triode region)
VGD2 . G)2 GO

GD2

If the analyst associates V61 with the thre.hold voltage dnd requires the

value uf capacitance i|, saturation to be two-thirds of its cutoff-value
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(see chapter IV.A), then VG. equali 2/7 V. Similarly, if VG2 is associated
witn the transitiin ti triode operation and Ohe value of t-aplcitance ;11

that region is one-halt if its cutoff value, then

V, I1 V

Similar arguments holJ fori C G. In realitv, the gate capacitance, in

cutoff should be apportioned to CGB with )Ply the bverlap capacit--:es

being associated wi.th CGS and C GD Howeve,, if the substrate is elec-

tr':dlly tied t' the sour,-e, as is often the case, the gate capacitance

in cutoff can all h- apportioned to CGS. A lIn] -,:s the transistor

operates in th.e normal mode (source acts as the source ard drain act- is

the drainl, the above tquat:ons give approximately correct behakIur )f

the gate capacitance. In .his case, C -S should be the total channel

capacitance (Cox*WN*LN or C9 *W,.Lp) and C houlc be the fixed gate-dra;n

overlap capacitance. The gate-soarce overlap capacitance should be

incitided as a fixed value capecit~ince e-ternal to the model. Hewever, i

the transistor may operate in bo.th normal aid inverted modes (e.g., a

tran-smizsion aate), both overlap caDazitances should be included as

external fixed value cacacitcrs, and half of the channel capacitar.:e

i.o.uld be apportijied to CGSI ai CGDI. " !he values in the tab'e IV-4

reflect the assumption that the transistor will always operate in the

rormal mode.

*The .,PICE2 MOS model also' inornorates a large numtir of para-

sitic elemeits as integral parts of the model. The SPICEZ model was

d;,_igned -'rimarily to assist integrated .circuit d~igners in dnalyzing

new circuits. Therefore, a iuirber of features nave be.'n included for

their convenience., The analyst must he aware of thef., features in apply-

"iqj the model. He should cons',.er the model to rep~resent the intrinsic

MOS transistor. The-intrinsic trinsistor is that nrirtion of the device

that lies under the qati metalli.zation. It includes the channel and the
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drain and source overlap regions. All parasitic elements are assumed to

be continued to this rcion. The values of CGB, CGS, .nd CGD in the

;arameter list should be given in units of F/cm. They are determined as

follows:

•GB OX OB

CGSC . Ox -0

CG Cox L0

SPICE2 takes these values a;;d multi pli.?s their by the appropriate oilen-

sions (CGB*LN or C, $1p; CGs WN 0 CGs *Wp; CD*WN or CG *WP) eU determinl.

actual capacitance values. The value of channel capacitance 's calculated

automatically and attributed to the g-te-substrate, gate-sojrce, or.

gate-drain depending on thp region 6f operation. The necjations governing

the trans'tions ere given in figure IV-26 whicV also shows.a qualitative

representation of the capacitance values ;n the three operating regions.

The depletion' region canaciLance and reverse s3turation current

are in urits ot F/cm2 art A/fm, respectively. These values are ,nuti-

plied by thesource arid drain areas provided in th0 model call to determine

actual ,alues. The diffusion capacitance ir not included as part of the

SPICE2 MO5, model.

Fixed-value souice and drain resistors arp included in the

SPICE2 paramet.r list. In table IV-4, these values have been calcul3tod.

for the intrinsic transistor unly. They were determined as follows:

_0 L0

-lpW 0".Pap
PP

Thlis, the resistance associated with the source and drain outside the

.ove- 13p- regions were not included in the-model,.but they may be included

vith external elbmen.s.
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9. Computer Example

Figure IV-27 shows the model schematic for a CMOS invwrter. It

includes full parasitics for both an N-channel and P-channel device.
Note that the resistance associated with the source and drain diffusions,

but outside the ;ntrinsic transistor, has to be modeled with.tcwo series

resistances (e.g.,,RPDPIl and RPDPl2). The parasitic diode or bipolar

transistor has been connected to the common node of these resistors

(e&g., DPDPI). The SPICE2 coding for the model is shown in figure !V-29
and the results of exercising the model with a I ms pulse are shogr. in

figure iv-29.

D. RADIATION EFFECT INCLUSIVE MOS MODELS

1. Description

In modeling the response of MOS transistors to radiation exposure,
the analyst is primarily concerned with ionizing radiation and electrical
overstress pulses resulting from EMP. Since MOS transistors are majority

carrier devices, their performance is not'significantly affected by

minority carrier lifetime degradation caused by neutron damage. Also,

the effects of 'neutron damage are very-difficult to separate from the

damage caused by the ionizing radiation accompanying the neutron fluence.

As a result, there is no reliable'parameterizing data'a'jailable for

neutron effect modeling. The NET-2 MOS model contains neutron damage
modeling parameters for modifying parasitic elements such as the reverse

sa.uration current and-the -diffusion capacitance.. However, these are.
identical to the model modifications treated under bipolar diodes and

transistors. They will not be discussed aqain here. The interested

reader is referred to the radiation effect sections of chapters II and
III.

Ionizing radiation produces both permanent dOmage and transient

photocurrents in MOS devices. The degree of permanent damage is propor-

tional'to the total accumulated dose. Ionizing radiation produces hole-

electron pairs in the gate insulator. In SiO 2, the electrons have a
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Figure IAV-28. SPICE2 Coding for Parasitic Inclus'ive CtMOS Inverter Mlodel
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higher mobility than holes. Therefore, they tenC to be r'emoved from the

insulator. ThiF leaves positively charged holes trapped there. This

positive charge attracts electrons to the semiconductor surface and

repels holes. The net effect is a shift in the threshold voltage of the

device. The amoLe,t of threshold shift for a gi~ve" dose is determined by

oxide properties and the polarity and amplitude of gate bias. The physical
understanding of charge trapping in the oxide is incomplete at this time.

Therefore, no predic.tive models exist for estimating the degree of threshold

v-ltage shift from physical properties of the device. The analyst must
rely on experimental data-for parameterization information. He should

use extreme caution in extrapo.ating data on radiation induced threshold

voltage shifts to dose levels outside the range of measurements and to

devices taken from other manufacturing lots.

In addition to oxide charGe trapping, total dose radiation

increases the number of surface states, which tends to drive both N-channel

and P-channel devicce, toward enhancement mode operotion. In N-channel
('Cices.this counteracts the oxide charge trapping effects. In.P-channel

devices, it adds to oxide trapping effects. Physical mechanisms underlying
surface state increase as a function of total dose are not well understood.

The analyst should eAercise the same caution in utiiizing.experimental

data for threshold volt.dge shifts caused by surface state density increases.

Typically, oxide charge trapDing effects tend to dominate threshold

voltage shifts below 105 rad (Si) ard surface state density increases

tend to dominate above 106 rad (Si). Figure IV--30 shows the effect total
dose irradiation has on threshold voltage for sample N-channel and

P-channel devices under ditferent gate bias conditions.

Ionizing radiation also produces hole electron pairs in the
;'I ;ccn materiil of the MOS transistor. As a result, photocurrents

appear across the junctions of source-substrate, drain-substrate,
P-well-subst'rate, a:,d any other diodes associated with the MOS device.

These photocurrents may charge or discharge circiit nodes and result in
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signal transients or state changes in MOS circuits. The parasitic NPN

transistors fc.med in CMOS technoloyy may amplify tie prima "/ photocur-

rents and produce secondary photocurrents; these are particuiarly effec-

tive in ch-.qing node voltages. The same techniques for predicting an,'

implementing photocurrent5 discussed in chapters II and III are effective

in predicting photocurrents in MOS devices. They will not be repeated in

detlil in this chapter. The reader is referred to the radi3tion effects

section of those chepters for supporting information.

Ionizing radiation can produce increased leakage between the

gate electrode and the semiconductor material during the radiation pulse.

This is due to ionization in the gate dielectric. NET-2 contains provi-.

sions'for modeling this transient increase in leakage wit,. current gener-

ators from -ate to source and gate to drain. Transient ionization of the

gate diel'ectric i3 generally a second order effect in determining the

pnotoresponse of an MOS device. Furthermore, the current generators

simulating dielectric ionization generators are extremely difficult to

parameterize accurately. Use of the generators is not recommended and
will not be treated in this handbook.

Electrical overstress pulses can result from EMP, photocur-
rents, electrostatic d.ischarge, or normal systeon turn-on transients

These pulses can damage MOS devices by rupturing the gate dielectric.

The dielectric'strength of SiO2 is quite high (7. x 106 V/cm); however,
2 0

the gate oxide is extremely thin'(700-1000 A). Only 50 to 70 volts are
required to damage the oxide. Such voltages can be generated by electro-

static discharges enccunteired in pdckaging, shipping, and as'embly.
Therefore, manufacturers provide terminal protection networks on inputs

and'6utputscf.MOSIC's and discretes. These are typically combinationis

of diffused resistors and shjnt diodes which ,lamp transients below the

ievel required fur breakdown of the dielectric. For high amplitude, fast
risetime transients, the terminal protection network and terminal metalliza-

tion may be damaged or the bulk resistance associated with the diodes may

be sufficiently high tv allow the terminal voltege to rise-above the gate

dielectric breakdown voltage. These effects can be moaeled by using the
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techniques dis".,ssLd in chapters II and III for EMP effec on dioder a-1

transistors. In addition, the gate voltage must be monitored to insure

that it does not exceed tOe dielectric breakdown.

2. Advantages

Radiation effect modeling for MOS devices can be of significant-

benefit when combined with a good experimental program for determining

parameter values. Circuit states can be easily set and the.effects of

threshold voltage changes on propagation delays and fanout capability can

be readily determined. For transient effects, the voltages at internal

nodes can be monitored and the effects of drain and source dimenslin

changes on photoresponse can be economically evaluated. For electrical

3verstress effects, trade-offs between terminal protection netwcrk dcxign

and protective efficiency can be investigated.

3. Cautions

There are no reliable procedures cur.'ently available for predict-

ing threshold voltage shift as a function of total dose. Seem:ngly -inor

variations.in proLessing have produced major~chances in threshold vtaqe

shift a, a function uf totil dose. The analyst should never ext.apolate

data beyond the range of total dose, gate bias, or processing teclnology,

for which they were measured. EBn when the same processing technoloqgy

from the same manufacturer is used, significant variations in threshold

voltage shift can be expected from lot to lot The be-L approaich is to

try to bound the limits of 'hreshold'voltage variatiqn- and to nerfom

- . analyses based on those bounds. The .results should then be r~ported as a

range of values (e.g., "7or threshold voltage shifts between I and 2

volts •he propogation delay of circuit X was found to vary fror 160-200

pS.s).

For photoresponse analyses, the parasitic networks are extremely

important.' In CMOS cir.cuits the NPN transistors associated "ith the

N-channel devices should be carefully modeled. Thr analyst should also

look for po ,ntial PNP'devices wl-ch can be c,.,upled with-the NPN parasitics

to form an SCR structure. If such a structure is t-iggered, it may latch

in a conducting state and re-iin conducting even after the iadiation
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stimulus is re-oved. The minority carrier lifetimes in the silicon

material used for the substrates of MOS devices tends to be quite long.

Therefore, the analyst should incluae the diffusion compo-'.nt of the

photocurrent iii any photoresponse calculation.

EMP modeling should carefully consider a1l possibl.: current

paths and accurately model all parasitic diode junctions associated with

them. This usually results in a. reasonable effort for input terminals,

but may be unreasonably difficult for outputs and power supply terminals.

Analysis resulLs shou'd be verified by tes' data.

4. Characteristics

a. Topology

Figure IV-31 shows a schematic representation of a CMOS
inverter with an input protection network and all photocurrent generators

drawn between appropriate nodes. Figure IV-32 shows the model topology

reouired for a photoresponse anaiysis of the inverter. Note that no

topology variations are required to implement threshold voltage varia-

tions with total dose. Only-a parameter change in the drain current

model is required.

b. Typical Effects

Figure IV-33 shows experimental data for the variation in

saturated drain current as a function of gate voltage and total dose

levels.

5. Defining Equations

a. Total Dose Effects

The threshold voltage canbe written as:

QSS 2tsqNB +K qNFS + 2csqNB

Ox Ox x 2X2o-

Section E gives a complete description of this equation and its~implementa-

tion in second order effect inclusive MOS models. The interested reader

is referred to that section. The point to be made here is that both the
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oxide charge (QSS) ird the numbqr uf surface states (NFS) directly influ-
ence the value of the threshold voltage (VT ). Therefore, threshold
voltage shifts resulting frum either effect can be modeled by incrementing
or decrementing tOe value of V. Thus, total dose effects can be success-
fully implemented in either first order jr second order effect models.
In this secti3n. the radiation effects are included with the first order
model. In the next section, appropriate discw.sions are includd with'
the second urde:' model tn guide the user in any special requirements for u
including t adiatiun effects. The presentation here is not meant to imply
that tne analyst should avoid the use of the second order model with
radiation effect-,. It simplv reflects that the presentation of the
radiation effects modeling is simpler if the first order model is used.

b. Photocurrent Effects
Any of the defining equations and impiementat ions of

photocurrent gener~tors discussed previously with bipolar diodes can be
usedcwith the parasitic diodes and transistors in MOS devices. Since the
minority cdrrier lifetimes are puiteslong in MOS substrates, the diffusion
component of the p'notocurrent should be considered in whichever implementa-
tion is chcsenf The redder im referred to the radiation effects section
of chapters 11 and III for a more complete disLussion. In this section,

a douple exponent~al will be ujsed to simulate the primary 'photocurrent.

((P -AMAX] [t -tCF), 0J -AMAX'i (t,- tDR).,0

* p = 'pp

. Electrical Overstrss Effects

A:- noted above, electrical overstywtss pulres can result in
dumage to either terminal protection trnetworks (OD. 2 ev s and Rl in
figure tV-31) or to the gate dielectric. The diode damutq in thedprotec-
tion network is a funct ion of the applied power as expressed by the

equation'
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V..

PF F VBD + I F RB

This equation is useful ,o- pulse widths bctween 100 ns and 100 ps. The

value of the damage constant can be estimated from the diode junction

area from the empirical equation

K = 23.9 A' 62

The gate voltage mu'st also be monitored to insure that th4 condition

V < t 7 x 106 V/cWm
g - O

is never e:,ceeded.

6. Parameter List

a. Total Dose Effects

AV. - Change in thro~tiold voltage. The parameter may be

either positive or negative. The adl!'e should be determined frcm experi-

mental data. The pestirradiatiorn threshold voltage becomes

"TPostrad VT Prerad

b. Photocurrent Response,

Ipp = peak photocurrent

tDR = time delay between the beginning of tht computer
solution

and the unset of the radiation, pulse

TR z time constant of the photocurrert leading'edge .

tDF = time delay between the beginoing"of the computer

solution
and the beginning of the photocurrent decay

TF time constant of the Dhotocurrent trailing edge

Figure IB-34 illustrates the primary photocurrent waveform.
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Figure IV-34. Primary Photocurrent Waveform

c. Electrical Overstress

K damage constant for the diode

P = failure power

t elapsed time from the .onset of the electrical overstres;,

pu lse

RB = bulk rEsistance intimately associated with the junction

and contributing to junction heating

.7. Purameter-zation

a. Total' Dose Effects -. AVT

(1) Typical value - No typival change in threshold voltage shift as

a function of total dose can be given-because of the large

variations resulting from different manufaGturing techniques.

(2) Measurement - Figure IV-3'5 shows the'extrapolation of saturated

drain current measurements to yield values of, threshold voltage

shifts for an off N-channel device. Table IV-5 gives the

Values of AV which will be used for N-chann'el and P-channe'l

a~vices irradiated under two different bias conditions in the

following examples.
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TABLE IV-5. ;HRESHOLD VOLTAGE EMUIFTS
INDUCED BY TOTAL IONIZING DOSE

0 1 x 105(rad) 2 x 1e5 (rad) 5 x 105 (rad)

VT AVT, AVT AV1

N-charnel (op) +1.65 V -1.4/ V -2.20 V -3.60 V,

N-channel (off) +1.65 - .50 + .20 4 .40

P-channel (on) -1.13 - .15 - .15 - .30

P-channel (off) -1.13 - .27 - .47 - .82

Note that in figure IV-35 the 51ope of the D versus VG curve chantas

significantly at higher doses. Also, .iqnificant currents flow telow the

threshold voltage at doses greater than 106. Variations in slope can be

accounted for by modif)*ng 'the p parameter in the first order model.

Current flow' below the thresnold voltage will be treated in the next

chapter (see weak inversion effect in section IV-E). The analyst must

use his judgment and the requirements of his analysis to decide when

these effects become important.

b. Photocurrofit Effects

(1) I - Peak photocurrent. Typical value - peak values of pri-

mary photocurrent may be estimated using the foll'ow~dg equation':

I = 6..4 x I06* + L erf tF T"

2• VT)
W = depletion layer wid'1 =( VSq7N NB

W = 7.69 x 10"5 cm for NB = 2 x 1015 (P+N diode) at V.'= 0 V

= 2.68 x 104 at V. 10
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W 2.43 x 10"5 cm for NB 2 x Io16 (N+P diode) at V. 0
8.46 x 10-5 at V. = 10

L diffusion length : 0T V !
L 3.95 10-3 cmf NB,= 2 x I015, P+N
L 5.10 x 10-3 cm for N 2 x w016, N+p

erf .025 = ..028

erf -100 : .112

erf .5 = .521

erf I = .843
For a 25-ns pulse width and material Iith a I-ps minoritycarrier lifetime,, the following can be considered typicalvalues of jpp for a dose rate of 109 rad (Si)/s:

O'V 0 V
Y+P diode 1-C7 A/cm2  1.46 A/cm2

N+P diode 1.2 A/cm2  2.42 A/cm2

(2) R Time constant 'or leading edge at the pulse. Typicalvalue - approximately one-third of the time between the onsetof the radiation pulse and the maximum photocurrent. For aradiation pulse with a pulse width of 23 ns, tR'= 8 ns.(3) -T Time constant for trailing edge of the pulse. Typicalvalue - approximately one-thirdof the minority carrier life-time assumed for the meterial. For a minority carrier lifetime
of I Ps, TF = 333 ps.

C. Electrical Overstress(1) K - Damage constant. Typical value - K =Z.9 A For thediodes to be used in the example:
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F

A- 1.66 x 10-5 cm2  K = .026

A2 =.84 x 10-6 cm2 K = .015
A3 = 2.32 x 10-5 cm2 K = .032

These are damage constants for reverse biasing electrical

overstress pulses. If the pulse forward biases the junction,

the damage const6Ats are typically multiplied by a factur of 10.

(2) RB. Typical value - estimation of the bulk resistance is
generally quite difficult. However, values of 30 Q nave giver.

satisfactory results in previous investigations.

RB = 30 Q

3. Code Implementation

Only NET-2 has provisicns for directly implementing drain and
source photocurrent generators in the MOS model itself. Each of the

codes require manual changes in the threshold voltage parameter in order
to simulate total dose effects.- SPICE2 can only implement the double
exponential form cf the photocurrent generators and cannot implement the
electrical overstress subroutine. Table IV-6 gives parameter values for
implementing photocurrent equations in NET-2. 3therwise, all implementa-
tion parameters are identical to those given previously in table IV-4.
The areas for-the source and drain diffusions have been used to calculate

IPll, IPi2, IP21, and IP22 according to the scheme indicated below.

IPI1 = 6.4 * I6 W S

+ -6 A 5 0 cm2)(l ers,(N P) IP11 6 4xl0 643xlO cm)(2.2xl.5

qg W Source
Area

3.43 x 0.8 cotil
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e7rs = 5.08 x 0-8 coulg - -

(N+P) IP12 = 6.4 x 10-6(,tDRAS)

= 6.4 x I0-6 .. 5.1 x 10i x 2.21 x 10" X 10

25 ns

= 45.6 x 10-12 mA -s

9. Computer Examples

Three computer examples are provided below. Figure IV-36

presents a SPICE2 listing of the inverter examined previously, with a

Lomplete set of photocurrent generators. Figure IV-37 shows the results

of Exercising this inverter to determine propagation delays as a function

of the threshold voltage shifts listed in table IV-5. See the SPICE2

listing in chapter IV.C for circuit description for prnragation delay

analysis. Figure IV-38 shows the low state photo response of the inverter
9 10 10 1at I x 109, I x 10O, and 5 x 10 rad (0i)/s. Note that at 1 x 010 rad,

(Si)/s, significant secondary photocurrents have been generated by the

parasitic transistor.

Figure IV-39 gives a SCEPTRE listing of the input protection

network such as that shown previously in figure JV-31. The gates of the

N-channel ana P-channel transistors have been replaced with, an-equivalent,

capacitor. Table IV-7 gives the result of exercising this-circuit for a

variety of electrical overstress pulse amplitudes.
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Figure IV-36. SPTCE2 Listingj of Inverter Circuit w~ith Photocurrent Gienerators
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L. MOS MODELS INCLUDING SECOND ORDER EFFEC:S

I. Description

The first order MOS model discussed in section B ofthis chapter

is primarily useful for s~mulating the .V characteristics cf an individual

MOS transistor. The thresnold voltage and the tansconductar.ce factor

are- measured and used in the model equations to match the experimental

data. This model can be useful in predicting circuit response from.

knowledge of electrical charicteristics of individual piecepa~ts. How.-

ever, there are two major limitations associated.with the first order

model. -;ýst, the analysL is often unable to measure the threshold

voltage and transconductance factor of individual transistors. They max,

be inaccessible due to their location within an integrated circuit., or

they may be in the design stag2 and the analyst may be interested in

parametric trade-off studies before finalizing the design. For these

cases, the analyst requires a model which he can parameterize from a

physical description of the device in terws of doping crrcentritions,

oxiJe thicknesses, etc. Such a model must provide reasonably acci;ratu

predictioiis of individual transistor characteristics it it is to be

useful.

The other difficulty with the first order model is its un-

sophisticated functional' form. Its mathematical construction i's not

sufficient,to accirateIy -represent the actual I/V characteristics-of' four

terminal MCS devices. The so called' second order effects which are

responsible for the deviation of MOS characteristics from the simple

theory represented by first order model 3re of major importance for the

small.geometry transistors found in integrated circuits. Failure to

account for these second order effects can result in gross inaccuracies

in prediction of integrated circuit response,

In this chapter, second order MOS models are discussed which

are parameterized from physical data related to the fabrication proces's.
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,1

,The aiscussion includes the following:

(1) Substrate Bias Effects

(2) Two-Dimensional Effectb on Threshold Voltage

(3) Weak Inversion Effects

(4) Chariel Length Modulation Effects

(5) Variable Mobility Effects

(6) lemperature Effects

All of these effects are not included in all of the medels.

The discussion will indicate how the effects are implemented and what

pirameters the analvst must s~jply to use them effectively. In general,

the SCEPTRE/TRAC/CIRCUS2 subroutine (referred to as the SCEPTRE model)

and the SPICE2 bi-ilt-in model contain quite complete second order effects.

The built-in NET-2 model remains an essentially empirIcal model with some

provisions for including second order effects through increased mathemat-

ical sophistication. Example computer solutions have been included to

demonstrate the modifications in I/V characteristics resulting from

varying the value of parameters associated with each of the sacond order

effects. The analyst should use these exar'les todetprmine if his prob-

lem requires modeling a particular effect.

Advantaqes

The functional form of the second order models are much mqre

representative of MOS transistor behavior than the first order model.

They will generally support anzlysis over a much greater range of forcing

currents and voltages than tht first order models. This-is especially

true for the small geometry transistors used, in MOS medium and large

scale'integrated circuits.

3. Cautions

As model, become more sophisticated, the analyst finds it

increasingly difficuli to retain a grasp of the interactions of all the

model parameters. This is especially the case for very flexible models

such as the one fui.,d in SPICE2. That model permits the anilyst to

either input certain second order effect parimeters or to allow the code
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to calculate them from basic physi'al data. Extreme caution must be

exercised to insure, that parameters are specified in a consistent manner.

For example, if the analyst specifies KP, the intrinsic transconductancr,

in the SPICE2 model he will override any value for oiobility which he may

specify latEr inthe parameter list. This potential for inconsistent

parameterization increases the inportance of exercising the models in
"curve tracer" runs before using them in circuit dnalyses. Only by

looking at the I/V characteristics in a format where he knows what to

expect can the analy;t insure thatthe model is parameterizrd properly.

4. Characteristics

a. Topol Iy
Figure IV-40 shows the topology of the SPICE2 model for an

N-channel transistor. Note that this is the sam3 topology a- used in

previous sections of this chapter. The second order effects modeling is

primarily concerned with the. functional form of the drain current gener-

ator. Therefore, no topological variations are required.

b: Tynical Effects

1) Substrate Bias

MOS transistors are actually four terminal devices.

As a iesult, a 'everse biasing potential can appear between the source

and substrate. The use of MOS transistors as transmission gates is an

application where the source and substrate are.typically at different

potentials. The result of reverse biasing drain to source voltage-is'to

increase the amount of'charge stored in the depletion region. Conse-

quently,. thl drain current decreases for a fixed gate Wolt'ge. Figure

IV-41 shows . qualitative representation of this effect.
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Figure Iv-40. S-PICL2 MOSFET Model
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V 0o

VBS
VGS =

VD-

Figure IV-41. Substrate Bias Effects on Drair, Current at a
Fixed Gate Voltage

The SCEPTRE and SPICE2 second order models include

substrate bias effects on the drain current; however the NET-2 model does

not.

2) Two-Dimensional Effects on Threshold Voltage

As the channel length of an MOS transistor is sho-rteneO

to less than apnroximately 5 prm, tile amount. of depletion layer charge

which i- effective in terminating the E-field lines due to the gate-sub-

strate potential is significantly decreased. The'result isa lower

threshold vcltage and a modified 'turn-on characteristic compared to that

normally predictec.. This effect can best be abserved by comparing-the

characteristics of transistors with the same width to length ratios but

diff.erent chanhel lengths. Figure IV-42 shnws a qualitative example of

thetwc-dimensional effect on threshold voltage. Only the SPIC[2 model

incorporates this effect.
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WIDTH TO LENGTH
RATIO =10

LENGTH 5

I D 'LENGTH 50m

VG

Figure IV-42. Two Dimensional Effects on Threshold Voltage

3) Weak Inversion Effects

Most first order models assume that drain-to-source

conduction begins abruptly once the gato-Lo-source threshold ,oltage is

reached. 'In reality, conduction beg;ns below the threshold v otage and

increases exponentially until it intersects the drain current predieted

by the lirst order theory. Proper simulatirn of current in tLe weak

inversion region below tne threshold voltage can be of signif cant impor-

tance in modeling devices which have been subjected to ionizi g radiation

with a resulting increase in the surface state density. The PICE2 model

contains weak-inversion effects explicitly within the model. Figure

IV-43 shows i qualitative example of the weak inveysici effec on the

turn on characteristic of a MOS transistor.
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Figure IV-43. Weak Inversion1 Effects on Turn on Characteristic

4) Channel Length Modulation Effects
MOS transistors with relatively short charnel lengths

(< 10 pm) often exhibit finite drain-to-source conductance (i.e., an
imperfect saturation characteristic) for drain-to-source v,,itages exceediog
pinchoff. This is primarily due to the spread of the drain depletion
region i'nto the charnel with a subsequent. shortening of .the effective

channel length. Figures IV-44 and IV-45 illustrate the Spread of the
depletion region and its affect on drain characteristics. The SCEPTRE,
NET-2; and SPICE2 models all contain provisions for modeling finite con-

ductance in saturation.. Each uses'a different technique for impleirenting

the effect.,

5) Variable Mobility Effects

The surface mobility (ps ) which is a factor in the
tranv-onductance term (p) is a function of the applied vnltage. The
value of ps increases to its maximum value when.the Pate vo'tage approaches

the threshold voltage. Thereafter, it decreases with increasing gate-to-
sourre, drain-to-source, and substrate-to-source voltage. Its maximum
value is alw.ays less than the mobility in bulk silicrn. The result of
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Figure 1'.-44. Schemati~c Representation of Channel Lenqth Modulation

F '1 *41 E
C( NDUCTANCE

vs

Figure IV-45. Finite Saturation Co-iductance Due to Channel Length
M¶ouulation
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the decreased mobility is a decrease in drain current with gate voltage

at the higher values of gate voltage. This effect is illustrated quali-

titively in figure" IV-46. the SCEPTRE, RET-2, aild SPICE2 models incorporate

variable mobility effects although different implementation approaches

ire used.

_________V/1 CHARACTERISTIC

'V~ 10 V WITHiOUT VARIABLE
MOBILITY

---------- V/1 CHARACT[RISTIC
WIT.I VARIABLE
MOBILITY

VD

Figure IV-46. Variable.Mobility Effectf

6) Temperature Effects

Temperzture variations affect many of the physical

parameters used in the second order model. These include tne.'Fermi level

and sever,1. terms which are multiplied by the factor KT/q. For silicon

gate devices, the silicon gate work functionl must also be varied with

tPmperature. The SPICE2 model provides automatic updating of appropriate

model parameters with temperature. This must be accomplished marwually in

the SCEPIRE model. Figure.IV-47 qualitatively illustrates the effect of

temperature on MOS transistor turn-on characteristics.
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Figure IV-47. Temperature Effects on MOS Turn-On Characteristics

b. Defi_2nnEqjJuations

a. Substrate Bias (SCEPTRE and SPICE2)

0OSS Om_ Ec QSS
VFB =MS - Os so q" F" O,

VT, VFB + 20F Fo -

lox

GX~ .KT NB. KT niT f R,• Qn -' or K- e n n

ox i B

p5C0 ~'W I ( 2) B~5 N
IDS " - Ds vGS - 2  - VFC - OX

(Vus'* 2 F0 - VCS) 3 / 2  - ( 2 F VBS)3/2

where t-) applies for N-C-hannel; (+) applies for P-Channel.
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b. Two Dimensional Effects on Threshold Voltage (SPICE2 only)

v1 =vF + 20 + f (VB)'4VS

vT: P, w q ~ (%• .

I Os V L Os-(VGS VFB - ox

f(V (v •+ U - V.,) 312  - ',bS)3/]
BS' [- DS'JBS j

-here: f - d

d = B-Fs(2  F VBS)

C. Weak Inversion Effects (SPICE2 only)

V~JN : FB 2F - -'-- f(VBS) OF -

KT qNF

'OX2COX \'F Sv

for VG <~ VO

Ds - . B
Lox I ON -R • -ox

(VBS) U0'F + V )3/2 BS)32

exps (Vus O VS ON )F -

SVoN-VFB- 2 F" - _ • '(VBS/2'VBS"V 3 , '"4'F-VBS'

•IV-g1'
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d. Channel Length Modulation Effects (SCEPTRE, SPICE2, NE•-2)

Fo.' V V
0 P.

(1) SCEPTRE Model

IpL

'DSAT L-,!L
/2s

L f(IDSAT,Ec) Ft, S (Vs -VDST .IqN~ BVDS

[EcL("/DS V )P + (VD- Vol
(I~s#T, .EC) = _ K1  L~K.~ FDSA T , C I L ( I+K 2 i d - :,1F c

4 1 K?2 E CL(V 0- VP)3  D V - VP*)] 2

2L (I + K 210 K1EC]

1(1 4L

K2Ip) - KiEc

V2
K1  -2st

x.XE = Qn ,

x f
Vr)VG FB- 20FT, 2~ t IVG - 'VFR FB'

where the upper sign is valid for N-chdnne] devices and

tho lower sign is valid for P-channel devices.
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PsWCox
1 - L((v

+ (tv 40 2 1VG- VFB_ 2 0F + I2 VG -_F +

2 *•OF( G F, f , ."VFB- 2+F _. +2 +_ ,. +1fj .VG-VB± _+ 2)

+ /F VBS (S)

The SCEPTRE model equations account for the effect of the

mobile carriers in the channel on the spread of the depletion

ragicn. This pre'ents the prenmature prediction of dunch through

of the depletion region f,-om the source'to drain.

(2) SPICE2 Model

I

"OSAT = oD FU-L

""i- CV BDAT v ... I -1
Sim.,..%,,. ,b + ' " V + •V•AT).1qN.2 -4

Term Term 2
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L|

SLABDA = AL 0 LO
LoVos l-,\ VD L "

VUSAT VGS VFB 2 €F + S f2 (V sI
OX

1 + sq VB V 2 0F B - V

s B GS B "BS)

= I ' VDSAT 2 2VDSA
I MAT l~x ) V (V GS "FB 2,PF 2, OSAT

1(2F + VDSAT VBS) (2- F Vpq)3/2

Note that term 2 in the L equation has a functiona farm which

was chos-n tc insure d smooth transition in current between

linear and saturated regions of operation. For values of VDS

aDp.poaching zero and small values of VDSAT (VrsAT = VGS - Vl),

a signif.icant valt',w of L -an be ralculated from this functional

form. This is not physical, an( such areas should be examine'!

carefully by '.he analyst..

(3) NET-2 rOodel

ADSAI - VP Al + A2 . +V AV + VGS (A4 + A5V ;s)

+ (V DS  I (I * 2VGs 3VGS)

The term (K1 + KLV.s * K3 VGs) is equiv,.lent to a drain. ;atura-

tivn conductance. Ph,',ically, the satuo.ted drain coidLuctance

can be written as:
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L

~~DSAA = ____

2(L - 1L) (VD - VDSAI)

2S "GS -T V T' ( v'G s GSVATGT)

AL A "qFqB (V D VL)SAT)

0 L T/N~V
K1  8(L - AL) 2 (V0 -V D

D -DSAT)

2&

K2 = -t3L N V1

K(1- AL)2 (V ½A)
K B

2  4(L - AL (V VST
8(1 AL) (V 0 -VOSAIT)

Although these constatits can be calculated, the analyst may

wi'h to use only K1 if a constant valuse of saturated cunductance

is sufficiently accurate over the Operating region of iterest.

If experimentil dcta are availatle, K1 , K2,1 and K3 may be

selected to fit the data. NET-2 contain5 curve fitting routines

for deterinining values for all mot'el con-.tants if the user

provides experimental values for VGS, VDS, and I. in the vicinity

of the trans;tici from triode to saturated operatiomi.
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e. Variable Mobility Effects

(1) SCEPTRE Model

PS V*TO VL + 0os

,oo Lifo

" IE " -V FB -" -O-F -- ,08 F'- S)

This reflc:ts the'voltage drop along the channel.

(2) SPICE7 Model

UCRIT' Fs 1
0 w Coxl (Vr.Ns "TRAVDS)

WCO0XPs

(3) NET-2 Modei

The.triode region equation for drain current in NET-2 is:

* I~ V05 [A, A ;f;) A 3V 5 4 (A4 + A Vr)

lThe wefficient A4 iý the transconductan~e factor aia isof .
primary importance in dotermining the drain current as a func-
tion of gate vvltage. If A5 has a negative Vdlue, it can be

us J to reduce the transconaiuctanceas a fuiction of gate and
drain voltage. This .i a purely empirical approach to simulat-

ing the efects of mobility degradation. Therefore, thi analyst
should have experimental data available before attempLrniq to

use this portion of the NLT-2 model.

' i I
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f. Temperature Effects (SPICE2 only)

E rcqN8
-2- QSS + _VNB S

VON = m"so Z~q •F OZ•X 2OF + (V BS)

Oox

+KT  +N 5  2 qN FSf(
. q 10 T Cox . s)rof .VS

KT n. KT N
~ - n' -T Bf KT2n q or I on

q ~ q n

n- 3.86 x 101l T1 2 exp ( T

For aluminum metai qate devic~s, 0m =3.2 V. for silicon gate devices,

E

The 4ariations in VON with te!%eraturvi are made autqmatically in SPICE2

for whatever temperature is -;:,!c;fiedbv the analyst. Similar parametric

variations can be made it the $CEPTRE model, but they mist be made manually.

6. Param-ter List

CO . ox-ce capacitarre ý,r:'-

t ox = rxide thicxne,! it;

•L = channe1 Le,' •.:,- •pac.Ing'between source and drain)

W t channel'width (the drain or source dimension per-.

pendicular to the channel -length) (cm)

4m = gate - SiO 2 work function (3.2 V)

esox = Si - SiO2 work function

$SO = potential difference between the bottom of the SiO2

conduction band and the bottom of the SiO2 conduction

band (3.25 V)

Eg/Zq intrinsic Fe'i. potential (-.56 V)
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Fermi level (volt)

n. i nt r insic carrier concentration (cn"3)
I~- 3

N substrate doping concentratior (cm )

V flat bond voltage (volt)

tX FB permittivity of silicon dixoile (3.54 x I0-13 F/cm)

1s O permittivity of silicon (1.05 x 10"12 F/cn')
s~- 19q electronic char.(;e (1.6 x 10 coulombs)

X drain jinction depth
j

X , depletion laver widti,

N - surface state density (cm")NFS
Kl/q 0.26,V at 2?°C

[c : critical f field intensity for the onset of space
charge limited velocity effects

Xc channel depth

VP pinchoff voltage (P-channel)

VL space charqe limited velocity 6 x 10 cm/s (N-channel)

3 x I01 cm/s (P-channel)

pj% surface mObility (cm 2/V-s,)

P maximum surface mobility 130. cm /V-s (N-channel)
1-6 cm2 /V-s (P-thannel)

E - %suriace E field intensity

UNRII •surface E field required for onset of variable mobil-
ity effects in SPICE?

UTRA transverse field coefficient for variable mobility

effects in SPICE2

UXp -' mobi!ity variation exponent' in SPICE2
7. Parameterizat ion

Each or the major second order effects are parameterized iri the
follhwinq subsections. The parareterization is accomplished from the
followinq )hysical characteristics for the N-channel and P-,hannel tran-

sistors. The parameters qiven in table IV-'8 will be used to calculate
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!ABLI 1V-S. W)', WWH PARAMUVIR V~ifts

PHiYSI1CAL VARAIMM! i R N-CHON1i VAH.U1 P-CIIANNH VAt II

t0 0Xx l - Cm I x lo- c'n*

N S%0 1  cm 1 Ii' 01
N 1 0 'n 10 cm-

3?V

~I)3.2~V3-.25 V

I].5o V .56 v

1.PC 145 101 cm- 1.4!Oxl cm- 3

N8  x 10 16C'm -.1 x10 .5 cm-

kl 'q 02~'). i)6 v .02t, V
-4

x l cm x t cm

5 j 1 cin 5 x 10- cm
Id 'K~C.M *x1 cm

Ox3,54 10 1.) 1 Fcm 3. I to f /cm
___ 1.01) lo lc I.F A 0 F'm

.14S x. 104 V,'cm W, 11 1&v/cm
-6

I 1 0t c'i x lo. b cm
1;(!,,i- c /V-s U6 cw, /V-%

CR11 1 p 4 ( Vkm* 10 4 t V/c-m
IlI PIOC 

.4
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mode' variables for transistors representi~iq an aluminum gate CMOS process

wnch yields devices which can operate with supply voltages (VDD) between

5 and lb V.

a. Suhstrate Bias Effects

The -,cond ordei models f-r SCEPrRE and SPICE2 do not

require the specification of thte threshold voltage. In fact, the analyst

shou'B_ no' specify the parameter VTO in SPICE2 if he specifies the sub-

strate dopinq parameter (N1IB ). However, the analyst must calculate some

parameter. ,,.:fated to threshold voitaqe for the SCEPJRE modeI and he may

find it useful io continue the calculatiun for the complete threshold

voltage to serve as a check on the model for both SCEPTRE and SPICE?.

NEr-2 does not contain provisions for modeling substrate bias in the

drain-source current However, the ltftct of threshold voltage variation

for fixed valups of substrate source voltage can be accounted for in the

parameter A1. The reader is referred to chapter IV..5.b for tVe relation-

,hip of the following calculations to the model parameters.

I) Iranscenductance Factor

N-Channel Value

lps Cox W 805 x 5.06 x 0"8 x,5 x 3 4.07 x
L 5 1x 10"I

P-Channel Valup

166 x 5.06 x 10 -8 x 5 10" 85 - O =,8.40 X l0"5
,5 x 1 0-

PS is set equal to p0 for these calculations

The SCEPTREMOS model parameter is:
BO PoCoxW

BO LL

TlIe SPICE2 MOS mode l'parameter is:

KP PoCox
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In SPICE.'. spec if icat ion of K will ov-rride subsequent spec if icat ions of
p

v, r i able mobility parameters. Ihe analyst should not specify K when

working with the second order model in SPICE2.

the N11-2 transconductance parameters are:

pC W•'. oxW
A4  . .. •- ...

A I OX

A;:-4 L

2) Bulk Threshold Parameter

N-Channel Value P-Channel Value

V2 qN,
jzN !1.62 .52

The SCEPTRE MOS model parameter is:

OF •OV

the SPICE MOS model parameter is:

GAMMA t, s NB
OX

The CAMMA value will be automatically calculated by SPICE2 if values for

the NB and tox parameters are provided by the analyst. Therefor~e,a

separate value for GAMMA s'hould be entered only ii the indicated calcu-

lation procedure is not acceptable.
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AA

The NET-2 MOS model parameter is:

2 C OX

Note that A2 only multiplies VOS in the W-2 mod- ard does not produce

variations i'n drai,,.urrent or threshold voltage with VBS.

3) Fermi Putential

N-Channel Value P-Channel Value

S2 x .026 2x0 1 6  .45x 1010?.4F 2 x61010- .735 2 x .026 1n ( 1.452 ,x1051 ) - -. 615
1.45 x10" k 2~ 10

the SCFPIRE MOS model parameter i.-

FLEF 2oF

The SPICE2 MOS model parameter is:

PHI 2.

SPICE2 wil! automatically calcu7ate -the value of PHI if the value of NB

is specified in the parameter list. The analyst. should only specify a

value for PHI if he wishes to use an experimental value.

The NEI-2 MOS mode'l does not use the Ferm level as

an explicit parameter..

4) Fbet Band Vol tIqe

N-Channe' Value

VFB 1.6 x 10 19  1 x. lOll

-3.2 3.25 - .56 .36 10 -,1.29 V
5,06.x 10-8
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P-Channel Value

-19 I1

VFB= 3.2- 3.25- .56 3075 -L6X 10 1 x 10 .62 V
5.06 x 0-

The SCEPTRE MOS'model parameter is:

VF VFB

The SPICF2 model'calculates the value of flatbard

voltage automatically using the equation listed previously in chapter

IV. E. 5. b
The NET-2 MOS model does not use the flatband voltage

as an explicit parameter.

5) Thresho!d VoltayC:

N-Channel Value

VT(VGS -1.29 + .735 + 1.62 \.735 .83 V

P-Channel Value

-. 62 - .615 - .52 - =6151 -1.64 V

Ine SCEPTRE MOS modet does not use the thresh;ýld

voltage as an explicit parameter. However, the value of VT'.is, calculated.

internally.
The SPICE?.MOS model will calculate the value of

threshold voltage automatically if the value of substrate doping is
specified in the parameter list. This valv;e will be'printed out as VTO

in the SPICE2 output. The analyst should not specify VTO in the SPICE2

parameter list'if he wishes to use the second order model. A specified
value of VTO will be overriden by the calculated value if both VTO and

substrate doping (NSUB) are specified.
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The NET-2 MOS model parameter is:

N-Channel Value

-4 08 x 10' 3 -1.69, x 83-4

A, -i/ (VT) 2 t

P-Channel Value

-1-.40 x 10 *- 1.64 = 6.89 x 105

Note that V is con-idered positive for both N-channel arid P-channel

'enhancement transistors in NET-2.

h. Two-Dimensiunal (ffects nn threshold Voltage

As indicated previously in chapter IV.E.5.b, the bulk

threshold parameter (GAMMA) in the SPICE2 model is modified by a function

of substrate bias. The calculation ot thevalue of this function, is

performed automatically if tt- value of the source and drain diffusion

depths are provided in the parameter list. A sample culculation is

performed below to provide an indication of the value of the function.

N-Channel Value

4a 5x1 19 61 (.7351-0)
f(VBS) [at V sO 1 2xl ( 1v+*2 .6xO 92x-x 4  

-. -

B S x 0 5l-42xlO-

.86

P-rhannel Value

2x 5xlO12 10.615

f(VBs . 1 20 ° '4 1 2 (1. -o -1 9 x.0 0.i2
BS5X O- 2x 10-4

= . 64
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The SPICE? MOS moiel also uses the parameter XJ (junction

depth) together with the parameter LD (lateral diffusion) coefficient to

decrease the c.annel length by the amount of out diffusion from the

source ard drain. The effective ch:,nnel length then becomes:

LE = L - 2*LD*XJ

if the analyst has specified L as the channel length frow= the mask dimen-

sions, he will wish to specify a value for LD. A typical value wouid be:

LD .8

Specification of either XJ or LD as zero eliminatesthe calculation of

effective channel length in SPICE2.

c. Weak Inversion Effects

As indicated previously in chapter IV.E.5.c, the drain

current generator provides current at gate-tc-source voltages less than

the classical threshold voltage. This current is described by an expo-

nential linction up to the point where V ON. VON is a function of

the classical threshold voltage, the number of fast surfarc states, and

the substrate bias. SPICE2'automatically calculates the value of VON if

substrate doping and fast su'face s-tate density parameters are specified.

Example values of VUN are calculated below. These may be compared with

the 'values ofclassical threshold voltage calculated previously.

N-Channel Value

VON at f(V s) BS 1 .83 + .026 1 + .6x l 9 * lO + 15.06xi0" 2 ý.735

.83 + .06 = .89
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P-Channel ValUe

1~ 6l4 -. 026(1 + 1.6~00 19' lX10 i 52
5. 06x10- 2 I615

--1.64 -. 04 -1.68

d. Channel Length Modulation Effects

As noted previously in chapter IV.E.5.d, all three of e

models discussed here contain provisions for modeling incomplete satur-

ation effects resulting from channel length modulation. The parameters

which must be specified for each model are indico ted below.

1) SCEPTRE Channel L eng-th Modulation

The SCEPTRE MOS model requires specification of toie

following parameters to simulate channel shortening effects*

2
q N 8W V Lx

E E C critical E field to achieve thermal limiting velocity

N-Channel Value P-Channel Value

1 .6x0l9-* W2x16 9 1.6xl10l 9*2xIlS 15 2 8
2xl.05xlO' 2x),.05x10O

E 7.45 x 10~ 1. 81 ýx 10~

Xe 2x10-4  =4.65 x TO- 2x]D04  -4.:65 x10
e 2x10 in /20lO 4-1

]I, xO (II
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N-Channel Value

G 2." = 44.81.6XloClg20!O165xlo.3,6xiO7,4.65x'O.5

P-Channel Value

2
.. ._ . ..9* .. _ ..... . . = 896

1.6XlO.-1 o x10 3*3xl0 "4.65xlO5

2) SPICEZ Channel Length Modulation

If a zero value or no value is specified for the

LAMBDA parameter in SPICE2, channel length modulation effects will. be

automatically calculated from the equations specified in chapter IV.E.5.d.

If the analyst wishes to modify the saturation characteristic he may

specify a value for LAMBDA. This will override any automatic calculations.

As a general rule, the analyst should not specify LAMBDA. Note that if

channel lenqth modulatien effects are to be excluded from the'model, a

small but nonzero value of.LAMBDA should be used (LAMBDA ý-.001).

2) NET-2 Incomplete Saturation

The NET-2 'mS.model uses a conductance to produce

incomplete saturation effects. The parameters for that conductance-are

estimated below.

N-Channel Value..

S, - VOSAT = 10 - (10- .83) .83

2t = 2 x 1.05 x 10 - 12 ' = 8 . x O ""
...12.x x~o 10o

ST 11.6 x 1019 x 2 x 1085

-5 -AL = 2.57.x 10 4.83 = 2.34 x 13

OL = 4.08.x 10- 4. 5 x 10-4 2 x 10- 7
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2.0 x10'*8.1 ~ 1 IC 8 3 ) .7 -'

(5x I - .34 C.

2.0 x 10 '7* 8.1 0'" .83)5K, 1 62 x 101.-2'K!
4(5 .4 -. 234 x L'1 (S)

- 2.0 x * J- '* 3. 1 x 10-b. .83__

r3 8(5 0 -4 .3x0 (~Y

P-Channel Value

V[)- V DSAT -10 ( -10 (<1.64)] 1.6.

K.7; - 1",(2 x 1.05 x,62 1 1

16 4 .4 x .11 x 10

(I: 2.0 x10 x* 2 10 ,_q•-,

AL = 8.11 x -10 -. 64] = 1.04,x 1

OL = 8.4 x 10-5 x 5 x 10-4 = 4.2 x 10"8

K1  4.20 ý 10" * 8.11 x 105 * (164)2 10-3 mA/V

8(5 x 10-4. 1.04 x 1 0 Ao') ' '1. 6-4

K2  = 4.20' x 10-8 *3.11 x )O-5 '1..64' 6.95 x 106mAiV2
4 -4

4(5 x 10 4 - 1.04 x 10 ) J, 64

K3  - 4.2 x 10..8 *8.1,1 x 10-5 12 x 10 3 mA,/V 3

8(5 x 10-4 - 1.04 x 10o4) .64

e. Variable Mobility Effects.
As noted previously in chapter IV.E.5.c, each of the three

MOS models discussed here'contain provisions for modeling variabi r;Ijbij-

ity effects on the drain current. Since the physics of variable surface
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mcbility is rot completely understood, each of the models can be most

effectively parameteri..ed from experimental data on the transrenductance

as a function o' gate volt,,ge. A2 example of such data for N-channel and,

P-channel device ii shown in fiqures IV-48 and IV-49. in the absence of

such data, the variation in mobilitY as a function surface E-fied can be

estimated from typical parameter values.

!) SCEPTRE Varible Mobility

Examination c•f the SCEPTRE m;.ael equation for var-able

mobility indicates that the low voltage transcon *jtance factor (Po) is
1 0

reduced to one-haif its orijinal value when:

L Ox2 1-,sEsc" (V G VT)-

From figures IV-48 and IV-49, the slooe of the drain current versus gate'

voltage curve is reduced to one-half of its.low voltage value at VG =

VCCN = 3.73 volts anJ VG = VGCP = 4.5 volts for the N-channel and P-channel

transistors, respectively. The SCEP TRE model parameter is

C.O- -Tx -
F• . VT

sSL VGC T

and can be calculated as follo s:

N-Chainel Value P-Channel Value

OB .- 2. .58 41---7 .36
0o

ihe v'lue of ESC c..n also be clculated as:
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I akl fl( the l0til, 1" thin ot hot h i idt- ot the equat ion (lescrib i tit drxi in

ca''rent with v.ariabire motb i iity et ects vields the approx.imadte remul.

oq 0a 1) ( .0 xI Ux) VVGS )

I iqjures IV-SO inA !V-5I sh(-w ploits ot Ioql drimir

current ýersus I oq .V. G'-V l Ior P amnd N-c kmnne I trans i sto rs , respect. ye y.

T'WO req itllris at e sh.iwn. f or low qate vo' tatles thle mobiIi ty i s undetiraded.

At hi qhelr q1,ite Vt. I tdqeS . Mobi I i tN' deqlradat ion sets in and t he s lop? of

the loq I~ ver..us 10(1 (Vc, V )C urve is reduced. T he boundary between

the two reqi(ions is ¶.et by. CR! Tw hesioeo the Otraded c-urve i

q i ven by UlL~)

he valules of LP can tbe obtained from, the curves

given in f iqut es IV-')0 aind IV-5i,

[.LXP I-SI jlpe

N-Chatnne I Va 1 up P-C'lanne 1 Value'

U1D- 1 .44 6,) 1 -. 41) .51

IThe reader ,hou Id recalIl that, thp SPICE model does

rnot (trvnsider varlab ie motilIi ty ef tects tint~i V~ - V1 e'tcee~s the critical

U CR1T 's
voltaq .e de.f ined by - -- . Appropriate valIutes of UILi may be

obtained from the curves' shown in f pirue% 1V-50 and NV-51. The breakpoint,
i~n the curves iden~tifies the critical va~lue of (Vu -h VT). From this,

U CR! T may' be calco1ated Ais:

U CRIT Ox (VGS -,VT)
S CRIT
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These values are:

N-Channel

5.06 x 10" 8  (1475 V) 8.43 x 104 V./Cm
LRIT .1.05 x 10 (. 0

P-Channe!

5.06 x 8 05) 9.88 x 10 VC11
l.u5 x 10

The remaining SPICE2 .ariable mobility paraimeter, 'i TRA, i! e-,•e C y

,iifticult to parameterize. Degradation of mobility with drain v, It iS

iisuial ly important only iir devices with channel le.iqths shooter thLn 3 w).

In these cases, the functional form of the SPICE2 model i5 probably nut

approp.,iate. The anIlyst is advised to set LIRA to-zero for most anal,' os.

3) NET-2 Variable Mobility

The NET-2 variable mobility model is entirelv empir-

ical. The parameter A5 can be determ-ned from the gate voltage (VGc)

where the initial value of the transconductance parameter -' is decreased

by one-half.

5 -VGC

N-Channel Value P-Channel Value

A 1 8.42 x 10 -282 x 10"'6 1 1.48 x 10 4.11 x10
A5  - 3.73 -. "18 4.5

f. Tenmperature Effects

In SPICE2. temperature dependent parameters in the equation

for the voltage VON are automatical'y updated if the analyst specifies-a

temperature other than the. defaiult value of 27'C. Simi lar tem,?rat.ure

effects modeling could be accomplished by manually updating appropriate

I V-i122
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pdaret',rs in the SCEPIRE model. A sample calculation is shown below for

calculating the threshold voltige of the N-channel a;;d P-channei devices

at a temperature O'fl?25C.

N-Channel Value.

2 x 01'OFat 125'C) -2 *.0345 e'n 06 I1
.3.86 x 10 398"/' exp _

2 8.61 x lO * 398

.463

VFB (at 125 0 C) = 3.2 - 3.25 - .56 - .2315 - .315 = -1.16

V TI(VBs 0 at 125%C) ,-1.16 + .463 + 1.62 .463

= .41 V

P-Channel Value

3.86 x l0 6x 398312expI 2 x 8.61 x 10-5*398'

2,P Ot I253C)= 2 x .0345 en - 8
2 x 10

" =- -. 384

VFB (at 125 0 C) 3.2 - 3.25 - .56 + .152 - .315 = -. 77

VT (V BS0 dt 1250C) -. 77 - .304 -. 52 ji-.3041

-1.36 V

8. Code Implementation and Notes

Table IV-9 provides values for parameterizing the second'order

effectsinclusive mcdels described previously in this subsection. The

values included in the table were taken from those cal'ulated in the

parameterization suhsection.

In order to use the SCEPTRE model, the subroutine FMOS must be

included in the SCEPTRE deck. An anotated listinq of FMOS is shown in
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figure IV-52. The reader is veferred to the next sertion for a'series of

example calculations demonstrating second order effects.

9. Computer Examples

'Figures IV-53 through IV-55 give listing-, .f "curve tracer"

programs implemented for the SCEPTRE, NET-?, and SPICE2 MOS models. The

model parameters were taken from table IV-9 unless specific changes are

Indicated-in the examples to follow. These examples have been chosen to,

illustrate the influence of the various second order effects on cuirenL/

voltage charý,cteristics of MOS devices. They should provide some guid-

ance to the anaiyst in attempting to determine if he should consider

these effects in his problem.-

a. Substrate Bias Effects

Figures IV-56 and IV'-57 sho%, the effects of substrate bias

on the drain characteristics of N-channel and P-charnel transistors as

modeled in SCEPTRE.

b. Two Dimensional Effects on Threshold Voltage

Figures IV-58 and IV-59 show the effects of two dimensional

modifications to the threshold voltage of N-channel and P-channel tran-

sistors as modeled in SPICE2.

c. Weak Inversioii Effects

Figures IV-60 and IV-61 de:monstrate weak inversion effects

on the turn-on characteristics of N-channel and P-channel transistors as

modeled in SPICE2.

d. Channel Length Modulation Effects

Figures IV-62 and IV-63 demonstrate incomplete saturation'

resulting.from channel length modulation in N-channel and P-charnei

transistors as modeled in NET-2.

e. Variable Mobility Effects

Figures IV-64 and IV-65 dem3nstrate tl:. effects o.f mobility

variation with gate voltage op the drain Characteristics of N-channel and

P-channel devices as modeled in SCEPTRE.
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**'' 5/O57~ ***'* SPICE 20).2 (26SEPT63 1 * Z2.I

M4NOS CUqvE TRACER

INPUT LISTING TEMPERATlURE a Z1.201 LEG C

.W00EL P4CMNLI N"OS( P4SU13 Z.0Ei6 NSS 1.OEUI NFS 1.OEII.
* j 2.3~E-4 lOX 7O C.C-6 UO 1155.

UCRtT Ia.3E UEXP .1 UTRA 0.3
*RO -?I RS .21 CBO 3.04.E-9
*CBS 3.016E-8 CG8 6. 6SE-13 C(D0 8*86E-IZ
*CGS 4.86Er12 JS 9~.80E-12 PO .91

NMI 11 12 a 13 NHC4NL1 W21.97N1IL L-s.19?141L A0=1.&SE-fs ASsi.&SE-6
VOl 1 11 PWL4O 0 ISMS -Ii)
V(DL liz a OC 14
vat 13. a DC 0
I4N2 21 Z2 0 23 MCI4NLI W*1.97MIL Le.19?I411. £021 .SSE-6 AS~t.8SE-6
Voz a ZI pwLtia 0I1MS -151
VG2 22 1 OC 10
VB? Z3 9 Dc -z.o
P4N3 51 32 a 33 MCI4NLI Msl.9?MIL L.'.19741L AOal.&SE*6 £Sat.68E-6
VOS 1 31 PWLIO 0 ISMS -15)
V(.I 32 0 OC 1o
ye3 33 1*C -4o.0
4N4. vt 42 3 4.3 NI.NNLI Wal.97M1L L*.19741L A~zl.SAE-6 ASz.' .SE-6
404. ) 41 PWL(6 0 ISMS4 -lil
VG.4 #Z0DC 10
V84 4.3 0 DC -6.1
14NS 51 52 0 53 P4CN4LL WLi.3?P4IL La.191PqIL A~al .SSE- ASaI.88E-'6
VOS 0 5L PWL(O 0 ISMS -15)
VGS Sza0c I*
VeS S3 4 UC -8*G
MNb h1 &2 0 63 'ECH'4t W1.0?NIL La.19701iL OAlm.&SE-6 AS1.&S5E-6
VO& G 61 PULIC 0 1545 -10.
VG6 6'! 11 VC 10
V86 5. 0 up. -16.3

o TRA0 513 1545 SM
* .*PLOf TRAM KEVOll IEVOZI MIOD)IV4IIVS 14VO61 4O89E-31

.ec"

()NMOS

Figure IV-54. SPICE2 Curvye Tracer P'rogram for Exercising Second Grde'"
Effects Model
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"s' a,'05?q " VICE Z0.Z IE~fSprfjs 12.12.4t @

PHOS CURVE TRACER

INPUT LISTING TEMPERATURE. Z 7.003 DEG C

*MODEL PCHNLI P"1OSI NSUS 2 ýEIS NSS 1.OELI NFS 1.4EjI
* J Z.0rF% T)X 761-kS6 UO 166.
*UCRIT .1.OEL. UE'(P *I UTRA G0.

RD .55 RS .55 GeOO' 9962E-9
*CBS 9.62k-9 CGB bobSE-13 CGD 8.86E-12
*CGS 8*86E-12 JS 6.20E-11 P9 .'9I

"qPI It 12 13 PCHNtLI Wai..97NIL Lz.197MIL AD*Z.9E-6 AS=Z.9E-6
VOL ! 'I PWLiG 3 15NS -15)
VGI 1? 0 Dc -to
Vol Ij 3 PC L
4PZ 21 22 L 23 PCHNL1 WaI.9?MIL Lz.L9?MIL AD=?.9cE-6 ASsZ.9E-6
V02 21 o rWLI0 0 t5NS -151
VGZ 22 0 OC -tC
VA2Z23 0 DC 2.0
HP3 31 -32 L 33 PCHPELI WmI.97MXL Lz.191TNIL A0ýZ.9E-6 ASzZ.9E-b
V03 31 0 PWLWi 0 ISMS -I-
VG3 32 a OC -10
V63 33 a DC 4.00
MPI '.41 .2 L. '3 PCMNL1 Wzi.97?NIL Lz.Iq?MIL AOzZ.93E-6 ASzZ.9E-6
Va'. 41 2 PWLtJ 0 1ISMS -15)
VG4, '? 0 nC -t0
V64. '. 3 DC 6.0
04P 5 %i 52 ,53 PCHNLI Or-.97MIL Lr.tq?MIL ADSZ.9E-b6 ASzZ.9E-6
VO5S I io' P'ELf 0 15"' -151
VC5S5? 0 OC -13.
VBS 53 0 DC 8.0
#4-6 61 6Z 63'PCHP4LI Nu1.97141L Lz.,197*UI AO-2.9E-b Alqu2.9E-6
VC6' 61 3 PWt*D 11 L5S -15)
VCB6 620 DC -to

6b 63 0UC 10ý
.TRAN LISUS ISMS5

.PLOT TRAN JEVOI1 11V02) I1VOSI1 I(V01a I(V05) TIV061 41*93*.E31

(b) PMOS

Figure IV-54. SPICE2 Curve Tricer Program for Exercising Second Qrdetý
Effect Model (Concluded)
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f. Temperature Effects

Figures IV-66 and IV-67 show the variations in turn on
character'istics of N-channel and P-channel devices, with temperiture as

modeled in SPICE2.

F. REFERENCES

IV-1. Meyer, J. E. "MiOS Models and Circuit Simulation," RCA Review,
vol. 32, March 1971, pp. 42-63.
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CHAPTER V
II SC: L I ANLOUS DEVICES

A. ,Jf T MOWi INC,

I. 'ntroduct ion

The M E T (j uction field f ft ct tr nsistor) di 11er: from the

bipolar trainsistor in that the depletion reqion of q reverse biased P-N

jUnction i-. Lsed to mcdLlate the conduction area available to mdjority

carriers. This i-, illustrated in fiqur'e V-I.

DrT f, T1,1

i iulure V-I. JFFT Geometry

When the depletion regions. have not pinched off the channel,

the channel benaves as - resistor, and the device is in the lir;Par reqion.

If ,thi qate voltaqe is increased to the point where the depletion reqi(-n,

... pitch off the channel, a saturated curre.it will continue tO flow in a

manner analo(qous to the injection cu!rrent across tho reverse biased

ba!,e-collector junction. lncreasinq drain voltage in the saturat.l'(u,,

re(lion will merely widen the depletion retqianx% in a manner so that no net

increase in drain ctwrent will occur.

V-I'



2. Basic JIfJ Molel

a. Oescript ion

The basic Jf I m.del ie] a direct implementation of the

basic equations which descri>.re JI fl operatio- over \arious modes of

cpe i on.

b. Ad\anta(les

the par amcterization of Lie b[asic JIt model requires only

a "curve tracer" photograph. The model can be used tor most practical

applications.

c. Caut i Ons

The basic ,EI modl'1 does not include' any secot-d order

effects beyond channel shorteninq eftt\:t. Discontinuitips in the d,"riva-

ti'.e of the Lhaacteristic ex;•t at the transition between operating

reqions. Hiqh trequen,:y characteristics ave not included.

d. Chl.ract•,rstics
The topoloqy of the bAsic JFEI model is oiven in tiqure V-2.

The characteristic produced by the basic JET model is shown in tiqL•;e V-3.

''IV

0 ............. 4.. R K J)S

v GS

P-(G f ANNI l N -fI iPION I

fi(qure V-2. Jll. Topoloov



SATURAT ION/~R['(iION/(V DsAT , I DSAT) R G O

V Gi 0

V-S2

VGS4

VDS

Figure V-3. JFET Ctaracterist.ics

e. Def'iing Equations

If V ' VT and VGS VT,

then . oS G4 2 r ,31 " /3 2]

tDn I s = I GS GO 3V 4 - VGS * OB) G- (B-
(Linear Region)

If VGD IanIIVGD VGSV

then Ios G c GS + - 2.3G' ). 12/

(Pinchoff Region)

If VGS VT and VGs <GO,

•. .,V-3



V
then Ic[ VGD + - + (V + 3/ ]

(Inverted Region)

i G GS r (VGr < V1 and VGS V), then 1rS 0

(Cutoff Region)

If VD ' B or VS , B' then. =0.

(Forward Biased Forbidden Region)

VT =B Vp

For all vegidns:

I T * R 0
D I DS + K

f. Parameter List

DS. = drain-to-source current generator

Vp = the pinchoff voltage

OB = the junction contact potential

VGS = the gate-to-source voltage

V G = the gate-to-drain'voltage.

R = the resistance which models the variation in

drain current. with.drain-to-source voltage in

the pinchoff region with VG 0
1T = the drain-to-source current for VGS- Oand

drain-to-source vof'tage -IVI T
K the current chosen to reduce the VDS ratio *tn

a small leakage current when IDS= 0

G C = the channel cond'ectance

J i-



g. Parameterization

I) V GC, B

a) De'inition

V is the device pinchoff voltage. It is the
P

gate voltage required to pinch off the device channel. GC is the conduc-

tance ot the device channel. B is the built-in voltage of the P-N.
J;.iHrt inn

b) typical Valu•s

A typical value if V P is 2 V A typical value

of GC is 1 . 10i3 A/volt. ýB has a typical-value of about 0.6

c) Measurement
,he parameters Vp, GC9 and (p may be obtained

from the saturatiot. region of the device characteristic. This region is

illustrated in figure V-3. Vp, GC, and B are found using the following

process:

(1) Assume a value for 0D'

(2) Guess VDSSAT for the vGS = 0 trace.

(3) Calculate V as:
P

V $B~ I VDSSATj

(.4) Calcilate Gc as:
IDV

3 12

(5) Substitute values of VGS trnr the curve trace in:

1os ~C[~VsI '~ - (ivos~ . 1 )]

; -+.,+/

DS----------------* -



(6) Compare the values from step (5) with the measured values ofdriin current in the saturation region at.:

VD + IVI ! J
(?) If the comparison is unsatisfactory, guess another value forVDSSAT and repeat the Process.

d) ~xamp e -2N5462From measurement, V G and can be obtai,~ed
from the curve tracer photooraph shown in figure V-4. The iterativeprocedure outlined in the parametPrizdtion section wasa programmable calculator. " s t

was, assumed to bo I volt. When the point V
13 V 3t V S -0 V a d I S = 5 9 m t VOGS 0 V and 5.9 mA atGS = 0 V was chosen as the satu-

ration Point, the results shown in teble V-1 were obtained. When thedecision was made that a reasonable fit existed between the mecured ana'calculated drain current. the values of Vp and GC were:

Vp = 14 volts
GC = 1.53 x I0"3 Siemens

TABLE V-i. PARAMETER DETERMINATION
V GS VDS IDS IDS (Actual)

0 V 13 V, 5.90 mA 5.9 ,A/2 12 4.87 
4.93.98 

4.1
3 10 3.21 

3.24 9 2.55 
245 8 !.97 246 7 1.48 
1.17 6 ).07 
0.48 5 0.733 
0.2

V-6
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2) Re, IT , K

a) Defir-ition

Ro, Ir, and K are parameters that descr;be R .

R is a variable resistance that mcJels tne variation of IDS with VDS in

the saturation region.

b) Typicl _Values

lypical values for Rol IT' and K are 30 kilohams,

5 mA, and 0.1 pA, resptctively.

c) Measurement

R0 may be del'rmined from-i two points on the

dr3in-to-soorce characteristic for V GS 0. The first point occurs at

VOSSAT and. 1DSSAT for VGS = 0. The second point is chosen op the VGS 0

curve to yield the best simulation of the change in drain current with

Jrain to source voltage in the saturation region. RO"is then calculated
f rom:

'A VDS
R0 a IPS at V GS 0

IT is IOSSAT at V 0S 0

K is assigned an arbitrary value for most applica-

tions, generally less than I pA.

d) Example 2N5462

The first point chosen is at the breakpoint

between the-s'aturation and triode region. This point was found in the

previous sectio• to be:

V '13.VVDS 3.

IDS 5. 9 mA

V-

., . . .



The ne; t poiot was thosei to be:

VDS =18V

I u 6. mA

18 V - I V 4.
R - 5 mA 5.9 mA 5 x 10 ohms

IT, is fixed as 5.9 mA and K was chosen as 0.1, microampere.

3. Addition of Parasitic Capacitance

a. Description

If a JFET model is to be included in a circuit.where high

frequencies are, pr'esent, parasitic capacitances should be included as

part of the model.

b. Advantages

The inclusion of the junction capacitors produces a more

realistic and useful model of the JFET.

c. Cautions

Three terminal capacitance measurements are required for

determination of the capacitance parameters. lhe capacitance bridge must

have the ability to apply a dc bias.

d. Characteristics

Inclusion of tho capacitors in the JFET model will produce

the topology of figure V-5.

D

DS

Figure V-5. JFEf Parasitic 'Capacitance

V-9



CGD and CGS are depletion region capacitors, and have the

voltage dependent characteristics of depletion region capacitance.

e. Defining -quations

CG=(° o0B

Cci

CGS - VS)G

f. ParamPterization (CG C, 1  n, )

1) Definition

CG, CD, nG, and nD are parameters w!ich describe the

two junction cap-citors CGS a'nd CGD. nD and nG are related to the doping

distribution at the junction. CD and CG are constants of the capacitance

equations.

2) Typical Values

Typicz, ,values ofCG and CD are 5 pF and I pF, respec-

tively. r,.- and nD generally lie between 0.5 and 0.333.
U D

3) Measurement

The values for tiese parameters are obtaihed from

measurements of Ciss as a tunction of gate-to-source voltage and Crss as

a function of gate-to-drain voltage. Example test fixturesare given in

figure V-6.

V,11

Ad lO4



Ciss
BIAS TEST D )Ti
-0 HI -

-LO 0-10orF YD

- - (IND - _______

BIAS TEST G rss,
H - S

D

o- - -o LO -

DS -GNO o-

Figure V-6. Capacitance Measurement

For the C. is measurement, the drain-to-source voltage

is kep4 conistant and C. is then measured for a range of gate-to-source

voltages. F r the Crs measurement, the drain-to-source voltage and the

gate-tu-sour e voltage are varied. The following expressions may now be

applied:

CGS iss rss

CGO C rss

V-11



Fr'm two points on the curve of C.. versus voltage, the value for n is:

n n (CGsI) - i) (CGS2)

nG .•i (PB - V2 I - qn ( B VI

CG is then calculated from one C-V point as:'

CG = CGS ( B " V)G

n ii determined in a simil•r manner as:

nD=n (CGDl) - n (CGD?)

in (0B - V2)- n (

CD is calculated from ane C-V point as:

CD =.'CGD OB-V

g,. Example - 2N5462

Reduced and raw capacitance data are snown in tables V-2

4nd V-3. The voltage behavior of CGS and CGD is illustrated in figures

V-7 and V-8, respectively.

n G can now be calculated from two arbitrarily chosen

points as shown iii tables V-? ar.d V-3.

n n,(3.55 pF) i2n 32.8

nG 0.167 ..1

CG can be calculated at the.(-O.5 V, 3.08 pF) point as:

CG = 3.08 pF [1 V - (-0.5 V)]0 . 16 7 ,

CG = 3.31 pF

V-12, •."

S,., |
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TABLE V-2. DRAIN CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS

VBD VGS VGD = DS - GS Css CGD

'-0.5 V 0 V -0.5 V .'-55 pf

-1.0 0 -1.0

-2.0 0 -2.0 3.22

-5.0 0 -5.0 2.42

-10.0 0 -10.0 2.20

-10.0 0.5 -10.5 2.18

-10.0 1.0 -11.0 2.14

-10.0 2.0 -12.0. 2.12

-10.0 5.0 -15.0 2.02

-10.0 10.0 -20.0 1.92

TABLE V-3. GATE CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS

VDS VGS C.s- GS =V -1-0 V

-10 V 0 V 5.75 pF 5.75 pF - 2.2. pF = 3.55 pF

-10 0.5 5.26 5.26 - 2.18 = 3.08

-10 1.0, 5.07 5.07 - 2.14 = 2.93

-10 2.0 4.85 4.85 - 2.12 = 2.73

-10 5.0 4.51 4.51 - 2.02 = 2.49

-10 10.0 .4.30 4.30 - 1.92 = 2.38

V-13
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n can Pe found in the same manner as a..:

'41n (3.22 pF) - n (1.92I . pF)

D -= [ V - 2o 'v- Fn I V--. Z-2-- 51

nD :0. 266

C 0 can now be calculated at the (-10 V, 2.2 pF) point as:

CD = 2.2 pF [1 V - (-If) V)]0 26

C D = 4.1 pF

4. Oata Sheet JF.T Model OevelIpm(ent

Para;•eters for the JF[T model (an be determined from trTe .

facturer specification sheets.

a. VP

The pinchoff voltaqo is often listed as V.GS (CLtot).t

Qate-to-source cutoff toltaqe. The data sheets shown in fiqure V-9 list

V p (VGS( O)) between 1.0 V and .5 S V. The unreaiistically large value

of derived V p, ; V, is explaiv.:'d by the failure of this simple model to

accutately ieflect sucn second oi-der el'fects as variable mobility, inhomo-

gqneous'doping, and vaiying charqe distribution. The iet effpct iý thaZ

whil(. the saturition region is adequately modeled, siqnificant errors

exist in the modeling of the linear region.

b. G•C

GC, the channel conductance parameter, is often tof(nd in
data s,eetsCas YS the forward trarsadmittance, For the. N5462. Y is

listed between 2000 and 6000 pS. The derived value was ISM0 p5S.

C. CGo,

COD theiate-t6-drain capacitance, is oftien found a•

Cr * the reverse transfer capacitanci. Po- the MNb46?, Crss is plotted

as a function of VDS in fi qure V-'i.

V-16
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2NS460 thru 2NS465 (continued),
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2NS460 thru 2N5465 (continued)

P.GURs 7 Otfl.PIU MOI SITANOCIF MiO;; 8 C*F*CII*14(# "Its"
VIRUS 00A4.00CuomoN Ot RAM SOVlEl VOLyAGO

Cc.

4: ~~ ~ t I, 'L4 *

4.1 ~4.bw~.

*...........

l~~~l ~ W.1 - 0 . .

Figure V-9. ?N5460 -2N5665 Ma~ufacturer Specification Sheets (Concluded)-
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d.. CGS

CfS., the gate-to-source capacitance, is found from:

CGS Ciss Crss

The data sheets shown in figure V-9 list C.is and Crss as a function of

VDS-

e.. R0

Rol the resistor whIch models the slope of the characteris-

tic in saturation, can be found a

where Y is the output admittance. For the 2N5462, R0 is determined

from YOS (75 pS max.) to be 13.3 kilohm.

f. I SSAT, VDSSAT

An estimate of the V US u saturation drain current and

voltage is available from the IDSS parameter. For the 2N5462, IDSS is

listed between 4 and 16 mA'at a drain voltage of 15 V.

5. Radiation Effects

a. Photocurrents

In the absence of complete information on geometry and

doping, photocurrints produced in th- JFET may be estimated by the tech-

niques discussed for diodes in chapter 11.8.8. The depietion regions

which form CGD and CGS will also produzce two photocurrents, I and

IPGS' shown in'figurp V-t1.

V-20
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Figure V-1O. Photocurrent Generators

The accuracy of photocLrrent predictions from terminal

measurenments for the JFET is questionable since the one dimensional

approximation no .longer holds. The experimental determination of photo-

current generators is the usual method.

The transient drain photocurrent has been found to be

fairly independent of drain-to-source voltage. If the device is operated

in the linear region, transient drain photocurrent is also relatively

'independent of gate-to-source voltage.

b. Neutron Damage

Displacement damage as caused by neutron irradiation

alters several JfET parameters. The characteristics of the JFET are

sensitive to 3ny changes in the conductivity properties of the channel.

Neutrcn dam iqe will alter tne conductivity of the channel through carriet

removal, mobility changes, etc. PFramete•'s which are altered include the

pinchoff voltage,'pinchoIff current, and transc6nductpnce, all of which

uecrease.

JFET's appear to be slightly harder to neutron damage than

bipolar transistor.s, because JFET's are affected mainly by bulk resis-

tivity chang, ;, and bipolar transistors are affected by bu!k resistivity

changes and the increase in recombination'center density.

V-21
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6. Computer Example

The 2N5462 junction field eftect transistor was modeled and

simuiated using the SCEPTRE network analysis cude. A FORTRAN subroutine

defined IDS (ref. V-1). A cur-? tracer output was obtained using the

RERUN feature of SCEPTRE. The output data Were then graphed to obtdin a

more easily interpreted display. The SCEPTRE circuit used to test the

JFET is illustrated in figure V-1i. The SCEPTRE input data for the JFET

characteristic are given in figure V-12. The model characteristic, figure
V-'3, may be compared to the photograph shown in figure V-4.

0. 01

J D + D.S•
1.' I .

CGS I-i- +os.

1o-1 I _ _l

Steps,

Figure V-l. JFET Test Circuit

The agreement oetween the characteristic of figure V-13 and the

characteristic of figure V-4 is good in the satiration region. In the
linear region, however, the model, doee not agree as. well because it fails

to take into account the effects-of graded doping and varying charge

distribution. More complex models may handle'these effects. lhe~simula-

tion shown in figure V-13 is based on parameters derived from measurements

taken in the saturation, region; hence, good agreement is expected in

saturation., When dealing with large siqnal caaracteristics, the satur-

ation region dominates, so it is important to model it well..
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Figure V-12. JFET Characteristic Input Data
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140DEL DESCRIPTIONi
40DEL 2N5462' (G-S-))
i.LEMEMTS

CGSS-G=1 (3.31E-le, I *V 1.267)

ýJO.S-OaFJfET(VCGS.VC~30.14..1.53F-3.1.O)
4DS-D=Q2(5.E4.5.9E--3,JD9.1E-6)
rUI4CT IONS

CI.RCUIT' 0ESCs1PT1O~i
ELEMENTS
ri#G-S--D=MODEL 2VJ546>,
rDS*5-S=TAR3LE i(TI'4E)

ErGSqS-X:O.

rUV4CT IONS
-IA~LE -1

3UTPUTS

4UVJ CONTROLS
~4AXIt4UM PRINT POINTS:100

~41414UM STEP SIZr=1.7t-39
4ERUN OESCRIPTIO~4 (1))

EGS19. 99459E7,TS'1

END

SYSTEM NOW ENTERIN3 51MU,..AfION

-"APUTEP TIME AT TER~4aNATV.?-4 OF SETUP 2HASE-
CPA. Z.793 ýtc.
Pp 0.300 SEC.
To O..O0. SEC.

Figure V-12. JFET Characteristic Inpu~t Pata (Coric~uded)
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B. UJT MODFLINC

1. Introduction

The UJT (unijun~ction transistor) is a bipolar transistor,

having one emitter junction and two base contacts. The behavior of the

UJT is dependent on modulation of th.' conJuctivity between the emitter

and base one confact. The UJT topology is shown in figure v-14.

8 2

V BB

BI

V B

Figure V-14. UJT Topology

The introduction of VBB produces an intermediate voltage between

RB2 and RBl (which forms a voltage divider). When VE reaches a voltage.

sufficient to-forward bias the P-N junction (which is q VBB where' qis

the intrinsic standoff ratio), holes will be injected into the high
resistivity N region. The-result of. these extra carriers will be a

reduction of the-resistance value of RBI which lowers the voltage between

RBI and RB2. The P-N junction becomes regeneratively forward biased,.and

switching occurs.

Two approaches to modeling the UJT are available, the equiv-

alent circuit and the hybrid circuit analytical desrription. The hybrid

* -* ~V-26 
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aoproach yields the superior model, but the analysis code must have a

math-ematicdl function capability. The equivalent circuit is shown in

figure V-15. The two transistors form 3 regenerative switching pair.

The hybrid.-iodýe is discussed in detail in the following sections.

B2

* RB
2

REBI

B1

Figure V-15. UJT Equivalent Circuit

2. General Purpose UJT Model

a. Description

The UJT model presented is a practical, functional, all-

purpose model of the unijunction transistor.

b. Advantages

The general purpose UJT model issophisticated enough for

almost any need, yet simple enough to allow easy parameterization and

implementation.

c. Cautions

Implementation requires a computer code with a mat~he-

matical function capability.

VV-27
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d. Characteristics

The topology for the UT model is given in figure V-16.

C I Bg

R
e

0 ,

"B 1 B1

Figure V-l6. UJT Model

The switching characteristics for thp UJT are illustrated

in figure V-17. .

SATORATION

VALI EY RLEGIN
/ POINT

-NE C.TI IV

RESIS TANCE
REGION

S'AEA' POINT

-~XXV

CUT ofF
REGION IP

Figure V-17. UJT Characteristics
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P. Def in I-' :~t

- ET

B2-V -a"B Vdi ] IkS K

P. ?~arieter List

t the in~rin~ ic standoff ratio measured at V BB

K
the voltageLetwe Do ~ w rd dCOt Bva B and C w e 1)t o n a e o e (

IVK th~e tast value of V 68 at wA ch R BBVx anda qV re
specified

0 the base one resistance

B2 the base two resistance,

68 V K 8R B the intA rhase ris.Sstdnce meAs-ired at IC1  the sum oF the emitter tase one diode ditf~isjrnn
Cispcitnceand Cx,q a C~a~acitorj- to keep C from

- a constint rc-ating c~urrent qefipra~or 19to E
L a current Slurce representing the'emittevr base

one diode.
a current source repra~ent~nq th-b modulation of
the b,;,,p two reg ion ')y thp efritter current

- a con,,tont '~~nndfromn mei'turcments
I~x 7 a I atrbitrary valua cf capacitance



T the ,iiode saturation, current"-S

a = an empirical constant

b = an empirical constant

o = the constant of t".e emitter base one d-jde

equation

.K = the diffusion capacitance -onstant

g. Parameterization
'I) q

a) Definition

.0 is the constant o te e•ttcr ba-,e

b) Typical aiujc

E -is ideally 38.61 at ro *,l temperature.

in the ideal 0 of over a factor of. tw) are com',r.'

c) Measurement

Two I-V poi.,ts on tne ,,;itter ba-e one

charactevistic are required fcr toe determiration of 0. A, test setup lo"

the measurement is shown in figure'V-,6.

71 AMMETER

,I L.. Y-

Figure V-18. UJ.T Diode lest Circuit
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t~ .~nt jotet-min n I trom (V, V~ 1,.) as:

TIf Ckht tll!Us' t C, Peryform th:e mea surement should be kept unde~r I pA

d *e o "h.., :l v.~llt.' of hul k T'Cs stýýoce.

Two point-s me~sury-d on the emitter-ba~e une

c h.',it. tei 0,S t i c .e:

(1. pA. 4 5~ V)

-Ij j A)26. 8

di) DO inition

ithe saturation cur~rev.t. of the dinde and is

nieeCCsdr\ to det, i ne Lb.- beha~vior ct t:.e diode.

h) I I ca Ivlu

I,.vric)wii-y A'ty p i cI va Iute i s I x 10I A.
c Me'asurement

The diode saturation curreAi is determined uy'
choosinq a sint~ie !-V, point frum the 1trward bias region Eithcr poiilt

tr-ed to obta~ir. o may be used -ýy. SUbst~itutinq into:



d) Exar..ple - 2N4894

Choosing the bias point (0.3 pA, 0.345 V):

0.3 eA
S exp l(26.3)(0.345 V)T -1

I = 2.9 x 10- amperes

3) nVK' a

a) Definition

QVK is the intrinsic standoff ratio at V88 VK.
The constant which relates ri te VBB is a

b) Typical Values

A typical value for nVK is 0.7. A typical value

for a is 0.001/volt.

c) Measurement

Values of q at various values of VBB are obtained

using a test circuit such as the one shown in figure V-19. The "test"

switch is then released and q iF read dir ctly from the meter where 1.0 -

full scale. This procedure is repeated f r each value of VBB. The meter

muct be recalibrated for each new value. DiodeD] should be ,picked to

"have a characteristic similar to the emit er base one diode. fhe values

of q versus VBB are then p lotteL.. VK is rbitrarily chosen near the

center of the Vg8 range. q!%K is the valu of ri aL K.
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TElT .10 B2 VBB

75. DlE

50 - l wfd T. BI
+ if,SB!L

100 pa

METER
Figure V-19. n Test Circuit

The constaint "a" is the negative of the slope on

the n versu, VBB curve. A straight line approximation may be required.

a is calculated from:

( - nl)

d) Example -2N4894

I From Measurement

The values of q as a.function of VBB are

shown in table V-4. The data are plotted in figure V-20. One surprising

result of this plot is the positive slope of the li~ne formed. It is

believed this may be due to th3 1imitations of the test setup. Therefore,
q will be considered a constant and,"a" will be considered to be zero for

this model. Choosing VK as 10 V, nVK is about 0.82.
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TABLE V-4. q DETERMINAIION

VBB

5.0) V 0.820
10.5 0.822
15.0 0.830
20.0 0.838
23.9 0.840

2 F:'o,,-i Dita Sheets

"The manufacturer specif-cation sheets

presented in figure V-21 list q at 10 V (VK) between 0. 74 and 0.86. A

guess at rlVK from data sheets might be the midpoint which is 0.8.

4) RB,, b

a) Definition

R3 8 VK is the interbase resistance at VBS VK.

The constant which relates R 8 to VBBB is b.

b) Typical Vaue

Typical values for RBBVK and b are 5 kilohms and

0.05 kilohms/volt, respectivelv.

c) Measurement

RBB may be obtained at several values of VBB

i'rom a test setup such, as the one shown iii'figure V-22.
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TYPES 2N489,1 THRU 2N4894
P-N PLANAR UNIJUNCTION SILICON TRANSISTORS

P! ANAR UNIJUNCTION SILECT; TRANSISTORS SPECIFICALLY CHARACTERIZED FOR A

WIDE RANGE Of MILITARY, SPACE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS:
2114691 for General Purpose UJY Applict'vions (Replaces T1543)
21141192' for High-Frequency Prlelxation-Oscvilator Circtsits£
2*44893 for Thyristor (SCR) Trigger Circuits
2N4494 for Lessg-Time..DAcy Cioctutts

0 Planar Proess Provides Ixtvemely Low Lealkage, High Perfeiiimace ot Low Driving
Currents, andl Ifilloly Imprevied Reliability

* Rugged, One-piece Comnstruction Features Sto lard )(1O-nmil TO-11 Pia-Circle

These trans, t, .5 o'r -(cipsulao'd -n. a 'plastic compound speificolly designed fur~ this purpose. using a
higvy -nec

t
hn !ed p.oces% deve.loped by li-ia- Instruments th~e caso,wl w.ithmstsand soldering ýemprcr~

turas withiout jefo-,:I,'o' .e-r~v devices e,.r,bit otable Oc ,c.fterstcs under hisgh humidify conditions and
are caopob' of n...ct1r MI& 5'iD-202C methoad 1065 ti~e truls, stors are isnsirni'.' to fight

-.obaoVotg . ... . 5. . . . . . . . .SWN V

Constinou Devicem Daigssiatio ofltWo 5C f ree-Air teprTomp (unles (tSaols sNetif ) 10r,

Storbage Vompipate......................... . . . ... . .. .. .. .. ..... .650 to 1 pc
tro n~t,nua ous 'i,t. ic onCo o 1 CLcd . . ............. . .. . . I 260'C

act[ l . ... I", Cu1.. errt0 'It 1,t 1'....................... 1 A"
Catn1sOs. DMissiposon at- 'k. bewi:'06.-44 7 C.11.1 ... 1 Te.11 1. (Se 1? t. 3 ....... tOr

Fidgep~aure V-1 2N89-Nch 9 f MCasnufactrrreii~il 'Shet Scrd.....................6-e
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TYPES 2N4891 THRU 2144894
P-N PLANAR UNIJUNCTION SILICON TRANSISTORS

1 YPICAL ChAACACTERISTICS

Si*... WTOmsASI RESISTAK<1 IITTIR RIVERS[ CMINt

FREE-All MPAVILJATE ?tII.AU TU.,41LATURI

100

I 1 .0 . - -- _

30 -3 0 2 731Woo123 23 30 75 10 125

11.e- A TyWek.* - -C F''- -

"Cls 4 vieuval 5

2141,493
DSAI-ONI FEAR 1`001 VOL'-GO

FSiI -Aill TIIILATtW

F0 -i~ 2

It-

I4 T~

.73 .50 -2S 0 23 50 73 100 lisLL T 5
gur V-1.T, -P..-Ah, ?e.004m _*C

Figue V-1. 2144391-2N4894 Manufacturer Snecification Sheets.'(Continued)



WK~S 2NWI8 THRU 2NW489
P44 PLANdAR UNIUMM1ON SiLICON TRANSISTORSj

TYPICAL CHASACTI3sTICS
MWO(Ar(D INhras amilCWWy M0OULAflW IoltNIAg C&E

IN4t1tSM1 VOCTAG( FRO-All f"M1ALEa

03

IV i i it 1 u4 t

15

PIAAA.OPO2N EMITTR II p

03,

0O 1 10 , ,i v

T. ,-e TO..Ve,,a. -'C

Figure V-21. ZN4891-ZN4894 ttanufacturer SpecifiCdtitOn Sheets (Continued)
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TOMf 2W1~ ThM 2NM8
P-N PLANAR UNIJUICTION SILICON TRANSISTORS

*g etctrhial chwugcteristics of 2VC ffara.-.l tomperausturo (unlers otherwise noted)

IFTEg1. TIST CONDITIONS 2F449 MAN' UNITAX MA
to SsINK iftwme4efs~ttemie To., 3 V, I s j4 i4 4 12 _4 12 'kf

Bsturt~se bnepme, ye. it. ,0
cos i;..IS1 0..94*~~ 19 0.1 BYf m

* i IMn~cInd.N Sreffleft vs, , 111V, SFgr 1~ os.8i2uOt05 0 7 5
Im Naledlsea heteebasi (virmvs: V, eg 10 V. It so r.A. so V* S IS 14 Is 16 uS
4e.0 Imglftef 10vnd (mitm you -309 *. Is.0 10 i@0 -10 -1* A
to hei.Pst.i Ift~a. cvffw V, SS 2 ; AA_

Imitlet, V.1  l0.I- Su. .. 1 4 4 V

PARAMEITs, MnSUEMN INllsATI"

71 - I'#.. ..g. Sftesd.H 1... *- Tki.. stm.*sati is d.I;... Im brooms,

-; v o the pook pit.#.om ~ s V, Is, itsmo f O, ..1 p il 's. 1,i:V, _-
visi - V.. b.,vn V, .. ".# 0 36 oft . 2O 3% Oe devessm

Col 0,-i . .eh COI...s t .k 3 I .IO.tteo/dis

ko Thm. &.~p....d to me.i.eft, 71 isOI.�... Ok. fisr- I.tee *isC

Its".~tB. CA *.d maik. ofg.. the..-it~e s.i. C. .g-he~e..
7S 14~. pest~o wthw ".we I 1 lO. "eom.."y~ *pe*.100O- tsh-.e voia

Vy, To Use. *Ok C...ete tO. Col' bVIO" *. fivald. sOd at 4

itI, ItC dl..td to .04. "O. tits.W .. . 14, is.d 1.11 Thel O .IT.1O beetiti eOe. is '. I...d somd the. .. 1-~ 1 '? is -d dually~ 60..

tINV.~O. to oisom. .1 f I s e...p.. tee Ossfl-glmdiez .. 4

vp = 41.56W PIf = ft *k
M, Iboo& Fg.I Scal. l 15 IPAeOY3 = me

20 v ~ (MIT II -IASI -ONE VOLTAGE

j2 0h W ~ , IWItTER CURRENT

P - -- -- ---

news I W,8, Ust CIKWS 111011161 3 - NAk STAIII UNU CN*OLAWISWIC CYNW

Figure V-21.- 2N4891-2144894 M~anufacturer Specification Sheets (Continued)
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TYPES 214489 THRU 21W449PNPLANAR UNIJUNCTION SILICON TRANSISTORS
"TPI1CAL CHARACTIMISTICS

V.2r~Gj M~rr~.. ASE.,.( A!I.UION VOLtAGEImiDrel CL4AENT 
111AI IPEAL
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TYPES 2N4891 THRL! 2N4894
P.14 PLANAR UNUUNCTION SILICON TRANSIS7ORS

TYPICAL CHAnACTERISTICS
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I B AMMEI ER

VOLTMETER BB

Figure V-22. RBB Test Circuit

The base two current is recorded for each value

of VBB applied. RBB at each value of VBB is ca'culated as:

VBB
RBB =

RB is plotted is a function of VBB. RBBV is the value of RBB atVK.

"b" is the slope of the RBB versus VBB curve. A straight line approxi-

mation.- should be made. Choosing two points on the straight line approxi-

mation yields:,

=RBB 2 - RBBl A

BB2 BBl

d) Example - 2N4894

I From Measurement

.Data obtained from interbase resistwnce

measurements are listed in table V-5. The data are plotted in figure

V-23. RBBVK is 6.58 kiiohms and b ,is about:

S•V.42
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b 8 . 7 x 1 0 3 o h m s - 6 .0 2 • , , '3 _ .

1 138 ohms/volt

TABLE, V- . R8B MFASURLMýNT.S

-VBB BB
85 V 0.83 mA 6. 02 x 103 .)

15 1.52 6.58 x IO3
10 2.08 3.21 l20 2.50 8.00 x 10325 2.85 8.77 x 10

2 From Data Sheets
Rea and b may be obtained from the p),ot ofmodulated interbase current as a function of VB2 - BI n fiqure V-21.

*e E = 0 curve is required. lakinq points off of this curve yields thevalues listed in 'table V-6. The data show an RBBvK of about 5 ktloims
and a b of nearly zero.

TABLE V-6. R88 FROM DATA SWIEETS

Ve__ '88e 
, __

5 V 1.0 mA 5 x 1O3 v10 2.5 4 x 103lb 3.0 5 x 103
20 4.0 5* oo3
25 5.0 5 x lO "
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5) N

a) Definition

N is the exponent. of the eqtiation relating RBI

to IE

b) Typical Value

A typical-value ot N is 0.5.

* Measurement

N may be obtained from the I-V characteristic of

the emitter base one diode in the saturation region (high emitter current).

and VEB are obtained at two points in the saturation region using a

test setup such as the cee shown in figure V-24.

IE AMMETER .

Ile
SUP PLY+

"VBB-'VK
POWFR SUPPLY

Figure V.-24. Saturation Region Test Circuit

The value of VBB applied is chosen to be-equal

to VK. RB1 is:

V-45 .. .s
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R B I -T E - I I-T.B.

BI
where:

jE V

N can now be determined as:
Ri

where:

RBIA R8 1 at IE- value I

RBJB RBl atIE value 2

I EA IE at value I

I - I at value 2

d) Exampe- 2N4F94

The two bias points'produced the following data:

Bias Point-One

IEBi 3 mA

VEBI 1.85 V

VBB 10 V

182 8 mA

1 ~ 3 mAViE e n = 0.689 V
2. 10 A'

1.85 V - 0.689 V 106 •
BI 3 mA + 8mA

"V-46



Bias Point two

I .BI 5 mA

V EBI i- 1.15 V

VBB -- IV

IF, 9.8 mA

5 mA ) Av'E 0:• -: n• - , 708 v
j 6.• S. I It)

C3 11n nOW be Ci-m1puteJ "

N 7. 08

" V ner D it i on

an empirical ly detew-mined constant.

h 1 ,Ic i.va I tie

A typica.1 value fot I mA.

0c) Measurement

I is determined from:

d) Example- 2N4894
Choosing the previous result of RBI 106 u at

IB
L 3 mA,.II can be found as:

V..,

S ' V-41
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3mA

El [0.82)(6.58 x 01Q03 /A106Q)1

IEl 2.21 x 1U" 5 amperes

7) a

a) Definition

a is the value of the constant relating the

current generator- IB to E-
b) Typical Value

A typical value for a is 0.1.

c) Measuvement
The value for a is determined froIE, IB2. 1 R B11

aind RB2 at a bias point in the saturation rpgion. a can be found as

follows:

[B VBB' (IE + 1 02R B1" E B2

At VBB VK ,

, B2 (I -VK) RBBVK

d) Examplo - 2N4894
-Using the parameters obtained at "Bias Point

One," a can be calculated as:

I ION-(3 mA+8mA) 1,ov
[8 aMA - 3I(- o.82)(6.58 x 10O )

a 0.18

Ij



8) KD

al Detinition

KD is the constant of the diffusion capacitance

equation.

b) Typical Value

A typiral value of KD is 1 x 10 pF/mA.,

C) Measurement

KD is determined from storage time iieasurements
fer'the emitter base one diode. Base two is left open. A aiscussion of

the details of this measurement can be found in chapter II.

d) Example - 2N4894

Measurement of the diffusion capacitance con-
stant was obtained from the photograph shown in figure V-25 which shows

the switching transient of the diode. The oscilloscope voltage-is obtained
by monitoring the diode current through a 1K resistor. From the photograph:

ts = 500 ns

'F =
IR =,] mA

F I 2n (1 ' 4 mA/l mA). 2n .- 500 ns"

F 5.12 x 105 Hz

K = 26.8
- 2n (5.12 x 105 Hz)

KD 8.33 x 10.6 farads/amp

9) R

a) Definition

RC is the emitter base one diode leakage resis-
' ~tanco.

II
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b) l__ical Value

A typical value for RC is 10 kilohms.

c) Measurement

Rc may be obtained .ty applying areverse bias to

the emitter base one diod4 with the base two lead ope, and measuring the

current.

R - RVR

d) Example -'2N4894

'The reverse leakage current of the emitter base

oe d~ode wa& found to be 0.68 nA at a reverse bias of 25 volts.

Rc 3.68 x 10 ohmsRC: 6g-n-A

3. Radiation Effects

a. Photocurrent Effects

The characteristics of the unijunction transistor are

critically dependent on the i,,terbase resistance terms. Ionizing radi-

Sation will increase the number of charge carriers in the base region

IncredSing the conductivity of Ohis high resistance material. The

decrease in interbase resistivity may result in sudden switching.

This effect -an be modeled by varying the interbase resistivity terms

based on measureme.'ts.

b. Neutron Effects

Again, the characteristics of the UPT are linked, to the

behavior of the interbase resistance. Neutron irradiation will increase

the resistivity of these regions. High resistivity semiconductor material

is especially succeptible to this effect.

The reduction in minority carrier lifetime will affect the

conductivity modulation process. The ,iijected holes, which lower the

1I
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resistivity of the interbase elem~ent will disappear faster. An increase

in etaitter current will be required to produce an equivalent. change in

thel resistivity of the irterbase elemient.

The circuit operatioii of the UJI de~pends on L'he valley

voltage and firinq vo'ltage.' Neutron irradiation will leave the firing

voltage unaffected, but will increase the valley voltage. Failure occurs

w hen the vall-ey voltage is about equal to the firing voltagei. When th~is

voltage eq4uality occurs, the usefulness iif the device is lost. "he

valley voltage has be~n seen to be a direct function ot fluent.e level

through experiz&nts. 'Fai lure t'sual ly occurs at a f luence lev'] between

10 12 n/u.o2 anti 10 i n/cM .

4. Computer Example

The 2144894 -.wdel was verified by placing the WT model within a

relaxation oscillator circuit. The test circuit used to test the LIMJ

oscillator is shown in figure V-216.

4

C1 IR
F 1gure, V-26. IJJT Test Circuit Schematic

Figure V-27 respresents tl'e input to SCEPTR[. The response of

the simulated oscillat~or is sh'own in figure V-28. A ver'ifyingj feature of

this tun is the voltage at which the (OJT trigges [8 in ýhe test cit-cuit.

was set to 10 voits. The V,11' !should trigger at roughly the intrinsic
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standoff ratio times EB. Since the intrinsic standoff ratio for the

2N4894 was delermined experimentally." as 0.82, the UJT should switch at

8.2 volt.ý. The model 2N4894 can be observed to switch at 8.6 volts. The

freq.jency c# oscillations are determined by the external circuitry and

cannoL he used as a verifying test.

C. SCR MODELING

1. Introduction

The silicon controlled rectifier is a four layer (P-N-P-N)

switch. The standard model of the SCR is the two transistor model illus-

trated in figure V-29.

4AOE4 ANODE
34 ANODE

3 A 3 ANODEA ,SG•,E ,• ,,o3 ANODE

'ýATE

0-

CATHODE CATHODE
GATE 2 1 CATHODE GATE 1 CATHODE

Figure V-29. Two Transistor Equivalent Model of the Thyristor

The anode gate is generally not accessible to terminal measure-

ments, greatly complicating the modeling task. Simplifications, there-,
fore, may he required.

Switching action occurs when the sum of the alphas (or the

product of the betas) of the transistors exceeds unity. The alphas of
each transistor are functions of anode current. At some value of anode

current the sum of the two alphas will be unity and the SCR will switch
from the blocking, state to the on or conducting state. The switching is

the result of regenerative feedback between the,,two transistors. Figure

V-3Q illustrates the characteristics of an SCR.

V-5.5, . .Ioil=I ______



VOTAE LEKVEIVLTG

F CUReRENTSR hratritc

AA

R 2

.Figure V-31. SCR Model
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As with the UJf,.two .. ,deling approaches exist, the equivalent

circuit and a hybrid circuit-analytical function circuit. A third approach,

which will not be discussed, treats the SCR as a logic element in one of

two possible states.

To model the variable alpha in the equivalent circuit, a shunt

diode is included as illustrated by figure V-31. Rl represents the gate
resistance and RICI determines turn-on delay time. R3 is the anode to

cathode leakage resistance. R2 is the series resistance of the conduct-

ing state.

The cunstants of the shunt diode can be found by realizing that

the diode behaves in an identical manner to the shunt diode discussed in

chapter 111.8.4 which models low current beta falloff.
An equivalent circuit model was developed in chapter VII.B.l as

an example. The gain of transistor I was chosen as unity. The gain of

transistor 2 was chosen as 100. The parameters oi the shunt diode were

chosen such that at the anode trigger current of 2 microamperes, the low

current gain of transistor 2 was also unity. Thus, at an anode current

of 2 microamperes, the sL'm of t he 2 alphas reaches unity and switching

wil11 occur.

The equivalen. circuit of the SCR has the'chief limitation of

being unable to accurately model breakover. Breakover occurs due to
leakage,.avalanche multiplication, and base width modulation effects that

occur when the reverse biased P-N junction ofthe SCR is subjected to
further reverse bias. Breakover is illustrated in figure V-32.,_ If

higher. siraulation accuracy is desired, the destribing equations for the
SCR may be implemented through Lhe hybrid approach. Such a model is
discussed in more detail in the following section.
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A

- .~,,l 
* 'go VA

(RREAKOVER VOLTAIIES)

Figure V-32. Illustration of Breakover

2. SCR Model (H brid Approach)

a. Description

The SCR model presented is a general purpose model developed

fronr the equations which describe thyristorbehavior tip to turn-on.

b. Advantages

'Me SCR model defines anode current as a function of gate

current in the "off" vegion. The breakover voltage is sinulated as a

function of gate current in the "off" region.

c. Cautions

The general SCR model only simulates device behavior to

the extent of turn on. Many simplifications are made in the parameteri-

zation process. Implementation is difficult relative to the simpler

models.

.d. Characteristics

The general SCR model is. illustrated in figure V-33.
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'A

C KI

F.iure V-33. SCR Model

The equation describinj the of' characteristic of a thyristor

ey"

is::

_ --2 IgIA 2

"1 -f (IA

a2 =f (I A)

IB is a voltage dependent current source whose function is to model the
breakover condition illustrated in figure V-32. I8 would be more accU-
rately placed in parallel with element I since I represents the leakage
across junction IC. I was placed at its present position to allow ease
of parameterization.

e. DefiningEquat'ons

IA I SA' [exp (0A VA) -1I

V-59



IC = ISC lexp ()C" VC) 711

IK = 'SK lexp (OK VK) -I,

IM = "2 (IdA IK = f(0)

IN "I (IA) 'A

1B the current necessary to increase the gate

current to the trigger current when a breakdown

c-idition is reached

CA = application dependent capacitance
= application aependent capacitance

CK = application dependent capacitance

f. Parameterization

1) Determination of al (IA), a 2 (IA)

The characteristic of a 2N5061 SCR was obtained
through application of the test circuit of figure V-34.

L• RLO}AD~j

AMI1ETER VAK

VOLT[IFTER
R BIAS , ,,,

R BIAS

Figurp V-34. Test Set for SCR

V6
V-60'
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From the test circuit a set of anode Currents at

various values of gate currents for low anode voltages was obtained. The

anode voltage was then increascd to record breakover voltage. The results

are listed in ta!le V-7.

Alpha 1 was then chosen as 0.5. Solution of the

equation describing the off characteristic of a thyristor for a2 yields

the values shown in table V-8. A plot of IA and IG as a function of a2

is given in figure V-35. The valje of gate current at which a 2 equals

0.5 was chosen 3s 30 microamperes.

Subsequent computer simulatsons established the exact

gate trigger current as, 0.97 pA. The experimental value of trigger

current was about 1 pA. The current generator TB was then described in a

tabular fashion to supply current to the gate such that IG + IB = 0.97 pA

at the breakover voltage.

2) Estimation of Other Parameters

From the accessible gate-cathode junction, two I-V

points were measured as:

VGf IGK

0.34 V 0.1 pA

0.50 V 1.0 pA

in IA14.4

1 pA
SexP;e*) (0:5 V.]

7.47 x 10"10 amperes

For simplicity, it was assumed:

I
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TABLE V-7. MEASJRED SCR PARAMETERS

IA IG VBO

2 VA 0.41 pA 45.0 V

3 0.52 29.0

4 0.60, 19.0
5 0.66 14.
6 0.72 I1.5

7 0.14

TABLE V-8. DETERMINAI:ON OF 2

IA _2

2 pA 0.415

3 0.423

4 0.435

5 0.442
6' 0.446

7 0.452

* 3 •-- .-.. . _ _ _ _ _.__ _ _,,



x1o-&

'A

X1fl6

X101

- I I I
.1 .2 .3 .4 A

- Figure V-35. Plot of SCR Measurements
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SA C

ASK 'SC ISA

The junction capacitors were arbitrarily 4et to I pF

for the desired .pplication.

Manufacturer specification sheets for the 2N5061 are

included in figure V-36.

3. Radiatior Effects

a. Photocurrent Effects

Thyristors ar*" extremely susceptible to ionizinq radiation

when in the off state. Ionizing doses on the order of 10 rads delivered

in a few micrcseconds are often sufficient to switch the thyristor to the

in state.

The'domin3nt photocurrent generator will be the reverse-

biased junction between the anode qat- and the cathode gate. The photo-

current may be represented by a current generator between the base of the

twin transistors in the equi'alent model. Photocurrents produced in this

reg;on will undergo some degree of avaianche multiplication. the exact

photocurrent required to produce switching will be affected by bias,

external circiitry, ionizing radiation waveformý, and device paro.meters.

The value of the photocurrent generator and the radiation levels which

produce switching are best determined by experiment. The device behavior

under irradiation may be described by:

F + I•2 9~ + pp
IA =1 W, ( +I 02)

where the alphas are current dependent and Ipp is the photocurrent pro-,.

duced across the reverse biased junction in the biased off state.
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b. Neutron Effects

Neutron damage will decrease the alphas of the model tran-

sistors. As a result, neutrons will make the thyristor harder to switch

to the on state. As a result of the decrease in alpha, the breakover

voltage will increase along with the holding current, and the saturation

resistance. If the thyristor is not severely damaged, it will still show

switching behavior.

The dominant physical mechanism of damage in SCP's is the

lowering of minority carrier lifetime. This effect, and other neutron

effects on tke.behavior of transistors, is discussed in more detail in

chapter III.B.7.

Thyristors generally show switching behavior up to 1012

n/cm2 . Care must be taken in the circuit design to supply the increased

requirement for gate trigger current.

4. Computer Example

The model for the 2N5061 was tested using SCEPTRE. SCEPTRE was

chosen due to the high flexibility required by this thyristor model.
This. model did prove to be somewhat unwieldy during verification runs and

certainly does not represent the easiest SCR model to use.

The test circuit for-the SCR m3del is illustrated in figure

V-37. The gate is driven by a constant 0.72 pA and the anode to cathode

voltage is ramped to 20,V in 1 millisecond. )ata' obtiined for the 2N5061

indicate that the'SCR should switch when the node to cathode voltage

reaches 10.5 volts.

The test ý_ircuit, as input to SIEPTRE, is illustrated in figure

V-38. The SCEPTRE output of figure Vý39 produces a simulated breakover

voltage of 9.,6 volts.

D. TRANSFORMER MODELING

1. Introduction

There are two methods by which transformer mode:s may be developed.

(1) An equivalent circuit developrd through physical reasoning.
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S C E P T 0 f '.dETW3Ni SIMULATION PR03..A14
AI.4 FORCE WFAPONS 6Al0R4T3WY - AF4 NM
VERiSION CDL 4.S.' 57

COR A LISTING OF USE4~ FEATURES UNIJUE 10 T415 VfqSION OF SCEPTRE
SUPPLY A CARD C0'dTA114INU. 14E WORD) -90tU4lf4T"- AS THE FIRST CARDf
3F THE INPUT TEXT

COMPUTER TIME ENTE4IVG SETUP PHASE-
CPA .39S SrC.
PP 0.300 SEC.
10 0.300 SEC.

CIRCUIT OESCRIPTIt04
FL PEMNT S

JA.1-2-uoIO EQUATIOWd .41LI-30.3..43

JC*3-2'OIODE OAI'(.T-0 a'
JM*Z-3-Q11P?*JftP

JBI-3xTAHLE U(VABI
CKs3-0 E1-I?
JK93-0OIOJOE EQUATIO'd(7.%.E-109I4..'h
wEAI(0-X.4TA9ILE 2(TI'4FP
40IASV.1i31

JO. 03-0.0 ?-

)EFINED PARAMETFIS

02SVAftLE 31JAP
VUgCT IONS
33I(AvS)a(A*0I
TABLE I'

TABLE 2

*TABLE 3

* JA.JC.JN.9JN.JB.VJ.J~oaoA4.IEA~eIP3,?
lEAff PLOT tVJO)
IFAf(*PL'OTfEAK)
IEAKOJCG*PLOT
4UN CONTROLS
STOP TIMEsI.E-3
OAXMI~UM PRIINT P0114FSXIO0
141~41tUM STEP I.3-3
END

SYSTEM NOW ENTLAIN3 jImU6.ATtON

Pi1gure V-38. SCEPTRE Input for SCR Test~z
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(2) An equivalent circuit based'on the theory of magnetic circuits.

Method 1 yields the familiar textbook models for transformers.

These models consist of an ideal transformer element and the associdted

parasitics. Any real transfomer may be modeled as an ideal transformer'

by inclusion of tOe proper parasitic elements'. The ideal transformer

requires the following assumptions:

'(1) No Losses

.(2) Unity Coupling

(3) Infinite Inductance of the Primary and Secondary Coils

The relevant equations for the ideal transformer are:

=v vVp N s s

p Ns

()p =( p s

implementation of these equations requires knowledge of the driving point
impedah..e of the circuit. 'The circuit shown in fiqure V-40 may be trans-

formed to the equivalent circuit shown 'in figure V-41.

,p

iDi

1`p NN
P S

Figure.V-40. Transformer Itclusive Circuit
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P

FigLre V-41. Transformed Circuit tor Analysis

The transformer "dot" c'nvention is also important. The con-

vention implies that a positive voltage applied to the primary "dot" will

induce a positive voltage 2t the secondary "dot". Any real transformer

nay be modeled as an ideal transformer if the proper'parasitic elements

are included as part of the model. Techniques for determining the values

and placement of the. para'sitic elements are discussed in rt erence V-4.

Difficulties are encountered when attempting to place the

"physical reasoninn" model in a computer simulAted circuit. First, there

are problems associated with impedance transformation, and reflections.

Second, there are difficulties in developiog a model if a nonlinear,

aLtive, or frequency dependent load is being driven by the transformer.

Such problems are not encountered if a "magnetic circuit" model

is applied. It is for this reason that the "magnetic circuit"'model is

developed in detail in the following sections.

.2. Transformer "del

a.- Description

The coupled coils model presented uses dependent voltage

sources to model magnetic Loupling effect'r.

b. Advantages
.The modpl is a "drop-in" model *requi,-ing no impedance or

voltage transformations It has been applied in very simple network

analysis cod-.
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c. Cautions

Nonlinear and spcond order efi-ects are i.)t included in

this modei. The parasitic elements are modeled in a ve-'y, simplistic

manner.

d. Characteristics

The model for the coupled coils is illu'strated in figwre

V-42.

C 3

r F2

0- -V' I0
4 ....

Figure V-42. Equivalent Circu'it for Coupled Coils

• ' e. .De.fining, Equations

M VL2

M V LI

_ I

VV

f. Parameter List
2V 1

N = mutual inductance

tI= inductance of coil 1
12 = inductance of coil 2

V1  = value of dependent voltage source 1
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V2 = value of dependent voltage source 2

VLl = the voltage across LI
NL2 - the voltage acr's. L2
r1  = the primary winding resistance.

r 2 = the secondary vinding resistance,

C1 = the parasitic winding capacitance of the primary

C. = the parasitic 'winding capacitance of the second-

ary

C3 = the interwinding capacitance

g. Pavameterization

1) L. L2

a) Definition

L1 and L_ are the small signal inductance values

of the primary and secondary coils, respectively.

b) Typical Value

A large rarge of values for Ll and are pos-

sible. Typical values range from*I microhenry to 100 henries.

c) Measurement

tl can be measured by connecting an inductance

bridqe across the pHmary winding and leaving the secondary windi'ng leads

pnconnected or open . To'avoid the effects of capacitive parasitics, the

inductanee measure ent should be made at the lowest frequency possible.

Measurements nado *n the low kilohertz range are generally adequate.

L2 is measured in the same manner as Ll. For

the L 2 measurement the primary winding leads are left open.

d) Example - S12X

L,. the primary -inductance, was determiined to be

1.06,henry on a I Hz ,mpedance bridge. L2, the secindary inductance,

was found to be 1. 8 mH.-
?) M

a) Detinition

M is the value of mutual inductance for coupled

coils.

V-_j
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b) Typical Value

M is defined as:

M = K4'17

where K is the coupling coefficient and is unity for an ideally coupled

circuit. M is therefore, a strong function of coil inductance which may

vary widely.

c) Measurement

Two coupled coils are connected in series and

their total inductance is measured and recorded. This is done best at

lower frequencies. The connections are reversed and the inductance of

the two coils is again measured in series. The two measurements will

produce a series aiding inductance, La, and a series opposing inductance,

L0 0 The higher inductance of the two measurements is the series aiding

value. The mutual inductance can now be calculated as:

S..... a - 0L

M - d) Example- S12X
Aiding inductance of the S12X transformer was

measured as 1140 mH. Opposing indctance was measurpd at 980 mH. M was

determined as:

M 1140 mH4- 980 mH
.4

MI = 0.04 henries

3) r1, r2

a) Definition

r and r 2 are the ohmic resistance values of the

primary and secondary windings, respectively. r1 and r 2 are actually:
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frequency dependent due to such high frequency phenomenon as-the skin

effect. rI and r 2 are distributed in L and L2,9 respectively, but are

treated as single elements for this model.

b) Typical Value

rr and r 2 can range from a negligible value of

resistance to, several-kilohms.

c) Measurement

rI is measured by connecting a sensitive ohmeter

across the primary leads and medsuring the resistance value. r 2 is

measured in a similar manner across the secondary lHads.,

d) Example - S!2X

The resistance of the primary coil was measured

as 140 ohms. The resi~tance of the'secondary coil was found to be 0.5.

ohms.

4) C , C2

a) Definition

C, and C2 represent the interwinding capacitance

within the primary and secondary coils. C1 and C2 are actually distri-

buted, but are assumed to be discrete elements connected across the

primary and secondary inputs for this model.

b) Typical Values

C1 and C2 are typically several picofarads.

c) Measurement,

Measurement of C1 artd C2 is difficult. One
procedure i. to measure the capacitance of a winding with the other

winding ope. at a frequency at .which the inductive, impedance of the coil

is much greater than the capacitive impedance.

d) Example - S12X
The intercoil capacitance was measured across

the primary at I MHz as 0.6 pF. The capacitance across the secondary was

measured as 0.5 pF.

V-78 -
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5) C'

3I

a) Definition

C 3 i.s a capacitance value which represents the

distri',uted capacitance between two closely wound coils.

b) Typical Value

The typical value t' C3 is several picofarads.

c) Measuro-ient

A'value for C3 cdn be found by shorting the

primary leads together and then shorting the secondary leads together. A

capacitance bridge can then be used to determine the capdcitance between

the primary and secondary.coils by connection across the primary and

seconiary leads.

d) Example - S12X

The coi,-'ling, capacitance'between the primary and

secondary was. measured at I MHz as 77 pF.
3., Higher Order Effects

a. Multiple Port lransformers

To model multiple-coupled co;ls, the mitual inductance

between all the interacting coils must be defined. Consider the three

port transformer of figure V-43. The relevant equations are:

di1  M12  MI1

e ~ L L' + 12  + -alV +r ie I . 3L2 L3 U I

'MI'2 diz M2 3  ÷"=
2 .3,e2 M.lT VL + L2di 2 + T 2 L3 V + r2

M1 M2  di 3

3 2 L2 3 2 3r3

Therefore, coil I would be modeled as shown in figure V-44. Similiar'

models hold for coils 2 and 3. The general rule is that if there are N
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Coupled coils, each coil wil) be modeled as above with (N-1) voltage
sources (one voltage source for each of the qther N-I coils).

M13

V . ) i 3

0 +

"1° V11  ½ V 13 V L L32 e3

r rr3

Figure V-43. Three Port Transformer

14l

r I?

L L2

M1 v
1 3 1

Figure V-44. Port Mode)
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b. Saturation and Hysteresis

Special and fairly involved subprograms may be requjired to

model nonlinear flux versus magnetic force cnaracteristics. For sipgle

windings,

L N-

where:

* = magnetic flux as a function of I

L = coil inductance

I = coil current

N = coil turns

To model the nonlinear cioaracteristic of a single induc-

tor, a plot' of flux as a function of inductor current is required.

Taking the derivative of this plot yields do/dI. Multiplying the deriva-

tivw by N yields the inductor value as a function of current. The do/dI

values mey be expressed in a tabular manner or analytically.

Hysteresis may be modeled in a similar manner. Two flux

versus current paths are now p(ssible, a magnetizvng patn and a demagne-.

tizing path.

The problem becomes more complex when a transformer is

considered. The'value of each windiog inductance will be a function of

the- winding current and a function of every other winding current.

Further information on the computer-aided itodeling of

nonlinear magnetic, effects iay be found in reference V-5.

4. Model Development From Pata'Sheets

Useful models may be developed from the manufacturer specifi-

cation sheets. Unfortunately, the data sheets vary widely in the format

and type of information preseited.

One widely-used format lists-the primary and secondary imped-

ances, the lower 3 d8 frequency of the transfer function, fL, and the

LV .C. '•



upper 3 dB frequency of the trarsfev function, fH The impedances are

the rated source and load resistances between which the performance

ratinys are determiined. Reductions or incredses in the source or load

resistance would alter the frequency performance linitsý. The model

parameters cai be determined from these specifications as:

k.
GO V L 2Z

G0= 
L s

.C2 * T LVTC

k ZL

• ~i- 2•1'- k2)VL1L2 Go

Un. 4er imped~ance matched conditions:

L L2n

LL2 =n •FL

is

k l.4(- i)

M K 1 I .f".T

The transformer transfer characteristic is shown in fi'gure V-45.
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2-I

V2

(log)

• I

I ~ f(log)fL fH

rigure '1-45. Transforter Transier CharacteristiL

Similar relations exist for the transformer input impedance:

r]

o HT

ZL
fi =mr2

f2f

S(1- )L

Under impedance matched conditions:
•~zk

ZL

L° L2

-i 
;iJZ

- | " \ •'V-83 ,'
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Ma K jL L2

The transformer input impedance rharacteristic is shown'in figure V-46.

;~ li n #

* (log)
(4 ) ,Zo - '

I

fo fl f2  f

Figure V-4o. Transformer Input Impedance Characteristic

5. Radiaton Effects

irarst, rmers are relatively resistant to radiation damage.

iTrinsformers and r-lays require dose, of over 10 rads to produca damage.

The dairage is manifested as the degridation of insulating material and

,xpansion of potting compounds.

lonizing radiation does produce some transient leakage thro'igh

insulators, but this ettect is ge~ierally of no impo.rtance.

EMP-may be a serious problem as overvoltage could be coupJed

t ,rough a transformer. Another po.siUility is arcin, across, adjacent

wires in the winding. The-3rcing. Droblem may require the monitoring of

voltages aL.'oss the transformer.

6. Computer Example

To verify the validity r the S12X model, a transfe,, charac-

tu'risti• was obtainec ftom Lhp SPICE code. This transfer function was-

tien rompared to the actial transfer function which was determined from

data obtained usinq a v voltmeter.
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The test circuit input to SPICE to determine the trdnsfer

function to the transformer is illustrated in, fiqure V-47. The SPICE

listing shown in figure V-48 produces thetransfer characteristic. The

results of the simulation, together with the experimental data, are shown

in figure V-49. At the normal operating frequencies of the transformer,

good simulation results have been obtained. The model does predict the

first resonance point but simulation ability is lost at higher frequencies

due to the simplified modeling of the parasitic effect:.
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CHAPTER VI

SIMPLIFIED MODELING

A. INTRODUCTION TO SIMPLIFIED MODELING

The analyst confronted with the problem of determining the vulnera-

bility of systems containing IC's (integrated circuits) must decide just

how to model the IC's. In some cases, he may be able to test the IC,

find out where it fails, and set the system failure level equal to the

lowest IC failure level. More often,'however, a clear definition of IC

failure may not be possible since IC's typically show gradual degradati-on

due tu neutron or total dose environments. Similarly, the short tran-

sients produced by y radiation may or may not be important to system

operation. Thus, computer-aidert circuit analysis may be required to

determine whether the IC respunse leads to system failure.
There are two possible approaches to modeling IC's. The first of

these is detailed modeling of the elements that make up the IC. This

requires knowledge of the actual structure of the IC, including knowledge

of the parasitic devices. Such information is ditficult to obtain since

manufacttorers are usually not willing to release it, and direct measure-

ment of individual devices 6n ti.e Ir is usually not possible. Furthermi 'e,

such detailed IC models require large amounts of core storage and comput-,

ing time, limiting the number of IC's. that can be treated .in any one

simulation. Detailed modeling of IC's may be applicable to the study of

IC response, but is iiot generally applicable to the study of system

response.
The ,second approach to the modeling of IC's, simplified modeling, is

the subject of this chapter. In simplified modeling, the response of the

"IC as measured at the terminals is simulated to provide the correct volt-

ages and currents as a function of time and stimulus. This modeling is.

done without' regard to' the actual electronic devices within the IC which
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produce that response, and simplified models frequently bear little re:em-

blince to the pnysical properties of such devices. A simplified nodel is

really only a mathematical descripticn of the measured response of an IC

to certain stimuli.

The analyst must remember that, while a detailed model might.'be uczed

to predict IC response, a simplified model can only simulate IC response.

If a simplified model is applied to regions where the simulation is not

valid, the resulting predictions of system response can be grossly in

error. Let the analyst beware!

The sophistication of the simplified model mav be limited by the
properties of the particular circuit analysis code used. SCEPTRE a"lows

user-defined models, parameters, equations, tables, and FORTRAN sut,'ou-

tines, and can thus implement virtually any simplified model that can be

described mathematically. In addition,. SCEPTRE/LOGIC (to be discussed in

section C) allows straigntforward simulationi of complex logic circuits

such as those found in LSI (large scale inteorated) circuits. NET-2 has

caFdbilities similar to those of SCEPTRE, and the system elements avail-

able in Release 9 provide many of the capabilities of SCEPTRE/LOGIC.

Other codes provide less flexibility, but still incvrporatL features such

as controlled current and voltage sources, piecewise linear approximation,

and other useful tools.

Increased model sophistication comes at the expense of, increased
memory requirements, increased running times, and increased chances for

e.rror. The analyst should always use the simplest model which will meet

the required needs; however, a sophisticated model should not be used

simply because it is familiar or because the code allows it,. nor should

the analyst model details' of the response if those details will be swamped

by data uncertainties

This chapter cannot be the detinitive work on simplified modeling,

and the analyst is referred 'to the many references (see references VI-1

through VI-6) on the subject for greater detai). It Is the goal of this

VI-2
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chapter to introduce the analyst-to the concept and philosophy of simpli-

fied modeli~ig and to illustrateitb implementation with concrete examples.

It is hoped this will trigger a spark of inventiveress within the reader

which will enable simplified modeling techniques to be applied to unique

prcblems.

Since the requirements of simplified modeling of linear and digital

integrated circuits differ, they are discu-osed'separately. In section B,

linear circuits are discussed and illuitrated through actual modeling of a

741DC operat-onal amplifier. In section C. simplified modeling of digital

integrated circuits is discussed. .Techniques for modeling input and

output characteristics are presented along with techniques for modelii.g

lo(,ic circuit response either through subroutines or through the use of

SCEPTRE/LOGIC or NE;-'2 system elements. Examples are presented to illus-

trate the concepts involved.

8. SIMPLIFIED MODELING OF LINEAR CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS

I. Introduction

The complexity involved in modeling large linear, circuits gener-

ally requires techniques of simplified modeling. The technique of simpli-

fied modeliný treats the complex circuit like a black box with only the

terminal behavio- considered important.

The simulation accurxy of'a simplified model, can be improved to

any degree of accuracy required, but only at the expense of model complex-

itV. Only the circuit characteristics required for the currect solution'

of the problem need be included in a simplified model. Some, features

which might be considered for inclusion into a simplified model are:

(1) The.voltage g4in, current gain, or other ideal function of the

circuit.

(2) The-input ind output impedance.

(3) The frequency and transient response.

VI-



(4) The larqe signal characteristics.

(5) The radiation response.

Only the particular teitures 'needed should be included. These featutes

are discussed in a modular fashion to facilitate inclusi6n of only neces-

sary ieatures.

An example of simplified mdeling •f a 741C operationdil ampli-

fier is presented here t,'#help illustrate the concepts. This midel is

quite sopHisticated and is used in example 3 of Lhapter VII. However, a

much simpler model of a 741 is used in example 2 of chapter VII where a

fully detailed model is not needed. These c<amples illustrate the range

of simplifications in the model whith might be used under differing cir-

cumst 3nces.

The techniques illustrated here may be applied to 1inear cir-

cuits other than operational amplifiers.

2. Modeling Frequency Characteristics

0ae of the more difficuit features to incorporate into, a model

is the frequency response of the circu'it. One method of approachinq this

problem is to treat the circuit as a series of interconnected functional

stages. Each stage can then model a particular reharacteristic. For

example, an amplitier has the frequency characteristic of figure VI-l.

NL 2t10 dER, V[ tlAIV

:• ,7---• -,P AND'

' /R 1 40 dgP'CA1 f

f f I, 3
LOG FR(QUENCV, (it,)

Figure VI-I. Frequency Characteristic
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The frequency characteri'stic of figure VI-i may be modeled by

application of the two frequency shaping network3 shown -in figure VI-2.

NETWORK A NETWORK B

RA RA

TCA "T CAC AT
RB

S0 0 0 0

IA RA CA TB R BCA

SK =RA!(RA +RB)

SLOPE 20 dB/DECADE
SLOP'E ?O dB/DECADE

! I

A/K/-A KB

Figure VI-2. Frequency-Network-

To model pole 1 and zero 1, hoose RA of network B to be any

value. .CA is solved from:'

RBis now found as:

f 2 2n (RB )

8-5
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[he double pole at f3 can be modeled by application of aetwork A.

1
3

To implement the frequency shaping networks in the amplifier

model, it must be remembered tfat these networks cannot be loaded or

their transfer chzracteristics will be altered, and network A must be

included twice to sir|ulate the double pole ,t fr'equenc, L. 'L... it

source may be used to convoniently iiplea•,., e3cI t .er netw.-',,-

separate stage to avoid any coupling prob'(mc•,. ! a ;taced netv.'

illustrated in figure VI-3.

3. Example of Simplified Modeling

S;rp:ified modeling is best explained throuqh the use ou ar

example. It is desired to go~ierate a simplified model of a pA74lPC cp

amp (operational amn'plifier). The following characteristics were chosen

as being critical for obtaining the desired simulation results:

tI) Offset Voltage

(2), Open Loop 3aim 3s a Function of Frequency

(3) CMRR (common mode rejection ratio)

(4) PcRR (power supply rejectio, ratio)

(5) Input Bias Current

(5) Offset Current

(7) Supoly Current (no load)

(8) Input Capacitance

(9) Output Resistance

(10) Output Voltage Swing,

(l1) Slew Rate

(12) Radiation Effects

a. 0efinitions

i). Offscet Voitag2

Offset 'voltige is defined as the differential input

voltag? required to obtain zero volts at the amplifier output.
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2) Oen Loop Gai,
Op amp gain is defined as the change in output voltage

divided by the change in the differential voltaie at the input terminals

for an amplifier with no external feedback applied.

3) Common Mode Rejection Ratio

CMRR is a measure of the ability of an op amp to

ignore changes in the common mode voltage input. CMRR is obtained by

dividing the change in common mode voltage by the change in differential

input voltage required to hold the op amp output voltage constant.

4) Power Supply Rejectiun Ratio

PSRR is a measure of the ablity of the'op amp to

ignore changes in the pow.,, supply voltages. PSRR is obtained by dividing

the change in power supply voltage by the change in input voltage required

to hold the output voltage constant.

5) Input Bias Current

1riti bias current is that current flowing intc

either the inverting .)r noninverting input terminals.

,1) O.ffset Curient

The offset current is the difference between the two

input bias currents.

7) Supply Current

Supply current is that current in the +V or -V supply

terminals of the op amp.

8) Output Voltage, Swing

The output voltage swing is the maximum amount that

the outputvoltage may change for a given supply voltage.

b. Parameterization of pA741DC Operational Amplifier

In the following parameterization examples.the measurements

'have been taken using a Tektronix 577 curve.tracer with a'178 linear

cir-uit tester option. This measurement tool provides a great deal more
information about op amp performance than the usual linear circuit tests.

I,
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However, acceptable parameterization information can be obtained from
other linear integrated circuit testers or from custom teAt apparatus

such as described in appendix 3 of reference VI-7.

1) Offset Voltage-

a) By Measurement

Offset voltage was measured by use of the Tektronix
577-178 curve trace,'. The display used to determine offset voltage is
illustrated in figure VI-4. The cisplay shows the amplifier input voltage

on the vertical axis, and the output voltage on the horizontal axis. The
offset voltage (3 mV)'is the input voltage required to force the output

voltage to 0.

b) From Data Sheets

The manufacturer specification sheets (figure
,VI-5) list a typical input offset voltage of 2 mV and a maximum input
offset voltage of 6 mV.

21) Open Loup Gain

a) By Measurement
The photograph shown.in figure VI-6 depicts the

gain of the 741 op amp. The display shows the amplifier input voltage on
the vertical axis and the output voltage on the horizontal axis with

offset voltage nulled. The amplifiers' voltage gain can be seen to be
fairly lineir and have a value of about:

ý14 5
- 1.75 x10 or 105 dB

b) From Data Sheets

The manufacturer specification sheets (figure

VI-5) list the typical largelsignal voltage gain as 200,000 and the
minimum large signal voltage gain as 20,000.

A very importai.t gain parameter is the open loop

gain as a function .of frequency. This is a difficult parameter to measure

but. is available in the'data sheets (figure VI-5) in graphical form. The

Vl49
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Figure VI-5. Manufacturer Specification Sheets (ref. vi-8)



FAIRCHILD LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS * uA741

141C
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FAIRCHILD LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS * MA741

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES FOR 741
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741
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Figure V1-5. :anufacturer Specification Sheets (Continued]
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FAIRCHILD LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS * jaA741
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desired plot is ".open loop voltage oiin as function of frequency." Infor-

mation from this plot is necessary to model the frequency characterictics

of the. amplifier.

3) common Mode Rejection Rdtio

a) From Measurement

lhe*CMRR can be determined from the curve tracer
photonraph shown in figure V.I-7. The vertical axis displays the c.hange

in input voltage between the input terminals. The horizontal deflection

is the common mode voltage. The output of the op amp is held at zero
volts. The CMRR is'thechange in common mode voltage (horizontal) divided
by the change in input voltage (vertical). CMRR for this particular p74 1
op amp can be seen to be about:

16v V"
CMRR 0. mV 4 x 104  92.dB

b) From Data Sheets
The manufacturer specification sheets shown in

figure VI-5 yield a typical CMRR of 90 dB and a minimum CMRR of 70 dB.

4) Power Supply Rejection Ratio

a) From Measurement
Three measurements of PSRR may be made. PSRR

can be measured from variations in the positive power supply (+PSRR). for
variations in the negative power supply (-PSRR), or for variations in
both power tupplys (tPSRR). For all PSRR dirplays, the horizontal deflec-
tion is the power supply voltage. The vertical dtflection is the change
in the ap amp input voltage with the output helu at zero.. The displays
for +PSRR,' -PSRR, and,±PSRR are given, in figures VI-8, VI-9, and VI-lO,
respectively;. Since +PSRR represents the dominant PSRR it will be modeled.
PSRR is the change in po'er supply voltage (horizontal) divided by the

change in input volhage.

VI-19- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
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5V/div

Figure '11-?. Deternination of CM~i
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5 V/div

Figure V-. -PSRR

VERT:

0.A MV/div
HORIZ:
5 V/div

Figure VI-1O. ±PSqR
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+PSRk = 1 = 3.33 x 10 90 dB

b) From Data Sheets
The manufacturer specification sheets (figure

VI-5) list typical PSRR as:

1
30 VV/iV 3.33 x 104

and the maximum PSRR as.

1 = 6.67 x 103
S150 pV/V

5) Input Currents

a) From Measurement

The Tektronix 577-1/8 displays input bias current

of the op amp (vertical) as a function of common mode voltage (horizontal).

Figure VI-l1 yields the inpu. current into the noninverting input and

figure VI-12 yields the input current into the inverting input. At zero

input voitage, both input currents are about 17 nA. The slopes of' the

input current lines suggest a linear resistance of about:

15V = 1.875 x 109 ohms

Offset current may be obtained from the photograph shown in figure VI-13

which displays both input currents on an expanded scale with no zero

reference voltage. The offset current is the vertical distance between

the two traces or about 1.2 nA.
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VERT:
10 nA/div

"-IORIZ:

5 V/div

Figure VI-11. Input Current into Noninverting Input

VERT:

10 nA/div
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5 V/div

Figure,•2-i?. Input Current of Inverting Innut
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VERT:

2 nA/div

IIORI :

5 V/div

Figure VI-13. Measuring Offset Current (Inverting Input
is Represented by Upper Trace)
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b) From Data Sneets

The manufacturer specification sheets (figure

VI-5) list input bias current as having a typical value of 80 nA and a

maximum value of 500 nA. Input offset current has a typical value of 2U

nA, and input resistance has a typical value of 2 megohms.

6) Supply Currents

a) From Measurements

Power supply current as a function power supply

voltage for the + and supply can be obtained from the photograph shown

in figure VI-14. The trace suggests a resistance of

.5-V lx 10x 4 ohms

Supply current as a function of output voltage

is demonstrated in the photograph shown in figure VI-15. This character-

istic and supply current as a function of load were not chosen as aspects

to be modeled.

b) From Data Sheets
The manufacturer specification sheets (figure

VI-5) list a typical supply current of 1.7 mA.

7) Input Capacitance
The manufacturer specification sheets ,(figure VI-5)

list a typical input capacitance of 1.4 pF.

8) Output Resistdnce
The manufacturer specification sheets (figure VI-5)

list a typical output resistance of 75 ohms.

9) Output Voltage Swing

a) From Measuremc.mt
The output voltage limiti for a supply voltage of

±15 volts can be obtained frow the gain display shown in figure VI-6. It

can be seen from this photograph that output voltage may swing from 14 volts

VI-25



0.5 mA/c'iv

5 Vidi v

Figure VJ-14. Power Supply Current as a Function of Supply Voltage

VERTý

0. rn?'Ov

HORI
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Figure VI-15. Supply Current as a Function of Outpu~t Voltage
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to -12.5 volts. Therefore, it will be assumed that the output voltage

can swing to v'ithin I volt of the + power supply and to within 2.5. volts

of the - power supply.

b) From Data Shpets
An indication of how far voltage may'swing for

any supply voltage is given by the "output voltage swing as a function of

supply, voltage" plot in the manufacturer specification sheets. This plot

indicates that the voltage swing is always about 4 volts lcss than the

sum of the two power supply voltages.

10) Slew Rate

Slew rate is given in figure VI-5 as 0.5 volts per

microsecond. Slew rate cin be measured by setting up the op amp in an

amplifier configuration, applying a large, fast rise pulse and measuring

the response rate (in valts per microsecond) of the amplifier output

using an oscilloscope.

c. Development of Model of pA741DC

1) Inclusion of Offset Voltage

Offset voltage may be included in the model by plac-

ing a voltage source in one of the input leads. The value of the voltage

source is equal to the offset voltage and its polarity should be such as

to produce the effects displayed in figure VI-4. The inclusion 'of offset

voltage is illustrated in. figure VI-16.

3mV

Figure VI-16. Inclusion-of Offset Voltage
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2) Inclusion of dc Gain

dc open loop gain cai be acluded as a voltage con-

trolled voltage source as illustrated in figur., VI-17.

+

(175 10')(V[,) ,
VIINVIN 'OUT

Figure VI-17. Ideal Gain, Characteristic

3) Freqciency Response of Gain

The frequency shaping network can be developed from

the plot of "open loop ,.oltage gain as a function of frequency" in figure

VI-5. From this plot it can be seen that a pole exists at about 3 Hz and

another at about 1 MHz. This characteristic can be simulated through a

double application of network A ot figure VI-2.

To model the first pole at 3 Hz, choose RA 5K.

Then,

3Hz - 12n(5 x '10 3 Q)(C)

CA 1.06 x 10- faraJs

To model the 'second pole at ]'MHz, choose RA 5 W.

Then,:

SV-28



1 MHz = 1

C = 3.18 x 1 0o fardds

The composite frequency shaping network can naw be included into the

model, taking care not to load individual stages as illustrated in figure

VI-18.

+ Sk.(, 5kQT

VI V0  10.61jF + F 22

Figure VI-18. Op Amp With Frequency Shaping Network

4) Common Mode Rejection Ratio

CMRR can be modeled by modifying the offset voitage
source. The modification is such as to Add a voltage deperndent voltage

term to the source which will produce the results observed in figure

VI-7. The additional term will be 0.4 mV for every 16 volts applied to

the nonitiverting input' The input stage can now be represented'as shown

infigure VI-19.

I 3mV- (2.5 x 1O05)(VI),-

SIN

0

Figure VI-19. Modeling CMRR

VI-29
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5) Power Supply Rejection Ratio

PSRR may be modeled by adding a third term to the

offset voltage source. Since +PSRR was determined to be the dominant

component, a volt'ge increase of 0.3 mV for every 10 volts decrease in

+ power supply must be represented at the input as illustrated in figure

VI-20.

V!N 3mV -(2.5 x 10-5)(IN) -(.3x 0")(15V..- V+)

Figure VI-20. lfodeling PSRR

6) Input -Bias Current

The input bias currents may be represented by a con-

stant current source of 17 nA in parallel with a resistor of value equal

0

.co 1.88 x 109 ohms. This is illustrated "n figure VI-21.

• ' 1 .8 8 x 1 0 9 4 17 n A

- ' 1.88 x 109  1.1 7nA

Figure VI-21. Addition of Input Bias Effects

VI-30
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7) Offset Current

Offset current is Lodeled by simply unbalancing the

two constant current sources by the magnitude of the offset current.

This is achieved by increasing the value of the current generator assoc-

iated withthe inverting input to 18.2 nA.

8) Supply Current

Supply current as a function of supply voltage may be

modeled by two shunt resistors of value 10 kilohms.- Supply current as a

function of outnut voltage will not be modeled. The power supply current

equivalent circuit is shown in figure VI-22.

1 Ok•:
+

I Ok,.:

-V

Figure VI-22. Modeling Power Supply Current

9) CIN' ROUT

The input capacitance should be placed across the.

inputs to ground. ROUT will be placed in the output lead.

10) Output Volta•e Swings

The output voltage will be limited through a logical

function to a voltage I volt less than a V' and'2.5 volts greater than

V-. This can cause computation roblems. A table or analytic function

may be preferable.

11) 'Slew Rate
Slew rate is mdeled by limiting the rate at which

the 10.6 pF frequency response ca acitor of the model could charge. This

may be achieved by converting the 5 k) charging resistor to a nonlinear

VI,31



voltage dependent current source. This current source will behave like a

5 ki resistor if output is not slew rate limited. If the output is slew
rate limited, the current source w1ll saturate to a constant value.

The following rules determine if the output.response

is slew rate limited:

(1) If the differential input voltage times the gain-bandwidth

product is less than the slew rate the response is bandwidth

limited.

(2) If the differenti'al input voltage times the gain-bandwidth

product is greater than the slew rate the output is slew rate-

-limited (see reference VI-9).

The gain-bandwidth product is the product of the dc

gain times the 3-aB bandwidth (in radians) of the a'-lifier.
For the 7410%:

GB = (l.75 x 105) (• 'Iz) (2n) 3.3 x 1O6 radians/s

The inp.,. step voltagc at the boundary between slew or network dominated

response is:

V =0,5 V x sec = 0.152 V3.3 x 106 radians

The voltage breakpoint'of, the nonlinear current source-is:

S(1.75 x 105) (0.152 V) 2.66-x 104 V

The saturated corrent value of the dependent current source is:

(0.5a V) (10.6 1F) 5.3 amperesIsat = PS

Thus the characteristic of the current source is shown in figure VI-23.

VI-32
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5.32

-2.66 x' 10

I 2.66 x 104 V

-5.32

Fioure VI-23. Conversion of 5 IQ Resistor to Include Slew Limiting

12) Complete Electrical Model

The completed electrical model of the pA74lDC is

illustrated'in figure VI-24.

4. Computer Fxample

To demnstrete the behavior of the model pA7410C, the model was

put through two verifying tests. One test involved the op amp configured

in a unity-gain arrangement with an input vol~tage source which is over-

driving the amplifier (overdriving would be one possible EMP transient
upset effect). The other test has a high frequency voltage source driving

the op amp in an open !oop configuration. The decline'in open loop gain

was compared to the manufacturer specificalion ,sheets.. SCEPTRE was used

to test the models.

the first test ccnsisted of the circuit shown in figure VI-25.

The second test arrangement is i.llustrated in figure VI-26. For both

testsi the output voltage of the op amp was monitored as a-function of

time.

The SCEPTIE input listing for test 1 is given in figure VI-27.
The SCEPTRE output is. shown in figure VI-28. A clipped sine wave is

clearly'visible. Removing the voltage limiting subroutine in the model
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+15 V

5 V ou
.,~ ~fl voYu{

S--' 1OV-15V0

Figure VI-25. 1,A741 Test Circuit

.=_+15 V

0.01 V @
10 kHz + V out

Figuie VI-26. Test 2
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SUBFROGRAM
FU.NCTION FOUT(V09VP9VN;
FOUT=VO

VSN=295-VN
IF (V0.GT*VSP) FOUT=VSP
IF (VO.LT.VSN) FOUT=VSN
IF (VO.GT*VSP*ANU.VO*LT.VEN) FOUT'=O
kiETURN
ENU

CIRCUIT DLSCRIPTION
LE ME NT S

HPS!b90-2=IO.E3
CINP93-0=1 4E-12

JIN93-4=0
EINP,3-5=Xl (3d..-3-2.*L-b*VJIN-30.E-6*(1I,.-,VRSS))
HINP*5P0=1.88E9

JOFP95-0=1?oE-1U
JOFN#4-0=1id.2E-9
JO ,b-4=0
Eo.0-6=x2?(1075L5S*VJO)
kI96-7=5oE3
Cl, 7-010.obE-b
L1.U-O=X3(VCl)
k298-9=5*E3

* ,sOUT*10-11=75
* EOUT,0-'1O=FO.UT(VC2,VRSSVRPSS)

* ENPS92-0=15
JOUT9ii-0=0
EINPUT,3XAR4C.01*(SIN(6.g~tE4*.T1MEf))-
HIN.#X-450.
FUNCTIONS
QUTPUTS
VjOUT .PLOT
k'UN CONTROLS
STOP TlmE=b.E-4
t NL

Figure VI-27. Test 1 Input
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will pibdJuce the output of figure VI-29. This plot demonstrates that the

feedback loop did indeed produce unity gain, as required.
The SCEPTRE input listing for test 2 is given ire figure Vl-30.

The SCEPTRE output for test 2 is show,. in figure VI-31. The peak voltage

swing of the output sine wavt is desired. This can be seen to be just

under a volt. Dividing ,output voltage by input voltage (0.01 volt)

yields a voltage gain of about 100 at 10 kHz. The manufacturer speci-

fication sleets (Open Loop Voltage Gain as a Function of Frequency)

indicat0 that gain is 100 at 10 kHz.

The ramping of the dc level in figure VI-31 is due to the

effects of offset voltdge and current in the open-loop analysis of the op

amp. Such an instability wnuld be expected if.the same testwere to be

Derformed on a real device. The ability to ,ee the behavior of the

- ...nplifier-before it reaches saturation in about-1 ms is an example of the,

power which computer-,aided modeling allows the analyst.

5. "hdiation Effects

a. Photoresponse.
Under ionizing radiation, photocurrents will act to alter

the biases and saturdte op-amp stages. Output voltage will become some-

what independent of the input voltag?'levels.

Experimental data are 'required to describe the transient

behavior of the operational amplifier. This behavior may then be included

as part of the model. Experimental data for the 741 indicates that at

levels above I X 10 rads(si)/sec, the outpat voltage will rise at a
rapid rate determined by the radiationresponse of the output stages of

the operational amplifier. -The output will then s3turate for some time.
period. After the radiation pulseý the amplifier'willcome out of satu-

ration and recover at the slew rate of the amplifier.,
The photoresponse was rodeleu by the cutrent generator,

IRAD. as illustrated in fiqure VI-32. IRAD charges the dominant pole

capacitor, Cl, faster than the slew rate limitedcurrent source, JI, can

discharg- the capac;tor. The result is a change in output voltage sensed

as anerror. In summtry, to model the transient behavior of an operational

A.'
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SUbPRO(bRA14
FUNCTION FOUT(VOVP9VN)
FOUT=V0
VSP=VP-1 .0
VSN=ie. 5-VN
IF IV0.GT.VSP) FOUT=VSP
IF (VOoLToVSN) FCUT'-VSN
IF (VO.GT.VSP.A~o.VO.LToVSN) FOUT=Q
RE TURN
END

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
ELEMENTS

kPSSO-2=10.E3
CINP93-0=1 4E-12
CINN*0-4=1.4E-12
JIN,3-4=0
EINP,3-5=XI (3.E-3-.2oSE-5*VJIN-30.E-6*(15."-VRSS) I
RINp,5-Ozl .88E9
RINN,0-4zlo88E9
JGFP,5-0Z17oE-9
JOFN,4-O:I8*2E-9

EOoO-6=X2(1*75E5*vjo)

Cl, ?-0=10*6E-6
ElO-8xX3(VCI)
R298-95.oE3
C299-O=31 .8E,-12
k4OUTI0-11=75
E.OUT*0-IO=FOUT(VC2,VRSSeVRPSS)
EPPSvO-1215
E NP S,2- 0-15
JOUT911-0=0
RB1911-4z.o0l
k 82vX-3=5'0o

FUNCTIONS
*OUTPUTS
VJOUTPL Of
RUN CONTROLS
STOP TIME=I*E-2
END

Figure V 1-30.- Test 2 Input

VI-40,
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amplifier, a me.hod must be found to disable the ideal behavior of the

amplifier to allow the output volta7ge to change independently of the

input voltage. Manipulations of IRAD will produce the risetimes, satura-

tion'times, and falltimes required by the experimental data.

When a differential input voltage of over 0.152 V is

applied across the op amp modcI input terminal, current source Ji satu-

ratt; at 5.3 amps to model the slew rate. The transient rise rate of the

op amp ran therefore be defined by:

dV IRAD - 5.3A

at "1.iF

Thus, the magnitude of IRAD will determine the rate of rise of the ampli-

fier during an ionizing radiation pulse. By defining dv/dt as the exper-

mentally determined transient rise rate, IRAD can be quantified.

When the output tries to rise'above 15 V, saturation is

si'mulated. The time in saturation can be controlled by proper definition

of the IRAD pul~se w'ith. After IRAD is set to zero, the output will

begin to recover at the slew rate as desired. For the 741DC this is 0.5
V/ps. The output will remain in saturation until the voltage on Ci drops

below !5 V. The output will then recover at theslew rate until normal

operation is restored. Figure, VI-33 shows the relationship of the IRAD
current, the voltage on the capacitor, and the output voltage.

b. Burnout

Burnout may he simulated'by placing a power monitoring

"Oeement across the sensitive terminals. This element must' be included in
a man~ier such that circuit operation will not be affected until a.. over-

stress waveform is initiated. The power dissipated by the power sensing

elements may then be monitored by the methodsdiscussed for diodes in
chapter I1 and burnout Dredicted. Due to the multiple.current paths that

can be produced by an overstress pulse, the Wunsch expression may no.. be

valid for integrated rircu'ts, and a form P(FAIL) At"8 where A and B

V[-43
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Figure VI-33. Photoresponse Simulation
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are experimental constants may be more applicable. An example of a power

sensing element and its placement across a circuit input is shown in

figure VI-34.

JP

0-I

OPVJ

V INRBD

Figure VI-34. Use of Power Sensing Element

The current and voltage characteristics of the device

subjected to an ove-stress are modeled t-t the-breakdown voltagn and

resistance terms included in-the power sensing elei~nt. This element

then has no affect on normal electrical operation but simulates the

correct current and voltage characteristics in breakdown..

Values for A, B, VB', and' B may be determined experimen-

tally by overstress testing sample devices to failure. Approximate

values for these quantities may alsq be obtained from reference VI-lOfor

many integrated circuit technologies.

C. Neutron and Total Dose Effects

The effects of neutrons and total ionizing dose are to

degrade various parameters of the integrated circuit. For instance,

neutrons will primarily decrease open loop gain, increase bias current,

increase offset current, and increzse offset voltage while total ionizing

dose will usually increase bias currents and offset current. Experimental.

data of parameter !hanges at given fluences and doses can be rpflected in

7.(,



the model by simply changing the appropriate parameter. Simulations with

the new parameters will then indiLate whether the parameter degradations

lead to system failure.

C. SIMPLIFIED MODELING GF DIGITAL CIRCUITS ANO SYSTEMS

1. Introduction to Simplified Digital Modeling

The aoil of simplified digital modeling is to -rectly simu~late

the termina' characteristics of a digital integratý?O CirjXit t tion

of time and ,arious stimuli including radiation. gener, l, Lr 0o>-

ing is done without direct consieeration of th* ýnyMSical processe iv,• fred.

Correct simulation, involve; modeling the termir- current a.-' ve1t.:e

characteristics, the correct !ogic functioning of the device. th, t.•':iy

characteristics such a, propagation delay of logic signals and the ,

of radiation on these.

Modeling of the terminal current and voitage rharacteriotics

usually Involvec the current characteristics as a function of voltage for

the input terminals and the voltage as a function of logic state and
cource or sink current for the output terminals. Proper current and

voltage characteristics can be obtained by making a detailed model of the

input and output circuitry. However, since the airm of simplified modeling

is to reduce the :-.mber of elements, such detailed modeling is generally

not dohe. In,'ead, elements such as noilinear dependent curre"t sources

are used to aproximate the desired current and voltage response ot the,

terminal. For MOS circuitry,.a single capacitor may 'accurately model

devicc input characteristics while for'mauy circuit types a simple Theveoin

equivailent circuit (switched voltage source and constant output resister)

may provide an adequate model of the output characteristics. As always,

the models chosen should be the simplest ones needed to give required
results and should be consistent with the data available.

The correct logic functioning of a device can be simulated by.

making a d&tailed model ' the internal circuitry (reference VI-11). Such

a model can bo extremely complex and can require large amountsý.of computer
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memory and central processor time. Tremendous saving5 can be realized by

simply modeling the internal logic functioning of a device by a Boolean

algebr-a description of the logic. Computers are particularly efficiernt

at handling logic operations. Of course, it is necessary to translate

voltages and currents at the inputs irto loqic ones and zeros for inter-

nal processing and t4 convert them bacr- to currents and voltages at the

output.

Because a finite amount of time is required for signals to

prop3gate through logic elements, logic circuits do not follow the laws

of Boolean algebra instantane.usly. Therefore, simulations should include

the internal delay characteristics of a digital circuit. This ca., be

lone týrough the use of electrical elements such -s RC netwcks, or

through the use of special logic delay elements. Models may. also simu-
late the rise- and falltime charicteristics Jrl a digital circuit's output

terminals. This is r';uall, done through uýe of appropriate. electrical

elements.

Radiation effects can be inclided in the simplified models by

taking appropridte modifications to the electrical model based on exper-
imental data. Modifications may include transient or permanont changes
in logic state, variations .n propagation delay and output sink current

c-pability, and trarnient photocurrents at device inputs. Power monitor-
ing elements can also be included at the device terminals to monitor

EMP-,induced-burnout-.

Boolean algebra is nct easily implemented in SPICE2 since the
code does not allow user-defined equations or subroutines. Far problems

of moderate complexity, SPICE2 can still be used by making extremely sim-

plified models of the internal logic gates. However, for more complex

problems, a code which allows a Boowean processor to be implemented

through ,methods such as FORTkAN subroutines is preferable. SCEPTRE and

NET-2 are especially useful for logic simulations since they nit only

allow user-defined equations and subroutines, but they also incorporate

logic element! as models. The advanced version of SCEPTRE, called

SCEPTRE/LOGIC, includes a powerfdl Boolean processor. Loqic netwcrks can
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be descrioed in terms similar to normal SCEPTRE network descriptions.

NET-2 incorporates'logic elements among its system element- and can also

describe logic networks in a fashion similar to normal electrical networks.

2. Techniquec, for Simplified Modeling of Digital Circuits

a. Terminal Models

Simplified models should correctly simulate the terminal

current and voltage characteristics of the device being modeled so that

the simplified model may be uied with other elements in a circuit anal-

ysis code to predict system response. Terminal response can usually be

simulated with very few elements. Of course, greater sophistication ca--

be realized by including more elements or tL Jsing more cumplex elements.

However, such Sophistcetion increases memory and central processor time

requirements.

The task of parameterizing terminal models can usually be

performed from specification sheets which typi:ally give detailed infor-

mation about the tcrmindl characteristics of inteqrated circuits. Manu-

facturing tol:-i-ces for IC's arE generally better controlled than those

for discrete ccrpinents, so it is' often acceptable to use the manufac-

turer's typical or worst case data in pirameterizing -terminal model's.
Reference VI-]? indicates the kin1 of detailed information

available on TTL -:itegrated circuits. Figure VI-35 shows a plot of the

input tertiiial vultage-current characterisitc of a typical TTL device.

Superimposed on the same plnt i's a representation of a simplified nmdel

(da;hed line) which cap be i'-lemented using a voltage controlled current

source defined through a table or a-subroutine. It has a value of -1 mA

for terminal voltages below 1.75 volts :nd 0 value of 40 pA above 1.3S

volts. Such a model will generally be sufficiently accurate for most

applicaticns. If such input curves were not available, they could be

easily measured using a curve tracer as shown in figure VI-36.
Similar techniques can be used to model %"'e output charac-

teristics with one important difference. The output characteristics

depend on the logic state of the output, which Ni turn depernrs on the

V'-48
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internal logic states of the device, This generally means that the anal-

yst must provide a means to switch the output characteristics as the

state changes. FiHure VI-37 shows the output characteristics of a typ-

ical liM gate. It appears that the one state output characteristics can

be modeled easily by a lhevevin equivalent circuit. The zero state

character', ics can also be simulated by a !hevenin equivalent circuit up

to the point where the voltage begins to rise rapidly (10 mA in figure

VI-31(b)).

Depending on the degree of accuracy desired, the putput

characteristics can be modeled by a switched Thevenin voltage source (one

state = 3.9 V. zero state = .05 V).plus a single Thevenin resistor, a

switched resistor, or a voltage conlrolleu current source to simulate a

piecewise-linear resistor. These possibilities are shown in figure

VI-38. In figure VI-38(a), the fixed resistor was chosen to simulate the

low state current sink-capability since this is usually more important in

IIL than the high state current source capability. Both ihe high and low

state impedances are simulated iA the mudel of figure VI-38(b). Note

that foi both of these simple cases, the output low state characteristic.

are only valid fo- sink currents less than about 12 mA. In the third

case, figure VI-38(c), the resist.or is replaced by a voltage-controlled

current source to get away from problems with nonconstant resistors:

Note that tor the ze'o state, the output current is limited to 72 mA.

It ,output curves are not available from manufacturer's

data, they may be obtained using a curve tracer as shown in figure VI!39.

If actual'devices are not available, detailed models may be used to-.

predict the terminal characteristics.

Device input and output capacitances are generally not

modeled, and all capacitive effects are included in the propagation delay'

tiime. Howover, it may be necessary to include terminal capacitance to

prPvent computationil delays in state-variable codes such as SCEPTRE. A

nominal capacitance value of a few picotarads will generally b! accep-

table for this purpose. The effects-of these capacitors should be

accounted for when modeli ng propagation delay.
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SROUT = 12.5 ohr's

E .13.9V for non stateOUT -|.05V for zero state

a) Single Resistor

+ 74o h rfo

R 114r) ohms for one stateE3.9V for one st.ote O 125 ohms for zero stateOUT 1 .05V for zero state

b) Switched Resistor

JO

foronestap ygg~ for one state

+
EOUT .05V for zero state r

AMAXXi [72 olA, for zero state

72 mA, v(JO)
c) Voltage Co-atrolled Current Source to Simulate Piecewise

Linear Resistor

Filure VI-38. Implementing Output Characteristics
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b. Logic Models

) Subroutines

Since the internal logic functions of digital inte-

grated circuits follow the rules of Boolean algebra, the Boolean functions

of computer ianguagps such as FORTRAN can be used in subroutines to simu-

late proper logic operations. To do this, a thresholding function is

required to'convert input currents and voltages to Boolean variables.

The logic function is then simulated and the Boolean result transformed

back into currents and voltages at the outputs.

The input thresholding can be accomplished, very.

simply in the subroutinie by the use of conditional statements. For

instance, if the input voltage is greater then 1.75 volts, a logic vari-

abl.? might be set to the one state. All such input variables thus defined

as ones or Zerus can be processed with logical operators to determine the

correct output states.. The values of the output elements can be determined

once the proper output state is known. Propagation delay effects can be
modeled by the use of RC timihg elements in the output stage. Variable

delay times can be simulated by varying the values of the RC elements

according to the direction of the transitions.

'unctions sucn as flip-flops and edge detectors can

be simulated in the subroutines by retaining previous values of parameters

and jsing them in a new subroutine call. Either positive or negative

edge detect.on can be accomplished by looking for increasing cr decreasing

values of the parameter in question. A thresholding function usually

must be ,n'luded along with edge detection to prevent false triggering on
"glitches."

Examples later in the chapter help illustrate the

'rocess of logic modeling using.subroutines.

2) Logic Elements

Writing subroutines for logic descriptions of large

digital networks becomes a difficult and error-prone task.. Two Lodes'

offer a way around this problem, SCEPTRE and NET-2. Both of the codes

allow the inclusion of logic elements (gates, flip-flops, etc.) in a form
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close to the normal electrical network modpling. This capability allows

t:ie analyst to describe the electrical and logic networks in the most

familiar wa,,.

The concept of a combination of current and voltage

modeling and Boolean algebra modeling is referred to as composite model-

ing. Figure VI-40 helps illustrate this concept. Two models are actually

shown in this figure. To the le% of the solid line is a detailed current-

voltage (I/V) model of the device's input protection network. It is

included to emphasize that the composite model must interface with normal

i/V models and circuit elements. To the right of the solid line is a

composite model of a portion of the CD4051, a CMOS analog multiplexer.

The first element of the composite model is capacitor

CA. It represents, the gate capacitance of the input MOS devices. The

voltage arross CA represents the I/V value which will serve as the input

to the Boolean simulation. The dashed line box bounds the Boolean model.

The dashed connecting line from CA to NOR gate NA indicates a thresholding

operation takes place tho~re, 'converting from I/V space to Boolean space.

A radiation input also crosses the boundary into Boolean space indicating

that a thresholding operation can also take place there. For example,

dose~rates greater than I x 109 rads (Si)/sec might be used to produce a

one state input to a given' gate.
Once the thresholds are established, the Boolean

processor performs the operation indicated by the variuus gates and delay

elements. The results at tft output are transformed back into currents

2nd voltage through a controlled current source. In this case, the

output is a CMOS transmission gate. 'The current value is controlled by

the output voltage and the log'c state. For a one state, the output.

resistance is effectively 145 ohms while it is 500 megohms for a zero

state.
Figure VI-41 lists the types of logic elements avail-

able in SCEPTRE/LOGIC. The AND, OR, NAND, and NOR elements allow multiple

inputs while the EXCLUSIVE OR allows only two and the INVERTER only one.

Any Boolean expression (an adder for example) with or without feedback
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KY evLetter Element

' AND

0 OR

M NAND

N NOR

INVERTER

E EXCLUSIVE OR

X BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

Z BOOLEAN EXPRESSION
WITH FEEDBACK

B FLIP-FLOP

D OELAY

U EDGE DETECTOR

T LOGIC TRANSISTOR

Figure VI-41. Key LetLers'and Corresponding'
Logical Elements for SCEPTRE/LOGIC
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can be included without assembling a collection of gates. The flip-flop

element is a J-K type with set and reset. This type can be used to gene-

rate any other flip-flop type with apprnoriate connections.' The delay

element can be a delay within a given time step to assure proper sequenc-
inq or it can be a gi' Ln time delay. A delay element can have different

delay times for positive and negative transitions. An edge detector is
included which can detect either positive or negative edges. The logic

transistor allows simulation of some of the logic functions of saturated

transistors.
Thelogic elements of NET-2, part of the system ele-

ments incorporated into that code, are shown in figure VI-42. While the

list.is not as extensive as that for SCEPTRE/LOGIC, i't is still possible

to model logic networks in a straightforward manner. Time delay elements

and hysteresis effects are allowed for. The AND, OR, and EOR functions

allow multiple inputs. The RST FLIP-FLOP can accomplish all flip-flop

functions if external gating is used. It has a built-in edge detector

element.

Key Element

DELAY DELAY

HYST HYSTERESIS

AND AND

OR OR

EOR EXCLUSIVE OR

RSTFF RST FLIP-FLOP

Figure VI-42. Logic elements in NET-2

An'example of composite modeling is presented later

in this chapter. Example 5 in chapter, VII shows how composite modeling

can be used te simulate large circuits.,
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c Radiation Effects

1) Neutron and Total Dose Effects

The effects of neutrons and total ionizinq dose are

to change the parameter describing the input and output characteristics I

and the propagation delay time. These effects can be incorporated by

making the appropriate parameter changes based on experimental measurements.

It is possible to simulate complete logic failure of a node internal to

the device, but this is usually of little interest except in. device

failure analysis.

It is usually most important to simulate the loss of

output current sink capability and the changes in propagation delay time.

2) Dose Rate Effects
The effects of ionizing dose rate can be simulated by

adding the appropriate photocurrent generators to the input and output

terminals and by making transient logic state changes internal to the

device. The proper values of photocurrent and the proper state changes

can be determined experimentally.
Terminal photocurrents wvst be simulated accurately.

A device may show no false state changes when tested alone,'but may upset

in a circuit where terminal photocurrents can interact with other circuit

eleme-ts to produce unwanted signals.

3) EMP Effects

The effects of EMP upset are simulated by the normal

electrical model of tife device. The effects of'EMP-induced burnout can

be modeled using a modified version of the techniques presented inchapter

"IL
'A power monitoring element is included at each terminal

to be studi.ed. This element does not affect no-mal electrical operation.

It does simulate the terminal voltage and currentcharacteristics when iit

is driven into breakdown. As shown in figure VI-43, th;s operation is

characterizecd by a, breakdown voltage and a surge resistance. The pdram-

eters can be determined experimentally or can be determined from the data

presented in reference VI-9. -
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The power required to fail the termina' is defined by

Pf AtB

where A and B are experimentally determined coefficients and t is the

duration of the overstress pulse. Values for A and B and the breakdown

valtage and surge resistance may alsc be found in rcference Vt-9. The

actual• power in the power monitoring element is cnmpda,'ei '* o', failure

power. A message i., printed if the actual power exceeds tolt f..i J

power.

3. Examole Digital Simplified .odels

a. RSN54LO0

A simplified model of this low power TTL NAND 4atý ,' be

developed in SCEPTRi using a subroutine to define the functiondi ojŽ -

tion. The techniques used here are specific to SCFeTRE but can bo ted

to any circuit analysis code which allo-s the use of subroutines.

The manufacturer data sheet for the RSN54LO0 is shown in

ficur' 71-44. Data were tdken from this sheet and from reference VI-l1

in paramoter;zing the sipplified model. The topolcgy of the siouplified

model is 5bown in figure VI-45. Since the maximum input current is only

1.18 mA, the input curreft will nnt be modeled. Current sources JA and

.'3 wiil have a zero value and will serve to measure th. input voltaqes.

.!f-the input must be modeled, values for JA and JB can be'specified in

table%.

The second stage defines the logic state of the output

based on the voitages seis~cd across JA mnd J8. The logic st.te is set

through Ei which is defined by the oollowing logical stateonts.

V VJA and VJ8 < 0.8V
THEN El 3.MV

IF VJA or VJB > O.eV
THE4 Fl O.3V

V +-62
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The delay stage is composed of El, Ri, and Cl. The time

constant RICI determines the pr'pagation delay of a state change through

the 1C. In this model, the time constant is conditionally altered by a

suuroutine to satisfy hoebithe low-to-high propagation delay and the

high-to-low propagation delay.

The output characteristics are modeled by the last stage

composed of E2 R?, and'JO. E2 is a dependent voltage source equal to

the voltage across capacitor Cl. Doing this eliminates any loading of

the propagation dela), stage. R2 is chosen to approximate the 'low state

output impedance characteristics of the gate.

The RSNF4LOO model was tested using the circuit of figure

V!-46. ýThe purpose of the circuitry connected to the output of the gate

is to sir..late the loading and .fan-out effects of other THL circuitry

driven by the gate.

E1N IN 91N14
2 4

6
R4

_ _ _ C22
iE2

R3 C3

* GND

Figure.VI-46. RSN54LOO Test Circuit
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The SCEPIRE test circuit, as input to SCEPTRE, is presented

in figure VI-47. Proper logic operation it establishie& by the bubroutine

FN2. Subroutine FCAP1 selects the proper value of capacitor C! to model.

the propagation delay time for either a high-to-low or low-to-high transi-

tion. The input signal voltaye has a wavef(rm which is demonstrated in

figure VI-48. The output of the NAND gate in respcnse to the input

voltage is given in figure VI-49. This test yields the truth table:

Input A input B

0 1
I 1 0

which is consistent with the NAND truth table:

Input A .Input B Out

0 1 1
1 1 0
n 0 1
1 0 1

Propagation delay time, lnw-to-high level output, is

defined as that time from when the input signal drcps to 1.5 volts to tile

time when the gate outpuit rises to 1.5 volts. This time cart be determined

to be 20 ns from the simulation runs., This time is less then the maximum

propagation delay time found in specification sheets (60 ns) and compares

favorablj to observed propagation delay times.

Propagation delay time, ,oigh-to-low level output., is.

defined as the time-interval fror when the input voltage rises to 1.5

volts to the time when the output voltage falls to 1.5 volts. Simulation

produceý.a propagation delay time of 50 ns, Which is under-the specifica-

tion sheet maximum of 60 ns.

b. CD4051
".lte power of composite modeling will be illustrated by

modeling a CD4051 CMOS analog multiplexer using SCEPTRE/LOGIC. The

CD4051 is predominantly a digital circuit which has analoo'outputs. A
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Figyure V1-47. RA~54LOO SCEPTRE Test Circuit
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data sheet is given in figure VI-50. Additional informatior was obtained

througn other data sheets and through visual inspection of an opened

device. A complete descript~on of the modeling of this. device is given

in reference VI-5.,

Figures VI-51 and VI-52 give the circuit diagram and

SCEPTRE listing of the CD4051 composite model. The particular listing

g:ven is from an EMP demonstration run, but it is essentially the same as

the listings of the model and circuit description for electrical and

photocurrent demonstrations The on:ydifferences lie in the specifica-

tion of the input voltage generators (EA, EB, EC, and El) and in the

circuit description and the specification of a dcse rate for the PGO

defined p3rameter in the model.

In general, the model is a straightforward application of

the composite modeling concepts to the circuit topology of the CD4051.

The decoding network is included in the LOGIC model FCQ051 which is

called into the SCEPTRE model via the equation QlJ. The elements in the
FCDO51 represent a one-for-one substitution of logical elements for the

functional blocks found in the CD4051 decoding network. The values for

the delay elements were based on estimates of propagatiosi delay of similai

CMOS gates and on the results of detailed modeling of CMOS circuits.

'The output of FCDO51 is used to control tfie current sources

JTO through JT7. These current sources are essentially variable i-esistors

which have beer, modeled as current sources due to SCEPTRE's aversion to
nonconstant.rebistance. JTO is'ecuivalent to the transmission gate

impedance connecting the comron in/out terminal (node CO) with the channel
0 terminal (node 00). A constant value of transmission gate impedance

has been. chosen for the,"channel on" state. Actually, the impedance

varies as a function of current and of total dose. To. model the variation
in impedance, JTO could be modeled with an I/V table. However, the'

nonconstdnt impeddnce was not a significant factor.in either theoretical

or experimental efforts for which thi's model was developed. Consequently,

the simpler, constant impedance formulation was used.
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Two important techniques are demonstrated in the I/V por-

ilon of the composite model. They deal with the implementation of the

EMP burnout model and the photoresponse model. Predictions could be made

of the EMP failure thresholds for input, output, and power supply terminals

based o'i relatively complex models of the PN junctions and MOS devices

connected to each of the terminals. Such riodels are too complex to be

ronsistent with the composite modeling concept which stresses a limited

number of elements and simpler functional forms. Also, the goal of the

composite model is to simulate terminal performance rather then to predict

failure characteristics. To simplify the modeling of EMP effects, an

empirical model can be constructed directly from experimental test dzta

..using techniques discussed earlier in this chapter.

The correct current and voltage response of the terminals

in breakdown can be simulated using a diode table as shown in figure

VI-43. When Vle element described by the diode table is pulsed with an

EMP .ignal, it will exhibik the proper terminal I/V characteristics and,

hence, the proper terminal power. The terminal powei can then be used in

a modified FBURN subroutine to indicate the terminal failure threshold.

The modification to the FBURN subroutine involves replacing the functional

form

P - Kt" 1 2

with the form

P = At-B i'

The required charge is s0own in the listing of FBURN in figure VI-52.

The elements JA, JB, JC, and ,II represent the EMP diode elements for the

CD4051 inputs. The elements JO through J7 represent the diode elements

for the output.
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Both experimental and detailed analyses show that the

photoresponse of CMOS multiplexer outputs can be significantly influenced

by the secondary photocurrent produced by the parasitic NPN transistor

associated with the NMOS device in the transmission gate. The detailed

models successfully predict this influence but require an Ebers-Moll
model of the parasitic transistor. Such a procedure is not consistent

with the composite model goals. However, reexamination of the problem

indicates a method for including the secondary photocurrent effects

without a complete parasitic transistor model.

Consider the diagram of the parasitic transistor in figure

VI-53. The secondary photocurrent will not be produced until the voltage

drop in the bulk resistance, R, exceeds the reverse bias across the

emitter base junction plus the 0.6V turn-on threshold. Therefore, the

minimum amount bf photocurrent-which must flow before the secondary

photocurrent is generated is:

V+V +0.6
IPP R

where Ip, V, Vo, R are defined in figure VI-53. The amount of secondary

photocurrent can be calculated from the expression

!V + Vo + 0.6\
SP Ipp R

where:

I = secondary photocurrent

= common emJtter current gain

If there is not enough primary photocurrent'to produce a secondary photo-

current, the Isp equation'must bp limited to zero and provision made for

"the primary photocurrent or a .fraction thareof to flow out of the termi-

nal. Equation QTR in the SCEPTRE model listing imp lements the technique

VI-85
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I -

described above. The procedure p;ovides a means for automatically reflect-

it.g the influence of secondary photocurrent over a wide range of dose

rates without unnecessary elements.

V0

R ,

-V

Figure VI-53. Parasitic Transirtor Schematic for Simplified
Secondary Photocurrent Model Development

The results of exercising the composite model of the
CD4051 are shown in figures VI-54 through VI-56. Figure VI-54 shows the
results of cycling through the multiplaxer channels (channels 0, 4, and 7

are shown) and demonstrates the electrical operation of the model. The

output of channel 7 is terminated by.an inhibit signal. Note the glitches
occurring on channel 7 as other channels are 3elected. These are the
result of propagation delay variations in th3 circuitry.. They are also
observable in electrical ,peasurements on the CD4051. Figures..VI-55 and
VI-56 show the output photoresponse simulations for low and high state

outputs,.respectively. They demonstrate the utility'of the sEcondary

photocurrent' model developed above.

Further examples of the application of composite modeling

are given in example 5 of Lhapter VII.
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CHAPTER VII
EXAMPLES.

A. ILLUSTRATION Cr THE EFFECTS OF NEUTRON DEGRADATION, OOSE RATE
IN-NUE- UPSET AND LMP INDUCED BURNOUT 01',DISCRETE AND IN EGRATED
LOGIC CIRCUIT- .

This example is a study of the interface latch circuit shown in

Hiqure' VII-!. This :ircuit is representative of a number of circuits

commonly seen in S/V (survivability/vulner-abi.ity) analysis. The inter-•

fdce latch circuit interfaces, JO-volt lo-ic signals into signals compat-

ible with low power TTL logic.

The model interfdce iatch circuit is a imbination of a basic tran-

sistor model and a simplified digital logic model. Both of these models

were demonstrated as examples in this handbook.

The first example run was isitended to verify the electrical behavior

of the latch. The signal sequence used to test the behavior of te latch

is shown in figure VII-2. Thp desired behavior of the "OUT" node was,

observed. Figure VII-3 is the listing and output foe this run.

What is the radiation response of this circuit? Computer simu-

lations will give much insight into this problem. Before sioaulations are

to be made, the analyst must decide what possibilities are important and

what effects need to be considered..

For the latch circuit, an electromagnetic pulse may travel fro6m any

external pin to the circuit and produce failure.' The dnalyst must decide

which pins are to be analyzed as potential hazards.

Ionizing radiation will a, fect the two TTL gates and produce a
primaryphotocurrent in the 2N2222A. The analyst must fii.ýt decide if

upset is a possibility and which components'neet be considered as upset

possibilities.

Neutron radiation will degrade the performdnce of the semiconductor

components. Again, the analyst must decide what effects need to be

VII-. I 1!
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simulated,,whether a simulation is even required, and which components

are affected in the simulation.

What will happen to the latch when exposed to a neutron fluence of 1
x 10 4 n/cm2 ? This question may be answered by a computer simulation.

The major damaging effect to the 2N2222A transistor'will be a degradation

in the current gain. An estimation if the amount ef degradation can be

made from the preirradiation gain and fT of the model transistor as:

i ~~~1 _ +..l ..
L Lf

+ -- (55 XMHz)

Se = 9.34

The next question is how to model damage to the TTL gates? TTL is

considered safe from failure at and below 1014 n/cm2 . Therefore, behavipr

modifications to the TTL models are not necessary.

The simulation can now be made. The'computer listing is identical

except for the modified alpha of the 2N2222A. The results of this simu-

lation predict that the voltage at node OUT wi'll become locked in the

high state. The'v Itage across the collecto r resistor of the 2N2222A

(VR2) was observed to change by slightly over 2 volts which is not suffi-

. cient to produce a change in a logic state as 4.2 volts would be required.

The listing and ou put'for this simulation is given in tigure VII-4.

What if the p imary upset mechanism was from gamma radiation at a

dose rate level of 1 x 108 rad (Si)/sec? A solution of Notthoff's equations

* using only data sn et parameters will produce a predicted value of peak

photocurrent for t e transistor. Again, TTL remains unaffected at this
level of radiation intensity.

A solution of Notthoff's equations yields:

. I.vII-g



ýiC E P T Q '4EtW3I4K SIM4ULATION PR05RAM
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Figure VII-4. Interface Latch Bihavior Following Neutroai Exposure
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I (mA) = 108 (0.3 GHz) 2/5 (75 V)(8 pF 10 V1/ 3 + 1.08)

(21.6 + 51/3)(3.24 x 10- 1)

I 1.68 mA
pp

Note: The data sheet value ot f = 300 MHz was used instead of the

measured value of ft = 155 MHz. The ionizing waveform was chosen t3 be

triangular, risinq to the peak value in 20 ns and falling i, 70 ns.

The latch reset line voltage (ERST) wa set high to allow the obser-

vation of a false triggering of th3 latch due to photocurrents. The,

photocurrent generator (JPP) was then placed between the collector and

base of the transistor and a simulation run made. Observation of the

voltage Across the collector resistor (VR2) indicates that the photo-

current saturated the 2N2222A producing an erroneous logic state. The

final result was a false latching of the output (VJOUT). Figure VII-5 is

the computer run for this example.

A nuclear burst also produces a powerful electromagnetic pulse which

may be coupled to a circuit and then produce a burnout failure. The
latch reset line (ERST) is to be analyzed for hardness to electrical

o.erstress.

The overstress waveform for this example is the double exponential

described in chapter II.B.8 in the photocurrent section. The parameters

describing this waveform are:
Vpeak (I pp) 100 volts

tDI =0
t2= 1 x 10- seconds

IR = 5 x i0-7 seconds

TF = x 1.06  seconds

The waveform which is described by these constants is generated in the

computer output of figure VII-6 as EP.
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A power monitoring device is now required dt the gate input which

w'l react to an electrical overstress signal. This element will be

monitored by FBURN to allow a prediction of failure.

Information on the electrical overstress behavior of TTL was obtained

from reference VII-l, where the overstress parameters for TTL input are

listed as:

A of P-= At- B = 0.00216

B of P =AtC = 0.689

VBO =7 V
R B =16 0

The power monitoring element was given the characteristic of figure
VII-7. The sioiulation predicted that Lnder such overstress conditions,

an interface latch circuit would suffer failure due to heating in about 9

x 10-7 seconds following the initiation of the overstress waveform.

1/16si

7V V

Figure VII-7. Power Monitoring Element Characteristics

i$
VI 1-32.
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B. EFFECTS OF NEUTRONS. GAMMA DOSE RATE, AND EMP UPSET ON A POWER
RMGULATOR

The discrete components of -the power regulator in this examplp -.:Ich

were not previously modeled, were developed entirely from data s".'ets or
"safe" default values demonstrating that models may be developed which do.

not require measurements. Also, the two transistor model for the SCR is

demonstrited. Figure VII-8 is a schematic representation of the power

supply to be analyzed.

The power regulator represents some special problems for hardness
assessment. First, the power regulator simulations represent a special

mix of long and short time'constants imposing a burden on-thp ccmputer

rode. A long simulation time problem also produces the problem of how

to include very short lived phenomenon. One solution is to use the

initial conditions feature of the'code, if available, and then look at a
very small. slice of time. Another possibility is to look at the behavior

of one "piece" of the circuit at a time, avoiding simulation of the whole

system.

1. Model Development

'a. Bridge Diodes, Zener Diodes

Very simple models for the diodes were 4zsed since more

complex models would add nothing to the simulation results. The diodes
were described by ideal diode equations. Saturation currents were simply

defined by the "safe" default value of Tx 10"14 amperes. The zener
diodes were given the additienal parameters of a breakdown vol.lag and a
breakdown current chosen as 1 mA.

b. Transformer
The power supply transformer was given perfect flux link-

age by defining K (the coupling coefficient) to be 1. The inductance of

the-primary and secondary coils were chosen as I henry for this example.

1
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c. 2N3053

The basic model of a 2N3053 was developed from the data

sheets shown in figure VII-9.

The transistor saturation current is ideally obtained from

a plot of IC where VBE = VCE. The, best available information is from
figure 8 of the da%' sheets. Choosing VBE V where VCE = 10 V yields

a cnliector current of 240 mA,

1 240 mA 4.09 x 10-18 A
IS 240 mA 01

exp 5 I

Figure 9 of the data sheets yields a base current of 2.3 mA at VBE = 1V

which allows current gain to be calculated.

240 mAS= T- = 104

d. 2N3773

The basic-transistor model for a 2N3773 was developed from
the manufacturer's specification sheets shown in figure VII-lO.

IS' the transistor saturation current, can b~e obtained if

IC at V BE =YCE is available. Figure 8 of the data sheets, yields the
best approxi ation to this condition. AtVBE = 0.8 V, collector current

is 3.2 A.

1 3.i A =. 2 3  10-l 3 A• , - 0.8 V
exp 0

Figure 20 o the data sheets yields the base current at VBE= 0.8'V

allowing cu rent gain to be calculated.

3.2 A3.2 A = 45.71
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e. 741 Operational Amplifier

The model of the 741 operational amplifier was composed of
a voltage controlled voltage source, an oUtput impedance, and voltage

swing limiting zener diodes. Values for the voltage source, which modeled

the open loop gain cf the device, and the output impedance were obtained

in ch'apter V1. The op amp composite model is shown in figure VI-1i.

75s:

+ + V W

V E l ~~.75 X 10. VIN 1V VU

Figure VII-Il. 741 Operational Amplifier Model

Only the features of a model which are determined necessary
to correctly solve a problem need be included. For this reason, the

model shown in figure VII-ll is sufficient as opposed to the more complex
model developed in chapter VI. The 741 model developed in chapter VI

would only add unnecessary complexity to the power regulator model.,

f. 2N5061

The model used for the 2N5061 SCR was thetwo transistor

equivalent circuit. The, mode- SCR is shown in figure VII-l?.

G

AA

Figure V1-12., Model 2N5061
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The manufacturer specification sheets for the 2N5061

(chapter V) a-e extremely conservative when listing trigger conditions

producing much ambiguity in choosing parameters.

In the model which was selected, transistor I was chosen
with a unity current gain and transistor 2 was chosen with a current gain

of 100 which ",clines to a value of unity at a base and collector current

of 1 pA. This implies that the sum of the two alphas will be unity at an

anode current of 2 pA. This value is reasonably close to the actual

experimental values.

Transistor 2 is based loosely on the 2N2222A'model developed

in chapter III. The characteristics of transistor 2 are shown in figure

ýiI-13. The SPICE gain paramete C2 was chosen as 1000, a typical value.

It can be seen that che other parameters are now fixed.

Slope (in 1 iA - in 3 x 10 A) 231(0.45 V - 0 £)

N 1.67NEL =(0.0259)(23.1)

From the 2N2222A model,

IS =3 x 10"14 arperes

PFM 106

Resistor R and capacitor C were chosen to yield a 1-micro-

second time constant.

R = '100 0

C 10 nF

2. Simulations
The first simulation made was simply a verification of correct

electrical operation. The power supply was "turned on" and the output

voltage was monitored. 'The computer results are listed in figure Vii-14.
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LOG I

I.OE-01Ol

!.OE-02 /

1.01-03 -IB

1.01-04/

I .OF-05/

I.OE-06 GATE TRIGGER CUQRFVT/

1.01-07

1.01-08 AIN

1.01-09

la0 )
1.01-10/

I/ OtO?¶

1.01E-12/

4. ~I.qE-13/

1.01-14 / '

IC. *LOE-15 /

1.01-16

1.01-01 .OE04.El.O-1 l6.OE-01
7 0-lo1 9 O

VUE

Figure V11-13. Characteristics of Transistor 2
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0** 3/lb/?B **** SPICE eU.? QbSt7bi *0**~*** d3.0.**

*IPUvER SUPPLY EXAM-kr-

INPUT LIST14G T4IVE6MTuNE 4e7.C00 DEG C.

MOD0(EL LIM O4ISzI.:-1I4 Fvxi5 I1ival.F-3)
*mOUEL 04001 Dti151.E-14)
."OPE1L t037?3 N CPN(Hvk.7I 1SCl.?3f-13)
MNODEL 030S3 NPN489204 IS24.0*OE-141

.MCUEL ZENS OIIS:I.E-14 BV=515IV.-i

MOD0EL PSCR PNP[3Fu1Iw iF-4
MPOUEL NSC.4 NIAN(OIF:10 ISzJ.E-14 C2=1.tE3 N4E=1.671

VE~4P 19 0 0
vT.AN 1 IV SIN(O 29 400 U 0)
*47 IAN 1 2 1

I LI L? I
)I ( 3 04001

)a 3 5 04001
)3 0 4 04001
.)4 4 s 04001
ý3 17 I? .E-9

C3, 17 0 100.E-b
-35 6 15

JI 5 As 7 .UJ773
* Jb 0.40U3053

44 20 a U00
* -00T 2L 9 IS

45 1 11 S00
*35 11ZEN

C 5 18 0 100.E-6
C4 8 0,0.47E-6
i141 9 0 101 1-ISi
4scw 7 14 1
.CSCb4 Al 14IL-
43 13 1? 14 PSCR
j4 )2 13 0 NSCH
*4b 1b.0 100.0

* .')b 15 7ZEN?
4T mi I t 13 100
)7 ?0 16 Lit
.10 0 ' lb L114

.OPTIONS ITLSsI100f0
.T4NI.E-S 1.1-3

*PLOT TRAN Vf?)
.INI)

Tigurr VII-14. Power Supply "Turn On"
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"For the next simulation, the response of the powfr supply to a

neutron fluence of 6 x IWll cm2 was desired. Because the ' of the

2N3773 (200 kHz) is much lower than the fT of the 2N3053 (100 VH8z), the

2N3773 will be orders of magnitude more susceptible to neutron damaqe.

Therefore, the simulation need only be concorned with the 2N3773 series

pass transistor. At 6 x 1011 n/cm2

1 (10"6)(6 x 1011) 16€ 2n (20.0 kHz) W.I

= 2

The power supply output voltac: was monitored with the degraded

f value The computer simulation of figure VII-15 indicates that at a'

neutron fluence of 6 x 1011 n/cm2 , the power regulator will fail to

supp'-y 10 volts to a 2-ohm loas.

Is it true that power regulators should be able to reject an

overstress waveform coupled through the transformer? To test this idea,

the overstress signal shown in figure VII-16 was applied to the trans-

former primary. An added complication to this simulation is the induc-

tive behavior of electrolytic capacitors at high frequencies. This

problem was solved With the addition of parasitic inductors. in series

with the 100 pF capacitors. The problem of p.irasitics should a!ways be

considered. Ideally, for EMP analysis, the parasitic structure of the

ti'ansformer should-be determined.,

* igure VII-17 is. the computei simulation of the problem. The

output is a simultaneous plot of the power regul1tor output and the over-

stress signal. It can be seen that this particular overstress signal

wculd not upset the power regulator.

The final simulation is a test to see if an ionizing dose rate

of 1 x 1010 rad (Si)/sec is sufficient to cause the SCR to fire and shut

down the power supply.
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0*e 3.11517A *****SPICE 20.2 teb&LP?&) 0****'***

*POWER SUPPLY EAM47L.:

INPUT L7ST14dG Tf4PEPArUPE 27.Omd 0Ecj C

-"JO0EL C014 DEISz1.r-14 S)5is~.3

*MODEL 03773 NPN(Br=;. IS=1.23E-13)
.M4OLEL Qj,)53 NP'N(B~:c=0'4 IS24.09F-1'R)
.mODEL ZEN D(lSj1.z--14 kiv=5.1 l1ii' J.E-3)

* MQOLL ZEN2 )(IS=Id.E14 IV215 14VIv~.E-3)
.MODEL PSCk PNP~iFf~ 1S=J.E-14'
.MODLL NSCR NPN(3Fzl2O IS=3.E-14 ~.iN1 7
(PP.12 13 0
dEMP 19 0 0.
V T'!AN 1 19 SIN(O 29 40O0 0.)
IT4A&% 1 2 1

.12 0 1
.2 3 4# 1
I LI L2 I
)1 0 3 04001
32 i 5 D400i
.)3 G 4 D4001

3.~504001
ý.3 5 17 19.E-9
C3 17 0 .100.t-ti
'i3 5 6 is
it 5 6 7 0J773
.JZ 6 8 0 (JJ0SJ

40UT 20 975
4 S 7 11 So00
35 0 11 ZE%~
46 7 10 9t..0
*'7 10 0 10000
-4 7 1$ 10.E-9
:5 IS80 100.E-b'

C4 0 0.47E-6
E74.1 9 0 10 11 1.73E5
4SCP z 14 1
CSC.4 P 13 I.E-A
.J3 13 12 14 PSCR
4h4 12 13 0 NSCR
48 15 0 1000
36 is 7 ZE~42
ZTu1Y 15 13 10C
37 20 16 LIN
38 0 16 L14
-IL 7 0 2
.OPTIONS I'L~S2f0000

-PLOjT TRAM "(7)

* Figure \'11. Power Supply Output After Neutron Exp'osure
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U** US/ I /? rb **' SPICE ?L., f ?bt-? ir) 0**~**

OO'dbt W SUP0L Y t A 4MýL.

INP'UT L[SJI'dt tL4V1RATUW- e17.010 DEG C

*MJ)kL L LIM D(IS*I.i-14 t4v=1¼ 314VI.F-31
*4J~t L D% 0 U1S:3If-, 2 V3 1 - -- I t-I

I'-N (? d. F IF 3
MU0EL '30iJ JWL 10 0 ?.4 1) 1.3f-I4)1 .1431 .~- .-
W)kLIf 24 - 1 I. E- 1 0)Vý.IIRv

.14 t L. VSC RN FaI IaIt-1

-4 -A L I ?. I
-1 e 3 1)l0
)2 1 3 1 )'u
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)e, 37 S 3040.1-
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A $ 0 UJUS.)

.4s 1' 11 SOO

4h~ 1 33 4600

tof 7 0 '4A00

:%S I'm U 300.t-h
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Figure V1I-17, Response of Power Regulator to EMP
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Experimental data for this test are in the fcrm of the photo-

(Iraph shown in figure VII-18. The photograph represents the anode plioto-

current produceu at a dose rate of I x 10I0 rad (Si)/sec. In the test

configuration, the anode was supplied with 10 volts, the ga.te was grounded,

and the cathode was left open. The anode current probe had a response of

5 mV/mA. The peak photocurrent produced is 600 mA.

This photocurrent can be included in the thyristor model as a

current generator placed between the two transistor collectors (refer to'

chapter V).

To p.'oduce the observed 600 mA of anode-current, the srmple

2N5061 model photocurrent generator would be required to generate one-half

of this value or 300 mA. This is expressed mathematically by:

IA = IE = (I + I 'B

where the parameters refer to the PNP trans'istcr.

To see if the SCR will fire at a dose rate of I x 1010, it was

necessary to drtificially set the photocurrent pulse length long enough

to Charge the arbitrarily chosen R-C model time constant of I micro-
second. The simulated photocurrent waveform chosen was a triangular

pul'se rising to 300 mA in 1 microsecond and then falling to zero in

I microsecond.

When making the simulation,'it was discovered that the behavior

of the 741 during the transient would-cause the code to, revert to a very

small time step, effectively stopping simulation. This problem was

alleviated by placing the voltage swing limiting diodes behindthe 100

ohm resistor..

The results of the simulation are shown in figureVII-19. The

predicted response is an SCR firing at a dose rate nf I x 1010 rad.(Si)/sec.
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C. LFFECI OF IONIZIN. RADIATION ON ELECTRONIC INTEGRATOR

Simplitied models require r'adiation responses to be built into the

modeI, hle informtation ,n .,hich to base the radi3tion response must come

from experimental data. This example illustrates how the transient

ionitjiri response may be bui!t into the model for the 741 operational

amp] i ,ier.

The response -f a pAJ410C operation amplifier to transient ionizing

radi-at;on is desired. The op amp is in ar integratot configuration as

illustrated by figure VII-20. ]he op amp model is show, in figure VIi-21.

100K V out

- -

Figure VI.I-2U. Integrator Circuit

In chapter VI.A.5, a method of building in aphotoresponse of the
S~741DC operational amplifier model is discussed. The experFimental waveform

to be duplicated is from a test where the ionizing radiation caused the

amplifier output to rise at a rate of I V/ps, saturate for 10 ps, and
.• then recover at the slew rate.

To produce the 1 V/lpS rise rate, a value' of IRAD is required which

%atisfies (see chapter VI.A.5)

dV = lV - IRAD -5.3 A

M I V MAD 3 I -61A
UT PS -- W -- F"

* S
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An !RAD value of 15.9 amps will meet this condition. When the

output voltage climbs above 15 V, saturation is modeled. However, the

10.6 pF capacitor charged by IRAD will continue to climb above 15 volts.

IRAD must be stopped at the proper time so that the 10.6 pF capac'tor,

discharging at the slew rate of 0.5 V/ps, will fall below 15 V, 10 ps

after first reaching 15 V, to model the saturation delay time. Tne

amplifier will now recover at the slew rate which is desirable.

The complete simulation waveform is shown in figure VII-22. At time

zero, IRAD is set to 15.9 amps. The output will rise at a rate of'l V/ps

and saturatE in 15 ps. Setting IRAD back to zero in 18.33 ps will allow

the op amp to recover at the slew rate, coming out of saturation in 25 ps

or 10 ps after entering saturation. The op amp does not recover completely

until 55 ps following the radiation pulse.

Time, ps0 15 25 55

18.33

Figure VII-22. Op Amp Response

The response of the integrator' may now be investigated. FigureL

VII-23 is the listing for the SCEPTRE run. Figure VII-24 is the pre-

dicted output response for the integrator.

The interesting result of this run is that-following the radiation

pulse, the integrator output is only slightly shifted. However, the

error is propagated by the integrator for a time much longer than the

amplifier upset tinn, What the integrator is driving now becomes impor-

tant. If noerror is,to be tolerated, a seriously long upset-has been

produced.
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SUBPROGRAM
FUNCTION FUUT(VG*VP*VN)

VSN=?-~V
I F b I .L1VSý OL fC:V-,
IF V0.L7.VSM FOUT=V'SN

IF (vO.GT.VSP.ANUi.Vv..LT.VSN) FOjUT=O
kE TUf'N
ENU

CIRCUIT L)ESLNkIPTION
ELEME N TS

RPSSqO-2=lU.E3
CINP9J-=1 .'d-1?

JINPJ-4=0

RINP*5-0=1 .HE9
HINN9O-4=l .8E9
.JOFP95-O=11.E-9
jOFN.4-O=l$.2E-9

EO*O-6X2 (I1. (,E*Vj0)

Cl .7-O=10.bE-6
El ,O-P=X3(CVC 1)
H2.$-9=5.E,3

LOUTvO-lO=FOUT(VC2*VNS~s~VRSS)
kOLJT910-11=75.
JOLJT9'l1-O=O

__ _ EPLUS*0-1=15'
LM11JUS.?-u=15
R090 -'3=.001
ESIG,O-A=5.
Rb~I AS*A~-4=1 ..E5

JHAD,O-7=TABLE 2(TIME)
FUNCTIONS
TABLE '1

TABLE Z
0,09 .5E-490, .5E-4. 15.9..bd33E-4. 15.9, .b83iJE-4,01.E--9
OUTPUTS
ESIG9EINPLOU79VJOUTPLUT
-RUN CONIkOLS
STOP TIME=2.E-4
END

Fiaure VII-.23. Listinq for :.ntegrator Response
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Ihis simulation represents a problem which would be difficult to

solve through manual analysii. Computer simulation is useful for veri-

fying manual 'analysis as well as solving the more difficult problems.

D. COMPUTER AIDED ANALYSIS AS A TOOL FOR HARDENING ELECTRONICSYSIEMS

This example is an illustratior of how computer aided analysis was

applied to harden an electronic system. The circuit which was analyzed

is the three stage amplifier shown in figure VII-25. The neutron degra-

dation analysis concerned the power transistors T3, T4, and TS. At a

neutron fluence of 5 x IO10 n/cm2 , the circuit was shown to be vulnerable.

Failure was reached when the gain at 2 kHz fell below 10. Neutron degra-

dation was estimated from information on device fT"

To harden this circuit, piecepart substitutions were made until a

fluence of 5 x io11 nicm2 did no' degrade the performance of the ampli-

fier below design limits.

Parameters for the trans stors'were obtained frcm data sheet infor-

mation. When parameters were not directly, available fron, data sheets,

default values were used.

Care was required in n.)Oeling transformers TR2 and TR3 and tran-

sistors T4 and T5 to avoid an unstable circuit., Since transistors T4 and

T5 'are operated pear cutoff, the modeling of curren:. gain as a function

of base emitter voltage is important.

Transformer parameters such as turns ratio, wi-ndin§ inductance,

winding resistance, coefficientol coupling, and frequency response were

noL. available from tVe O.,ta sheats. The equipment manufacturer was very

helpful in providing specifications'for these devices. The ratio of coil

inductance can be apprcximated from the rated primary and secondary
impedances or turns ratio as:

SL2 Z2 IN2

27 N)
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The values of inductance are not critical J they are large enough to

present impedances greater than the rated driving suurce impedance within

tht- required frequency range. The inductances were therefore chosen ton

yield an inductive reactance of 10 times the rated winding impedance at

the low end of the rated transformer pass bands. The winding resistances

were taken from the specification sheets for the transformers, and the

coefficient of coupling wds taken as high a5 possible. NET-2 requires K

to be less than one. A K of 0.99 resulted in an unstable circuit, so K

was chosen as 0.9. The transformer models are shown '9 fiqvre ViI-26.

The three stage amplifier was hardened by repla-ihg the t,! aod
2N3772 transistors'with 2N5427 and 2N5038 Lransisto.rsrespectivew.'.

Tables VII-I and VII-2 give a comparison of the -xajor parameters inclid-

ing cost. Except ior the small decrease in rat,-d power of the 2N51,18

(140 watts) compared to that of the 2N3772 (150 watts), the substitute

transistors are equally or higher rated in every category. Figure VII-27

shows the modified circuit.

The frequency domain capability of NET-2 was used to obtain the

transfer characteristics of both amplifiers. Figure [I1-28 shows the

preirradiation frequency response of both the original and hardened

amplifiers.

The peaked frequency response illustrates one of the major problems

t in circuit simulation, the lack of data to precisely model the circuit.

For this example, the major problems were in model.ing the transformers

and transistors. The reactive characteristics of the transformers affect

gain, bandwidth, and phase shift; therefore, the transformers affect

circuit stability. Transistors T4 and T5 also present. prcblems primarily

because they are being operated near cutoff., transistor current gain is

a strong function of collector current at this bias.. The manufacturer

specification sheets are rarely adequate to model P in this region.

The NET-2 -usi illustrating the listing and output for the hardenmd

amplifier is given, in figure VII-29.' This run is included as an example
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Figure VII-26. Transformer ;iodel for the Three Stage Amplifier
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TABLE VII-L. COMPARISON OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE 2N3054 AND
THE 2N5427 TRANSISTORS

2N3054 2N5421 UNITS

P,(case). ?5 40 W

I4 7 A

VCEO 55 80 V

OMIN 25 30

@IC 0.5 '0.5 A

fTMIN 0.8 30 MHz

Cost* ( 100 Units) 0.94 5.96 $

TABLE VII-2. COMPARISON OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR THt 2N5038
AND THE 2;45038 TRANSISTORS

2N3772 2N5038 UNITS

PD(case) 150 140 W

IC 20 20 A

VCEO 60 9u V

OMIN 15 20

@ Ic 10 1?' A

fMIN 0.2 , 60 MHz

Cost* (< 100 Units) 3.14-15.50 5.78-13.05 $
*The cost data were taken from the 1974 catalog of a major western distributor
of electronic components. fhe price ronge shown for the 2N3772 and the 2N5038
indicates the ranqe from standard JEDEC components to JANTX grade components.
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of the use of NFT-2 tot obtai.i inq 'he f requencV retponse ot complex

sstems. The plot iocluded in Tigure VIJ-29 is the frequency response of

the amP lifier Js deterrmined by NT1 -2.

E. ANALYSIS OF A LARCE ýUBS'Ti M USING sIMPL IFIED AND COMPLETE MODELS

The irc:.'.,poration of MS1'LS1 ccmponents in subsystems subject to

nuclchar weapons Attects poses se~er.i1 problems for the radiation effects

ana ist. Ine radiation responnse of the cL mp•,nent- themselvps ;S quite

complex, and the eý,iluation o* the interaction.r belwet'! sever."

compoients ii c ften beyond hui'an capai 1 ities, s i. is especiA l% toiJe

when the circuit c'-nta ins co,) 1 ex teedback pat hý, i larqe iumber t

possible states , and nonil iear input and output ,xaracteri ,tic .

In this innvestiqation, three MOS il'ite(Irated ci rcUits of ý!:IY. ,oM-it' -

ity and several smail scale integrated circiits wer, ,.imulated usirg

composite modeling telhniques. lhoý inclde:

(!) RCA CP4O51, CMOS, ,-Channel Aoaluu Multiplexer/Deffl~tipleler

(2) Motorola MC:4024, CMOS, 7 Bit, Bir'iry Ripple Counter

(3) Fairchild FS3349. PHOS, Silicon Gate, He!,, 32-dit Shift Rpqis,.?r

(4) Hairis H4000, C.ES, .Dielectrically !solated NOR Gate

,(5) Fai,'Lhild p;AT1J Voltige Comparator

To demonstrate' the range of electrical and ridia.ion responses which may

be included in a composite. Model, sever'al of the more interesting asoects

of the MCl40?4 simulation are describeu below.

The composite models discussed above were developed for use iii. th',

analysis of subsystem response. The circuit shown schematically' in

figure VI[-30 was designed specifically to demonstrate the 3pplication of-

the modelin~g techniques.

Tne generdl'circuit function is that of an A/A zonverter. The

anriloq siqna: used in the conversion is provided by the resistive voltage

'vider associated with the CD4OSiA. The divider byeak-s the 5 V supply

,.oltagp into increments conierted'tu the inputs of CD4051 mu~tiplexer

channel.. Each multiplexer channel can be selected via the CD4OSIA
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address line so that its input signal appears on the commorrin/e...t line.

The analog signal appearing on the common ir'out serves as the reference

for the pA7!O voltage comparator.

The conversion seouence for transforming the pA7lO reference into a

digital signal can best b', understood by examining the circuit just after

a master reset pulse has occurred. The master reset and the clock are,

externally applied signais which are brouqht out to simplify timing when

the circuit is tested in a radiation environment. The master reset

produces a low state on all outputs of the MC14024 circuits A, B, and C.

The MC14024 circuit B is configured as an 8 counter, and drives the

address inputs to the C04051. Initially, channel 0 of the C04051 is

selected and approximately 0.5 V is applied to the reference of the pA710

compa.ator. The outputs of the MC14024 circuit A are connected to the

noninverting input of the comparator through an R-2R resistive networK.

Since thý MC14024 circuit A has been reset, the output of the R-2R net-

work will be essentially ground. The output of the pA710 will be low.

Thus, the gate NORI is enabled and NOR2 is disabled. With NOR1 enabled,

the clock signal is applied to the clock input of MC14024 circuit A. As

the MC14024 counts the clock pulses, thp voltage output of the R-2R

network is incremented. When the output of the R-2R network equals or

exceeds the value of the reference signal, the A/D conversion is complete.

The comparator output goes high, and the gate NOR1 is disabled while NOR2

is enabled. The outputs of the MC14024 circuit A represent the binary

equivalent of the reference signal. The binary number is stored in the

3349DC hex 32-bit shift register. The storage is accomplished by routing

one clock pul'se via NOR3 into the clock termiial of the 3349DL. A subse-

quent pulse resets MC14024 circuit A and increments the count on Lircuit

B by 1. As a result, channel I is selected for the CD4051, the pA710

output goes low, and the conversion cycle starts again. Note that eight

conversion cycler (henceforth called octaves) are required to cover all

the multiplexer channels. At the end of the eighth cycle, MC14024 circuit

B is reset and the conversion process starts with channel 0 again. The

3349DC can store the results of four octaves. At the end of the fourth
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octave, MC14024 :ircuit C disables the gates NORI and NOR2. and &.tivates

the recirculate of the 3349DC. The digital resulLs of each conversion

can then be examined by providing an external clock to the 3349DC.

Figure VII-31 showE a diagram of tne input circuitry and the first

two output stages of the MC14024 model. The elements appearing inside

the heavy~solid line are contained in the model. Elements outside on the

line are used to exercise the model. Elements between the heavy solid
line and the dashed line model'the analog characteristics of the input

and output terminals. Elements within the dashed line are included in

the LOGIC portion of the model. Thresholding between the analog and

LOGIC portions of the model is indicated by dashed interconnections. An

abbreviated and annotated version of the+SCEPTRE/LOGIC description of the

MC14024 model is shown in figure VII-32.
The simplified models for the input circuits (clock and resct) are

quite similar. In the case of the clock input, the element JC represents
the breakdown characteristits of the input protection network as determined

experimentally. The element is implemented with a table which describes
the I/V characteristic shown in figure VII-33. The dower dissipated in

JC as a function of time can be monitored to determine if an electrical
overstress pulse will damage the input. The elements CC and R'C simulate

the normal input impedance of the circuit. The element JPC simulates the

photocurrent produced by the input circuitry. It is described hy a

standard photocurrent equation including both prompt and diffusion compo-

nents.
The application of the analog clock input to the LOGIC network is

interesting since it simulates the 70 percent noise immunity of the clock

line. The threshold for transition from low to high is set at 7 volts.
The LOGIC flip-flop element, BC, is used to maintain proper.clock state

until the dppropriate transition threshold is reached.*
The power supply terminal nmodel al'so has some uni'que character-

istics. The elements CP, RP, and vP simulate the normal I/V chararter-

istics and the breakdown characteristics of the. power supply •nput in
much the same manner as described above. The photoresponse of the terminal
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is more complex. The current source JPB is described by a standard

photocurrent equation using an effective junction area to give a proper

match to experimentally dpLey'mined terminal photocurrent. Thr- resultirng

value of current throuqh RB (IRB) is compared against two threshold

values to determine the circuit response. If IRB is greater than 7CpA:

(variable STCH) then the output uf. all stages are set high. If IRB is

g4tater than 90 pA (variable LTCHP), the LOGIC element BLTCH is triggered.

the output of BLTCH controls the valje of the analog element JLP,which

simulates the high power supply currents drawn when radiatio.n induces a

latchup in the MC14024. The existence and characteristics of the latchup

in this circuit are simulations of experimental data resultingfrom.flash

x-ray and LINAC testing. The arrangement of the power supply simulation

correctly models the pulse width and dose rate dependence of the latchup

observations.

-The output terhinal models simulate nonlinear output impedances-by

applying appropriate voltage for high or low states (10 V or 0 V) to the

voltage dependent current source represented by JLl. The current source

JI represents the breakdown characteristics of the output and the current

source JPI represents the output photocurrent response. The photocurrent

is of special interest since it is a function of the output voltage.

Figure VII-34 is a sLIematic of the output inverter circuit including the

parasitic NIN bipolar. transistor and the P.N diode associated with the

NMG) and PMOS drains respettively. The se(.ondary photocurrent will flow

whet) the voltage drop across the bulk resistance RB txceeds the output

vultagO plus a diede drop (.6 V) as indicated in the equation bel'ow.

V +..6

Isp = Tpp -,iT- t

where I = parasitic transistor gain. This equation with appropriate

limiti:ig conditions is impl,emented in the current source represented by
JP!.
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Figure VII-34. CMOS Output Inverter Schei.iat "howina "irasi!

The LOGIC portion or the MC14024 ino,'el is a stri ightforward imp'P

mentation of'the circuit schematic. Each counter stage is moJelod by I

flip-flop with appropriate delay elements to simulate propagation deldvs.

Different values can be utilized for low-to-high and high-to-low transi- I

tions. The valuEs for "nternal delays were develuped from detailed

analyses of the internal cells. The elements designated as UI, U2, etc..

are edge sensing elements which are used to sim. 4late the negative ed'le

trigger response round in the MC14024.

When attemptinq to s;mulate d large subsyrte,, i'ncorporatiiiq logic

elements, there are practical considerations involved in runninf, the

problem which should be addressed. One of'these involve! the selection

of a maximum step size. The step size must be sm~ll enough to insure the

clock wavefcrm is 3eflpled during both -its high ind low state. This is

analogous to the sampling theorem requirement for a'sampling rate of

twice the highest frequency. In practice, the solutions are better

behaved if samples are taken five to six times during the clock period.-

The second requirement is brought about by the characteristict, of

the delay elements. For a LOGIC model with a propagation delay, at least

one time step Is required to propagate a signal from the input to the
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output of the model. Thus, if there is a feedback lo.ip copLaining multi-

ple LOGIC models, the solution around the loop will not have settled

until the number of steps is -greater than or equal to the number of LOGI2

models in the loop. For example, there arc' seven models (NOR2, MC14024D,

13, NOR4, MC14024B, CD40S1, and 15) ini the longest feedback loop of the

A/D converter; thus there should be at least seven time stepsfor each of

the solution points defined by thn clock sample requirement,(e.g., 7

steps/sample* 5 samples/clock period = 35 steps/clock period). The maximum

step size is at most clock period35
"In the solution of the composite model of the A/D converfer, the

"Gear" implicit integra-ion routine was used for all runs. The step size

for th'is routine is controlled by the rate of change of electrical signals

and the circuit time constants. Since the output-state changes are

relatively fast and the RO time constants are smail, the solution tends

to slow down consider3bly with each state change. The solution time can

be significantly decreased if the capacitive elements are vemoved from

nodes experiencing numerous state changes (e.g., the 14024A clock node,'

the NOR1 output node, and the 14024D clock node). The removal of the

capacitance'will .usually result inma computational delay, but this need

not affect solution accuracy if the maximum step size is controlled. The

controls based on the propagation delay element requirements mentioned

above were generally s."fficient to produce accurate solutions in' the A/D

converter-example. For.,comparison, two solutions were perforimed for a

single conversion octave -- one with capactiances at dll nodes and the

other with capaditances removed from nodes with frequent sttte changes.
The former required 742 CP (central processor) seconds ($125) and the

latter required 335 CP seccnd; ($57) on, the CDC 7600 computer facility at

the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.

The subsystem was test.ld by exposure to a flash x-ray during opera-

Lion. A'photograph of behavior of the suosystam du,'ing an x-ray burst is

shown in figur'e VII-35.
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Results of the experimental tests were then compared to a simulated

exposure of the subsystem to ionizing radiation. One such simulation is

shown in figure VII-36. Initial comparisons revealed significant discre-

pancies.

Reexamination of the A/D converter model revealed the reason for the

discrepancy in the prediction and experimental data. Since the H4000

gates were dielectricaily isolated and showed no photoresponse approaching

thp noise margin of the MCI024 reset, their models- were extensively

simplified. ]he analog output consisted of a current source and a parallel

fixed value resistance rather than the voltage source and a nonlinear

voltage depeoident current source discusseu earlier in the example model

for the MW14024 output. In actuality, the maximum output cutrent of the

H4000 devices used in this circuit was 780 pA. When the nonlinear output

impedance was simulated correctly, the SCEPTRE/LOGIC ar3lysis providedl

excellent agreement with the experimental data.

Examination of the results of the composite rodelirg investigation

indicates that the technique is appropriate for analyses of subsystem

circuits of significant complexity. The AID' converter required over 2000

electrical andlogical elements. lhe solution times fbr the models

appear loo g in comparison with some simple discrete component circuits,

but the costs are not unreasonable when compared to the cost ot bread-

boarding and testinq of circuits containing MSI complexity compotients.

Also, the entire conversion sequence of the model need not be run to,

investigate a particular time interval and radiation response. The

ahalyst has an advantage of controlling time in the circu'it simulation

------which the experimentalist does not enjoy.' 'Fu'thermrre, the analyst can

monitor any n6de throughout, the circuit without modifying the ,response

with a ptobe connection.

The composi'te model can incorporate nonlinear input/output impe-

dances which may significantly affect the overall circuit respanse and

lead to results which are u.expected from testing of individual compo-

nents. the effect of such impedances can be handled i,% a manual analysis

but only with considerable complications in the'computations.
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The problem with the discrepancy between the initial A/D converter

prediction and the esperimental results is indicative of the general

problem with modeling. The prediction is only as accurate? as the simula-

tion on which it is based. While composite modeling does not provide an

error-free ianace3 for subsystem analysis Droblems, it does provide a

formdl;sm which can help the analyst strurture an approach t.o the problem

and provide assistance in complex calculations.
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ATTN: DcSC-ECi, J. l4iIes
ATTI: DESC-ECS. D. Droege U.S. Amy Armament Researcn and Development Command

ATTN: DP.DAR-LCA-PD
Defense Logistics Agency
Cameron Station U.S. Army Zommunications R&D Cormnd

ATTN: DLA-SE ATTN: D. Huewe
ATTN: DLA-QEL J. Sla~.tery

U.S. Army Materiel Dev. and Readiness Cmd.
Jefense Material ;pec~fications and Standard Office . ATTN. J. Corri3an,

ATTN: L. iox
U.S. Army Missile R&D Command

Sefens. Nuc~ear Agency 3 cy ATTN: RSIC
4 c, ATN. TIrL

ATTN: DOS, U.S. Army Nuclear and Chemical .Agency
ATTN: RAEV, H. Fitz, Jr. ATTN: Library
ATT'4: RAFV, M. KempTWhite Sands Missile Range

Field Command Department of the Army
Defense ,uclear Agenc.• . ATTN: R. Williams

ATTN: FCPR ATrN: STEW4S-TE-,,N, T. Leura
ATTN: STEWS-TE-AN, h. Squires

Field onrzano
Defer.-e Nuclear Agency DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Liver. ,re Division

ATT: FCPRL . Navdl Air Systems Coemmand
ATTN: AIR 350F

National Security A-ency
ATTN: T. Brown Naval Electronic Systems Command
ATTN: G. D0ily ATTN: Code 5(145.11. C. Suman

NATO School (SHAPE) . Naval Ocean Systems Center
ATTN: U.S. Documents Officer . ATTN: Code 447!

Under Secy. of Def. for Rsch. and Engrg. Naval Postgraduate Schocl
Department of Defense ATTN: Cude.1424

AlTl: Strategic and Space Systems (OS) ATTN:* Code 0142

DEPARTMENT Of THE ARt.Y Naval Research LaboratcryATTN: Code .bZ16,*H. Hughes

Aherd(en Provino Ground ATTN: Code 521(, J. Davey
Department of the Amny ATTN: Code 6601, E. Wolicki

AT;N: S. Harrison ATTN: Code 662/, C. Guenzer
ArmN: Code 6650, A. Namenson

B1D Advanced Te-.hnology Center ATTN: Code 6701, J. Brown
Department of the Army 'ATTN,, 'Code 6600, J. McEllinney

ATTN: AT.-T
S. Nav,;l ýe' Systems Command

*" •ATTIf: SEA-06J, R. .ane
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OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIEIS {Cntinruedjd DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CONTRACTORS_(Continued)

NASA Burr-Crown Rr•eirch Cor,
ATTN: J. Murphy ATTN: H. Smith

NASA California Institute of Technology
Lewis. Research Center Jet "'roPtIsion Lab

ATTN: M. Saddour ATTN: A. Shumka
ATTN: W. Price

NASA AliN: A. Stanley
Ames Research Cenrer

ATTN: ý. DeYoung Charles Stark Draper Lab, Inc.
ATTN: A. Schutz

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY CONTRACTORS ATTN: P. Greiff
ATTN: R. Bedingfield

Lawrence Livermore Laborat'rr' ATTN: C. Lai
ATTN: Technical infcriation Department ATTN: R. Ledger

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Cincinnati Electronics Co@p.
ATTN: J. Freed ATTN: L. HammondATTN: C. Stump

Sandia Laboratories
ATTN: E. Coppage Control Data Corp.
ATTN: W. Dawes ATTN: J. Meehan
ATTN: J. Hood
ATTN: J. Barnum University cf Colorado
ATTN: R. Gregory ATTN. Sec. Officer'for . Venditti

E-Systems, Inc.
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CONTRACTORS ATTN: K. Reis

Advanced Microdevices, Inc. Electronic Industries Association
ATTN: J., Schlageter ATTN- J. Hessnan

Advanced Research and Applications Corp. EMM Corp.
ATTN: R. Armistead ATTN: F. Krch

Aerojet Electro-Systems Co. Exp. and Math. Phy.ics Consultants
ATTN: T. Hanscome ATTN: T. Jordan

Aerospace Corp. Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.
ATTN: D. Fresh ATTN: 3. Myers
ATTN: W. Willis ATTN: R. MarshallSATTN: S. Bower
AN SBeFord Aerospace and Communications Corp.

Aerospace Industries Assoc. of America, Inc. ATTN: Technical Information Services
'ATTN: S. Siegel AITN: J. Davison

Battelle Memorial Iistitute Ford Aerospace and Commt.nlcatio!,s Cor7.
ATTN: R. Thatcher ATTN: D. Cadle

BMO Corp. Franklin InsLitute
ATTN: 'R. Pease ATTN: R. Thompson

- ATTN: D. Wunch
ATTN: D. Alexander -Garrett Corp.
ATTN. P. Young ATTN: R. Weir
ATTN: R. Antinone

General.'rnamlcs Corp.
ATTN: W. Hdns'n

Bendix Corp.
ATTN: E. Meeder General Dynamics Corp.

A7T: R. Fields
Boeing Co. ATTN: 0. Wood

ATTN: 0. Eqelkrout
Ge:,eral E ectrlc Co.

Boeing Co. ATIN: R. Casey
ATTN: W. Rumpza ATTN: J. Peden
ATTN: I. Arimura ATTN: L. Sivo'

- " ATTN: C. Rosenberq ATTN: D. Long
ATTN: A. Johnston
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENý)E CONTRACTORS (Continurd) DEPAR~TMENT OF DEFENSF CONTRACTORS (Continued)

General Elioctri.z Co. loriovwell, Inc.
Re-p.itry and Envirnrneiital Systems Div. Avionics Division

ATTN- Technical Library ATTN: C. CErulli
ATTN R. Benedict
ATTN. W. Patters'' H( :eywell., Inc.
ATTN: J. Palchefsky. Jr. Radiation Center

ATTN: Technical Litir.ry
General Elettric Co.
Ordnance Syctems Honipywell. Inc.

ATTN: J. Reid) Defense Systems Division
ATT:I ý . Gaspard

General Cl'ectric Co.
Aircraft Engine E-,-iress Group llu~hes Aircraft'Co.

ATTN: R. riel ien ATTN: R. McGowan

ýenerl Elctri Co.ATTN: J. 'Singletary

Aerospace Electronics ý)ystems Hughes Aficraft Co.
ATTN: W. Patteisin El Segundo Site
ATTN: 0. Cole ATTN: C1. Smith
ATTN: J. Gibson ATTN: W. Scott

General Eiectric Co. IBM Corp.
ATTN: D. Pepin ATTN: H. !4athcrs

ATTN: T. Martin
General Elec ic Comrpaf,-~rEMPO ATTN: F. Fietse
Center for Advanced Studies

*ATTN: DASIAC lITT Researcri Institute
ATTN: M. Espic AT T11: I . Miia~el

"eneral Electric Company-TEMPO) Institute for Defense Analyses
Alexandria Office ATTN: technical Info' iatio~i Serv~ces

ATTN: DASIAC
Irtel Corp.

General Research Corp. ATTN: M. Jordan
ATTN: Technical Infortation.Office
ATTN: R. H~ill IBM Corp.

Thomas Watson Rese~arch Center
Georgia Institute of Technology ATTN: J. Ziegler

ATTN. R.. Curry

Georia lstiute f TchnoogyInternational Tel. and Telegraph Corp.
Georia Istiute f TchnoogyATTN: Dept. 608

Office of Contract Administration ATTN: A. Richardson
AT .A: H. Denny

Interbil Inc.
Goodyear Aerospace Corp. ATTN: 0. MacDonald

ATTN-. Security Contrtl St-,ition
IPT Corp

Grurmittan Aerospacc- Corp. ATTN: J. Harrity
ITTN: J. Rogers

JAYCOR
GTE Sylvania, Inc. ATTN: L. Scott
Electronics Systemis Grp-Eastern~ Div.

ATTN: C. Ttiornhill Johns Hopkins University
ATTN: L. Pauples ATTN: P. Pdrtrldge
ATTN: L. Blaisdell.

Xaman Sciences Corp.
GTE Sylvanii, In.:. ATTN: J. Lubell

ATTN: J. Waldron
ATTN: If and V Group~ Litton Systenis, Inc.
ATTN: H. Ullman* ATTN* 6. 'liaddox
ATTN! P. Fredrickson

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.. Inc.
Har*Is Corp. ATTN: F. Smith

ATTN: J. Cornell ATTN: P. Bene
ATTN: C. Anderson ATTN: H. Phillips

Honeywell, Inc. ATTN: C. Thompson
ATTN: R. Gutim Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Inc.

ATTN: J. Crowley
ATTN: J. Smith
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XPAR lM"IT C. it FENSE C0NTUACTORS (Continuedl DEPARTM[NT OF DaumNS CONTRACTORS (Continued.)

M.I.I. Lincoln Ldb Physics international Co.
ATTN. P. McKenzie ATTN: Division 6000

ATTN: J. Shea
Martin Marietta Cnrp. ATTN: J. Huntington
Orlando Divisiov

AliN: Hi. Cdtes R&D Associates
ATTN: W. Jarocko ATTN: R. Poll
ATTN: W. Brocket- ATTN: C. MacDo;ild
ATTN: 1. Gaynor ATTN: S. Rogers

Martin Mar:etta Corp. Rand Corp.
Denver Division AT7N: C. Crain

ATTN: E. Carter
Raytheon Co.

MtDonnell Douglas Corp. ATTN: J. Ciccio
AiTN: Library
AT'N: D. Dohm Raytheon Co.
ATTN: M. Stitch ATTN: A. Van Doren

ATTN:. X. Flescher
:Donnell Dout.,as Corp.

ATTN: J. Holmqrrem RCA Corp.
ATTN: 0. Fitzgerald Governr•ent Systems Division

ATTN: G. rrucker
ML~onnell Douglas Corp. ATTN: V. Mancino

ATTN: fechnical Library
RCA Corp.

Mission Research Corp. David Sarnoff Research Center
ATTN: C. Lonqmire AITN: D. O'Connor

ATTN: Office N103
Mission Research Corp.--San fieqo

ATTN: J. Raymond RCA Corp.
ATTN: R. :rger Government Systems Division
ATTN: J. AzarewiLz Mlssile and Surfaco Radar
AITN: V. Va Lint ATTN: R. KiIllo,

Mitre Corp. RCA Corp.
AITN: M. FitzqoralJ Camden Con*lex

ATIU: J. Saultz
Motorola. Tnc ATTN: E. Van Keuren
Govr,.,,,t Electronics Division

ATTN: A. Christensen RCA Cor:i.
Sonerville Plant, Eolid State Div.

Mot rola. Itr. ATTN: W. Allen
Seen conductor Group

ATTN: 1. Clark Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute
ATTN: R. Gtutbnann

Nat onal Academy uf Sciences
AIN: R. Shane Research Triangle Institute

ATTN: M. simons, Jr.
National Semiconductor Corp.

ATTN: R. Wano -oRockwell International Corp.
ATTN: A. LorIon ATTN: J, Bell

ATTN: V. De Martino
Uni ersity of New Mexico AT1 ;: G. Messenger
Ele trical Engineering and Computer 5cience Dept. ATTN: V. Strahan

ATTN: H. Southward ATTN- ,T Oki

Northrop Corp. Rockwell International Corp.
Northrop Reseatch and Technology Ctr. Spac- Division

ATTN: P. Eisenberg ATTN: D. Stevens
ATTN" T. Jackson
ATTN: J. Spour Pckwell International Corp.

ATTN: TIC BAOS
Northrop'Corp. ATTN- T. Yates
Ele tronijc Division

ATTN: L. Anodaca, Sanders Associates.,Inc.
ATTN: P. Gardner ATTN: 1. Altel
AITN: D. .trohe'l ATTN: L. Brodeur
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DE-PAR t E NT_ OrEFENVr CONTRACTORk. 
_'T_,'t~I IWPRP _r OL:~EC RAFT R(S Cie

Sc ience A lp lica tions, Inc . rP d R yaN O N a'Ctn.u d
A 'I T : V . V e r b n s k it e l e d y n ~e R y a n A4 r o o ~a u t i , ,,A'( T : V. Vertinski 

Al' iN: J. Raw) nwiATTN: J. ?,aberATTN: V. Ounan 
Texas Iistruiner.ts, Inc.

ATTN: A. PeletierScience Anppliationi, Inc. ATTN: R. StPehlin
"JTTN: W. C hadsey

Sc. ence Appiications, Inc. TRW D#tfense and Space Sys. Group
ATTfN: M. HaidATTN: . Stribling ATTN: P. Guilfoyle

Singer Co. ATTN: 0. Adams-ATT o . 'rnATTN: 
R. Kliqsland

ATTN: J. 1Crinkmai4UN 
.laek4rIf1,: A. 'aveiko

ATTN: H. Ho IlIowaySSinger Co. 
ATTN: R. schnieder,Data Sys'emszATN: R Spiegel ATTN: A. Wittele.

TkU Defense and Space Sys. GroupSperry Rand Corp. 
San Bernardlno OperationsSper-y Nrowave Electronic,; 

AfTN: F. FayATTJ: Enoineerir'g Laboratory 
ATTN: M. Gornan

S pvr ,' Rand Corp. A 'FN: R, kitterSperry Division 
TRW ,Ystcmn and EnergyATTN: R. Viola 

ATTN: G. Sf.eharATTN: C, Craig 
ATTN: D. Milw. rdATTY'- P. MaraffinoATTN: . Scaravaqlione' 

Voj(jht Corp
Sperry Rand Corp., 

ATTN: .LibrarySperry Flight Systerns 
ATTN: Teihnal r ay a (en~erAT74 0I. Schuw

Wet tinqhouse [1.':tric Cj.Sperry Un i. vc 
Aerospace and Electronic sytnj [pivATTN: J, Inda AAfTN! I. M(Phewon

Spire Corp. 
Westiiqhv se rlectrtc Corn.ATTN: R Little 
Wrhns .a letronie V1jtM.S troSRI lAternational ATTN: H. Kal~paca

ATTN: A. Whits n ATTN: 9. CriLhi
P'TN: P. Dolan
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